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P RE F A C E.

- I BELIEVE that, in offering the present volume to the public,
I am rendering an acceptable service, not only to those who
have been, who are, or who prospectively may be, connected
with the affairs of our Indian and Colonial dependencies, but
to all who have a common interest in good government and -
the administrative efficiency of the empire. But I am especially
auxious that it should be regarded as nothing more than a
fasciculus of Selections, for which the Editor alone is respon-
sible, from the numerous public and private papers, left behind
him by the late Lord Metcalfe. Bearing in mind that these
papers are the growth of forty years of incessant official activity,
the reader will not expect to find w.ithin the compass of a single
volume more than certain specimens or illustrations, conveying,
it is hoped, a just idea of the character of the writer's public
life and the tenor of his opinions, but only a faint one of the
extent of his activity and the magnitude of his labors.

I have divided the papers into three parts, illustrative of the
three great epochs of Lord Metcalfe's career : firstly, his earlier
official life in India before he became a member of the Supreme
Government; secondly, the period during which he sate as a
m'ember of that Government; and thirdly, the space of time
embraced by his Jamaica and Canada administrations. Under
each of these heads will be found a considerable number and
variety of papers, indicating the writer's opinions on al, or
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PREFACE.

nearly all, the principal questions submitted to his considera-
tion during the forty-five years of his public service. In this
respect there is a completeness about the present collection
which I believe would not have been much enhanced if the
dimensions of the work had been greatly extended.

Except in one or two especial cases, when I have desired to
place beside each other, two or more papers bearing on the same
subject, perhaps illustrating some particular chapter of Met-
calfe's career, the arrangement of the first and the third parts of
the collection is strictly chronological, according to the date of
composition. In the- second part I have thought it more expedient
to classify the Council Minutes-placing in separate sections the
Military and Political, the Revenue and Judicial Papers; and
so on. The first and third parts have more of autobiographical
interest than the second, for they relate mainly to circumstances
with which the writer was personally and actively concerned;
but perhaps the second part, devoted to minutes written at a
time when Sir Charles Metcalfe's duties, as a member of the
Supreme Government, involved the consideration of the whole
range of Indian Government, political and administrative, will
be considered of the greatest abstract importance. It is, how-
ever, that which necessarily most imperfectly represents the
extent of Sir Charles Metcalfe's literary activity. The work of
a member of Council is emphatically pen-work, and the writer
of' these papers addressed himself earnestly. to the consideration
of almost every question that came before him.

With regard to the papers themselves a few words may be
said. The selection of them has been influenced by various
considerations. I can hardly hope that it is altogether such as
Lord Metcalfe himself would have made, but I have endea-
voured, to the utmost of my ability, to approximate to such a
consummation. It has been my object to impart as much
variety as possible to the collection. Some, of the papers are
historical; some disquisitional; some are given for the sake of
the facts, others for the sake of the arguments they contain;
sone as illustrations of the character or career of the writer;



-PREFACE.

others for their abstract interest or importance. And it may
be added, that *whilst I have striven to make the intent and
purport of the insertion of each letter, minute, or despatch
especially appreciable by the reader of Lord Metcalfe's " Life
and Correspondence," it has been my endeavour, at the same
time, so to select and so to arrange the papers as to give to
the present volume something of a biographical character, and
thereby to render it in itself sufficiently intelligible to those
who now for the first time make the acquaintance of the great
and good man who wrote them.

To the accomplishment of this object I believed that the in-
trusion of many explanatory notes was not necessary. The
papers, for the most part, tell their own story. To have in-
serted much biographical matter would have been to repeat
what I have written elsewhere; and to comment, either ap-
provingly or disapprovingly, on Lord Metcalfe's opinions, would
have been clearly an impertinence. These opinions are pub-
lished because they are his; and whether, they are. mine or not
the majority of readers will not care to inquire. It. is hardly
in the nature of things that any two men should concur wholly
in opinion on so large a variety of subjects; but, where differ-
ence arises, there are few who will not mistrust their own judg-
ment on finding that Metcalfe is their opponent. The reader,
at all events, may in every case feel assured that the opinion
expressed is the growth of much thouglit and much experience;
that it comes honestly and earnestly, from the full heart; -and
that it has been maintained throughout a life distinguished by
many great qualities, but by none so much as by its consistency.

In such a collection as this, altogether to have avoided the
insertion of papers relating to circumstances almost forgotten,
or to systems of government ilong since exploded, would have
been impossible, if it would have been desirable. The vast
changes which have taken place during the last half century,
in the administrative principles and practices of the English in
India, must necessarily impart something of an antiquarian
character to such a volume as this. But whilst, in a biogra-
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phical point of view, it is interesting to trace the opinions of
the writer, and to discern the extent to which he may have
been instrumental in evolving or hastening the changes of
which I speak, there is much in those papers to be read with
profit at the present time; and in others are contained lessons
as pertinent to the present conjuncture of public affairs as
though they had been -written yesterday. There ·are, indeed,
many weighty political truths inculcated in these writings of
Lord Metcalfe, the disregard of which has been Tife with ma-
tional calamity, of which we are only now beginning to fathom
the uttermost depths.

The papers in this collection have, with one or two exceptions,
been printed from the original drafts in Lord Metcalfe's hand-
writing, and may therefore be relied upon as wholly and ex-
clusively his own-a reliance not always to be placed in the
published minutes and despatches of statesmen who have be-
nefited largely by ministerial assistance at different epochs of
their career. Two or three of them have been printed, wholly
or partly, before; but, with these trifling exceptions, the contents
of the volume are now given to the publie for the first time.

It should be added that the notes to which no initials are
attaehled are wholly the Edîtor's. Lord Metcalfe's own are dis-
tinguished by the initials 0. T. M.

J. W. KAYEe

Becidnglg, Marck, 1855.
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ERRATA.

Pages 4 and 42, for " bauth,"' read " autek."

Page 54, Une 7 (introductory note), for "term of his seitence,"
read "term of the sentence."

Page 385, ale 3 (introductory note), for "'under his command,"
rea "under his charge."



ABSTRACT OF LORD METCALFE'S OFFICIAL CAREER.

(Thle annexed List of the different Ofices held by Lord Metcalfe, and the dates
of kis appointment to them, may be useful to the reader, as indicating the
position which he occupied, at deferent periods, ohen he wrote thefollowing

papers, and in some degree the circunstances wuler whick they were com-
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SELECTIONS

PAPERS OF LORD METCALFE.

PART I.

THE POLICY OF SIR GEORGE BARLOW.

[With the exception of a memorandm written in 1804, relative to the
advantages of locating a proposed subsidiary force at Kotah, and published
in his Memoirs, the following is the earliest political document of any im-
portance to be found among Lord Metcalfe's papers. It was written in
1806, at the age of twenty-one, when he was attached to Lord Lake's army;
and seemingly drawn up for the perusal of his father. Embodying as it
does, in clear, forcible, but not always very official language, the views of
the Wellesley School, it illustrates, in a very remarkable manner, the early
political development of the old race of Indian civilians. The Elphinstones.
and Metcalfes-the Jenkinses and Adams-of the first years of the present
century were ripe Indian statesmen at an carlier age than that which is now
fixed for the first entrance of the new race into the public service.]

SiR GEORGE BARLOW has determined, from some motives
which he designates "the fundamental principles of his adminis-
tration," to withdraw from all connexion and alliance with the
states situated west of the Jumna, and to get rid of all our pos-
sessions west of the same river, with the reservation of a strip
of land along its western bank of a few miles' breadth. This

B



THE POLICY OF SIR GEORGE BARLOW.

determination has been so powerful as to supersede every
other consideration. The advantages of increased resources,
the military strength of our frontier, and even our reputation,
is sacrificed to it. To every argument that has been urged to
dissuade the Governor-General from this determination, the
same answer bas always been given : " It is a fundamental
principle of my administration, and to this all other considera-
tions must yield."

If the Jumna was a river of 'such depth as to form a boundary,
some reason might be supposed for making a boundary of it.
But the fact is, it is everywhere fordable in al months except-
ing those during which, in common with it, every rivulet
swelled by the rains is impassable. The lands to the west are
as fertile, the people under good government would be as quiet,
and the states with whom we have alliances are as good as else-
where. What magic is it whieh shall make one bank of such
a stream the object of dread and aversion, when the other is
everything desirable ? Why should an alliance; on one side be
useless,. when on the other it is salutary ? Why should in-
fluence. to the right be dangerous, if to the left it is power and
safety?- Sir George Barlow in bis closet, looking at a map,
sees a black line marking the course of a river; he draws his
pencil aiong this line, and says, " Thus far shalt thou go, and
no farther;" and this forms a fundamental principle. I can
fancy no other cause for his astouishing determination to keep
nothing that he can get rid. of on one side of the imaginary Une.
But he may as well set his chair on the sands of the. sea, and
order the waves to stop; for the influence of Britain will roll
in spite of him beyond the Jumna, or else the Atlantic Ocean
will be the Jumna which shall separate the states of India from
the British Empire. This inflexible rule looks too much like a
government of straight lines; it looks like a government which
decides political questions by examining maps in a closet, with-
out attention to the knowledge whieh is to be acquired by an
extensive view of the whole field.

Sir George's fundamental principle in this policy is, perhaps,
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part of that general prineiple at this: moment in favor'with our
rulers, of with drawing from all external connexions, and con-
fining our views to the government of our own territories. It
is asserted that our force will thus be concentrated, our power
compact, and our empire at peace. Would the human body
be more vigorous by the application of an axe to its limbs?
Would a skilful surgeon, in order to increase its strength, cut
off an arm ? It is as wise to throw away the power and
influence which we, actually possess west of the Jumna.. That
power and influence I believe to be an arm to the British
Empire, which may be exercîsed with important advantage.
The treaty of peace with Holkar, bad as it is, has left us in
possession of the acknowledged supremacy in Hindostan, and
has liberated from Mahratta extortion and oppression those
states which are under our protection.* The protection of
these states against the Mahrattas (and there exists no other
power against which we can be called to protect them) can
be no encumbrance. The relinquishment of all claims upon
them being acknowledged by the Mahrattas. in treaties, they
would certainly refrain from attacking them unless. they were
preparedi to engage in war with us; and if they are willing to
incur this risk, they may as soon make an incursion into our
territories as upon our allies, or break any other article of the
treaty. Nothing can be easier than to keep those states quiet
with each other; say but the word, and they will be still. Of
this I have no doubt. Their confirmed habits of restraint and
dependence make it certain..

The assertion that these alliances are no benefit to us is not
true. They form a large extent between the Mahrattas and us.
Under our influence they are good neighbours. They make a
good military frontier. In the event of war with the Mahrattas,
hôstilities are carried far from our territories, and we still enjoy

* The iischief of this treaty has poora, &c., to Holkar, the aban-
been completed by the Governor- donment of the Rajah of Boondee to
GeneraPs subsequent acts, by the Holkar's revenge, and the rupture of
gratuitous cession of Tonk Ram- the treaty of Jyepore.--C. T. M.

B2
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the advantages of a friendly country in our rear. These
alliances afford us all the benefit which is derived from influence
and supremacy. Weak as Holland is, surely France derives
advantage from her influence over it. Hers is an influence by
usurpation; our influence over these petty states is one of their
seeking, and one which they will not resign as long as they can
keep it. A proof of this is that the government, in order to
get rid of the alliance with Jyepore, sets up a right, false, I think,
and unjust, to dissolve it; and proposes to persuade the Rajahs
of Bhurtpore and Macheree to resign their alliances with us
by offering considerable territory to them.

'The most important advantage to us from these alliances is
the preservation of these countries from the Mahrattas, and the
consequent diminution of Mahratta power, influence, and
resources. India contains no more than two. great powers,
British and Mahratta, and every other state acknowledges the
influence of one or the other. Every inch that we recede will
be occupied by them. It is a new species of policy to increase
our own strength by increasing the power of our rival and
natural enemy. Suppose England to have an established in-
fluence over Holland, would Ministers glory in their wisdom if
they withdrew that influence and threw Holland necessarily
under the oppression of France ? What is it that should
imake political wisdom in this country so opposite to what 1ras
been considered wisdom in Europe? I have occasionally heard
something of a commercial policy belonging to the Company
separate from its interests as a sovereign state. Without en-
tering here into the question how far the Company nay have
benefited by becoming a potentate, and granting, without dis-
cussion, the full justice of all the lamentations which are uttered
on this subject by many worthy directors and proprietors, I
imust be allowed to say that it cannot now be helped-the
evil is done. Sovereigns you are, and as such must act if you
do not mean to destroy the power of acting at all, to demolish
your whole corporation, your trade, and your existence. Exe-
crate the memories of Clive and Watson, and those who first
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brought you from the state of merchants. Burn them in effigy,
hang their statues, and blast with infamy those malefactors.
Your progress since bas been inevitable, and necessary to your
existence. " To stop is dangerous, to recede is ruin," said Lord
Clive at an early stage of our power. We have arrived now
at that pitch that we may stop without danger, but we cannot
recede without serious consequences. We have been made so
strong that the idea of ruin cannot enter into my mind, and we
may lose considerable strength without immediately feeling the
loss. This, however, does not make it wisdom wilfully and
wantonly to incur that loss, and to impair that strength. This
does not make it wisdom to give power and resources to those
who are our rivals, and will be again, if strengthened, our
enemies. I find that I have entered on a subject that is too
extensive for the purpose with which I commenced these notes.
I repeat, you are, in spite of yourselves, sovereigns, and must
be guided by those rules which the wisdom of the world has
applied to the government of empires.

I have heard much of the vicious consequences of the spirit
of ambition and aggrandisement which has sullied our cha-
racter; I have heard, I say, much of this, but have seen nothing
either of the vicious consequences, or imaginary- causes. That
our power, reputation, glory, have been aggrandised, I cannot
deny. They have been proudly and nobly aggrandised. I
have also heard much of a charming notion of keeping our

place in India and our tranquillity by a new system of gene.
rosity, moderation, and innocence.

This system, literally pursued, would be to give away as
much as we can, to keep as little as we can, and to be as weak
as we can. : This is nonsense. To trust for tranquillity not to
our power and influence, but to our moderation and innocence,
is pretty in theory, but would be very foolish in practice, par-
ticularly applied to Mahrattas. To meet their ambition and
enterprise with the language of peace, would be to preach to
the roaring ocean to be still. For our security, we must rest
upon our strength. Leave us as we are, but do not, by false
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and :new doctrines, diminish the :strength which we possess.
Let us not establish maxims which tare condemned by the his-
tory of all ages. Our empire in India is vast, and must le
managed in the way of other empires. We nust exist as a
great state. Without croaking, it may be observed that our
govérnment is upon a dangerous experiment, and we may have
cause to repent of the operation of the new priaciples. They
have done no good yet. The assertion that we have been
immoderate and aggressive is very untrue, We have, I am
sure, been more moderate than any state placed in the same
circumstances ever was before. I will be content -to have this
question decided by the natives of <this country,

I do not like, in the existing policy, the inclination evident
in the Governor-General's despatches to reduce every ques-
tion to the consideration of mere expediency, and. to give no
weight to character and honor; to put out of view our proud
pre-eminence, and to act as a petty, weak, temporising state.
This is carried so far, and all objections are made so trifling
when immediate convenience directs, as to amount in some in-
stances (vide the despatches which assume the right to dissolve
our alliances with the Rana of Gohud and the Rajah of Jyepore,
without the consent of those alies), in my opinion, to a positive
breach of faith. This policy, at least, operates to the injury of
our reputation. The native powers of India -understand the
law of nations on a broad scale, though they may not adhere
to it; but they are not acquainted with the nice quirks upon
which our finished casuists would draw up a paper to establish
politieal rights,

Our name is high, but these acts must lower it. And a
natural consequence is, that we shall not again be trusted with
confidence.

I would wish to see our government feelingly alive to points
of honor, and less tenacious of questions of argumentative
right. I would wish it to act in cases, such as the two men,
tioned, more according to .the expectations which the native
states are authorised to form, than to the letter of our own law.
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We may find a justificationon such questions in some corner
of our own books, but for the important purpose of reputation
it is requisite 1that we should be justified in the mind of India.
In the cases, however, which I have mentioned, we are justified,
I think, nowhere. The arguments adduced are faIse (particu.
larly on the Gohud question), and it would not be difficult to
overthrow -them by a plain staterment of :fact.

The Governor-General, in some of his despatcahes, distinctly
says that he contemplates in the discord of the native powers
au additional source of strength; and, if I am not mistaken,
some of his plans go ,directly, and are designed to foment dis-
cord among those states. To foment discord seems to me
barbarous, uuwarrantable, and snonstrous; and even te côntem-
plate in it any source of strength is unworthy of our pre-
eminent station. Such a policy at best can only be suited to
petty estates. Applied to our empire in India it is extremely
fSithy.* Lord Wellesley's desire was to unite the tranquillity
of all the powers of India with our own. How fair, how
beautiful, how virtuous, does this system seem; how tenfold
fair, beautiful, and virtuous when compared with the other
ugly, nasty, abominable one.

But I can contemplate no source of strength in the discord of
contiguous powers. It appears to me that in our advanced
state of power no great contentions can arise which will not
soon reach and entangle us. It is impossible completely to
insulate ourselves, and we must be subject to the same chances
which work upon states situated as we are. It is matter of
astonishment that any person can think that it is in our power
to draw in our arms and separate ourselves entirely from the
affairs of India-that we can exist, great as we are, without
dependent friend or foe-that wars are to kindle and rage on
every part of our extensive frontier, and that we shall not be,
moved by them. This is a new and, I think, mistaken notion.
It is our interest, I am sure (leaving out the question of

* Lord Wellesley has censured gant reply to the Calcutta address in
this by anticipation. Vide his ele- 1804.-. T. M.
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inorality and virtue, things not always admitted into politics),
to promote .the general peace. It is the only sure way of pre-
servi ng tranquillity to ourselves. The acts of the last six months
not only deprive us of the power of preserving peace in India,
but must operate to cause and encourage dissension. I am very
sorry for it.

Our present motion is retrograde; I shall be happy when our
governors will halt. This study to decrease our influence is
funny. I cannot understand it. For my part, I wish to have
our influence increased. It is generally sought for, and I am
certain in its operation it gives the most real and essential
benefit to all chiefs and states, and to the subjects of all chiefs
and statesbover which it is exercised. There is a loud cry that
we are in danger from extended dominion. For my part I can
contemplate universal dominion in India without much fear.

I do" not like the determined spirit of penury which is
evident in this administration. Economy in a government is
one of the greatest political virtues, but let the directors think
what they will there may be too much of it if it is too parsimo..
nious. - It ceases then to be a virtue, and becomes one of the
most absurd political follies, and -one of the worst political
vices. There is, I think, too much of it when it appears to be
the ruling and sole principle of government; when it is displayed
in every public advertisement and introduced into every secret
despatch; when deductions' of pence and farthings are consi-
dered more important than the fate of empires; in a word,
when the government entirely discards liberality.

"Mere parsimony is not economy; it is separable in theory
from it, and infact it may, or it nay not, be a part of economy,
according to circumstances. Expense, and great expense, may
be an essential part in true economy. If parsimony were to, be
considered as one of the kinds of that virtue, there is, however,
another and a higher economy. Economy is a distributive
virtue, and consists not in saving but in selection. Parsimony
requires no providence, no sagacity, no powers of combination,
no comparison, no judgment. Mere instinct, and that not an
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instinct of the noblest kind, may produce this false economy in
perfection. The other economy has larger views."

In a service like this, which is pursued for an independence,
and to which the wealthy never have recourse, and in which
services cannot be rewarded with honors, merit must be re-
warded by situations uniting credit with emolument. It is in
the nature of the human character to look to a reward. Without
this hope there would be much less of zeal and publie spirit than
there now is. Self-love plays its part in our most disinterested
acts. Every government of the world has instituted rewards as
well as punishment for the encouragement of publie virtue among
its citizens; and when a government loses sight of this principle,
it will soon lose the power of rewarding any public virtue, for
all virtue will be extinguished. When a man's conscience tells
him that he has worked hard and merited well, he expects re-
ward.

I look on the consideration of public service or public orna-
ment to be real and very justice; and I ever held a scanty and
penurious justice to partake of the nature of a wrong. I hold
it to. be in its consequences the worst economy in the world.
In saving money I soon can count up all the good I do; but
when, by a cold penury, I blast the abilities of a nation, the
ill I may do is beyond all calculation.

Indeed, no inan knows, when he cuts off the incitements to
a virtuous ambition, and the just rewards of public service,
what infinite mischief he may do his country through all gene-
rations. Such saving to the public may prove the worst mode
of robbing it.

Individuals may repeatedly be disappointed, as in all states
some must be, without any extensive injury to the public in-
terests, because the hope which is the incitement remains for
all; but when to withhold reward and distinction comes to be
a system of administration, then the public interests will suffer
injury, incalculable injury. There is reason to think that this
is the case, from the apparent system of this administration.
Its inflexible adherence to its principles of parsimony, and its
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boasting display of them, leads mus to believe that liberaity is
excluded from its vocabulary.

If this is the cease, we may tace the liberty of observi.ng, that
the present government will not excite zeal, will not encourage
ability, and is no friend to enterprise, but a sure check to all
publie energies and spirit, and the consequences must be bad.

Dhatinct from the faults of -parsimony, but operating with
the same effect, is the coldness and want of feeling of the -go-
vernment. It <does nothing with warmth and heart. This may
appear to be a foolish objection, but will not prove to be so.
Something more than cold approbation is required to foster
great aninds-the approbation should be hearty. Men who
perform great actions want to be admired, and are not content
with being approved. Men may serve under such'a govern-
ment correctly, but the good of the state requires that they
should serve zealously. Men will not serve zealously unless
their government is zealous to do them honor. I venture to
pronounce that this administration will be coldly served. Lord
Wellesley, from the fire of patriotism which blazed in his own
breast, emitted sparks which animated the breasts of all who
came within the reach of his notice.

Our present Governor is too cold in his own character to give
any warmth to others; and this characteristic of his private
life seems to be a feature of his publie administration. If the
case could be supposed of a state in which public spirit and the
whole train of public virtues should be persecuted, condemned,
and punished, it is not difficult to conceive that public virtues
would, in that state, cease to exist. And by the same rule it
appears that if these virtues are slighted and neglected, they
will not flourish with the strength and beauty which is given
to them by culture and attention.

There are truly great patriots, who, under any circumstances,
will zealously labor for the interests of their country; but some
uncommon greatness is required to keep them in their righteous
course under such obstacles as have been alluded to. Such, then,
there are; but general arguments are applied to the generality,
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and these do certainly require the stimulants of Hope and Am-
bition.

These loose, unconnected notes may serve to convey to my
father some of my ideas on the present administration. The
subject is so extensive, that if I continued my observations, I
should swell my paper to an enormous size. I am too lazy to
put what I have said into any decent form; and after all, my
thoughts can be of no importance.

I respect Sir George Barlow, and wish him well; but I
cannot approve the'principles which he professes and acts upon.

Lord Wellesley's system- was abandoned at an unfortunate
period, when its success was nearly completed. If that system
had been carried into complete operation, permanent peace and
consequent wealth would have been in our bande. The abau-
donment of that system, in an unlucky moment, -throws India
back into its former state of confusion and uncertainty. Our
tranquillity will again depend upon the will of either Sindhiah,
Holkar, or Bhoonsla; and our only hiope of the continuance of
it rests upon the notion that those chiefs, singly or united, will
never dare to risk a war with us. I hope, as much as any man
can, that the dread of our valor will always operate upon them;
but I am convinced that an increase of their strength and in-
fluence, and a diminution of our own, are not the best means
of keeping alive their consciousness of our superiority.
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THE MISSION TO RUNJEET SINGH.

[1808-9.]

[The despatches written by Mr. Metcalfe, during his mission to the
Punjab, in 1808-9, are so numerous, that the extracts made from them eau
but faintly illustrate the extent and importance of the collection. Two of
the most comprehensive letters inthe series have, however, been selected-
the first expounding the young envoy's views of the policy to be pursued
towards Runjeet Singh, and the other entering into a detailed account of
the resources of the Sikh ruler. And when it is considered that they were
written at the age of three-and-twenty, they will, I think, be regarded as
very remarkable State-papers. A 'sketch of the circumstances under which
the mission was sent, and the objects to be attained by it, written some
years afterwards* by Metcalfe himself, is prefixed to the letters.] -

The objects of the mission to Runjeet Singh were to nego-
tiate a defensive alliance, and concert measures for the protec-
tion of the Punjab and the British possessions in India against
the apprehended invasion of Napoleon Bonaparte. This mis-

* In answer, I believe, to the fol-
lowing questions put to him by the
Chief Secretary, in 1814, at the re-
quest of Lord Hastings, vihen Met-
calfe was in the Governor-General's
camp :

" What led to the mission to Run-
jeet Singh?

" What were the demands made
by us on Runjeet Singh, and what
the grounds of those demands?

"l Iow were those demands met
by Runjeet Singli? Were they dis-
puted, and on what grounds ?

« What was the final settlement,
and the grounds upon which it was
concluded?

" Did that settlement expressly,
or by implication, restrain the British
Go-vernment from extending its power
beyond the Sutlej ?

" Did any of Mr. Metcalfe's de-
spatches comprehend a general view
of the negotiation and settlement ?

" What were considered the ad-
vantages of having the Sutlej, instead
of the Jumna, for our boundary in
that direction?"
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sion was simultaneous with another sent to Caubul, with similar
views as relating to that country.

In the first instance we made no demands, but merely pro-
positions for an intimate alliance for the purpose above men-
tioned.

Our propositions were met by the most striking display of
jealousy, distrust, and suspicion, and by immediate endéavours
on the part of Runjeet Singh to complete the subjugation of
the country between the Sutlej and the Jumna, to facilitate
which he endeavoured to take advantage of the presence of a
British mission to his camp, and for a time succeeded in that
design.

The character and the ambitious views disclosed by Runjeet
Singh induced a change of policy on the part of the British
Government. The expectation of making a friend of him was
abandoned as vain, and it was determined to restrain him in
that quarter in which he might be considered most dangerous
as an enemy.

Up to this period the British Government had not resolved
to take the Sikh chiefs between the Sutlej and the Jumna
under its protection, neither had it ever pledged itself against
doing so. Runjeet Singh had been allowed to make great
strides towards the subjugation of their country without oppo-
sition on our part. Ail their applications for succour were
neglected; and when the British mission arrived in Runjeet
Singh's camp, several of the principal chiefs in question were
there in compulsory attendance on him, as if he were their
sovereign.

When the British Government determined to check the
extension of Runjeet Singh's power towards our own frontier,
the demands made were, that he should relinquish all preten-
sions to sovereignty over the remaining chiefs between the
Sutlej and Jumna, and evacuate all conquests between these
rivers made subsequently to the arrival of the British mission
in his camp. He was not required to abandon the territories
between the Sutlej and Jumna prior to the arrival of that
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mission, nor to reinstate chiefs previously dispossessed; but it
was demanded that he should not, send any army to the left
bank of the Sutlej, and that he should not retain in his. posses-
sions in that quarter more troops than might be indispensable
for internal duties. It was at the same time intimated to him
that we intended to establish. a post at. Loodhiana, and take
the chiefs and the country under our protection.

These demands werer disputed, by Rujeet Singh, ona the

ground that he had spent blood and treasure. in achieving the
conquest of the country between the Sutlej. and the Junna
for several years, during which we had virtually aeknowledged
his right by our abstinence from remonstrance or complaint.
He admitted that at the termination of the Mahratta war, if
we had planted a post at Loodhiana, he; sliould have acknow-
ledged our right to do so as the successors, of the Mahratta
power; but he denied our right to revive at pleasure an obso-
lete claim, which he had satisfie&. himself, from, our conduct,
we had entirely relinquished.

The final settlement was the: entire accomplishment of our
demands; to which Runjeet Singh prudently yielded after a
long struggle in negotiation, and every preparation for re-
sistance.

That settlement, either expressly or by implication, re-
strained the British Government from interfering with Runjeet
Singh's dominions, subjects, an& dependants beyond the Sutlej.
I do not recollect that it imposed any other restraint on the
extension of the power of the British Government, but I must
beg leave to refer to the treaty concluded at the termination of
the negotiation.

No one of Mr. Metcalfe's despatches comprehended a general
view of the negotiation and settlement. His despatches from
first to last reported the rise, progress, and termination of the
negotiation, and related almost exclusively to that subject. .

The advantages of having the Sutlej instead of the Jumna
for our boundary in that direction were considered to be many:
first, as acquiring an addition of power and influence for our-
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selves; secondly, as abstracting in a still greater degree power
and influence from, a political enemy; thirdly, as preventing the
union of the Sikh nation under an aspiring ruler of extraordi-
nary character; fourthly, as interposing between: our frontier
and that of a powerful rival the territories of dependent states, by
which war,. whether offensive or defensive, would be kept at a
distance from. our· country ;, fifthly, by the greater security
afforded to the capital city and important political post of
Dihlee, to which, otherwise, the power of Runjeet Singh would
have approximated within a few miles, affording 1im the oppor-
tunity of attacking it suddenly in the event of our being
involved in war with other powers; lastly, perhaps the assump-
tion of our proper station as the protectors of the- weak and the
opposers of the oppressor, was not the least of the advantages
of the. arrangement, with reference to its impression on all
parties.-

TO N. B. EDMONSTONE, CHIEF SECRETARY TO GOVERNMENT.

November 6, 1808.
Si, - Although my several despatches have detailed all

the circumstanees worthy of mention that have occurred in the
progress of the negotiation with Runjeet Singh, it will, I con-
ceive, be, proper to state to you, in a collècted form, all the pro-
posals and stipulations which he advances.

These are as follows:
First. Some sort of treaty of perpetual amity or connexion to

be continued with his heirs.
Second. The acknowledgment of his sovereignty over the

whole Sikh country, or an engagement not to oppose his aggres-
sions against the independent Sikh chiefs, and not to assist at
any time any Sikh chiefs against him.

Third. An engagement not to interfere in favor of the
King of Caubul to prevent his aggression against the King's
dominions.
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Fourth.'Engagement that when the British armies shall march
through his country to meet the enemy on the Indus or in
Caubul, the time of thé march of the troops from Dihlee and the
route of march shall be settled with his concurrence.

Fifth. Engagement that the British forces shall evacuate his
dominions after the termination of the contest 'with the French
armies, and that the depôt, &c., shall be removed.

Sixth. Engagement that the misrepresèntation's of designing
=en shall not be attended to.

Seventh. Engagement that cattle shall not be killed for the
British armies in the Rajah's country.

Eighth. Stipulation presented, but subsequently withdrawn,
that the British Government will never entertain any Sikhs in
its service.

I proceed to offèr an explanation of each of these sepa-
rately, in which I shall take the liberty of stating such obser-
vations and suggestions as occur to me.

First, some sort of treaty of perpetual amity or connexion to
be continued with his heirs. I say some sort of treaty, because
his views in respect to this are not very clear; indeed, he does
not seem himself to have any fixed idea of the exact tendency
of his own proposal. He has neither proposed an alliance
offensive and defensive, nor an alliance directly defensive, but
has, in general terms, proposed to establish lasting and intimate
friendship from generation to generation, with the addition that
no state should be more favored than his; yet, after having
requested me to make out a draft containing what I might
conceive to be his object, he bas kept that draft without com-
nunicating to me either his assent or his objections to the

contents.
An offensive alliance being out of the question, I had to con-

sider to what extent I should be authôrised to proceed in con-
cluding a defensive alliance. A general defensive alliance with
Runjeet Singh, which should bind the British Government to
protect his territories at all times against his enemies, might
involve government in a perpetual state of warfare, for his
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upon others are so frequent and so multiplied, that in a season
of opportunity for his neighbours, he might be attacked on all
sides. This, therefore, seemed to be also out of the question.

In order to accede in- every practicable degree to the pro-
posals of Runjeet Singh, I prepared an article to be produced,
if occasion should require it, binding the two governments
mutually to aid in the defence of their territories, provided that
the causes of attack upon the territories of either party should
have proceeded from circumstances which had taken place in
concert; further stipulating, that if either party should under-
take any measures without the advice and concurrence of the
other, it should not be entitled to call for aid to defend itself
against any hostilities that might result from such measures.
This article has never been communicated to the Rajah, because,
in fact, he has never applied for a defensive alliance; but it
contained the utmost that I conceived myself authorised to
assent to.

I should have made a point of ascertaining the Rajah's real
motives and objects in this proposal previously to this reference,
but his impatience to move from Miterkote, and his general
habit of evasion and delay, prevented any final and clear pro-
position on the subject. From the language of all the commu-
nications received from him, and from bis not stating any ob-
jections to the draft which I transmitted to him on this point,.
I conclude that an engagement of strict friendship with him,
would satisfy him. The advantage which he proposes to derive
from such a treaty is probably that of strengthening his power-
by the notoriety of the existence of these engagements between
the British Government and him.

Second. The acknowledgment of his sovereignty over the
whole Sikh country, or an engagement not to oppose his ag-
gressions against the independent Sikh chiefs, and not to assist
at any time any Sikh chief against him;-

This is the great object of his views, and the principal motive
of this reference. The subject has been brought to the notice

C
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of government lately in various ways; I propose, therefore, to
confine myself to local considerations.

I take the liberty of expressing my opinion, founded upon
the observations made in my present situation, that, if it is in
view to attach Runjeet Singh to the British Government, and
to make him a friend by conciliation, the concession which he
requires is essentially necessary for that purpose. As long as
the British Government appears to be the bar, and the, only bar,
to his subjugation of the Sikhs and consequent aggrandisement,
he will not, I conceive, be cordially attached to it; and if his
attachment is to be gained by any means, none other are so
likely to secure it as this concession, without which all other
attempts to obtain his co-operation by conciliation would pro-
bably be fruitless.

Considerations may be adduced from the actual state of
the country to diminish the objections to the sacrifice. The
reserve hitherto held by government on this point, has not
prevented the gradualextension of the power of Runjeet Singh
over the territories between the Sutlej and the Jumna. It has
hitherto retarded the complete subjugation, but its effect as
a check upon Runjeet Singh has diminished, and will continue
to diminish. His encroachments have been progressive, and
he has taken the opportunity, when a British Envoy was in his
camp, to make them more remarkable and more excessive than
ever before.

He has proceeded with his whole force to Umballa, which is
not far distant from the post of Kurnal; and there is reason to
expect that he will not spare Jegadree, which is near to that
part of the Jumna which is protected by the station Suharun-
poor.

Without reference, therefore, to the general question of
the expediency of admitting the extension of Runjeet Singli's
power, it appears that a refusal to make the declaration which
he requires, unaccompanied by a determination to oppose his
aggressions, would perpetuate his distrust of the British Go-
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vernment, without materially checking the progress of his
ambition.

Two of the principal advantages of withholding the decla-
ration required seem to be, first, that government will be at
liberty to come forward at any time when circumstances may
require its interference; and, secondly, that the independent
Sikh chiefs are not compelled to resign themselves in despair to
the sovereignty of Runjeet Singh.

With respect to the first of these, I beg leave, with the ut-
most deference, to suggest as one of the grounds on which the
sentiments which I am expressing are founded, that the right
of self-defence cannot be altogether abandoned by a general
declaration of non-interference. The same circumstances which
would induce government now to oppose Runjeet Singh's pro-
gress on the frontier, viz., the dangerous operation of that
progress against the interests of the British Government, might
authorise, or, on the permanent principle of self-defence, to
interfere hereafter, notwithstanding the declaration, if, as may
not now be expected, his progress should become dangerous.

This is conceived on the presumption that government has
it not at present in contemplation to oppose Runjeet Singh
in his attempts to subjugate the Sikhs. If I am mistaken in
this presumption, the case is altered, but then it may be ob-
served, his encroachments are already nearly as far advanced as
they can be, and he is not likely to be checked except by im-
mediate opposition.

The other advantage of avoiding such a declaration to
which I have alluded, viz., that as long as the British Govern-
ment does not declare that it will never defend any of the Sikh
chiefs against Runjeet Singh, these chiefs are not compelled to
resign themselves in despondency to his sovereignty, must, I
apprehend, be gradually diminished by his increasing unre-
sisted aggressions, and it does not appear that any are led on by
the hope of preserving their independence, and obtaining the
eventual protection of the British Government, to offer any
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united or steady opposition to his arms. The greater number
have become companions of his Harem in order to acquire
influencé sufficient to ward off his blows frorm their own terri-
tories, and for this purpose do not scrupie to guide them, and
virtually aid against others. Indeed, the original causes of his
obtaining any footing in the country were applications made
by some of these chiefs for his assistance against others.

I take the liberty of mentioning, that all that I have said.
on this subject is under the supposition that it is intendec to
obtain the co-operation of Runjeet Singh against France by
conciliation. I have, therefore, endeavoured to express and sup-
port my opinions that some such declaration as that required
by the Rajah to the degree that may be thought expédient, is
necessary for the purpose of conciliation; and that the with-
holding of that declaration, unaccompanied by actual opposition
to his aggression, will hazard the loss of all that is to be gained
by conciliating him, without effectually preventing the subjuga-
tion of the country between the Sutlej and the Jumna.

Having submitted my opinion that, without this concession,
Runjeet Singh cannot be won by conciliation, it is my duty to
state, to the best of my judgment, whether from my personal
knowledge of his character, it is certain that this concession
will completely attach him to the British Government, and
secure his cordial co-operation against Firance, or whether these
points will afterwards be subject to doubt.

They will always, I conceive, from the result of my per-
sonal intercourse with the Rajah, be subject to doubt. No part
of his personal character presents any satisfactory assurance
of cordiality, good faith, consistency, or hearty co-operation.
For want of consistency and good faith he is justly notorious;
my despatches will have described repeated instances of deceit
and evasion; he has no regard for truth, and can descend even
to the violation of solemn promises; and the whole tenor of his
behaviour impresses me most strongly with the conviction of
his total want of principle. In the crisis when his exertions
may be required, he will, doubtless, without regard to previous
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engagements, act according to his view of his interests at the
moment.

If ever the agents of French intrigue should find a way
to his ear, he is a character well suited for them. He would
probably soon fall under the guidance of a French negotiator,
who would flatter his pride and vanity, raise ambitious hopes
by unbounded promises, and work upon his credulity by any
falsehoods. On his character no reliance whatever can, I
conceive, be placed; but by the concession which he requires,
the British Government will obtain any treaty that may be
thought advisable, his aid in maintaining an intercourse with
Caubul, the means of marching its armies to or beyond the
Indus; and it may be expected that the measures adopted by
the Right Honorable the Governor-General in Council having
completely anticipated the designs of France in this country, a
progressive connexion will be formed with Runjeet Singh,
which may not only entirely exclude French intrigue from his
councils, but may lead to his conviction, in the hour of contest,
that his true interests require the most vigorous co-operation
against the designs of France; and circumstances, such as the
offer of his territories on the part of France as a temptation to
the King of Caubul, may bind him firmly to the cause.

Ii in the intermediate time his course of measures and con-
duct should be such as to compel the British Government to
change its system, and check his ambition, the evil attending
the concession which he desires will not be irretrievable. The
increased power which he will acquire by the extension of his
acknowledged dominion to the bank of the Jumna, will only
be formidable whilst'unopposed. The increase of the numbers
of his subject chiefs will increase the number of disaffected in
his army, and they will not be less ready to join a power op-
posing him than tbey are now. In explanation of this opinion,
it may be observed that the chiefs to the west of the Sutlej
are as anxious to be released from his oppression as those to
the east of that river are to avoid it; and that, notwithstand-
ing the care which has been taken by him to prevent the ap-
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proach of his chiefs to me, entreaties for protection, and offers of
submission to the British Government, have reached me from
chiefs on the banks of the Indus, as well. as those on the
Jumna.

I have considered this question exclusively as it relates to
the policy of forming a connexion with Runjeet Singh as a
barrier against the designs of France. I am aware that it is
before government in a more general view, for the Resident at
Dihlee has done me the honor of communicating to me copies
of his late despatches to you on this subject.

I now beg leave to advert to the conduct which I have
pursued during the agitation of this question on the nego-
tiation with Runjeet Singh. From the tenor of my instruc-
tions, and of your despatch to the Resident at Dihlee of the
21st March last, I have conceived it to be the wish of govern-
ment to refrain from making any declaratiôn expressive of a
determination either to support the independent Sikh chiefs
against Runjeet Singh, or to permit the subjugation of them
by him. I have, therefore, endeavoured, since the first men-
tion of the question, to induce the Rajah to refrain from agi-
tating it, and I have used every argument that appeared to me
likely to prevent the reference on this subject.

My advice, however, has always been supposed to come from
myself, and I have invariably declared that I had not received
any instructions further than to ascertain distinctly the Rajah's
views.

If, therefore, it should be thought expedient to grant re-
quired concession, it may be made in any way that may be pre-
ferred. It may be made without condition, the Rajah being
informed that the British Government bas never had any con-
cern in the disputes between the Sikh chiefs, and never has
intended to interfere; or it may be granted to him as a cession
of great importance, which can only be made on such conditions
as government may be pleased to annex to it. Government
is not committed in any way by my negotiation here to prefer
either this or that mode, but can adopt any line of conduct
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and any course of argument that may appear to be most
advisable.

If it should be determined to grant this concession, I beg leave
to solicit orders on the following points:

1. Is the declaration to contain all that he seems to require,
that is, the acknowledgment of his sovereignty over all the
Sikhs, and an engagement not to oppose the establishment of
his sovereignty over them, or only the latter?

There seems to be a considerable difference between the first
and last.. The first, perhaps, could not be granted without
injury to the right of those chiefs who are still independent;
since it does not appear to be just to acknowledge his sove-
reignty over those who have never yet acknowledged it, and
over whom it is not perfectly established.

2. Is the declaration to be verbal or written?
Runjeet Singh will certainly wish it to be written.
3. Is the declaration, if written, to be part of a treaty, or a

separate engagement?
It will, I conceive, be equally acceptable to him in either

way.
4. Are any exceptions to be made in favor of any Sikh chiefs,

and if so, what?
5. Are the bounds to which he will be allowed to proceed to

be explained to him, and if so, what bounds?
I conclude that it will be deemed 'proper to explain to him

that he is not to consider those parts of the British dominions
which are held in Jageer by Sikh chiefs as included in the sup-
posed declaration.

6. Is the dominion of Koonjpoora to be included in the con-
cession, or reserved under the protection of the British Govern-
ment?

The cause of my putting the last question is, that the canton-
ment of Kurnal is in a manner dependent for supplies on the-
town of Koonjpoora, which, with its fort, is about four miles.
from that post. Being in the possession of a Patan family, it
cannot justly be claimed.
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I now proceed to the Rajah's other objects.
Third. An engagement not to interfere in favor of the King

of Caubul to prevent his aggressions against the King's domi-
nions.

On this subject I have lately been informed by Mr. Elphin-
stone that he is not entrusted to offer the mediation. of the
British Government to the King of Caubul. The caution,
therefore, which I thought it my duty to observe on this
point has been unnecessary; but as no difference would be
made in the state of affairs here, by agreeing to enter into a
positive engagement to the effect proposed, and as the negotia-
tion is at a stand on another question, I have at present no
inducement to alter the language that I have hitherto held on
this demand.

The fourth, fifth, sixth, and seventh articles of his pro-
posals can, I conceive, be easily arranged; but it will be very
satisfactory to me to receive any instructions which the Right
Honorable the Governor-General may be pleased to issue upon
them, especially with reference to the mode in which it may be
deemed expedient to comply with them.

Eighth. Stipulating against the slaughter of cattle for beef
in the Rajah's dominions;-

A verbal assurance to this effect, if deemed proper, will, I
imagine, be sufficient.

Ninth. Stipulation that the British Governinent will never
entertain any Sikh in its service;-

This has been withdrawn, but it may be brought forward
again. It was mentioned as a condition of the Rajah's concur-
rence in the proposed co-operation against France. It would
be very satisfactory to have instructions for the guidance of my
conduct in case that it should be advanced again. I conceive
that the Right Honorable the Governor-General in Council
will not assent to it, and that Runjeet Singh, much as he may
wish it, will not insist upon it. If it is mentioned again before
me, I shall suggest that probably the British Government will
demand from the Rajah as an equivalent that he shall never take
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into his service any Europeans, nor any of the natives of the
territoríes subject to the Honorable Company; and I think that
that will be sufficient to stop the demand, as the troops on
which Runjeet Singh places his chief dependence are from the
Honorable Company's possessions; so are all the people employed
in his intelligence department.

I shall do myself the honor, in a subsequent despatch, to
submit the best information that I possess concerning Runjeet
Singh's country, army, power, and resources.

Before closing this despatch, I beg leave to solicit the in-
dulgence of the Right Honorable the Governor-General to the
freedom with which I have offered my opinions on the points
which are referred for his Lordship's decision. These I have
thought it my duty to submit as the result of local observation,
and I trust that in so doing I have acted consistently with his
Lordship's wishes.

One subject remains as yet unnoticed, on which it will be
very satisfactory to me to receive instructions. It relates to
the eventual termination or prolongation of the services of this
Mission. The suspicion and uneasiness at first displayed by
Runjeet Singh at the presence of this Mission, seems to have
subsided, but I cannot say that he has shown any eagerness for
the continuance of it to an indefinite period. As his jealousy
of the Mission on its arrival was too remarkable to escape
notice, I have never even hinted at the question of its continu-
ance, and he seems designedly to have been silent on the same
point.

TO N. B. EDMONSTONE, ESQ., CHIEF SECRETARY.

November 6,-1808.
SIR,-It appears to me to be proper at the present time,

under the circumstance of the reference which has been made
to the Right Honorable the Governor-General in Council, to
submit for his Lordship's notice all the information that I pos-
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sess concerning Runjeet Singh's power. At the same time, it
is necessary to observe that the conduct which I have thought
it my duty to pursue since my arrival in the Rajah's camp, in
order to appease his jealousies, has deprived me of the means of
giving any minute or valuable intelligence; for, instead of
seeking information, I haveý purposely refrained from all in-
quiries ; and what I have to offer is the result of silent observa-
tion and unsought communications.

His army first excites attention, because his government, his
power, his resources, his policy, and his habits are all military.
His army is of two kinds: one looks up to him immediately
as its commander, and the other is subordinate to the several
chiefs of rank who accompany him.

That which for the sake of distinction may be called his own
army, contains infantry, cavalry, and artillery.

This infantry may be classed into regular and irregular.
The regulars are composed of the remains of the battalions

that were formerly in the service of Sindhiah and other native
powers, together with deserters or men discharged from the
Honorable Company's territories. These troops have been
formed into five battalions, four of Telingas, or Poorbeeas, the
same men as the British Sepoys, and one of Hindostanees or
Rohillas, containing from two to four hundred men each. The
whole number in the Rajah's service may amount to twelve or
fifteen hundred men. A portion of one or two battalions are
armed with muskets; the rest with matchlocks, to which I
believe bayonets are attached, and all carry swords. I imagine
that the men are not all dressed in uniform. I have never seen
them in a body, but have seen several with coats in the style of
the Company's Sepoys, but more without. They have no
caps, but wear in general a scarlet turban. These troops are
paid in coin, which it is proper to remark, because it is the
only part of his permanent army that is so paid. The pay of
the privates is nine rupees per mensem, subject to a deduction
of twelve annas on account of the paymasters and accountants
attached to the corps, which is less by four annas than the clear
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field allowance of the Sepoys of the Honorable Company's
service.

I cannot speak as to the discipline of these troops, but a
certain degree of regular discipline is common throughout
India, in consequence of the multiplicity of corps of this de-
scription established of late years in the service of the native
powers, and those in the army of Runjeet Singh are, I suppose,
neither better nor worse than the generality of those that are
not under the management of European officers. These bat-
talions accompany the guns, and with them form the principal
strength of Runjeet Singh-that is, in his own belief ; and
indeed, in the war of subjugation and exaction which he carries
on against petty chiefs, they do form his principal strength;
but any reliance on them in a contest with a power possessing
a regular army would-probably prove fatal to him. This species
of force is of late introduction in his army.

The irregular infantry is collected when required from the
country. Of these there are two descriptions: those that are
always entertained, and those that are levied on occasion.
The former hold lands in exchange for their military service,
and can always be called, upon. The latter are hired, and
receive pay in coin. Runjeet Singh levied a considerable num-
ber of these for this campaign, but finding the expense insup-
portable, he dismissed them, to the number of about four
thousand, at Fureedkote. The irregular infantry are armed
with matchlocks, or spears, or bows and arrows, but always with
the addition of a sword. The number of these it would be
difficult to calculate, as it might be increased to any amount
from the country upon an exigency; but the number that the
Rajah could support for any length of time cannot be very

great.
The train of artillery which Runjeet Singh parades about the

country, and which, without firing a shot, strikes terror into the
minds of all and prevents the thoughts of opposition, consists
of thirty-five or forty pieces of various sorts and sizes. In
visiting the Rajah, I have occasionally observed in his camp
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some brass guns, seemingly six-pounders, of a neat appearance;
otherwise I have not seen any of his artillery, except four
heavy pieces, which on the morning 'of his march from Kussoor
were marched past the camp of the Mission, evidently for the
purpose of being noticed, as the other guns and the army in
general marched by another and a better road. ' These guns, of
which the ]Rajah is very proud, and which, under the appro-
priate appellation of great guns, are bugbears to the unfor-
tunate people, who would wish if possible to oppose his oppres-.
sion, are on carriages with three wheels, one small one being
fixed in the truck, and are without limbers; each is drawn by
forty or fifty buffaloes; they are iron, and have the appearance
of 18 and-24-pounders.

The Rajali's attachment to guns, and his opinion of their
weight, are both so great, that he will never miss an opportu-
nity of obtaining a gun. If he hears that there is a gun in any
fort, he cannot rest until he has taken the fort to get at the
gun, or until the gun has been given up to him to save the
fort. He immediately dismounts the gun from the wall, and
drags it after him as an addition to his field-train. He has, it
is said, procured three guns from Umballa. He boasted to me
once, that he had made the Rajah of Puteealah give him a fine
gun which the Rajah wished to rescue for twenty thousand
rupees. Exclusive of his guns, he has a number of swivels
mounted on camels. His artillerymen are partly froin Hin-
dostan and partly natives of the Punjab.. The Hindostanee
artillerymen are the best; and without particular reference to
Runjeet Singh's army, these are known to be generally skilful,
brave, very steady, and devoted to their guns.

The -Hindostanee artillerymen are paid in coin, and the
Punjabee in land.

The cavalry of the army is nuinerous and well equipped.
The horsemen are generally armed with a matchlock, in the
use of which, -as well as in the management of their horses,
they are expert. Their mode of fighting is calculated to harass
troops without cavalry. Individuals rush forward in numbers,
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but scattered so as to present no object of attack, halt, fire their
pieces at the enemy, and gallop back again to' the main body,
which is kept beyond the reach of cannon-shot. Cavalry
acting this way continually against a column of infantry on its
march might harass it exceedingly; and in possession of a

jungle or cultivated country through which an army might
have to march, their fire might be very galling. I believe that
the detachments which contended with the Sikhs in the Doab
in the year 1804 and 1805, and finally expelled them, were
much troubled by this mode of warfare. The Rajah, in the
exhibition which he performed in my presence, practised a
manouvre of drawing up the small party of cavalry that ho
had with him in a line, and kept up a continued and quick fire
from matchlocks upon a supposed enemy with great steadiness
on the part of both men and horses. It would be impossible,
however, I suppose, to execute the' same manœuvres either in
great numbers, or in the confusion of the field of battle, and it
could not be tried with any effect except against infantry
without guns. Lands are assigned for the support of the
cavalry; and the principal portion of the country is occupied
by them.

I have no certain means of judging what number the Rajah
on an emergency could bring together. He had with him,
when he marched from Kussoor, about 3000; and may have a
greater number at present, as he has lately been joined by a
detachment from the borders of Mooltan.

The troops of the chiefs who attend him consist of cavalry
and irregular infantry, serving for lands in the same manner as
the same descriptions before mentioned.

The chiefs have no guns, for Runjeet Singh has established
a monopoly of these-in other words, considers them always as
the property of the State. The amount of his force I cannot
state with any accuracy. It is said, in round* numbers, that the
Rajah can, at the utmost, bring into the field 15,000, his own
troops, including all descriptions, and that his chiefs can collect
about the saine number.
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It is scarcely necessary to observe that common report swells
the amount of his army to a much greater number, and that
he encourages the error. He speaks as if he lad the dis-
posal of hundreds of thousands. He talked to me one day of
sending a hundred thousand to the assistance of the Rajah of
Bikaner.

I conceive that the following estimate exceeds, in some de-
gree, the real amount of his whole force:

Regular infantry . 15,000
Irregular ditto . . . 5,000
Cavalry . . 6,000.

Total . . 26,000

Guns . . . 40

Camel swivels . . . 100

This estimate cannot be quite accurate, but I believe it to be
nearly so, and rather above than below. In the army now
with him there are not, I imagine, more than 12,000 fighting
men.

The resources by which the army is maintained are derived
from contributions levied year after year upon those chiefs and
places which the Rajah designs to subjugate. Since the rise
of his power he has -each successive year achieved some new
conquest, which has, for that season, supported his army. To
compare small things with great, his system is the same in
this respect with that of the present ruler of France. His rest-
less ambition, and the weakness and want of union prevailing
around him, prompt him to invade the territories of his neigh-
bours; the service requires an increase of force, and the increase
of force renders necessary another invasion of some other
territory, as the resources of his own are not equal to his
expenses.

A country completely conquered ceases to be productive.
Having levied heavy contributions, and supported his army on
it for a period, he gives it to a favorite, or some chief, who, on
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receiving it, makes a considerable present to the Rajah. This
country is then left unmolested for the sake of the chief to

whom it has been given, and the Rajah's arms are turned
towards a new conquest. Unless a complete change should
take place in his system, he must continue to invade new coun-
tries, otherwise he will not be able to support his army, although
he has only to provide money for his infantry, part of his artil-
lery, and extraordinary levies of troops.

It is almost incredible, yet it is asserted, that he has
scarcely any regular revenue from his country. I have heard
of one district which is rented for sixty thousand rupees per
annum, and there may, and probably must be, some other
under similar circumstances; yet the instance was mentioned
as an exception to the general state of the country, which
is, for the most part, held in Jaidee for the 'maintenance of
troops, or subject to subordinate chiefs. Runjeet Singh is in
consequence free from the trouble and expense of civil govern-
ment, and always at leisure to put himself at the head of his
army.

For the support of the army on a campaign, it is his custom
to take the field at those seasons when the crops are sufficiently
advanced to afford nourishment to the cavalry and cattle. One
season is in September and October, and the other in February
and March. The horses and cattle have no other food than
what is obtained from the country. I am informed that he quits
the field as soon as the crops are gathered; the time is ap-
proaching, and I shall probably have an opportunity of ascer-
taining whether this account is true or not.

His troops in general take the field prepared only for a short
campaign, and have no relish for a long one. They wish
soon to return to their home, and when the sum which they
had brought from their villages for their disbursement is ex-
pended, they quit the army. Many withdrew when Runjeet
Singh marched from Kussoor, and more when lie directed his
march towards the desert. The. chiefs in particular are dis-
gusted at being dragged from their domains to follow him on
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expeditions for his personal aggrandisement, in which they
have no interest, but which, on the contrary, by increasing his
power, draw tighter the chains that he has put on them.

His triumphs seem in general to be bloodless. His uninter-
rupted success hitherto, and the large force which he carries-
with him, have the effect of preventing opposition. Where
he sees an inclination to oppose, he appears to act with caution,
and not to be too eager in attacking. Where he thinks the
instant and complete subjection of a chief or place doubtful,
he is willing to temporise; content with a small acknowledg-
ment of his superiority as a beginning, leaves the completion
of his plan to another time, and by degrees gains lis ultimate
object. He generally takes advantage at a favorable moment
of any weakness or confusion in the petty states, occasioned
either by internal dissensions, or the deaths of chiefs or other
circumstances. In 1806 and 1807 he conquered the country
called the Rae country, on the left bank of the Sutlej, the
chief of which had died, and which was then in the feeble
hands of the chief's widow. He has within the last few days
taken possession of Umballa, which was exactly under the same
circumstances. From Umballa he has proceeded to Shahabad
with similar views, which was in the possession of the sons of
Kurm Singh Nurumchi, who lately died. The Ranee fled from
Umballa, and the sons of Kurm Singh fled from Shahabad at
his approach.

I have occasionally mentioned the disaffection prevailing
among the chiefs of this country.* This is almost universal,
and if at any future period the ambition and encroachment of
Runjeet Singh should compel the British Government to go to
war with him, it might perhaps be taken advantage of to de-
stroy effectually his power. Surdur Futteli Singh of Aloor
has been supposed to be particularly attached to the Rajah,
but he is in reality particularly discontented with him. Run-
jeet Singh and Futteh Singh entered into alliance in early life,

* The country afterwards known as that of the protected Sikh States.
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and to this alliance the former is principally indebted for his
extraordinary rise. The quiet character of Futteh Singh, who
was the equal if not the superior in rank and power of Runjeet
Singh, has yielded to the bold, commanding spirit of the other,
and he has been the ladder by which Runjeet Singh has
mounted to greatness. He now finds himself not a companion
and friend of an equal as formerly, but the nominal favorite of
a master. The outward show of intimacy and friendship is
preserved, but there is no confidence. He is not of the Rajah's
council, nor is he entrusted with his secrets, but he marches
with a considerable force in the train of Runjeet Singh, without
knowing whither or for what purpose. Futteh Singh, in rank
and consideration, in military force and territorial possessions, is
the first of the chiefs of Runjeet Singh's army. He possesses
the country east of the Sutlej, from Jaguâum to that river, the
country in general between the Sutlej and the Beeas, and the
country to the west of the Beeas as far as Umritsur. He has a
very fair reputation, and is looked up to by the disaffected as
the fit person to be put at the head of a confederacy to throw off
the yoke; but he is evidently not a revolutionist; he is mild and
good-natured, seemingly simple, and undoubtedly wanting in
energy. This is the chief who was in Lord Lake's camp on the
banks of the Beeas; he there acquired a respect for the British
character, which causes him to look to the British Government
with the hope of obtaining from it a release from the over-.
bearing tyranny of Runjeet Singh. As a matter of informa-
tion, I have thought it proper to mention the circumstances of
this chief, whose case may be entitled to attention with reference-
to future possible events, from the situation and extent of his
ecmntry, and his personal character and disposition.
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THE LAND REVENUE OF DELHI.

[1815.]

[From a long and elaborate report to the Supreme Government on the
civil administration, and more especially upon the revenue affairs of Delhi,
the annexed passages are taken. They are intended not only tò show what was
the system pursued at Delhi, but also to indicate the general opinions of the
writer on the great subject of Revenue administration. Metcalfe was one
of the earliest and the warmest supporters of the claims of the village
Zumeendars; and the opinions which he expressed at Delhi were consis-
tently maintained and enforced during his subsequent connexion with the
Supreme Governiment.I

PAST SYSTENIs.-The accounts of the increasing progress
of our land revenue in past years are far frorn unfavorable
in appearance.

With respect, however, to this branch of revenue, by far the
Most considerable and most important of al, I should deceive
the Governor-General if I were to represent the situation of the
landholders, from whom the revenue is collected, as being
exactly that in which I wish to see them.

Much discontent prevails among them, which I attribute to
the frequent recurrence of new settlements, attended by fresh
demands for an increase of revenue. This is an evil which is
always likely to attend short settlements, and whieh is unfor-
tunately increased by the dutiful zeal of public officers to obtain
the full dues of government at every settlement.
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EARLY SETTLEMENTS.

Mr. Seton* introduced the system of village settlements, and
the first settlements made by an European officer were made by
me, under Mr. Seton's instructions, when I was his assistant.

The first was a settlement for one year, and was made
with some difficulty, owing to the reluctance of one part of
the people to become responsible for the payment of money
rents, and of another part to pay any revenue whatever. The
second settlement was for three years, and was made with
greater ease.

These settlements were made purposely light, in order to
conciliate and encourage the cultivators; and the full due of
government was not exacted, on the principle that it was good,
policy to sacrifice a part, for the future benefit both of the
cultivators and the governmeat.

The settlements, in every instance in which it was practicable,
were made- with the villages represented by the head men.
Where it was found impossible to persuade the village land-
holders to enter into engagements, the villages were given in
lease to farmers.

Subsequently to that period various settlements have been
made in the several districts of this territory for two, three,
four, and five years.

In these latter settlements greater attention bas been paid to
the rights of government, and the revenue has been con-
siderably increased. But the continued increase has dissatisfied
the landholders, and either from conceiving the amount latterly
demanded to be excessive, or from a desire to evade the pay-
ment of the rent due to government, the landholders have of
late, in many instances, declined the settlements proposed.

When this has been the case, recourse has been had to the
system of levying the rent of government by taking its share
of every crop, eith-er in kind, or in a money valuation.

I regret the necessity of these measures, both because I am
apprehensive of immediate injury from then, and because they

* Mr. Archibald Seton-Metcalfe's predecessor at Delhi--afterwards a
member of the Supreme Council.
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are destructive of the system which I have at heart; and neither
tend, in my opinion, to the benefit of government, nor to that of
the cultivator. It is my present wish and intention to esta-
blish such a system as shall prevent a recurrence of the same
necessity.

This may be effected, I conceive, by long settlements on
moderate terms, in a manner explained in the subsequent part
of this report.

RIGETS 0F THE VILLAGE ZUMEENDAR.-What men
can have greater right than those whose ancestors have occupied
the spme lands and habitations from time immemorial? who·
live on the soil entirely, and cultivate it at their own expense
and by their own labour; who receive it by hereditary succession
or by purchase; who leave'it to their children, or, if reduced to
necessity, sell it or mortgage it; or, if they choose, transfer it
by gift during their lives ?

These rights are exercised by the Zumeendars, and have been
exercised for centuries. If they be not sufficient to constitute
undoubted property, they are surely sufficient to confer a
paramount claim.

Let it be supposed that these rights were authoritatively
made to cease, and that another person were vested with pro-
prietary right over the land, to sell or otherwise dispose of it at
his sole pleasure, would it not be a great cruelty and injustice
towards the Zumeendars?

No other person could exercise a perfect proprietary right
without the total destruction of the rights hitherto enjoyed by
the Zumeendars. But with what pretence of justice êould
these rights be destroyed?

It is to be apprehended that they have been destroyed in
some parts of our territory by the creation of new rights in
others; but it is not my intention to discuss what may have
been done on other occasions, though I conceive it to be my
duty to advocate the rights of the village Zumeendars in the
territory under my superintendence.
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Notwithstanding the« numerous revolutions which have taken
place in this part of India, the rights of the village Zumeendars
have generally been.held sacred-more sacred, it seems to me,
than any other property-and though numerous sorts of oppres-
sion have been devised, it does not appear that any oppressor,
generally speaking, has presumed to meddle with these rights.

It is probable that expediency has operated to secure them
as much at the least as justice; but be the cause what it may,
it appears to me that the most clear and most distinct rights
held in this part of India are those of the village Zumeendars.

Arrangements occasionally take place which appear to imply
either a misconception or a neglect of the riglits of village
Zumeendars.

There is frequently a disposition shown to establish the
proprietary right of others to the exclusion of village Zumeen-
dars.

It was once proposed on the part of government to make
Maliks of the village Mokuddums; in other words, to convert
those who are deputies from the body of landholders for the
management of the concerns of the village into absolute pro-
prietors of all the lands of the whole village, to the entire
exclusion and extinction of the rights of the great body of their
constituents, the village landholders, which would be similar to
making over in absolute property to the individuals composing
the Court of Directors of the East India Company all the stock
belonging to the proprietors of the said Company; or to making
a member of the House of Commons sole proprietor of all the
lands in the county which returns him to Parliament.

The sale of lands for arrears of revenue is a common instance
of the little consideration in which the Zumeendaree rights are
held by government. For trifling arrears of revenue, which
might be realised in subsequent years, the hereditary rights of
families, which have existed for centuries, are annihilated, and
a new right of absolute property established in favor of other
persons, purchasers of the proprietary right at the public auc-
tion; by which purchase the original proprietors or Zumeen-
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dars must either become the laborers of the new proprietor, or
quit their houses and lands, their country and home, for ever.

The custom of selling lands for arrears.of revenue has not
yet found its way into this district, and I trust that it never
may be introduced. I hope and believe that it will never be
necessary. Except in extreme cases, such as actual rebellion on
the part of all the Zumeendars whose property is to be sold, it
appears to be harsh and cruel, and is certainly unpopular and
disgusting, and a cause of permanent reproach to our govern-
ment.

If the rights of the Zumeendars be acknowledged, to the
extent in which they have heretofore enjoyed those rights, it
will readily follow that they are the rightful claimants for the
possession of any proprietary rights that the government may
deem it expedient or just to acknowledge in its subjects; and
the policy of confirming their present rights, and granting
them more than they at present are entitled to, will conse-
quently be admitted.

The present rights of the village Zumeendars appear to be
the possessory property of the land; but the revenue or rent
due from the land is payable either directly to the government
collector, or to a Jageerdar, Istimrardar, Teekadar, or any other
intermediate person to whom the revenue or rents of the lands
may have been assigned.

The additional right which it seems desirable to confer on
the Zumneendars is that of paying the revenue, in all cases in
-which it is possible, directly to government, to the entire
exclusion of such persons as those above named, in order that
the profits of the cultivation may always accrue-to those who
are equally the hereditary possessors and the actual cultivators
of the land, and not to those who have no original or heredi-
tary interest in the land, and who cannot cultivate except by
the hands of the Zumeendars.

The sacred, hereditary, and transferable right of possession of
the cultivators is admitted by some of the warmest advocates
for the proprietary right of the government.
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It is remarkable that these are not the greatest enemies of the
village Zumeendars; for these writers constantly support the
village Zumeendars, under the denomination of Ryuts, or per-
petual tenants of the Crown.

The greatest enemies of the village Zumeendars are those
writers who, wishing to advocate the rights of private property,
applied English ideas and systems to India, classed the cultivators
of India, the poor but lawful hereditary possessors of the land,
with the laborers of England, and consigned their lands in
absolute property to rich individuals, because the latter seemed
calculated to figure in the scheme for the settlement of India in
the place of the great land proprietors of England.

Whether the proprietary right of the government be affirmed
or denied, the actual rights of the villagers seem to be unassail-
able. If it be affirmed, the ablest advocates for the proprietary
right of the government nevertheless admit the possessory right
of the cultivators as perpetual tenants. If the proprietary right
of the government be denied or ceded, where can that right so
reasonably rest as with the hereditary possessors and cultivators
of the land?

The right of transferring their land is an acknowledged part
of the possessory right of the village landholders, and the coun-
firmed exercise of this right is essential to secure the benéfits
anticipated from the operation of the system recommended in
this report. One of the greatest sweets of the good use of
property is the power of acquiring more. The ability to pur-
chase would be a great incitement to industry under a system
which, by securing to every man the enjoyment and use of his
land, would make the possession of it a source of consequence
as well as profit.

The consequence and profit arising from this source are
within the recollection of the inhabitants of this territory, and
prevailed to a certain extent before the establishment of our
government. It is remarkable that it waso ur government that
destroyed them, but from causes which made it almost neces-
sary to do so.
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The government which preceded us were too weak to extort
from the people the full dues of government; and in many
parts of this territory the Zumeendars cultivated chiefly, if not
solely, for their own benefit. The principal landholders became
-men of consequence and men of wealth.

It was not till after several years from our conquest that
the Zumeendars of parts of this territory were thoroughly
brought under government. This was effected, during Mr.
Seton's Residency, by the measures of mingled mildness and
firmness which he directed. Stili instances occur of the break-
ing out of that independent and refractory spirit which was
cherished by the weakness of former governments.
- Since the establishment of our government over the Zumeen-
.dars, our increasing demands for revenue in rapidly-succeeding
settlements, and our power to enforce the payment of. the just
dues of government, have completely destroyed the conse-
quence of the principal landholders, and impoverished all those
who were formerly able to oppose the government.

The introduction of our government has consequently been
disadvantageols to these people, and it is not to be wondered
at that those of this description are generally discontented and
disaffected.

It is, however, in the power of government to reverse the
case, and to confer on these Zumeendars rights, privileges, con-
sequence, and wealth, such as they never knew before.

Their former wealth and consequence were precarious and
devoid of security. Though they successfully resisted the weak
local government, they had always the apprehension that a
powerful army might be sent to plunder them, and this occa-
sionally occurred. They knew also that the government, if it
could ever subdue them, even for a short period, would take
advantage of the opportunity to fleece them.

The natural consequence of this state of insecurity was, that
money was spent as soon as acquired. Hence a spirit of extra-
vagance arose, which still exists, and which it may require some
time to remove.
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In exchange for this insecurity it is in the power of govern-
ment to confer security. Instead of wealth lawlessly acquired
by opposition to the government, and hastily spent to avoid

plunder, we may confer the power of acquiring solid, legitimate,
and lasting wealth, which shall be cherished, applauded, and
upheld by the government; which shall be a source of conse-
quence in the eyes of the people, and of flattering distinction
on the part of the rulers.

Then, instead of dissatisfied and disafected landholders, truly
complaining that we have injured them by diminishing their
consequence and their profits, we may expect to have land-
holders bound to us by the strongest ties of self-interest, and
acknowledging, from irresistible conviction, the incomparable
benefits of our rule.

SYSTEM PRoPOSED.-I now proceed to describe the nature
of the settlements which I would propose to have concluded
with the village Zumeendars.

Every village is inhabited, wholly or partially, by Zumeen-
dars, or possessory proprietors of the land. These are the
persons with whom the settlement ought to be made; but as
the number of them is generally too great for the transaction
of business, a certain number of Mokuddums, or head men,
being in general the men of the greatest property and influence
in the village, act on the part of the village, agree to terms,
sign engagements, and transact negotiations. The village is
bound by their acts.

The Mokuddums, having concluded the settlement with the
officers of government, are charged with the duty of collecting
the revenue in the village.

The collections in the village may be made in two ways.
One is in the mode termed bautch, which is a proportionate
assessment on the lands of the several Zumeendars, with refer-
ence to the amount of the whole revenue to be paid. Where
this mode of bautch prevails, the Mokuddums have a claim
to an allowance for their trouble in collecting, which allowance
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is termed Mokuddumee. It may either be paid by govern-
ment, and thus form a deduction from the revenue, or by the
village, and thus form an increase to the assessment. Another
mode is by bautase-that is, the Mokuddums collect the govern-
ment share of the produce in kind from the other Zumeendars
and Ryuts. When this arrangement is practised, the Mokud-
dums, in fact, become farmers. The profit is theirs, and the loss
ought to be theirs also. They are supposed to profit; and the
labor which they undertake being for their own advantage, they
are not entitled to any other remuneration.

It is generally observable that, where the system of bautch
prevails, the constitution of the village is democratic, and the
division of property is nearly equal. Where the other practice
is customary, the village may be said to be governed by an
oligarchy, and all the land, or all the influence, is in the hands
of a few.

In future settlements it would appear to be advisable to
pursue the same plan with regard to the internal administration
of the village that has hitherto been followed, and after fixing
the assessment of a village, to let the collections be made accord-
ing to the local rules and customs, without, however, precluding
improvement and amendment when those be practicable.

Thus, though it seerns to be preferable that settlements should
at present be made with villages represented by their Mokud-
dums, the time may come when it will be preferable to make
settlements with individual Zumeendars, on account of the
revenue or rent of the land actually in their possession. It may
be expected that the desire for these separate settlements will
arise in the minds of the Zumeendars when their property,
their seeurity, and their consequence shall be gradually in-
creasng.

Settlements should be made iwith villages for periods of teri,
twenty, thirty, forty, fifty, or a hundred years; the longer
perhaps the better. At all events, the periods should be suf-
ficiently long to admit of considerable profit being made by the
cultivators from their own labor and enterprise.

This is the very essence of the system proposed. If the
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principal object were to extort rigidly the right of government
on every acre of cultivation, it is possible, that by able and con-
siderate management on that systeni, a greater revenue might be
realised for some time to come; but then the slightest excess in so
delicate a system would be productive of ruinous consequences ;
and under the most favorable circumstances the situation of the
cultivators would remain as it is at present, without rise or im-
provement.

RESULTS OF THE ]ROPOSED SYSTEM.-The system herein
proposed, of giving to the cultivators greater security of property
in their lands, and encouragement to labor for their own ex-
clusive benefit, would doubtless, in the course of time, produce
a great change in the character of the agricultural class of our
subjects.

It does not seem to be difficult to foresee some of the effects
which must take place at no distant period from allowing the
cultivator to reap the exclusive benefit of his own labor during
a long settlement or lease.

It may be anticipated that they would show themselves both
in the increase of cultivation and in the superior quality of the
produce. The person who before cultivated one field, -which
sufficed to support his family and enabled him to pay the
revenue of government, would cultivate more, according to
the extent of bis land and his means. He whose land was
already filled with cultivation, would set about increasing the
produce, both by sowing more valuable crops, and by improv-
ing the soil. Then would follow the study and the practice of
the best modes of improving the value of land. The person
who had only one plough would contrive to procure several.
He who before had only cultivated a little'bajra or jowar, or
other coarse grain, in the rainy season, trusting to the rain of
heaven for his annual harvest, would make a well, and secure
a good crop of wheat, sugar-cane, or tobacco, or other produce
yielding a rich return.

At the expiration of the period of the settlement or lease the
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village would be able to afford an increase of revenue, and the
-cultivators would set out again on a new settlément with fresh
vigor and enterprise.

The increase of wealth, joined to the security of property,
:would in some instances lead to amassing, while in others the
acquisition of money would lead to a profuse expenditure. The
-wealth amassed by one would probably be dissipated by his
descendants. The value of land, however, and landed property,
would increase. Numerous transfers would take place ; pru-
dence would be rewarded by increase of property ; extrava-
gance would suffer, but would, at the same time, encourage the
industry .of others.

The love of comfort would increase with the acquisition of
wealth; a greater demand would prevail for the manufactures
and the productions of the arts ; the revenue of the govern-
ment and the wealth of its subjects would alike be promoted by
this process.

From the security of property and consequent independence
would arise muci variety in character and situation. Each
village would become a county town, and would have its sub-
stantial land-proprietors, cultivating laborers, its farmers and
tenants, its mechanics, its tradesmen, all following their respec-
tive professions, according to the division of labor which self-
interest and the increasing demand for all articles of comfort
and luxury would suggest.

Another efect to be expected from this system of settlement
is a considerable increase of the number of our subjects by emi-
-gration from foreign countries. Our Zumeendars, for their own
interests, would entice numbers to come and settle in their
villages. The new comers would be the tenants of the village
Zumeendars, and would enrich the latter and support them-
selves at the same time, and eventually night acquire property
in the village, of which their descendants would become esta-
blished inhabitants and resident landholders.

It is proper to consider what would be the effect of such a
system on the attachment of our subjects. It is evident that
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we do not at present possess their hearty affections. There'
is no reason why we should. There is necessarily a wide sepa-
ration between them and us, arising out of our being foreigners
and conquerors, and thé difference in color, country, religion,
language, dress, manners, habits, tastes, and ideas.

This is a natural obstacle which we have to get over before
we can win their affections. And the only mode of getting
over it is by conferring on them benefits which they must feel
and acknowledge every day and every hour.

Hitherto our government lias not conferred any such benefit
on the mass of our subjects-that is to say, the cultivating inha-
bitants of our villages. The permanent settlement has kept
them down in Bengal, and ensured their permanent depression.
No system has yet been adopted in the Upper Provinces calcu-
lated sufficiently to secure for them any permanent advantages.

We should deceive ourselves if we were to suppose that the
system of justice which we have introduced is acknowledged to
be such a blessing as we conceive it to be. That it performs
considerable good there can be no doubt; but, like most human
institutions, it has its attendant evils. These are felt more than
its benefits, and our Courts of Justice are generally spoken of
with disgust, with ridicule, or with fear, but seldom, if ever,
with cordial approbation and respect.

It is remarkable that the natives discriminate between the
character of British functionaries and that of our Courts of
Justice. While they abuse the latter as scenes of injustice and
corruption, where nothing is to be obtained but by bribery, and
where plaintiff and defendant are alike plundered by native
officers and native attorneys, they seem to acquit the British
judge of any share in the nefarious practices which they attri.
bute to his Court, and constantly appeal to the individual justice
of the judge against the decree -which they suppose to bave
been put into his mouth by the corrupt officers of his Court.

Any discussion regarding the Courts of Justice would be
foreign to the subject of this Report. The preceding observa-
tions have been introduced merely to elucidate the remark
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which was previously made, stating that our rule had not yet
conferred any such benefit on our subjects as, being acknow-
ledged by them from conviction, can form a ground of strong
attachment sufficient to overcome the obstacles imposed by ori-
ginal differences.

But if the effects which have been anticipated be the result
of the system of village settlements proposed, we shall then
certainly have a claim on the affection of that numerous class of
our subjects, the village landholders.

They will compare their own situation with that of the cul-
tivators living under other governments; they will acknow-
ledge that we have conferred on them unrivalled advantages;
they will feel that their interests are identified with ours. And
if once this feeling be established, the conseguent advantages
would be immense. Insteal of requiring, as at present, troops
to control our villagers, we might depend on the latter for the
defence of the country against foreign enemies, and the support
of the government in any case of internal disturbance.

It is, perhaps, impossible to foresee all the remote effects of
such a system; and there may be those who would argue that
it is injudicious to establish a system which, by exciting a free
and independent character,-may possibly leadat a future period
to dangerous consequences.

There does not appear to be sufficient reason to apprehend
any evil consequences, even at a remote period, from the intro-
duction of this system. It rather seems that the establishment
of such advantages for the bulk of our subjects ought to attach
them to the government which confers the benefit.

But even supposing the remote possibility of the evil conse-
quences which may be apprehended, that would- not be a
sufficient reason for withholding any advantages from our
subjects.

Similar objections have been urged against our attempting
to promote the education of our native subjects ; but how
unworthy it would be of a liberal government to give weight
to such objections.
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The world is governed by an irresistible Power, which giveth
and taketh away dominion; and vain would be the impotent
prudence of men against the operations of its almighty in-
fluence. Al that rulers can do is to merit dominion by pro-
moting the happiness of those under them.

If we perform our duty in this respect, the gratitude of India,
and the admiratione of the world, will accompany our name
through al ages, whatever may be the revolutions of futurity;
but if we withhold blessings from our subjects from a selfish
apprehension of possible danger at a remote period, we shall
not deserve to keep our dominion; we shall merit that reverse
which time has possibly in store for us; and shall fall with the
mingled hatred and contempt, the hisses and execrations, of
mankind.
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ADVANTAGES OF MODERATE ASSESSMENTS.

[The following private letter, a copy of which I flnd withoat date, but
which seems to have been written in 1826, after Metcalfe's second appoint-
ment to Delhi, illustrates the mild, benevolent character of his dealings
with the people committed to his care. "He was always of opinion that
Mr. William Fraser, his chief assistant, whose energy and ability he admired
and applauded, was too harsh and unconciliatory in his measures; and, on
these grounds, he declined to recommend his appointment to the chief seat
in the government of Delhi. He was subsequently, however, appointed
Governor-General's Agent there, and held the appointment up to the time
of his death by the hand of an assassin, instigated by Shumshoodeen, Newab
of Ferozepore.]

TO WILLIAM FRASER, ESQ.

MY DARR FEASER,-I take advantage of being on board my
boat, with a respite between the business I had at Dihlee and
that which awaits me at Futtehghur, to nake some desultory
observations in reply to your interesting and friendly letters re-
specting the revenue system of our territory.

The difference between the system you follow and that which
I would like to see established appears to me to be this: you
insist on the full share of government, and make that your
principal, if not your sole, object. I think that the established
share of government is too much, that it ought never to be
rigidly exacted, that the interests of government would be
more promoted by taking less, and that the revenue would in
time be more increased if the cultivators were allowed to enjoy
in greater freedom the produce of their own industry.

In making a settlement, we must, of course, take the esta-
blished share of government as a foundation. But, in the cal-
culations ensuing, I would lean to the interests of the culti-
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vators, and make the terms of the settlement light and easy for
them. And by making the settlements' for long periods I
would hold out to them the prospect of' great profit from their
own industry. I think that the result would greatly enrich the
government by enriching the body of the people.

I would avoid the practice of measuring the crops, that being
a practice which is universally disgusting, and which, it appears
to me, cannot fail of being so. Patting myself in the situation
of the cultivators, I feel that I would, if possible, give up culti-
vation in disgust if I could not raise a field of corn without the
collector's people coming to measure it, and exact the full share,
and perhaps more than the share, of government.

All compulsory measures in cultivation appear to me to be
bad; and whenever it may be necessary to bind people by
penalties to cultivate a certain quantity of land, or certain sorts
of grain, and not to cultivate in other villages, such measures I
should lament as the had efects of a rigid and violent system.

I would depend for a future increase of revenue on the effects,
which I believe to be natural, of allowing men to reap the
benefit of their own industry. I would let them cultivate as
much or as little as they found it for their own interest to
cultivate; and the sort of grain or other produce should be at
their own option. The benefit which they would derive from-a
cultivating their own land I should expect would render any
restraint on that point unnecessary.

No people labor so indolently as those who work in chains,
and by compulsion. Hearty exertion is always self-willed, and
with a view to self-interest.

The justice, the benevolence, 'the wisdom, the expediency,
the necessity of a system 'of conciliation towards the Zumeendars,
would appear to me to be indisputable, were it not that you
apparently pursue one of compulsion.

If you think that force .alone is calculated for the manage-
ment of these people, I shall respect both your opinion and
your experience, but it will require strong proofs to con-
vince me.
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The difference in revenue between a light settlenent and a
rigid one may not be very great; but the difference in conse-
quences is incalculable. A few thousand rupees too vauch
exacted may ruin a district, and drive the inhabitants to emi-

gration.
You appear to be convinced that your assessments have been

fair and moderate. That they have been fair I have no doubt;
but, judging from the consequences, I should suppose that they
had borne hard on the people. lias it not been a common
practice to se cattle, jewels, and other property for the realisa-
tion of revenue? Has not very general distress been occasioned
in consequence? Does not the difficulty of realising the revenue
increase every day? .Is not discontent prevalent? Have not the
inhabitants in some instances quitted their lands, and in others
reduced their cultivation? Are not the number of ploughs dimi-
nished?

One-half of the produce, as the share of government, is in
itself, I think, a heavy assessment. But this is frequently
increased by the manner of calculating and fixing the money
value of that share. Then come the additional burdens of
Dustukana, Talukana, &c., of which you know the detail and
amount better than I do. Considering that the cultivators have
also all the expense, labor, and risk on their side, I confess I
wonder how they can bear such an assessment.

You are disposed, I believe, to attribute the prevailing dis-
content to the refractory disposition of the people, and you
anticipate bad consequences from any attempt to conciliate
them. I am not myself disposed to yield anything to un-
founded discontent, but I think that a mixture of conciliation
and firmness is the system best suited even for refractory
people; and I dread nothing less than the ruin and depopula-
tion ofour territory from a continual contest between the govern-
ment and the cultivators.

In proposing the settlement of '21 for the Northern Purgun-
nahs, I was actuated by a wish that the revenue might not
decrease; and in the view whieh I had of the subject I would
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have been satisfied without an increase. You do notappear to
entertain the same alarm that I do lest the revenue should.
decrease; and I anxiously hope that my fears may be erro-
neous.

I should still be satisfied with the settlement of '21 for the
Northern Purgunnahs, modified so as to equalise the assessments
on the different villages; but if the people will agree to a better
settlement, so much the better. Their profits, according to my
ideas, will be derived from the length of the settlement and the
security of enjoying the produce of their own labor, more than
from a moderate difference in the assessment. But they do not
seem to be inclined to agree even to the assessment of '21.

With respect to Hurreeana, believing that that country
ought to be brought forward by light and indulgent settle-
ments, I could, without any self-reproach for breach of duty to
the public, conclude a long settlement, even without an accu-
rate knowledge of the means of each village, because I believe
that the interests of government will eventually be much more
benefited by the confidence and prosperity which a long and
easy settlement would diffuse among the people, than by the
exaction of the amount of its full share of the produce. The
more accurate our knowledge, however, the better, provided
that we do not too much alarm the people in obtaining it. As
you warned me against taking too little from Hurreeana, let me
entreat you not to take too much. I dread the effect of rigorous
exactions, repeated measurings, &c., &c., in that country. Its
cultivation and revenue have increased under a lenient system,
and I am apprehensive that the consequences of a harsh one
would be injurious to both.

With regard to waste lands, as long as we are trying, season
after season, to extract the utmost from every village, and are
fighting with the Zumeendars to prevent their cultivating in any
village but their own, it would certainly be injudicious to let any
waste lands for small sums on long leases, unless to people who
would engage to bring in foreigners. But if the system be
established which I wish to see, there will, perhaps, be no
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danger in letting waste lands for small sums at first, as all the
lands in the country being on long leases, people will have
sufficient inducement to cultivate their own lands. The waste
lands may be brought gradually into cultivation without present
detriment, and with great future advantage to the revenue, and
numbers of foreigners may be tempted to. settle in our country.

In short, my dear Fraser, I think that your system attends only
to the present and neglects the future, sacrificing for our tem-
porary and delusive increase of revenue the affections and pros-
perity of our subjects, and, of course, the real prosperity and the
revenue of government.

I have given you my sentiments candidly. I have not the
presumption to suppose that mine must be right and yours
wrong; but every man retains his own till convinced that they
are erroneous. I shall be happy to know your opinion of mine.
Perhaps you may think them visionary, and be of opinion that
the solid advantage of a present increase of revenue is worth
more than all the golden prospects that I have placed before my
eyes. Perhaps you may think my plans altogether erroneous,
and not calculated to produce the effects that I have in view.
Whatever your opinions may be I shall be glad to know them,
and I trust that good will somehow result from the discussion.

You said in one of your letters that you did not give me
credit for deference to your opinions in revenue matters. You
were, however, mistaken. My deference has been practically
proved by my abstaining from all interference, until from cir-
cumstances my taking a part in the management of our re-
venue concerns seemed unavoidable. Though I always doubted
the expediency of some parts of your system, I had such
an unfeigned deference for your superior knowledge, that
I kept down my own apprehensions by a conviction that

you were too well informed, too able, to go wrong. And
though I was repeatedly forewarned that what has happened
would happen, and though such forewarnings agreed with my
own secret apprehensions, I always assured both others .and
myself that it was not possible for such a result to happen
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whilst the revenue department was in your hands. I felt that
no one but yourself could do what you did successfully; but I
was confident that you could and would carry us through.
How could deference be more strongly exemplified?

With respect to the present state of the district and its
future management, we depend, as before, entirely on you. I
do not wish to trouble you with my interference. My great
anxiety is, that confidence, and the animated exertion which is
the result of a certain prospect of gain, may take place of that
discontent, consternation, and despondency, which seem to pre-
vail. No one could do this so well as yourself, if you would see
the question in the same light.

I have proposed to you in another letter that I should retain
-- under my separate management.

If this proposal be in the least disagreeable to you, you will
of course tell me so without hesitation, in which case I do not
mean to press it. But as the arrangement concluded there
may not altogether meet with your approbation, it is possible
that you may yourself be glad to avoid having anything to do
with it, and to leave it in the hands of its contrivers.

* Obscure in MS.
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JUDICIAL ADMINISTRATION OF DELHL

[The following letters, addressed to the Chief Secretary when Metcalfe
was Resident at Ilyderabad, were called forth by the comments made upon
the system he had pursued at Delhi by one of the members of the Board of
Commissioners appointed to investigate and administer the civil affairs ofthe
North-Western Provinces. Among other charges brought against him by
Mr. Ewer, was one to the effect that it had been arule to punish every attempt
to escape from prison by doubling the existing term of his sentence; so that
one man, originally sentenced to seven years' imprisonment, having been
three times convicted of prison-breaking, was lying in gaol under a sentence
extending to flfty-six years. Metcalfe's defence of hinself and his system
will be found in the two following letters, the latter of which was written
at Masulipatam, when in very bad health he was awaiting the arrival of the
government yacht, wbich was to convey him, for the benefit of medical and
surgical aid, to Calcutta. The verdict passed by the Governor-General (Lord
Hastings) on Metcalfe's general administration of the Delhi territory will be
found in a note attached to the second letter.]

TO W. B. BAYLEY, ESQ., CHIEF SECRETARY.

[ExTRAcT.]-It is with no inconsiderable concern that I
find myself put on my defence with respect to the system
under which the territory of Dihlee was governed during my
Residency, as I have always flattered myself that it was gene-
rally approved, and that its success was undoubted.

I never had the presumption to suppose that it was perfect
or free from defect, or incapable of improvement. On the con-
trary, I always considered it progressive, and open to amend-
ment, as conviction and experience might dictate, and the altered
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state of society admit. Accordinglyt from time to> time, it
underwent modifications.

It seemed to me to work well, and when 1 quitted Dihlee, I
was under the impression that it was suited to the character of
the people, had their general concurrence, and promoted their
happiness.

It now, however, appears to have attracted the unqualified
reprobation of one of the members of the present Board of
Commissioners at Dihlee, who inveighs against it in unmeasured
language.

If it was the absurd and mischievous system which he de-
scribes, it is surprising that for more than twelve years, from
Mr. Seton's accession to the Residency to my departure, it did
not attract notice from the evils which, in that case, it ought to
have inflicted.

If that member of the Board had been stationed at Dihlee in
the days when that system grew up, he would, I ara incined to
think, have spoken of it with less harshnessà

When the force at Dihlee was not sufficient to keep in awe
the neighbouring villages; when the Resiclent's authority was
openly defied within a few miles of that city;. when iLt was ne-
cessary to draw a force from another district, and employ a
battalion of infantry with guns, and a squadron of cavalry, to
establish the authority of government in the immediate vici-
nity; when the detachment was kept on the alert by bodies of
armed villagers menacing the pickets, and when Sepoys who
strayed were cut to pieces; when it was necessary to disarm
villages; and when swords were ,literally turned into plough--
shares; when every village was a den of thieves, and the city
of Dihlee was parcelled out into shares to the neighbouring vil-
lages, of which each copartnership monopolised the plunder of its
allotted portion; when a company of infantry was necessary to
attend the officer making the revenue settlement, and even that
force was threatened with destruction, and taunted with the
menace of having its muskets taken as playthings for the
villagers' children ; when to realise a single rupee of the settle-
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ment then concluded, purposely on the lightest terms, it was
necessary to employ a battalion of infantry with guns; when
to subdue a single unfortified village a force of five battalions,
with cavalry and artillery, was decreed necessary, and when the
villagers, instead of awaiting the assault, sallied forth against
this force, and for an instant staggered the advancing columns
by the briskness of their attack,-if that gentleman had been at
Dihlee in those days he would probably have been more indulgent
towards a system which bas brought the Dihlee territory into
the state in which it was at the end of 1818. Of a later period
I cannot of course speak. We had to combat against crime.
The bulk of the population were robbers. We had to subdue
a refractory spirit before unused to submit to government.
We had to conciliate, and at the same time control, a consider-
able class of people more accustomed to command than to obey,
and ready to wince under the slightest restraint.

If I am entitled to any credit for public services, it must rest
chiefly on the successful management of the Dihlee territory
during the seven or eight years of my Residency, the most im-
portant, the most efficient period of my life. I do not, I ac-
knowledge, like to see that little credit snatched from me by a
gentleman who, without experience of the past, hazards a
sweeping condemnation on the system of my administration.

If the Commissioners at Dihlee are now able to smile benig-
nantly on what they call innocent forgeries, and to give way
to sentiments of commiseration towards convicts-if they con-
sider themselves at liberty to let loose criminals on society
without dreading bad consequences-it is perhaps owing to the
very system which one of them so strongly condemns and de-
rides that they can venture to do so.

I observe in the minutes of the Board of Commissioners that
the object of punishment is asserted to be the reformation of
the criminal, and that the release of a criminal who has not
become reformed in a certain time is recommended on the
ground that there is no use in retaining him in confinement, as
he will never reform. What I should consider as the true object
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of punishment-namely, the protection of the community--ap.-
pears to me to be excludéd from the view of the Commis-
sioners. If it were a matter of indifference to the community
whether plunderers should be kept in confinement or let loose
at large, I do not see why they should be confined. If their
freedom do not injure society, I cannot understand what
right we have to restrain them. For my own part, I confess
that the jbenefit of the community was the sole object of all the
punishments that I ever inflicted ; which object was to be
gained by double means-the actual removal of the individual
offender from society by confinement, and the opération of ex-
ample to deter others from crime. The recollection of punish-
ment may sometimes prevent a repetition of crime, but, in any
other point of view, I hold him to be a visionary who expects
to produce moral reform by congregating hundreds of hardened
villains in a common gaol.

Light punishments for serious crimes appear to me to be ex-
ceedingly impolitic and unjust towards the community. With
much trouble and difficulty in prosecuting to conviction, the
criminal is let loose after a short confinement to prosecute his
depredations on society, and revenge himself on those who
brought him to justice.

I avow myself of opinion that punisbment ought to be severe
in order to be efficient; and that the community which suffers
from depredation is a much more legitimate object for tenderness
than the villain who commits it. I intrude these sentiments on
your notice, because they very much actuated my judicial pro-
ceedings when I was Resident at Dihlee.

Different crimes called most loudly for suppression at different
periods. At one time night-robbery with housebreaking was
excessively frequent, and measures of severity became necessary
to suppress it. This crime is made light of by the Dihlee Com-
missioners; but in my opinion there is none against which the
community more requires the vigilant protection of a guardian
government. The assurance of sleeping in security is one of
the greatest blessings that can be conferred on our subjects.
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The reverse is unceasing apprehension and misery. I never
failed, and never would fail, to punish this class of crime with
severity. At another time, the receiving of stolen goods vras
so prevalent as to attract particular notice,. and it became UioeS-
sary ta operate against tliat evi, and to. breaki up the ganga
concerned i it.

At one period the attempts made to break prison were fre-
quent and alarming. The desperate character of the prisoners
within the gaol, and the daring courage and activity of their
friends without, caused considerable apprehension, for the secu-
rity of the prison. It was obvious that to apprehend and con-
vict criminals could be of no permanent use unless they could be
Tetained in confinement. The guards were alarmed, and not
without cause, for attempts were made to destroy them, and
in some instances successfully. Along with other measures
adopted for the security of the gaol, an order was issued that
every prisoner escaping, or convicted of an attempt to escape,
should have his period of confinement doubled, and that every
prisoner giving evidence leading to a conviction of a conspiracy
should have his case favorably considered. The latter part of
this arrangement required caution, to prevent being imposed
upon by false charges. But where the charge was proved, the
informer was released, or had his term of captivity shortened,
and the culprit underwent the execution of the former part of
the order.. When the term of the prisoner's sentence was con-
siderable, the doubling of it makes a greater show than in or-
dinary cases, and has been much commented upon by one of
the members of the Dihlee Board. Yet, the order being in
existence, it could not with any fairness be relaxed in favor of
the greater criminals ; neither could it be sacrificed because
some were so hardened as to repeat the offence again and again.
Hence, i some instances, the ultimate sentence of confinement
extends.to a length which must appear surprising where the
causes are unknown. It is, however, to be observed, that the
power of eventually relaxing the severity of the sentence, when
the necessity of upholding the rigid enforcement of the order
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might have ceased, remained with the authority whicli imposed
it, or the successor of that authority; and it was one of the
advantages of the system pursued at Diblee, that all error were
open to correction, and that even if injustice were accidentally
committed, it was not interminable.

TO. W. B. BAYLEY, ESQ., CHIEF SECRETARY.

SIR,-I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your
despatch of the 25th September.

I am sensible that I ought to be satisfied with the f'avorable
judgment which the Right Honorable the Governor-General
in Council is graciously pleased to entertain of the general
character and operation of my administration* at Dihlee; but I
cannot expect to find everywhere so much indulgence and con-
sideration. Of this, the censorious remarks of the Western
Board, whether suitable or otherwise on' the part of those
gentlemen, furnish evidence. I must be prepared for a rigid
sentence on the particular circumstances adduced, without re-
ference to general merits or qualifying circumstances. I trust,
therefore, that I shall be permitted to offer a few additional
observations in further explanation of those facts which are
deemed objectionable; and that in so doing my conduet will

* The Governor -General had
vritten, in a Judicial Report to the

Home Government, "C It is impos-
sible for me to close these observa-
tions without rendering to the cha-
racter of Mr. Metcalfe that tribute
which it eminently demands. I have
had the best opportunities of learn-
ing the tenor of his conduct ; the
uprightness, the patience, the mo-
deration, the kindness which mark
all his proceedings towards the na-
tives, are not less distinguished than

his talents and indefatigable applica-
tion. The reverence with which the
natives behold the exercise of such
qualities has gone far to counter-
balance the frowardness of a restless
and unattached people. I trust my
representation of a conduct so mate-
riaily conducive to the advantage of
the Company cannot fail to recom-
mend Mr. Metcalfe in a particular
manner to the consideration of our
honorable employers."
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be ascribed solely to my anxiety to remove or prevent unfavor-
able impressions which may be formed.

If one duty be more sacred than another, that of a judicial
functionary, distributing punishment to his fellow-creatures,
must be regarded as one of the most sacred kind; and I should
be sorry, indeed, to believe that I had exercised such a power
without due regard to its serious import and consequence.

I have no pretensions to infallibility of judgment, and no
security against errors. But in proportion as these were fre-
quent or rare, and outrageous or innocuous, I must have been
unfit or fit for the situation which I held. It is a duty, there-
fore, to myself and to the government which I represented, to
endeavour to show that what is blamed is not so blameable as
it may seem.

The 3rd paragraph of my letter of the 16th of August has
been misapprehended. I did not conceive that I was put on
my defence by government with respect to the judicial system
of the Dihlee territory.* My expressions referred entirely to
the attack made by some of the gentlemen of the Western
Board. I was fully aware of the benevolent intentions of go-
vernment in allowing me the opportunity of explaining the
cases specified in your former despatch, and grateful for the
consideration therein bestowed.

I an perfectly sensible of the justness of the remarks con-
tained in the 7th paragraph of your last letter, and have
deeply to regret that the record of trials in the Dihlee Court
was not made more complete. The truth is, that my attention
was devoted to the causes almost solely at the time of trial, and
that it was only on particular occasions that I took pains as to
the record. The reasons of my decisions were explained in
open Court; but the record was subsequently such notes as they
could take during the delivery of the sentence, and drawn up
by the native officers from recollection, and unless I saw special
ground for correction it remained as they had prepared it. My
anxiety was confined to the doing of justice. I did not think

* See ante, page 54.
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sufficiently of the necessity of showing in after-times that justice
had been done. I did n'ot foresee the kind of scrutiny -which
my proceedings were destined to undergo. Conscious of the
rectitude of my intentions, I did not anticipate that a deficient
record might, at some future day, be made the groundwork of
an attack on the proceedings of the Court in which I presided.
I now see my error. I see, too, that I suffer by it. If the
operations of that Court, good, bad, or indifferent-if its effects,
beneficial or otherwise-if the justice or injustice committed
by it-in short, if its result as to the welfare of the community
for whose use it was created-could be fairly compared with that
of cotemporary Courts, I trust that on the whole its character
would not be depressed below par; but I do not suppose that
it can stand the test of a severe scrutiny in search of defects,
especially of such as are connected with a want of regularity in
forms which did not belong to it, or minuteness of record at
which it did not aim. For such deficiencies I can only offer
in extenuation the probably insufficient plea that a laborious
personal attention to those details would scarcely have been
compatible with the discharge of the various duties which I
had to perform.

In the 10th paragraph of your despatch, with reference to
the punishment awarded to prisoners for escaping, or attenpting
to escape, from gaol, it is observed, that the question for con-
sideration in the cases specified ought to have been, not as I
had represented it, " whether or not a standing rule was to be
relinquished in consequence of a prisoner's being so pardoned
as to set it at defiance by continually repeating the offence,"
but "1whether the standing order, which had been found in-
effectual for the purpose intended by it, and which in its
operation had led to an embarrassment and disproportion of
punishment probably not foreseen, should be revised and quali-
fied in its application to particular cases."

On this point I beg leave respectfully to submit, that if the
standing order had ever appeared to me to be ineffectual, there
would have been no question in my mind as to its revision; it
would instantly have been repealed; but though it was daringly
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violated in some instances, I never doubted its general efficacy.
If every law were to be revised because it had in some instances
been broken, no law could long be maintained. The question
indicated in your despatch as the proper one, appears to me to
be one which would naturally arise on a general review of the
case, after numerous instances of embarrassment and dispro-
portion of punishment, but not as one which would occur on
the trial of individual offenders. On isolated trials, I think the
most probable determination would be that which actually took

place-a resolution to uphold the law against a hardened sinner.
I am not now defending the rule. It may have been a bad

one. It may eventually have proved an inefficacious one. I

only mean to represent, that if I had supposed it to be either
,the one or the other, I should not have instituted it, or should
subsequently have abandoned it. I have seen it asserted to be
unfair to punish prisoners for attempting to escape. I need not
say, for my proceedings will have shown, that I am of a dif-
ferent opinion, and that I think it not only just to oppose every
possible barrier to the escape of a criminal, but due to the com-
munity for whose protection and welfare he is restrained. It
is unnecessary, however, to trouble you with any detailed dis-
cussion on this speculative question. Otherwise I might allege,
that my opinion is supported by the law of England, which, I
believe, condemns to death convicts who return from trans-
portation before the expiration of the term of their sentence.
I do not propose to advocate this law; but it may be observed
that it is more severe than the rule which was established àt
Dihlee, and that, like other laws, its occasionalh violation has not
necessarily led to its abolition.

On the inequality of punishment for the same offence, ad-
verted to in the 11 th paragraph of your despatch, I would
submit that something may be said in its favor. The criminal
who is confined for a long period has a greater inducement to
attempt escape than the one who is detained for a short time,
and therefore requires a greater dread to deter him. No ad-
ditional period of confinement could be fixed which could be
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eflicaciously and jiustly applicable to all. What would be quite
ineficacious as a preventative to persons under sentence for a
long term, might be cruelly severe as a punishment on those
confined for a short one. For instance, additional imprison-
ment for a year would be no object of fear to a hardened
criminal condemnedl for fourteen; but if a poor wreteh, sen-
tenced to a month's detention for some petty offence, were in
wantonness to attempt an escape, his supplementary punish-
ment would be twelve times as much as his original sentence.

On the whole, it may, perhaps, be doubted whether there
would not be a more real disproportion in the punishment if it
were fixed, than if it were proportionate to the original sentence.
I beg to be understood, not as contesting the argument with
government, but as representing what were my inducements in
the course which I pursued.

In the case of Roushun Khan, I trust that I shall have the
benefit of the following considerations:-1. That where there
exists a discretionary power there is necessarily room for a dif-
fere.ce of opinion. 2. That a judicial functionary exercising
that power must be guided by his own. 3. That it is impos-
sible at a distant period to bring to view the particular circum-
stances which may have influenced the judginent at the time of
passing sentence. 4. That I must have been satisfied, both of
the actual guilt of Roushun Khan, and of the heinousness of his
offence, before the sentence was passed.

In the report of the Western Board on my proceedings in
that case, Roushun Khan is represented as I convicted on strong
presumption;" which I understand to be a translation of a Ma-
homedan law term, maeaning that his guilt was proved to the
satisfaction of the Court: for I utterly disclaim having ever been
induced to inflict punishment by any strong presumption, with
reference to the literal signification of the words, short of satis.
factory and convincing proof.

With these prelimmirary renarks, I shall proceed to state the
case of IRoushun Khan in the light 'i which it strikes me.
One of the police guards whose duty it was to protect the
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people from robbers, took advantage of his night watch to
commit a robbery on a person sleeping in the supposed security
of his protection. For this crime, proved to the satisfaction of
the Court, and considered by the presiding judge as of a most
heinous description, he was sentenced to imprisonment and
labor for life, in order that the determination of the Court to
inflict severe punishment for such offences committed by the
servants of government might be made manifest, and that the
community might be protected against the depredation of those
who were paid at the expense of the people for their protection.

I will not intrude further, except to remark, that I have the
honor to concur entirely in the satisfaction expressed in the 13th
paragraph of your despatch at the subsequent release of the
prisoner after seven years' confinement. The purposes of his
sentence had been accomplished, and mercy might be exercised
without injury to the community. It would, perhaps, be bene-
ficial if opportunities were oftener afforded, throughout the
world, for the revision, after a time, of sentences, wherein the
punishments have been awarded at the discretion of the judge,
with a view to prevention by the severity of example; for
however proper such sentences may appear to the judge at the
time, it must often happen that lenity may afterwards be exer-
cised without injury to the community-and that the original
sentence may justly be deemed too severe, when viewed solely
with regard to the individual and his actual crime-though
the same sentence at the time of passing it may not have
been improper; inasmuch as that the individual who wars
against the community by his crimes, becomes amenable to the
penalty which the welfare of the community may dictate.

Such are the grounds on which I would rest the vindication
of my proceedings in the case of Roushun Khan, without pre-
suming to dispute the superior wisdom of the decision expressed
by government; and with a perfect sense of the liberality and
consideration which have been accorded in the view taken of
the several subjects noticed in the despatch to which I am now
replying.
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GENERAL RESULTS.

[Before closing this series of papers relating to the internal administration
of the Delhi Territories, it will be well to give the following summary of the
results of Metcalfe's government, written many years afterwards by him in a
minute recorded on the proceedings of the Supreme Couneil.]

It may be as well to mention a few facts as characteristic of
the spirit in which the former administration at Dihlee was
conducted, and the discretionary power of the superior autho-
rity exercised. Capital punishment was generally and almost
wholly abstained from, and, I believe, without any bad effect.
Corporal punishment was discouraged, and finally abolished.
Swords and other implements of intestine warfare, to which
the people were prone, were turned into ploughshares, not

figuratively alone, but literally also; villages being made to give
up their arms, which were returned to them in the shape of in-
plements of agriculture. Suttees were prohibited. The rights
of government were better maintained than in other provinces,
by not being subjected to the irreversible decisions of its judi-
cial servants, when there were no certain laws for their guidance
and control.

The rights of the people were better preserved, by the main-
tenance of the village constitutions, and by avoiding those per--
nicious sales of lands for arrears of revenue, which in other-
provinces have tended so much to destroy the herieditary rights
of the. mass of the agricultural community. In consequence,.
there las been no necessity in the Dihlee territory for those ex-
traordinary remedies which have been deemed expedient else-
where, both to recover the rights of government, and to restore
those of the people.

When ià comes to be decided whether the Dihlee territory
has on the whole been better or worse governed than the pro-
vinces under the Regulations, the question, it is to be hoped,
will be determined by impartial judges, free from prejudice and
passion.
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MILITARY DEFENCE OF THE DELII TERRITORY.

[The following letter, which I find without date, but which seems to have
been written between 1814 and 1816, was elicited by inquiries instituted
by Lord Hastings relative to the defence of that large tract of country
then known as the Delhi Territory, over which Metcalfe had complete poli-
tical and administrative control. About this time the Delhi Resident bent
all the energies of his mind to the consideration of our military position in
Upper India, wrote many elaborate papers on the subject, and was one of
the Governor-GeneraVs most trusted advisers.]

TO JOHN ADAM, ESQ., POLITICAL SECRETARY.

Sin,-I have had the honor of receiving your despatch of
the 16th ultimo, respecting the fortifications situated in the
territories connected with the Residency of Dihlee.

If in submitting my opinion, in conformity to your instrue-
tions, I occasionally refer to considerations -which may appear
to be more of a military than of a political nature, I trpst that
I shall be excused, on account of the difficulty of putting mili-
tary considerations out of view in the discussion of such a
subject.

The British posts, which in various degrees come under the
head of fortifications, in the territories connected with the
Residency of Dihlee, extending from the vicinity of Muttra to
the river Sutlej, a space of about three hundred miles in
length, and one hundred and fifty at its greatest breadth, arc
Loodiana, Kurnal, Hansee, and Dihlee.
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My opinion on the utility of these shall be submitted sepa-
rately with regard to each; but, in the first place, I will ven-
ture to solicit the indulgence of his Excellency the Governor-
General to. a few general observations and examples which
are equally applicable to all. These I take the liberty of
stating as necessary to show the groundwork of the opinions
which I have to submit, though I am aware that nothing that
I can say will add to the strength of the argument so forcibly
and conclusively urged by the highest authority in the extract
from Sir George Nugent's reports enclosed in your letter.

The necessity of fortifications in conquered countries in
contact with nations of military and predatory habits, who
acknowledge no law but that of force, and inhabited by
subjects scarcely subdued, partly disaffected, impatient of laws
and regulations, used and proue to revolutions, hardy and
warlike, appears to be indisputable. Such is the state of the
territories connected with Dihlee with regard to neighbours
and subjects.

Before we determnine to dispense with fortifications entirely,
we ought first to be sure that our power will, under all circum-
stances, be too much respected, that the military character of
the Native States is and will remain too despicable, and that
our conquered subjects are too unwarlike, or too much attached
to our government, to render such precae'tions necessary. But
that such suppositions would be erroneous, numerous events
and every day's experience must tend to establish.

It must occasionally happen that countries inhabited by dis-
affected subjects, eager to throw off the yoke, may be left
without troops. In such a case a fortification with a small
garrison is sufficient to keep the country, which might other-
wise be lost.

It must also occasionally happen that countries left without
troý)ops may be exposed to the ravages of predatory foes. In
such a case a fortification would preserve our government in
the country, though the enemy might overrun the plains; but
if we have neither troops nor a fortification, the public autho-
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rities must flee before the most contemptible enemy, and
districts may be taken from us by cavalry alone.

This was the case in 1803. Five companies of infantry,
having no post to retire to, capitulated to a body of irregular
cavalry; the civil authorities abandoned their station; and the
district fell into the hands of the enemy. The evil was soon
repaired, because the Grand Army was at no great distance, and
the recollection of the disgrace was obliterated by the splendid
victories which followed in that campaign; but the evil and
the disgrace would not have occurred had there been any
fortified post for the small body of troops and the public autho-
rities of the district to retire to.

In 1804 and 1805, when our provinces were invaded by
larger armies of cavalry, in all the districts overrun the civil
authorities kept their posts, having the protection of fortifica-
tions. In Aleegurh there was a government fortress and
garrison. In Suharunpoor the civil authority took possession
of one of the native forts, with which at that time the country
abounded. Fortified houses gave confidence at Moradabad
and Mynpooree, and a fortified gaol at Barelly.

The experience of the past and the possibilities of the future
would point out the expediency of having a small fortified post
in every district, to which the local government might retire
with confidence in the event of predatory invasion, there not
being troops enough in the district to keep the field.

Against such invasions in parts in time of war no army that
our present resources will maintain can effectually secure us.
With such posts in every district, which need neither be on a
large scale nor expensive, though the country might be overrun
for a time, the local government would remain, and we should
be saved from the disgrace and injury of the temporary loss of
a portion of our territories.

Of the advantage which we have derived from fortifications
in our military operations, several instances might be adduced.
After the retreat of Monson's detachinent in 1804, we should
certainly have lost the right bank of the Jumna had we not
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possessed the fortress ofAgra, and the walls, weak as they were,
of Dihlee.

The troops to the southward of Dihlee collected under
the walls of Agra. They there awaited the arrival of Lord
Lake with his army, and had time to recover from the
sensation which Holkar's successes over Monson's detachment
had occasioned, and which would probably have operated
to a ruinous extent had not the fortress of Agra served as a
rallying-point to our retreating and advancing troops. The
exhausted remains of Monson's detachment would nowhere
have found refuge if we had not possessed the fort of Agra.
It is impossible to say how much we were indebted to that
fortress at that period.

Nevertheless, the upper part of the right bank of the Jumna
would have been lost to us if there had not been walls to the
town of Dihlee. These enabled General Ochterlony and the
late General Burn to make that memorable defence which led
to the destruction of the enemy's army-a defence which could
not have been thought of had not the ruined walls of Dihlee
offered a foundation for hope.

The value of fortifications in Europe is limited. They are
not impregnable, and when an army cannot keep the field,
fortresses generally fal]; but in this country, that is, in the
present comparative state of the military skill of the British and
the native powers, fortifications are to us of incalculable value.
They are deemed impregnable in our hands, and enable us, at
a trifling expense, to keep a country without an army. Though
a native power might obtain a temporary advantage over us in
the field, the natives of India must make some further advances
towards equality before they could attempt, with any hope of
success, to wrest a strong fortress out of our hands, if defended
on our part with the show of determination.

The fort of Rampoora was taken from Holkar in one day
by a single battalion under Colonel Don. This fort, by the
retreat of Monson's detachment, was left exposed, and renote
froma any support. Holkar, however, though victorious over
our detachment in the field, made no attempt with his enor-
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mous force to take Rampoora. This fort, and the country
around it, remained in our possession throughout the war,
though in the rear of the enemy's army, and far removed,
during the most dangerous period, from the co-operation of any
of our detachments. The garrison not only kept possession of
the fort, but established our government in the country, and
even undertook several successful expeditions. The fortifica-
tions of Rampoora were of the greatest utility during the war,
and were the sole cause of our being able to keep a valuable
part of the enemy's country, which otherwise must have fallen
into his hands immediately on the return of Monson's de-
tachment.

Hoping that the preceding observations respecting the
general utility and necessity of fortifications in this part of
India will meet with indulgence, I proceed, to submit a few
remarks with reference to the particular posts which are
situated in the territories under the superintendence of this
Presidency. These, in their present state, consist of an old
ruinous brick and mud fort at Loodiana, some mud works at
Kurnal, a serviceable fort at Hansee, and the ruinous stone
walls, with mud repairs, of the town of Dihlee.

Loodiana is the most exposed, being situated immediately on
the boundary of one of the most powerful States of India.
Numerous advantages attend our possessing a fort at Loodiana,
some of which have been lately evinced. It renders the troops
of the cantonment of Loodiana available for purposes different
froin those for which they were originally stationed there. Ac-
cordingly we find that, for the late campaign against the
Goorkhas in the hills, the infantry were withdrawn from Loo-
diana, with the exception of a small garrison for the fort,
without any apprehension existing in consequence for the
safety of the post-the possession of the fort being sufficient for
its security in any event-whereas, without a fort, a small
detachment at Loodiana would be entirely in the power of
Runjeet Singli, that post being nine marches distant from any
support, within four marches of his capital, and within five
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miles of one of his fortified posts and principal stations. The
fort of Loodiana has, in other respects, also been of great
service during the late campaign. It was the depôt for guns,
stores, and treasure for General Ochterlony's army. It was the

place to which he sent his Goorkha prisoners, and from which
he drew his supplies.

In any war with Runjeet Singh, in the event of offensive
operations on our part, the fort of Loodiana would be inva-
luable as a depôt, at which we could make all our preparations
with confidence, within a few marches of the enemy's capital.
In the event of such a state of affairs as might render it
necessary to act on the defensive against Lunjeet Singh, the
fort of Loodiana would occasion him much einbarrassment: he
would neither like to attack it nor leave it in his rear. If he
should attempt to take it he would probably fail, and the
failure niight be decisively fatal to his views against us.. If he
should leave it in his rear, the garrison might cause him great
annoyance in proportion to its strength; it might even menace
his territories, and would, at all events, preserve the appearance
of our government in the country.

Independently of any speculation on a future war with Run-
jeet Singh, the possession of a fortin the Sikh territory, on this
side the Sutlej, is desirable, and perhaps necessary, for the
preservation of our supremacy over the country bordering
on that river, under various circumstances which may be con-
ceived.

If it should be deemed expedient, for instance, to withdraw
the great body of the troops at Loodiana to a station at which
they would be more available for general purposes, the conti-
nuance of a fortified fort would show that we were not with-
drawing from the superintendence which we exercise over that
country; for which purpose, considering the character of the
inhabitants, some ostensible post seems to be necessary, and a
small post, to be respectable, should be fortified.

Although the Sikh chiefs generally on this side of the
Sutlej experience great advantage from having our protection
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against Runjeet Singh, it is not the less necessary to keep them
in awe; for, having to render justice among them, and in many
instances to enforce the restitution of unjust seizures, we neces-
sarily offend those whom we check, and render them disaffected.
The appearance, therefore, of our power amongst them, either
in the shape of a large cantonment -or a fortified post, is, per-
haps, indispensable.

Moreover, the continuance of a post at Loodiana is requisite
to prevent the gradual, and perhaps imperceptible, encroach-
ments of the dependants of Runjeet Singh on this side of the
Sutlej upon our dependants. The former would gain con-
fidence by the removal of our post, and the latter would lose it.
The former might become presumptuous, and the latter might,
from fear, court the protection of Runjeet Singh.

The fortified post at Kurnal, trifling and inefficient as it
would appear in Europe, is also of great value. It protects a
magazine and depôt, frôm which those at Loodiana may at any
time be replenished. It afforded great assistance to General
Ochterlony during the late campaign, whose operations in a
great measure depended on the supplies which lie received
from the magazine at Kurnal, in addition to those which he
drew from Loodiana. The post at Kurnal defends the boun-
dary of our territories in that quarter. It operates on the
Sikhs towards the Jumna, as the post of Loodiana does on
those towards the Sutlej. With a fortification at Kurnal the
troops may be withdrawn from that station, and still the
fortification will suffice to overawe our predatory neighbours
in that quarter, and the disaffected of our own country, and to
preserve the communication between Dihlee and Loodiana, and
between the latter place and Meerut.

As Kurnal is a considerable station, and as buildings are
going on there which show that it is to be one of the largest
stations in the army, the existence of a fortified post there is of
great advantage with reference to that circumstance, as afford-
ing protection to valuable public buildings, and to the families,
European and native, of officers and soldiers, as well as to shop-
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keepers and other inhabitants of the cantonment who may not
accompany the troops when they march on service. The
confidence and security afforded by a fortified post induce all
those inhabitants to remain without alarm under the protection
of a very small guard. Without the fortification a remote can-
tonment would probably be abandoned by the feeble part of
the inhabitants after the fighting men quit it. The conve-
nience which the security conferred by a fortification is at-
tended with to the inhabitants of a cantonment is in itself of
considerable consequence, but another advantage concomitant
with this is of greater importance, namely, the prevention of
the alarm and agitation which the abandonment of an established
cantonment, on account of the march of the troops, would occa-
sion in the neighbouring country.

If there were a snall fortified post at every great military
station it would be of the greatest service, for in time of war
great cantonments, if unprotected, invite attack. The destruc-
tion of a principal British cantonment would operate on the
public in the same manner as the destruction of a capital city,
and ought to be guarded against. A large army cannot be
spared for this purpose. Next to that, a fortified post would
afford the best protection.

The fort of Hansee has some advantages, in common with
the fortified post of Kurnal, and others like Kurnal, peculiarly
its own. It is our frontier post towards the Bhuttees, the
Srekhawatees, the people of Bickaneer, and other petty States,
all of a warlike character and addicted to predatory habits, and
requiring an appearance on that distant frontier to keep them
in awe.

The experience of the last campaign has shown to a demon-
stration what was before sufficiently evident to reason, that we
cannot expect in time of war to keep a field force over every
part of our frontier, and next to a field force, a fortification,
which can be garrisoned by a small number of men, is the best
protection for a country. It gives confidence to our adherents,
and overawes the disaffected. Hurreeana, in particular, requires
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a post of this nature, both from its exposed situation and from
the character of its inhabitants.

When the Bhuttees took Futteabad from us in 1804-5,
Hansee checked their further progress ; and when we attacked
the Bhuttees, in 1810, Hansee was our depôt, and the point
from which our army marched on that successful expedition.

These circumstances are sufficient to evince the utility of
Hansee. Its importance on a grand scale, with a view to
possible events, in consequence of its position, has been clearly
shown in Sir George Nugent's convincing report. Its great
local advantage, under existing circumstances, I conceive to be,
that it would enable us to retain the country of Hurreeana
against foreign incursion and internal insurrection, though all
troops, except its garrison, be withdrawn. The fort of Hansee
is also to the station of Hansee what the post at Kurnal is to
the station of Kurnal.

With reference to the advantages which the stations of
Loodiana, Kurnal, and Hansee derive from the possession of
fortified posts, I cannot refrain from expressing my regret that
there is not one also at Rewaree. That station, when the
troops are withdrawn, is much exposed, and remote from sup-
port. A fortified post would be very valuable for the purposes
already mentioned. Gokulgurh, a neighbouring native fort,
has occasionally been occupied when there has appeared to be
a necessity for precaution; but occasion al precautions of this
nature are injurious, because they indicate and excite alarm.
The permanent occupation of a fortified post would tend to
confer both real and imaginary security in times of danger, and
could never excite alarm. The efficiency which it would confer
on the troops at the station, by rendering them disposable
without hazard, is another point worthy of consideration.
Gokulgurh, the place above mentioned, is, perhaps, too far
distant from the cantonment of Rewaree to answer for al!
the purposes for which posts are useful.

I now proceed to submit a few observations respecting the for-
tification of Dihlee. On the expediency of keeping Dihlee in a
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defensible state I do. not propose to trouble you with any remark.
That subject kas been fully discussed in Sir George Nugent's re-
port, wherein the policy, expediency, and necessity of preserving
some sort of fortification seems to be most satisfactorily and con-
clusively shown. It seems that there have been differences of.sen-
timent regarding various plans which have been proposed for the
fortification of Dihlee. It appears to be generally admitted, that
to fortify Dihlee in a systematic and perfect way, would occa-
sion a greater expenditure than the resources of government
can with convenience supply for this purpose, and the real
question seems to be whether the present fortification shall be
repaired and improved, or all idea of making the place defen-
sible be abandoned, and the wall be allowed to fal to total
ruin. I hope that the former proposition will meet with favor-
able attention, as I think that the alternative is on every ac-
count greatly to be deprecated.

In venturing to submit my opinion -on such a subject., I trust
that my intention -will meet with indulgence, though my pre-
sumption be blameable. The old stone wall might be repaired
with stone and masonry, and would form a very respectable de-
fence for Dihlee against our native enemies. If I may be per-
mitted to judge, the repairs of the old wall with stone work is
preferable by far to the patching with mud work, which has
been adopted, I suppose, on grounds of economy. The.stone
work has infinitely a more respectable appearance, and gives a
better idea of strength. The mud work being patched on the
old stone wall, has not that thickness which is requisite to confer
on mud work the degree of solidity and durability of which it is
capable. Moreover, the mud works being sloping, and not higher,
are more accessible than the stone wall, and are frequently made
use of, as a more convenient way of going in and out of the
town than by the gates. The stone wall would be a secure
protection against cavalry. It would be perfectly defensible
against escalade. It would not, it is true, stand much batter-
ing, but it would stand as much as the present mixture of
mud and stone. At the worst, there are abundance of masons in
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Diblee, and if a breach were made it would be eut off in one
night by running up an inner wall. This is not, mere conjec-
ture, for the thing was done during the last siege in the nanner
described. The expense of repairing the Stone wall could beascer-
tained by calculation. The late ever-to-be-lamented Lieutenant
Lawtie submitted, I believe, an estimate to the Presidency. It
would, I imagine, in the end, be fouhd cheaper to repair the
stone wall with its original materials than to pateh it with mud.
Stones, it should be mentioned, ready eut, are procurable with-
out expense in some places close to, and generally not far from,
the walls. If the monthly allowance of 500 rupees, which is
at present granted for mud repairs, were applied without re-
mission to the gradual and thorough repair of the stone wall, I
am of opinion that it would be more economically, as well as
more usefully, laid out than it hitherto has been in mud works,
which constantly require renewing, whereas the stone wall,
once thoroughly repaired, would be very durable, and would
not need much repair afterwards. The fortification might be
improved by a ditch, which could be dug without expense by the
prisoners or the convicts from the gaol. The late incomparable
Lieutenant Lawtie had also another plan for the improvement
of the present fortification, which I will not do injustice to by
attempting to describe. He submitted it, I conclude, to the
authorities at the Presidency. As far as I could judge of such
a plan, it seemed to unite the greatest economy with the utmost
practicable improvement short of an entirely new and scientific
fortification. Lieutenant Lawtie was as zealous and disin-
terested in the ordinary duties of his office at Dihlee, as le
afterwards proved himself to be ardent, indefatigable, heroic,
and devoted in the arduous labors of the field.

If the stone wall of Dihlee be repaired and maintained in a
defensible state; if the fortifications of Loodiana, Kurnal, and
Hansee be retained; and if a fortified post be occupied at
Rewaree, the stations connected with Dihlee may, in times of
emergency, supposing them to remain in their present strength,
furnish eight battalions of infantry, two regiments of cavalry,
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and the greater part of Skinner's horse, for field service, leaving
two battalions of infantry and the provincial corps of Nujeebs
for the garrison at Dihlee, and a party of horse to check pre-
datory incursions, or keep order and tranquillity in our districts.
This supposes that the fortifications of Loodiana, Kurnal,
Hansee, and Rewaree may be occupied by provincials or
Nujeebs, or veterans or recruits, or whatever, may be thought
most expedient at the time. Without fortified posts in this
extensive country, it would be dangerous, if not impracticable,
to withdraw all the troops for field service.

This consideration is in itself a great recommendation, but it
is not the only one, of these fortified posts and works. How, it
may be asked, would the late campaign have been carried on,
had we not possessed the fortifications and magazines of Loo.
diana, Kurnal, Suharunpoor, and Dihlee?-had there not been
any magazine higher than Agra, as was tie case before 1809?
Where would General Ochterlony have drawn his guns and
stores from? Where would he have sent his prisoners? To
what quarter would he have applied to replenish his wants?
Where would Colonel Mawbey have sent his requisition for a
battering train when one was found to be necessary at Ka-
linjur? Where would the field hospital of General Martin-
dale's army have remained in security?

The only objection to 'fortifications, I believe, is their ex-
pense. I do not know what expense the fortifications men-
tioned may have occasioned, but the services which they have
rendered in this single campaign must have more than compen-
sated for any expense which they may have caused.

Of the great utility of fortifications there seems to be abun-
dant proof. That they cannot be, or ought not to be, insup-
portably expensive, is shown by the number of fortifications
possessed by petty Native States. The State*of Alwar boasts, I
think, of having fifty-two forts. I do not mean to vouch for
the accuracy of this number, but the number of forts possessed
by that petty State is notoriously and without doubt very
great. The petty State of Bhurtpore, in a small country, and
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with very limited resources, maintains four forts of the first mag-
nitude and celebrity, besides others of inferior note, and is con-
tinually increasing the number of its fortifications.

If these petty States, with their limited resources, can main-
tain numerous fortifications, the expense of their maintenance
must be within moderate limits also. And can it be said that
the few fortifications at present maintained by the Honorable
Company are too numerous for the extent of their dominions,
and too expensive with reference to their resources ? It will
rather be found, I conceive, that the expenses of our govern-
ment on account of fortifications are trifling, and out of pro-
portion compared with the magnitude of our territories, re-
sources, and general expenses, and that of all the branches of
our expenditure this is the one which, more than any other,
falls short, in the expense incurred, of the importance and
utility of the object in view. I fear, however, that I have
already exceeded the bounds within which I ought to have
confined myself.
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ON THE BOMBARDMENT OF FORTITIED PLACES.

[Transmitted to Lord Moira in November, 1814.]

[The disastrous commencement of the Nepaul war, and especially the
failure at Kalunga, where General Gillespie was killed at the head of his
men in an attempt to carry the fortress by a coup de main, induced Metcalfe
to draw up the following paper for the perusal of Lord Hastings. He was
of opinion that the English in India had been rendered over-confident by
past successes, and that it was desirable, above all things, that the Govern-
ment should never close its eyes to the dangers of ounr position. He often,
at this time as at a subsequent period, commented upon these dangers, and,
as will be seen hereafter, insisted upon the necessity of maintaining, as the
only preventive, an eficient military force.]

Our unfortunate failure at the formerly despised fort of
Kalunga, alias Nalapanee, in the Valley of Deyra, rendered
more remarkable than preceding failures by the death of the
heroie General Gillespie, is one of a series of events which,
although they have taken place at long intervals,- are all of
the same character, and have all sprung from the same causes
-causes which demand the serious attention of government to
a subject vitally important to our interests in India.

Every successive failure of this description is more disastrous,
on account of its influence on the stability of our power, than
on account either of the lamentable fal of brave men or the
temporary derangement of the plans of government, much as
both these effects are to be deplored.
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The present opportunity is taken for attempting to bring this
subject to notice, in the hope that the recollection of the cir-
cumstances of our recent disaster may procure some attention to
opinions, which cannot derive any weight from their owner,
which would probably be disregarded in a time of peace, and
might appear ridiculous in a career of uninterrupted victory.

These opinions were first excited by personal observation in
the field, and have been strengthened by attention to subsequent
events.

Our empire in India has arisen from the superiority of our
military prowess. Its stability rests entirely on the same foun-
dation. Let this foundation be removed, and the fabric
inust fall to the ground. Let this foundation be in the
least shaken, and the fabric must totter. Whatever delusions
inay prevail in England respecting the security to be derived
from the affections of our Indian subjects, and a character for
moderation and forbearance with foreign Native States, it will
probably be admitted in India that our power depends solely on
our military superiority.

Yet there is reason to apprehend that our comparative supe-
riority is in some measure diminished, in consequence of a
general increase of discipline, experience, skill, and confidence
on the part of the military of India.

The failures at Nalapanee, Kalunga, Kalinjur, Kumona, and
Bhurtpore, are events which particularly call for attention, and
may be considered more important, from forming almost a
systen of failure, than from any of the unfortunate losses or
immediate evils attending each siege. Let them prove a warn-
ing for the future, and good may arise out of evil.

At Bhurtpore, four assaults and the greatest exertions of the
united armies of Bengal and Bombay were ineffectual against
a straggling and extensive walled town, situated on a plain,
with a dry ditch, which the activity of the enemy converted
into a wet one before the breach, and defended by men whom
we used to call a rabble.

Our failure on that occasion may be attributed partly to the
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difficulties which opposed the attack, and partly to the firmness
and activity of the defence, and partly to the presence of a large
enemy's army under the walls which embarrassed our opera-
tions, and partly to the want of confidence on the part of our
troops after the first check.

But certain reasons were assigned for our failure at Bhurt-

pore, having reference solely to the mode of attack, and it was
understood at the next siege-that of Kumona-that these sup-
posed faults would be avoided by a more scientific course of
proceeding.

Accordingly, at Kumona, we made our approaches regularly,
but the result was failure. We were defeated in the assault,
and were indebted to the courtesy of a rebel Zumeendar for
permission to bring away our dead. The fort was subsequently
evacuated for obvious reasons, but our failure in the storm was
complete, and our loss, as must be the case in all failures,
severe.

Kumona was a petty fort on a plain, with a dry ditch, held
in contempt before we attacked it, and not much thought
of since it came into our possession. There was a garden
attached to it which was converted into an outwork, and occu-
pied by the enemy. We attempted to take the garden, but
failed there also.

The next remarkable attempt to storm was at Kalinjur.
This was a hill fort without a ditch, consequently of a different
description from Bhurtpore and Kumona. Here also we failed
completely in the assault, though we afterwards obtained pos-
session of the place by negotiation. Kalunga, or Nalapanee,
seems also to be a hill fort without a ditch. It is at present
undecided whether our failure at this place is most to be attri-
buted to the insurmountable nature of the obstacles, or the
determined resistance of the enemy. It probably may justly be
attributed to the united effects of both causes. And as it is
evident, fron some circumstances, that but for the determined
resistance of the enemy the place might have been carried, so
it may be hoped that all their resistance would have proved
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ineffectual, had not the other obstacles been difficult to sur-
mount.

The failures at Sasnee, &c., have not been alluded to, because
these took place before the Mahratta viar, and the recollection
of them was swept away by the glorious victories of that bril-
liant and fortunate period. The commencement of our sys-
tematic failures may be dated from the unfortunate siege of
Bhurtpore, where a great portion of our military fame was
buried.

It is true that since that period some successful assaults have
taken place, but they cannot be put in competition with the
failures alluded to.

Three instances of success at present occur to recollection:
one under Colonel Hawkins, in Bundelkund, in 1806; the
capture of Bhowanee by Colonel Ball; and Colonel Adams's
exploit last season.

On the first, a part of his Majesty's 17th headed the storming
party; and the affair was conceived with decision, and achieved
in gallant style; but the defence was, I believe, insignificant,
compared with the defence in the instances of failure alluded to.

The affair at Bhowanee was a brilliant one, and an important
one for our reputation, fbr the people of Bhowanee were
thought invincible; but in reality Bhowanee was only a large
village without guns; and, in fact, the affair was a battle on the
plain, for the people, not trusting to their weak defences, or
despising defensive warfare, sallied forth to meet us.

Colonel Adams's assault appears to have been a very able and
gallant operation, but the difficulties which were encountered
did not, it is imagined, equal those which we met with in the
instances of failure before mentioned.

In each of the instances of failure described, the European
troops-that part of our army on the character of which our
power in great measure depends-were employed and defeated.

In each of these instances different reasons have been assigned
for our defeat. Some have attributed it to the insurmountable
nature of the obstacles; others have affirmed that the troops
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yielded to alarm on the first check, and would not advance,
thougli the obstacles were not insurmountable.

The failure in each instance has excited notice for a time;
but the impression occasioned by it in the rninds of the British
community has gradually worn out. No measures have been
taken sufficient to provide a remedy for the evil, the real cause
of which has been overlooked, and we have proceeded to fresh
attacks with the same chances of failure as before.

The real cause of our repeated failure seems to be, that our
opponents now are better able to defend themselves against us
than our opponents were formerly; consequently, that we have
not the same superiority on these occasions that we formerly
possessed, nor have our troops the same confidence.

The sight of a white face or a red coat is not sufficient now,
on all occasions, as it once was, to, make our adversaries flee in
dismay, and abandon defencesin which they have well-grounded
confidence.

Either the gradual and imperceptible circulation of know-
lege has given them a better mode of defence and greater re-
sources; or the charm which ensured us success is dissolved; or
from some other change of circumstances we are less invincible
than we were; for certain it is, that there have been occasions
on which the backwardness of our troops has been complained
of, and whatever may have been the immediate cause of their
defeat, they have repeatedly turned their backs on the walls of
foes who, in theory, would be considered contemptible, and
who to this day are compared by some writers in England to a
flock of sheep.

This is a subject which cannot be taken too much into deep
consideration. On our military superiority our power entirely
depends. That superiority is lessened by every defeat.

The evil has gone to such a length already, that, on sitting
down to a siege, a repulse may be judged not improbable, in
the event of an assault, according to the usual mode of pro-
ceeding.

It is true that our superiority in the field has not yet been
G 2
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called in question by any untowarcl event, and as long as we
retain our superiority in the field, our power may be considered
secure; but repeated failures of any kind must accustom our
troops to defeat; must diminish their confidence in themselves;
must increase their respect for their enemies; and nust lay the
foundation fbr great reverses of fortun'e.

Often has the fate of India depended on a single army; often
again may the fate of a great part of India depend on a single
army; and if ever, by any combination of unfortunate accidents,
such scenes should be exhibited in an army in the field, having
the fate of our empire in great measure attached to it, as have
occurred more than once in storming parties, and even in con-
siderable detachments, our power might receive a blow from
which its recovery would be questionable.

The object of this paper is not, however, to anticipate future
disasters, but to bring to notice the real causes of past misfor-
tunes, in order that remedies may be provided against them in
future, and that the dangerous consequences to which a con-
tinuation of defeats would lead may be prevented.

These causes, namely, the increase of confidence in our op-
ponents, and the diminution of it in our own troops, seen to
have been entirely disregarded.

If we pay sufficient attention to these points, the remedies
inay doubtless be applied which will prevent many future
failures. But if, as heretofore, we disregard the important con-
sideration alluded to, we shall proceed to future assaults as to
former ones, without better precautions or resources, and the
consequences will be frequently the same, tending ultimately to
the most serious evils.

It is desirable, in the first instance, that the favorable reports
received beforehand relative to the weakness of an enemy's
fortresses, and the inefficiency of his troops, should be listened
to with caution.

Men of sanguine dispositions give favorable reports, and
anticipate unqualified victory-without reflecting on the possi-
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bility of difficulties and the chances of failure-because it is in
their nature to do so.

Other men, not sanguine, are generally very loth to express
an unfavorable opinion. There is always thEc chance of success.

Encouraging intelligence is always the most agreeable; and
men do not like to subject themselves to the reproach of being
alarists.

We are apt to despise our opponents, till from defeat we
acquire an opposite sensation.

Before we cone to the contest, their powers of resistance are
ridiculed. Their forts are said to be contemptible, and their

arms are described to be useless; yet we find, on the trial, that
with these useless weapons, in their contemptible forts, they can
deal about death amongst their assailants, and stand to their

defences, notwithstanding the skill and bravery of our army.
If we were not misled beforehand by a flattering persuasion of
the facility of conquest, we should take greater pains to en-
sure it.

It is very desirable that, in general, our troops should not
be carried up to the assault where the obstacles, natural or
artificial, of the fortification, such as may not have been cleared
away during the siege, may be rendered utterly or nearly in-
surmountable by a resolute defence on the part of the garrison.

Heroisn, with the aid of good fortune, may sometimes ac-

complish wonders; but i1 is dangerous to trust too much to
heroisn or good fortune. Fortune is fickle, and soldiers are
men in whom the love of life, or the awe of peril, must at times
prevail, however subdued in general by valo. or discipline.

A single accident may frequently determine a contest, and

give victory to us or our enemy.
If the first effort of valor prevail not, it is rare that a repeti-

tion of attacks proves successful. Ardor and enthusiasm are
necessary to enable troops to go through a difficult attack.
These are checked by the first serious repulse. The troops,
persevering in the same attack, are afterwards, under the in-
fluence of a sensation which destroys their energies and pre-
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vents any animated exertion-to which is not uncommonly
added a sense of shame, which prevents flight-and under the
operation of these different feelings they sometimes stand to be
shot at, to no good purpose, or roll about here and there in
masses of confusion, their officers urging them. on, but an un-
controllable sensation keeping them tack.

It is therefore desirable that greater attention should be
shown, tian heretofore in general, to the necessity of providing
a road for an assault as free as possible from all obstacles, except
those which may arise from the bravery of the enemy.

Our troops, though, after the repeated defeats that we have
met with, they cannot feel that unlimited confidence which was
alike the cause and the result of their former invincibility, have
still the idea that they have only to get at the enemy in order
to show their wonted superiority.

It is dangerous not' to give them an easy road to meet the
enemy. If, due attention being given to this important -point,
our troops nevertheless fail, it will be no good to shut our eyes
to the conclusion that our enemies in India are often as brave
as men can be,-at least in deferîive positions.

In order to effect the object proposed, armies should not
advance to the attack of forts without ample means of destroying
then.

It is desirable that a large battering train, with every equip-
ment for a siege on a large scale, should accompany every army
that may have to attack forts.

This may appear to be an unnecessary caution, as it will pro-
bably be supposed that the measure suggested must be ob-
viously adopted on all occasions; but, in fact, it frequently
happens that our equipments in this respect are very deficient,
and by no ieans adequate to secure the object in view.

We have on our side the science of Europe, and we ought
te bring it into play. Econouy in this department is ruinous.
We ought to be lavish of the contents of our arsenals, and
saving of the lives of our men. We ought to make defence
impracticable and hopeless. We ought to overpower resist-
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ance by the vastness of our means. Though such measures
were not necessary formerly, they have become so by a change
of circumstances. Our former wonderful success arose from
causes which have ceased. to exist, or do not prevail in the same
degree. We ought to substitute-and, we have it in our power
to substitute -other sources of victory sufficiently potent,
though of a different nature.

There is a branch of equipment in sieges which might be
made more use of than it is at present, to the great annoyance
of the enemy, and frequently to his total expulsion. A great
number of mortars and an abundant supply of shells should be
attached to every besieging army.

There are many situations in which, from the natural diffi-
culties of the position, an assault cannot take place without
considerable hazard of failure. In such cases, an incessant
shower of shells, day and night, might make the place too
warm for the garrison, and obviate the necessity of a storm.

There are other occasions in which it may be desirable to
avoid, the delay of all the operations of a siege; and on such
occasions bombarding day and night might accomplish the object
in a short time.

There are some situations for which this mode of operation
is peculiarly suitable; for instance, the small hill forts of the
Goorkhas appear to be of this description, and had Kalunga been
bombarded day and night for as many days as we were before
it prior to our attempt to storm, it is probable that we should
not now have to lament our disastrous failure at that place, and
the loss of our gallant general and his brave companions in
death.

On all occasions shells will prove valuable auxiliaries, from
the great annoyance which they inflict on the enemy; and even
in the event of failure in an assault, they would be of the greatest
importance, by keeping up the agitation and alarm of the
enemy, and preventing is acquiring confidence; or indulging
in triumph after his success.

Had there been a suffliciency of mortars and shells to play
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upon Kalunga day and night, even after the unfortunate attempt
to stoi-m, it is possible that the enemy might have been com-
pelled to surrender or evacuate the fort, notwithstanding the
confidence which he may have derived from his successful de-
fence.

Decided effects have occasionally been accomplished by
shelling;-

The defenders of Kumona, after evacuating that place,
retired to Gunowree, with the apparent intention of defend-
ing it. Had we laid siege to Gunowree as we laid siege to
Kumona, we might have had a repetition of the delay and
disaster which occurred at the latter place. But Gunowree
was shelled day and night, and the garrison was driven out, I
believe, in two days.

A similar circumstance occurred afterwards at a fort not far
from Agra. The engineer made his approaches, and there was
the appearance of a long and doubtful siege; but in the mean
time it was judged proper to annoy the énemy with shells, and
the place was evacuated before the breaching batteries were
formed.

Incessant shelling annoys the enemy within the fort, tries
his courage and patience throughout the siege, and, operating
on a number in a confined space, its effect must be severe in
causing him'a great loss.

By the ordinary mode of attack the enemy is not much au-
noyed during the siege, and if he has courage to stand the
assault firmly, he has every chance of success from the advan-
tages of his situation.

On some occasions it nay be wise, for the speedy accomplish-
ment of a great object, to risk a hazardous assault. The capture
of Aleegurh by a coup de main, being the first operation of the
Mahratta war in this quarter, had a decided influence on the
subsequent events of that campaign. In like manner, the
capture of Kalunga would have had a most beneficial effect on
the subsequent operations of the Goorkha war. But we had not
the same good fortune.
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Even, however, when an attempt at a coup de main fail, if
our army have the means of carrying on vigorous operations,
the sensation occasioned by the failure will quickly subside.
But an army after such a failure, without the mèans of unnoy-
ing the'enemy, is in a most melancholy predicament. A person
must have been in an army on such an occasion to judge þro-
perly of its feelings.

The individual who has ventured to put these thoughts to
paper has not the presumption to suppose that he can suggest
the best plan for conducting sieges' with' effect. Ail that he
aims at is to lead wiser heads than his own to the consideration
of the true causes of the disasters that have too frequently oc-
curred, and the best remedies to be applied.

If there be any foundation for the reasons which have been
assigned for these disasters, namely, the existence of increased
knowledge, skill, and confidence on the part of our enemies in
general, and the diminution of our comparative superiority in
warfare, it must be admitted that the subject demands the nost
serious attention.

It demands attention even beyond the actual subject-matter
of this paper, for if it be true that the military'discipline, skill,
and confidence of our enenies is in any way on the increase,
we ought to turn our attention to the state of our army alto-
gether, and inquire whether it is sufficient for the purpose of
securing our interests in India; we ought, further, to examine
the principles of the policy prescribed by the authorities in
England, and ascertain whether, with reference to the state
of things supposed, it is a policy the best calculated for our
safety.

The writer of these remarks bas his mind often occupied by
these subjects, but fearful that he has already been guilty of
presumption, he is not bold enough to venture at present on
such a wide field of discussion.

He does not, however, shrink from briefly stating his opi-
nions on these subjects to be, that an increase of our.army is
highly expedient, and perhaps absolutely »necessary, for our
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existence in India; and that we ought to govern our policy by
different considerations from those which regulate the orders of
the government at home.

Our power in India rests on our mlitary superiority. It has
no foundation in the affections of sour subjects. It cannot
derive support from the good-wil or good faith of our neigh-
bours. It can only be upheld by our military prowess . and
that policy is best suited to our situation in India which tends
in the greatest degree to increase our military power by all
means consistent with justice.
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ADMINISTRATION OF HYDERABAD.

(4ugqust 14, 1826.]

TO GEORGE SWINTON, ESQ., CHIEF SECRETARY.

In the 41st paragraph of the political
letter to Bengal, 21st of January, 1824, I am blamed for the
employment of European officers in the Nizam's affairs, after
stating my objections to "the appointment of European ma-
nagers in the several districts."

It seems that in attaching this blame to me there has been an
oversight of the wide difference between the appointment of
European managers in the districts, and the employment of
European officers in the Nizam's affairs. The former measure
was never adopted by me, and the latter was in full play before
my administration ati Hyderabad.

I extended the employment of European officers, but was
not the first to introduce it; and in several respeets I limited
their functions, and prohibited the exercise of indefinite autho-
rity which they had before possessed.

Under the arrangements which I introduced, the Resident
was the channel of conveying to European officers employed
in the Nizam's service the orders of the Nizam's Government
received from the Minister; and the mode in which our inter-
ference was exercised was invariably by the advice and influence
of the Resident with the Minister.
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The communications which the European officers employed
had necessarily to carry on with the native authorities in the
several districts, went through native agents, selected and ap-
pointed exclusively by the Nizam's Minister.

Nothing can be more erroneous, and to me, from local
knowledge, nothing can be more preposterous, than the ascribing
of our interference in the Nizam's afairs to me as its author.

Our interference in every department was ordered by the
Governor-General in Council. It was exercised by my prede-
cessor, according to his discretion, in the way which he deemed
most expedient. The European officers employed under him
issued orders by their own authority. This practice ceased
under my arrangements, and every matter was submitted for
the orders of the Nizam's Government. When I first arrived
at Aurungabad, the court of justice established by my prede-
cessor used to hold its sittings at the house of the British agent
at that station, and he presided at the trials. This practice was
discontinued by my orders; and in fact, whatever notions may
have prevailed to the contrary, it was my continual study to
uphold the authority of the Nizam's Government, and to pre-
vent the exercise of undue power by European officers.

But in order effectually to check oppression, which was the
sole legitimate object of our interference, it was necessary to
forward complaints of extortion in the revenue department, and
to ascertain how the affairs of that department were conducted.
It was also necessary, for the safety of the government from
ruin, to look into the finances.

Ostensibly, my predecessor had attended to both subjects,
but the Minister had succeeded in rendering his measures nuga-
tory. The Minister, no doubt, intended the same by mine, for
his assent to them, in the first instance, was ready and cheerful,
and they were as much his own measures as any can be which
are adopted by the advice and influence of another. But when
those measures proved effectual in really checking extortion,
they touched him on the tenderest point; and he became a
willing tool for the intrigues of Messrs. W. Palmer and Co.,
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who dreaded the effect on their interests of the measures whicb
I proposed in the financial department.

ilence alone the clamor raised by a party respecting my in-
terference in the Nizam's country. Hence I am falsely described
as the author of our interference, when I was only the faithful
and moderate executor of the orders of my own government.

My despatch from Hyderabad of the 2nd of February, 1821,
is the first which develops my views respecting the affairs of
the Nizam's country.

Therein I announce my intentions in the following terms:-
" Every branch of administration will in time require investi-
gation; but those points to which I propose immediately to
turn my attention, are, first, the reduction of the expenditure
of the government within its income; and, secondly, a general
settlement of the land revenue for a term of years, in the mode
of village settlements, including arrangement with the heads
of villages for the introduction of a system of police."

This is not, I think, the language of a person who doubted
the intentions of his government as to the extent of his inter-
ference.

The rest of the despatch is in the same tone. It goes on to
say, after remarks on the probable effect of these measures, "I
can hardly reckon on the zealous support of the Minister in
either seheme, but I do not despair of his acquiescence; and if
he will acquiesce, I am ready to take on myself the labor and
odium of the task."

This announcement is plain enough. It contains the essence
of our interference in the Nizam's country. We were to obtain
the Minister's consent to measures for the public good, which
it was known that his personal interests and disposition would
not allow him cordially to relish. We were to reform his
administration of the country through him, but in spite of him,
by our influence over him.

Nothing could be more clearly indicated than this is in the-
preceding extracts. There is no attempt to induce a belief
that the Minister would be a cordial co-operator in the pro-
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posed reforms. His probable reluctance is avowedly antici-
pated. His constrained acquiescence is all that is presumed.

The same letter states: " To insist on good faith being
kept by government and its agents with. the cultivators, with
regard to all engagements; to take care that the government
and its agents do not exact more than the acknowledged rights
of the government,-these are objects the successful accom-
plishment of which would go far towards the restoration of
prosperity, and for which I shall never hesitate to exercise
direct interference in every part of the country, for without it
they would never be accomplished."

There is no disguise in this language. It shows openly what
I conceived to be my powers under the instructions of Lord
Hastings; and it was after the receipt of these unreserved
declarations from me, and at a later period, that his Lordship
wrote to me as follows:-" Let me take the opportunity, my
dear Sir, of saying to you how gratifying the prospects are
which you hold forth respecting the improvement in cultiva-
tion and comfort of the Nizam's territories. I feel keenly the
duty of rendering our influence so beneficial; and I thank you
sincerely for the generous energy with which you prosecute the
purpose."

What relates to European managers and the employment of
European officers in the same letter is as follows:-"1 The most
effectual, and perhaps the only sure mode of introducing a
reform into the country, would be by the appointment of Euro-
pean managers in the several districts; but this I consider to be
prohibited by my instructions, and not desirable if it can be
avoided, inasmuch as it vould be tantamount to taking the
government out of the hands of the Nizam and his Ministers.
I do not think, therefore, of submitting any recommendation to
that effect, unless I should find, after a fair trial, that my own
efforts, with such aid as I can procure from the servants of
*the Nizam's Government, prove unavailing. The occasional
interference, however, of the European officers of the Nizam's
service, for the prevention of oppression and breach of faith on
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the part of local authorities in the vicinity of their respective
posts, is indispensable, and I shall, without scruple, have recourse
to this assistance whenever it may seem necessary. Indeed, I
have already acted on this principle in several instances."

The interference which I exercised never exceeded in prin-
ciple the scheme above avowed. The employment of European
officers of the Nizam's service, for the prevention of oppression
and breach of faith on the part of local authorities, was the
utmost extent of that interference.

If it was admissible and desirable in one part of the Nizam's
country, it was equally so in all, where the same oppression and
insrule prevailed. Whatever officer was so employed first be-
came an officer of the Nizam's service.

The employment of officers in inspecting and superintending
the revenue settlements had solely in view the prevention of
extortion-an object which was unattainable without a know-
ledge of the terms of the assessments. No part of the collec-
tions ever passed through the hands of an European officer.
There were native managers in every district. There was not
an European manager in any district. And during my Resi-
dency the native managers were selected solely by the Nizam's
Minister, without any recommendation on my part in any one
instance; whereas, previously, the native managers of districts
had been recommended by the Resident in several instances;
an interference which, if it had not been stopped by me, must
soon have taken the governnent of the country effectually out
of the hands of the Nizam's Ministers.

I mention these differences of conduct because, as I have
been attacked as the author of a system of unbounded inter-
ference, and Mr. Russell has ludicrously joined in the cry, it is
due to myself to show the real state of the case, which was not
only that the interference which I exercised was limited and
defined, but also that I restrained and put bounds to the inter-
ference which was exercised before my administration. And
the more closely the matter be examined, the more surely it
will be found that the sole object of ail my interference was to
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check oppression and extortion; and that the assumption of
power or patronage, or direct government, formed no part of
my schemes.

I trust that I have said sufficient to prove to the Honorable
the Court of Directors that the employment of European officers
in the Nizam's provinces had precedea my nomination to the
Residency of Hyderabad ; that I avowed my intention of con-
tinuing it in the earliest of my despatches on the Nizam's affairs;
that I never did more than extend that use of European
officers as seemed necessary for purposes of check; and that I
never appointed European managers in any district.

If I have succeeded in satisfying the Honorable Court on
these points, I shall, I trust, remove the impressions under
-which my conduct was blamed in the 49th paragraph of the
general letter of 21st January, 1824.

I regret very -mu.ch the erroneous impressions which appear
to have prevailed to a considerable extent in England regarding
the interference exercised by me in the affairs of the Nizam's
Government; because, whatever may be the merits or defects
of the system which I adopted, in carrying into effect the
orders of the Marquis of Hastings, it is quite certain that it can-
not be justly appreciated unless it be rightly understood.

.At Nagpoor we took the government completely into our
own hands, and the country was managed entirely by European
officers, posted with full powers in the several districts. There
vas not, in short, any native administration, and the interference

which we exercised was nothing less than absolute undivided
government in the hands of the Resident. The consequence has
been a state of prosperity and comfort throughout the country,
highly honorable to the British name, and to the distinguished
functionary who has introduced and conducted our systein of
interference in that region.

Our interference at Hyderabad, although very beneficial, does
not in its effects come up to the complete success which has
attended our measures at Nagpoor; neither could it be expected
that it would, for it is in its nature imuch less efficient.
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At Hyderabad the native government remains unmoved.
Native managers govern every district. European officers of
check are employed; but their duties are limited in practice
almost exclusively to such as have prevention or correction for
their object; they exercise no authority without the co-opera-
tion of the native managers of districts, and have no orders sent
to them by the Resident without the previous concurrence of
the Nizam's Minister.

This is manifestly a very different state of things from that
which has existed at Nagpoor. At Nagpoor the Resident's in-

terfence was the exercise of all the powers of absolute and un-
divided government. At Hyderabad the Resident's inter-
ference was a continual struggle with the vices of the native
government.

What the effect of our interference at Nagpoor may even-
tually prove, if it be at any time deemed proper to transfer the
government to the hands of the Rajah and native Ministers, the
native government having been intermediately subverted by-
the assumption of the chief powers of rule in the hands of the-
Resident and European officers under his orders, remains to be-
seen. The contingency has no doubt been, as far as possible,
provided for; but at Hyderabad, if fortunately the establishment
of an honest Ministry should hereafter enable us to withdraw
our checks without fear of the renewal of Chundoo Lall's un-
principled extortions, the native administration would be found
untouched in all its branches, not the smallest wheel of its
machinery having been displaced.

The defect of the Hyderabad system of interference I take to
be, that, from its limited nature, it necessarily falls short of
perfect efficiency, as to its beneficial consequences, because it
is exposed to a great degree of counteraction from the native
administration. Its mert, I conceive, lies in doing the
greatest possible good with the least possible degree of inter-
ference, and in tending to uphold, unimpaired, the Nizam's
Government, while it checks the vices of his profligate Minister.
It is, in short, a temporary expedient for the salvation of the
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country, which may be withdrawn whenever there be any
security that the evils of oppression and extortion, misery
and ruin, for which it was designed as a remedy, will not be
renewed.

TO W. B. MARTIN, ESQ.

Camp Beerum, Feb. 22, 1826.
MY DEAR MARTIN,-I am obliged to you for your letter

of the 27th ult., and consider it as a kindness that you coin-
municate with me regarding your proceedings. You speak of
having shaped a course for yourself somewhat different from
that which I pursued. You do not, however, say in what the
difference consists. You mention an immediate communica-
tion with the Minister, in a manner which implies that you
regard that as constituting a difference. This does not appear
to me to be a diffèrence of any importance. I communicated
immediately with the Minister, until I was so disgusted by his
perfidy and falsehood, as gladly to assign the trouble of person-
ally combating them to my assistants. The more you have
immediate communication with him, the more apprehensive I
should be of your being deceived by him; for he has the
plausibility ascribed to Satan, and will assuredly deceive those
the most who most trust to him. Notwithstanding the friend-
liness of your letter, it conveys to my mind, combined with
other circumstances, erroneously perhaps, an idea of a change
in your opinions respecting past occurrences at Hyderabad. I
have seen, in a letter from a person there, who is almost a
stranger to me, addressed to another who is no friend, that you
are understood to be a great admirer of "Mr. Russell's systen."
What is precisely meant by that term I do not know; but it is
e-vident that something opposite to my mode of proceeding is
intended. I hear also that you have, -in the Most public
manner possible, avowed your respect and admiration for Rus-
sell's character and conduct; further, that you admire Chundoo
Lall, and defend the conduct of Sir W. Rumbold and Mr.
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W. Palmer. I ask myself, can all this be true? Is it possible
that you can have imbibed sentiments which would warrant
such constructions? If you have, I regret the change most on

public grounds, for I can hardly think that the Resident at

HJyderabad can entertain such opinions without injurious con-

sequences. I shall regret it also on my own account; for I

would rather have had my opinions confirmed by yours, and
should have been proud of the alliance of our names in what I
believe to be the cause of truth, honor, and right principle;
but I shall have my consolation, even if I stand alone, and
shall not be ashamed of my singularity, in the opinions which
I entertain, and the conduct which I pursued, on Hydera-
bad affairs. I must seem to you to speak with more certainty
as to your sentiments than anything in your letter would

justify. The fact is, that you are already set down by the

partisans of corruption as the patron of that cause, which I had
for five years to combat; and you and Russell are classed
together, by his friends, in contrast with your humble servant.

My regret exceeds my surprise. I am well acquainted with
the state of opinions at Hyderabad. I can conceive what feel.
ings you will have found established there, and how and by
whom you will have been beset. The Residency has come
into your hands in a very different condition from that in
which I found it. You have not seen what I saw; you have
not had to feel what I felt; you have not been exposed to
what it was my duty to combat. Your opinions on one side
could not be so strong as mine; and you will have been assailed
by an overwhelming mass on the other. I ýhall, I acknow-
ledge, observe your course with anxiety. Do not misunder-
stand what I have said. I give to you what I claim for myself,
and what I condemn others for not allowing ne-I give you
credit for exercising your judgment with perfect integrity of
motive. I admit and maintain that you must take your own
opinions for your guidance, and as you think, so must you act.
I shall never doubt the excellence of your intentions, however
wide the difference may be between your sentiments and mine.

H 2
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Every man must follow his own. Mine on Hyderabadi affairs
are fixed as a rock; and if those of all the world were against
me, that circumstance would not shake me in the slightest degree.
I do not see cause to retract one word that I have ever said or
written against the abominable corruption which prevailed at
Hyderabad. I have said, and it is now in print, that it tainted
the whole atmosphere. The expression was scarcely figurative.
It was almost literally true, for go -where one might, the smell
of it was sickening. If you have' leisure and inclination, I
shall be happy to compare sentiments with you on all points.
I am too interested in Hyderabad affairs not to have the incli-
nation; and I -will make the leisure, whether I have it or not.
It may be otherwise with you; and, if so, do not suppose that
I wish to propose what may be disagreeable. With respect to
my own sentiments, 1 am willing that they should be thoroughly
sifted, and exposed to any ordeal. I am so strongly convinced
of their justness, that I dread nothing but misrepresentation
and misapprehension. Before I conclude, allow me to thank
you for the consideration which you have kindly shown to-
wards those to whom I had promised appointments in the
Nizam's service.

TO G. SWINTON, ESQ., SECRETARY TO GOVERNMENT.*

S1,-I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your
despatch of the 4th of May, transmitting copies of correspond-
ence with the Resident at Hyderabad, relative to the progress
of operations for the improvement of the Nizam's country.

The interest which I must naturally take, both in the resuhs
of past proceedings in that country, and in its future prospects,
will, I trust, be deemed a sufficient reason for the submission of
a few renarks with reference to the contents of those documents.

The general result therein describei of our interposition for

* The original of this paper is without date; but it seems to have been
written in the summer of 1826.
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the amelioration of affairs in the Nizam's territories is highly
satisfactory, as well as the prospect of future advancement in
prosperity. I do not propose to trouble you with any detailed
observations, either on these matters generally, or on those
particular points on which I have the honor of entirely con-
curring in the opinions expressed by the present Resident.

My remarks will be confined to those questions on which I sec
ground to entertain sentiments in some degree differing from
bis, or which may seem to call for some explanation on my
part.

In accounting for the alleged partial failure of some of the
village settlements conducted by British officers in the Nizam's
country, it appears to me that too much stress is laid by the
Resident on causes which did not operate injuriously to any
great extent; namely, the supposed inexperience of the officers
employed, and the assumed inequality of the assessments, when,
in reality, the counteraction of the Minister, the exactions of
his officers, the want of vigilant superintendence in some places,
and local influence adverse to the success of the settlement in
others, were the effectual causes of failure wherever it has
happened.

Speaking of these settlements generally, it is acknowledged
that they have rendered great benefit. To them alone do I
ascribe our success in checking the extortions of the Nizam's
Minister and his local officers. By no other proceeding could
that object have been accomplished. Without limiting the
demand on each community, and ascertaining the limit, we
could not have prevented the licentious exactions which pre-
vailed. That prevention was the main object of the measure.
In proportion as we have accomplished that object, our plan
has succeeded; in proportion as we have failed in that object,
our plan has failed.

The success has been so extensive, notwithstanding the nume-
rous obstacles which were adverse, that, although in this, as in
almost every other arrangement ever adopted, it may be un-
questionably true that it has not in every particular instance
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equally succeeded, the general character of the measure may
suffer undue disparagement by magnifying defects which, al-
though undeniable in some degree, were in fact very little, if
at all, instrumental in producing any failure that may have been
experienced.

There was no conceit that, in superintending village settle-
ments, we were introducing any improvement on the institu-
tions of the country. We were only following an established
mode of assessing the revenue common to Indian Governments,
and familiar to the cultivators of the Nizam's dominions.

If the Minister could have been depended on, he did not
need instruction from us in forming revenue settlements. We
merely did what he would have done, if he had cared for
anything but the power of extracting the utmost procurable
sum of money; and by limiting his demand within fixed
boundaries, the great object of our village settlements was ac-
complished.

It seems to me to have been too readily admitted that the
inexperience of the officers employed in the first settlement has
to ~any serious extent affected the operation of that arrange-
ment. They were necessarily inexperienced. So are those, for
the most part, who are now employed. So, from. the nature of
the service, officers employed in civil duties in the Nizam's
country are generally likely to be when first called on to dis-
charge those duties. But it does not strike me that our first set-
tlements in the Nizam's country went wrong in any great degree
from the inexperience of the officers employed. What they
may have wanted in experience was more than counterbalanced,
in. my opinion, by their talents, zeal, and judgment.

There are two modes of making village settlements; and,
with attention, either may be mastered in a short time, without
the advantage of previous experience.

One, very detailed, in which every minute particular neces-
sary to the defining of the amount of the Government riglit to
a hair, is accurately learned and recorded. by the assessing
officer, through personal examination and labor, on the spot.
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This, from the time which it requires in execution, could not
have been used with effect in our first settlements in. the
Nizam's country, and never, perhaps, can be, to any extent, by
the few European officers therein employed.. Neither does it
seem to be very necessary, if the general value of assets be
known with moderate correctness, although highly useful as a
resource to adjust disputes and prevent imposition.

The second mode is, to be guided by- the: village accounts,
and the general knowledge of assets possessed by the officersa of
Government and the village people, taking advantage of all. the
information to be obtained on the spot, without the delay of
measuring and appraising every separate field and acre; and
this, I am of opinion, will generally be found sufficient for the
purposes of an ordinary village settlement, the only danger of
very serious consequence to be guarded against being that of
over-assessment, and even this, if fallen into, being susceptible
of an easy remedy, applicable at any time.

This mode was the one adopted by the officers employed in
the first settlements in the Nizam's country. They had the
officers of the Government to advocate the Government rights,
the villagers to plead their own, the accounts of both parties,
with the records of past assessments and collections, to refer to,
and local information and evidence to assist their judgment.
I see no reason to suppose that the means were not generally
efficient for the end; and if the inexperience of the officers
then employed was necessarily to preclude a just and equitable
assessment, I do not know what means are even now provided
to secure that object in the settlements which are to come.

Wherever the settlement has had fair play, the result, I be-
lieve, will be found satisfactory ; but the mere forming of a
seulement must have been delusive where it was not main-
tained by vigilant superintendence ; and wherever the settie-
ments may seem to have failed, the true causes, I venture to
say, would be found in the absence of local superintendence,
and in the consequent counteraction of the officers of the
Nizam's Government. Wherever, from inattention, the system
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of extortion has been able to make head, the real failure is in
our neglecting to maintain our check, and not in the defects of
the settlement.

The most favorable specimen of the results of our village
settlement would be found, I conceive, in the districts super-
intended by Captain John Sutherlaad, and subsequently by
Captain Erie Sutherland, for those districts have had the
benefit of continued able and vigilant supervision.

An inferior state of prosperity I should expect to be found
in the Aurungabad division, where, although able and zealous
officers have been employed, from the deaths of three super-
intendents, the illness and absence of others, and consequently
frequent changes and introduction of new agents, portions of
those districts were for a long time almost abandoned to the
Minister's subordinates, so that neither, probably, has the set-
tlement been faithfully preserved, nor have its defects, which
ought to have been watched in its progress, been remedied.

I am far from supposing that the settlement was universally
free from defects. What settlement that has ever taken place
in the Company's territory can boast of such a character? But
the main defects to be apprehended are over-assessment fron
error, or under-assessment from fraud, for either of which
the government always has the remedy in its own hands, and
neither, with proper superintendence, can operate injuriously to
any great extent. Under-assessment is no injury to the village;
and against over-assessment at the time of settlement there is
the security that the village community will not assent to an
exorbitant demand; but if they do, and the assessment be ex-
cessive, the defect can be remedied as soon as discovered.

Al the evils, therefore, of such inequalities of assessment as
may not unnaturally occur in an extensive arrangement, and
have hitherto been found unavoidable in our own provinces,
may be, and ought to be, rectified in the course of the superin.
tendence to which the assessed villages be afterwards subjected;
but if the requisite checks on exaction be neglected, and those
whose sole object is extortion be allowed to work uncontrolled,
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then not only will the defects of the settlement remain unreme-
died, but all its benefits will be lost.

In some instances, in the first settlement in the Aurungabad
division, the assessment for the latter years of the period was
run up to an amount greatly in excess of that of the first years
of the settlement. This was done in the expectation of great
effects fron the influx of prosperity; and the people agreed to
it, either from the same expectation, or from mere short-
sightedness, or from an· idea that the arrangement would not
last so long as the end of the term. The conduct of the Govern-
ment regarding these settlements required vigilant attention.
It was my anxious desire that they should be scrutinised and,
if necessary, revised; but I fear that the frequent change of
superintendents prevented the execution of this intention; for,
whenever it was taken in hand, some death, or other unavoidable
accident, prevented its completion.

In the eastern and south-eastern divisions, the influence of
the district officers enabled them and the Minister in concert to
thwart the successful accomplishment of the object of a village
settlement. The main object was to limit exaction from the
several communities. The object of both the parties above men-
tioned was to render exaction unchecked and unknown. The
European superintending officer was not armed with the powers
necessary to enable him to counteract such a combination; and
the natural consequence was, that our interference was not so
successful in those districts as in others where the influence of
the hereditary district officers was less predominant.

I do not concur with the Resident in attaching any material
consequence to the circumstance that in many instances in
these districts the officers designated Putwarees were the inter-
mediate negotiators of the terms of assessment fixed on the
separate villages. Those were the only head men existing in
the villages, and were, for all practical purposes, the local
Patels. In whatever respect their actual character may have
been inconsistent with the original one of their office, that was
an effect of a state of things preceding our interference, and not
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resulting from it. We found them the sole local village
managers, and, in dealing with the village communities sepa-
rately, had none others to apply to.

What mode of settilement may be best for the south-eastern
and eastern districts, with reference to the nature of their culti-
vation, and the overbearing influence'of the district officers, is
a question on which doubts may justly be entertained; and I
am much disposed to hold the same opinions that are expressed
by the Resident on that point; but whatever mode be adopted,
unless it be one which shall give us the power of knowing the
extent of demand against each community, and of preventing
exactions in excess to that limit, we shall fail in the object of
our interference. Village settlements were recommended by
the advantage which they seemed to secure of putting that
power into our hands.

I cannot acquiesce in the supposition that our village settle-
ments actually deranged the connexion of the district oflicers
with the village-communities, which seems to be implied in a
portion'of the Resident's report; for in those parts for which
the village settlement was best suited, where the influence of
the district officers was least predominant, the settlement
scarcely in any degree affected the relations of the parties, the
district officers being engaged in carrying it into execution as
a measure to which. they were accustomed, while in those parts
in which the district officers had usurped an overbearing
power, they contrived, in combination with the Minister, to
render the settlement nearly nugatory.

That the evil of inequality in the settlements was not very
notorious or conspicuous, may be fairly argued, from the fact
that the Minister pfoposed and, until urged, insisted on a con-
tinuance, for another series of years, of the assessment of each
village as it stood at the termination of the period of the last
settlement. The proposition was injudicious, because advan-
tage ought to have been taken of the termination of the
former seulement to correct its inequalities and imperfections
in a new arrangement ; but it rust be admitted that the
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Minister who nade that proposition, and who has never been
accused of ignorance, could not have had on his mind any im-

pression of the prevalence of any very iischievous inequality
in the assessments. -He must have been satisfied, supposing
the proposition to be sincere, that the actual assessment was
adequate to the lawful claims of the Governmnent, and, never-
theless, not overburdensome for the people; and nothing more
satisfactory can be said in favor of any settlement.

The Resident bears a similar testimony to the general accu-
racy of the first settlements. In noticing the increasing rate
on which they were forined, he observes, tlat the amount of
the first year's assessment has been fully paid for every year,
but that the amount of arrear for the whole term, generally
coincides with the augmented demand for the same period.
This would argue, if no allowance be made for bad seasons,
embezzlement, and neglect of superintendence, that the assess-
ment for the first year was wonderfully accurate; and, if due
allowance be made for those drawbacks, it may fairly be
inferred that, with good seasons and vigilant supervision, the
augmentation might have been realised. As it is proposed
to continue the highest rate of that augmentation in the
ensuing seulement, it must be admitted that it is not deemed
too high for the improved resources of the country; and I arm
inclined to believe that, on examination, it would be found
that the augmented assessment hitherto has very generally
been realised from the villages, whether brought to the credit
of the government or not. The latter point depends on the
vigilance of superintendence, not on the assessnent itself; the
accuracy of which is to be judged of froin what the villages
have actually paid without injury.

These results of the first settlements, indicated by the Minis-
ter's proposals and the observations of the Resident, are more
favorable than I could have hoped to see establislied ; and
wherever any failure has occurred, I am confident that it may
most justly be attributed either to the counteraction of the
Minister and the district officers, or to the want of vigilant
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check, or to a combination of both causes, and not to defects
in the settlement; because it was an indispensable part of our
interference to remedy these defects when they were per-
ceived, and they would have been perceived where a proper
superintendence and check were maintained.

The officers engaged in effecting the first settlements are
entitled, I conceive, to the highest praise, and I am sorry to
see their services disparaged by ascribing to their inexperience
what other causes have been mucli more active in producing.
Those who come after them have the benefit of their labors,
without the same difficulties which they had to encounter.
Al the substantial good done in the Nizam's country has pro-
ceeded from the village settlements; and if we underrate their
value, there is some danger that we may throw away the ad-
vantages which they have caused.

It seems that the Minister has spontaneously proposed to re-
gulate the assessment in the ensuing settlement by the standard
of the past, instead, of levying the increased rent, which would
have been warranted by augmented assets.

I am at a loss to understand this proposal as coming from
the Minister. It appears to be an unnecessary sacrifice of the
just rights and lawful resources of the Government, which, the
expenditure being in excess to the income, is not intelligible.
It is quite incompatible with his real character to relinquish
anything that he expects to be able to exact. To limit his
demand to the amount of the last assessment, is also incon-
sistent with his repeated complaints to the effect that the last
assessment was too low. He must either, therefore, be con-
vinced that the amount of assessment is as much as can now be
levied with justice to the country, or he must have some
sinister motive in the proposal; and a desire to have a resource
for underhand exactions, distinct from the revenue brought to
account, is not an improbable one. I acknowledge my scep-
ticism, founded on several years' intimate observation of his
character, as to his sincerely intending to confer a boon on the
people by a voluntary surrender of the public revenue. As this
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object, however, is pretended, I trust that his counteraction of
it will be prevented by the vigilance of the Resident and the
local superintendents.

Of the measure itself I do not perceive the advantage. The
expiration of the last settlement afforded an opportunity for
remedying any defects which might have existed in it by a new
adjustment of the assessment. There was no necessity for

pressing hard on the people. The Government might have
been as liberal as it could afford to be. It might have relin-
quished as great a portion as possible of its lawful demand; it
inight have made its boon to the people, if that was really the
object, as extensive as could be, consistent with the public exi-
gencies; but there was no reason for throwing away the oppor-
tunity of equalising the burdens of the assessment by a new
adjustment; nor do I perceive any sufficient for rejecting
the benefit of an increase of revenue, if it could be obtained
under a just and moderate assessment.

It is, however, clear to me, supposing the Minister to have
had no worse motive for the proposai, that it proceeded, not
from a desire to relinquish just revenue, which was merely the
color which he chose to give to it, but from an apprehensiveness
that a new settlement might possibly reduce the actual assess-
ment. This is the most honest motive that he is capable of
having entertained; and to bis mind, always haunted with the
dread of a diminution, from the operation of our interference,
of means to support his expenditure, it was not an unnatural
one. Its working is traceable in the manner in which it was
designed to carry the proposal into effect.

At first, every village, without regard to actual assets, or in-
equalities of assessment, either proceeding from original error,
or from changes in circumstances, vas to have had precisely the
same burden continued: and this scheme was for some time
persevered in, notwithstanding the representations of the local
superintendents, European and native. Had it been finally
carried through, the consequences obviously must have been,
that in villages where the assessment was in any degree too
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high, those villages would be oppressed and ruined, and the
government would lose its revenue; while in villages under-
assessed, the government would not recover its just rights, nor
recompense itself for the loss sustained in those over-assessed.

The conviction that such consequences were inevitable could
not be permanently resisted; and the scheme was so far aban-
doned as to admit a readjustment of the assessment of villages;
but it was at the same time resolved that no difference should
take place in the amount of the revenue of each Purgunnah.

If this mode were not fully as objectionable as the other, it
could only be less so on the supposition that no general over-
assessment had taken place in any Purgunnah. Of this I am
not sure; nor is the supposition consistent with the notion of
any great defects in the first settlement; but even if that be
admitted, it is still far fron improbable that different pur-
gunnahs may have been unequally assessed, or that uneven-
nesses requiring levelling may since have arisen; and on the
same grounds on which it is desirable that the assessment of
villages should be equalised, it is not less so that the assessment
of Purgunnahs also should be equalised.

If we suppose the case of a Purgunnah actually over-assessed,
the equalisation of the assessment of the villages of that pur-
gunnah must lead to the over-assessing of all. Such an assess-
ment, it is clear, could not stand; and unless remedied in time,
would end in ruin to the P-urgunnah and loss of revenue to the
Government.

The right course, on the termination of the old settlement,
manifestly would have been to effect a new one on just and
moderate principles, according to assets. If increased revenue
had accrued to the Government, I do not see that it would
have been objectionable, considering its exigencies; but that
might have been relinquished, or taken according to circum-
stances. At all events, the opportunity would not have been
lost of equalising the burden and alleviating the pressure
wherever it might be unusually severe.

That this obvious course was not followed, can only, in my
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mind, be :accounted for by the supposition already suggested,
that the Minister was apprehensive of loss of revenue from a
new assessment according to assets;'not, perhaps, from a doubt.
of the suficiency of assets, but from a fear that the officers
employed might be too liberal to the people in fixing the
assessment.

On the scheme adopted for the new setlement, while the
trouble of a fresh assessment of all the villages in each Pur-
gunnah is to be gone through, in order professedly to equalise
the assessments of villages, neither will the assessments of Pur-
gunnahs be equalised, nor will those of villages with relation to
villages of other Purgunnahs. Unless, therefore, the assess-
ments of Purgunnahs be already equal, the assessments of vil-
lages must remain 'unequal. At the same time, the possible
benefit of increased revenue will be thrown away, and no ad-
vantage will be gained beyond that of equalising the assessment
of villages with relation to villages in the same Purgunnah; an
operation, after all, ofno'certainty, unless a perfection be antici-
pated in the new settlement, which never, perhaps, was yet
found in any village settilement, and for which a minuteness of
information is inecessary which can hardly be expected, con-
sidering the mass of work to be done, and the paucity of
laborers.

If it is to be understood, as I believe, that revenue which
might have been obtained with justice and moderation has
been relinquished in the new settlement, although the needless
sacrifice may be lamented, it is gratifying to reflect that the
fault is on the right side, and that the loss of revenue to meet
the demands of expenditure is a light evil compared with the
fatal consequences of over-assessment.

The plan proposed bythe Resident for the gradual reduction
of the number of district officers is recommended by the con-
siderations which he states; but there seems to me to be reason
to doubt the expediency of our urging it as a scheme in which
we take an interest; for its operation, which from humane and
considerate motives is to be gradual, must be so tardy, as
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scarcely to have any effect during the period in which our in-
terference may be necessary, the day, I hope, not being im-
measurably remote when it may cease; and we cannot after-
wards calculate on a steady perseverance on the part of the
Nizam's Government in a systematic proceeding to which
powerful interests will be opposed. In the mean time, the pro-
gress of the measure will injure established privileges and con-
ceived rights, and cause discontent in the whole class affected,
the shafts of which the Minister will artfully throw off from
himself upon us, while the connexion between him and thçm
for the counteraction of our good intentions will be more closely
knit, and his co-operation in the measure itself will not pro-
bably be cordial.

I conceive, therefore, without questioning the utility of the

object, that our interference in this particular is likely to be
inefficacious for good, while the evil to be removed is not of so
crying a nature as to render our intervention indispensable.
The power of the district officers varies much in degree in the
several parts of the Nizam's territories where different practices
prevail. It may be usefully or injuriously exerted. Their
embezzlements may be checked, their influence may be kept
within proper bounds, by due vigilance. The cordial co-opera-
tion of the Minister is, however, necessary; and their power is
most mischievous and least assailable when exercised in league
vith him, to prevent the establishment of sure checks on irre-

gular exaction.
The judicial arrangements contemplated seem to be unex-

ceptionable in theory. How they would work in practice is
uncertain; and I confess that I entertain apprehensions adverse
to any attempts to introduce new schemes of our own con-
trivance, the permanence of which beyond the period of our
actual interference cannot be relied on. As long as our inter-
ference be confined to the prevention of manifest oppression,
and to the support of the institutions which exist, we do good
without innovation, and, at the proper time, eau restore the
entire management of the country to its sovereign in a state of
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unquestionable improvement, its machinery repaired and put in
order, without being afected by change; but if we aim at legis-
lation and the introduction of new systems founded on our
theoretical notions, the practical effect is uncertain, the sincere
concert of the Ministry for the time being cannot be secured,
and it is most probable that our innovations will be subverted
whenever we withdraw our interference, which ought always
to be conducted with a view to its eventual cessation, and as a
temporary course forced. on us by necessity for the cure of
obvious evils, not as a prelude to the introduction of our per-
manent legislation into the country.

I cannot profess to place much confidence in the accounts
received from the Minister, as to either receipts or disburse-
ments. In whatever particular he may have had an object in
deceiving, he will, I have no doubt, have suited his account to
his purpose; but the rendering of any account in any detail is
a considerable step gained, and lays the foundation for future
check and control. The success of the Resident on this point
is of the highest importance.

In the accounts, such as they are, it is impossible to avoid
noticing the excessive proportion of the expenditure which
passes through the hands of the Minister, his son, relatives,
and dependants. In this Mahomedan State the holders of the
public purse are almost entirely Hindoos. The Mahomedan-
nobles, possessing any considerable share of advantage, do not
exceed three or four, including the nominal chief Minister.

This state of things is not unnatural, under the circumstances
which have produced the entire usurpation of the powers of the
Government by the Hindoo deputy. My motive in these re-
marks is an anxiety that the same things may not be prospec-
tively perpetuated by our influence, and that it may be borne
in mind that the advantages held by Chundoo Lall's relatives
and dependants are conferred by him during his temporary
usurpation, but are not possessions which they are entitled to
retain after the cessation of his power. I anticipate that this
precaution will be found hereafter not to have been superfluous;
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for before now plans have been agitated which seemed to have
in view the hereditary succession of Chundoo Lall's son to the
absolute autocracy which the father now holds; and such plans,
I have no doubt, continue to form a part of Chundoo Lall's spe-
culations.

The Resident, in noticing the Nizam's conduct regarding a
loan from the privy purse for the service of the State, remarks
that it indicates a separate view of bis own interests, as distinct
from those of bis Government.

His view could scarcely be otherwise, considering that he has
so long been excluded from any share in his Government, that
every attempt which he has made to assert his sovereign rights
has been crushed, either by our direct interposition, or by the
successful menace of it on the part of the usurping Minister,
and that the Prince is merely a State pensioner in his own do-
minions.

From this condition of thraldom he might now, perhaps,
emancipate himself, without opposition on our part; but it has
been too long established to be easily cast off. His mind,
although not naturally, perhaps, incapable of fulflling the
duties of bis station, must have been affected by long depression
and seclusion. Nevertheless, he is " more sinned against than
sinning," and I can hardly imagine a situation more entitled
to pity, or more calculated to disarm censure, than that of a

prince so held in subjection by a servant, supported by an irre-
sistible foreign power.

The further reduction of the rate of interest at which money
is raised for the use of the Nizam's Government, by our inter-
vention, to 9 per cent., is an additional refutation of those
absurd falsehoods by which it was attempted to bolster up the
character of the ruinous loans from Messrs. W. Palmer and Co.,
to which their acquired influence gave all the effeot of ouir
guarantee; while the fact stated by the Resident, that the
Minister cannot borrow at a lower rate than 24 or 25 per cent.,
is a lamentable proof of the total want of credit attached to his
engagements.
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The Resident seems disposed to speak rather favorably of
Chundoo Lall's conduct and disposition, and I respect the liberal
spirit which induces him to do so. I can readily conceive that
the conduct of that Minister may have really improved. H1e
has seen the discomfiture of the interested intriguers who in-
cited him to oppose and counteract our measures of reform.
H1e must by this time be sensible that those measures do not
proceed merely from a local Resident, acting with doubtful
support, but emanate from the Government, to whose protection
he is indebted for his power. Still I apprehend that his nature
cannot be changed. Our interference is a check on him, and
lie cannot cordially relish it, I should fear that too great con-
fidence in his professions, smooth demeanour, and facile com-
pliance, might lead to a relaxation of that wholesome distrust
and watchfulness which I conceive to be necessary to guard
effectually against the vicious habits of bis administration. All
that has been gained might be lost by an injudicious reliance
on bis sincerity. We have a powerful security in the acute-
ness and distinguished ability of the present Resident; but
Chundoo Lall's manner is winning and persuasive; his language
is plausible; and to avoid being deceived by him requires, per-
haps, those proofs of his faithlessness which the period of his
struggle against our measures brought to my knowledge, and
imprinted indelibly on my memory.

We cannot safely forget that bis long maladministration
formed the necessity for our interference; that this now rests on
the same ground; and that it, might at once be withdrawn if
we could depend on the sincerity of his professed desire to
govern the country without oppression. No one doubts bis
ability; we do not pretend to instruct him; nothing, in short,
but the vicious oharacter of his administration renders our inter-
ference necessary. As we cannot trust to his sincerity so far
as to leave him to govern without control, we have the same
ground for apprehending the too great probability of the
operation of his underhand counteraction whenever the oppor-
tunity may be afforded, by any relaxation on our part, of our
just mistrust and vigilance.
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TE BURMESE WARI

[Transmitted to the Governor-General, Lord Amherst, June 8, 1824.]

Our great success in India has induced the systematic habit
of despising our enemies, and thence we are liable to disasters
and reverses from which otherwise we might be preserved by
the actual magnitude of our power and extent of our resources.

Our Indian Empire is owing solely to our superiority in arms.
It rests entirely on that foundation. It is undermined by every
reverse, however trifling, and would not long withstand any
serious indication of weakness.

All India is at al times looking out for our downfall. The
people everywhere would rejoice, or fancy that they would
rejoice, at our destruction; and numbers are not wanting who
would promote it by al means in their power. Our ruin, if it
be ever commenced, will probably be rapid and sudden. There
is, perhaps, no other power on earth, judging from the super-
ficial nature of our tenure, between whose highest elevation
and utter annihilation the interval would be so short. " Aut
Cosar aut nullus." From the pinnacle to the abyss might be
but one step.

The fidelity of our native army, on which our existence de.
pends, depends itself on our continued success. Its courage
and confidence must be fed by victory, and would not survive
repeated defeat and disaster.

These sentiments are not new. They are applicable to all
times in our Indian history, since our power became predomi-
nant. They lie dormant, perhaps, in days of peace and appa-
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rent security; but the slightest disaster rouses them into active
sensibility.

The Goorkha war taught us a serious lesson on this subject.
Thougli ultimately successful, it commenced with numerous
failures of various descriptions. The superiority of our troops
over the Goorkhas became doubtful, or, to speak more plainly,
the superiority of the Goorkha troops in mountain warfare
seemed to be manifest, and a corresponding sensation was created
in our army.

Owing to the character of the enemy, more than any other
cause, our several divisions in the first campaign, excepting
those of Sir David Ochterlony and Colonel Nicolls, proved in-
adequate to the purposes for which they were destined, and it
became necessary to reinforce them. The judicious caution of
the former, and equally judicious energy of the latter, under
diffèrent circumstances, closed that campaign with victory,
which otherwise would have terminated, as it commenced, in
general discomfiture.

Referring to the events of those days, it is a matter of con-
gratulation that the division ordered to penetrate to Kat-
mandhoo, in the first campaign, did not make the attempt, for
if it had entered the hills in the weak columns directed to
advance by different routes, it is not improbable, from what
we afterwards learned of the character of the enemy, that our
several detachments would have been cut off and destroyed.

Our success was ultimately considerable in the first campaigu,
during which, however, we had, I believe, about forty battalions
employed against the enemy, in numerous divisions.

In the second campaign we took warning from the errors of
the first, and the war was terminated by directing a large and
apparently sufficient force-not less, I believe, than sixteen thou-
sand men, including three regiments of Europeans-against the
enemy's capital, which operation brought him to submit to the
peace which we dictated.

The Burmans have commenced the war with us in a manner
which perhaps was little expected. They have the advantage
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of first success, and we have the disaavantagerof disaster, which
is likely, in however small a degree it may have taken place, to
be of worse consequence to us than it would be to any other
power in the world, because unremitting success is almost nmeces-
sary for our existence. As yet we oxily know of the destruction
of Captain Noton's detachment. If after this the Burmans be
checked without further ·success on their part, the cloud may
for the present pass over, to burst on some future day if we do
not adopt the requisite measures of caution to guard against a
repetition of such disasters. But if the Burmans continue in a
triumphant course for any considerable length of time, the con-
sequences cannot be foreseen.

It is evident that we have an insufficiency of troops within any
moderate distance of the scene of invasion, and that the progress
of the enemy has carried alarm to Dacea and even to Calcutta,
where alarm has not been felt from an external enemy since the
time of Surajah Doula and the Black-hole.

To oppose this apparently unexpected invasion, we are driven
to the necessity of reinforcing our troops in danger by separate
small detachments, which, if they cannot immediately form a

junction with the corps to be released from jeopardy, May be
separately cut off by the enemy. We want a large collected
force to drive the enemy from our country in the first instance,
and act afterwards as may be deemed ad:visable.

The effect of our expedition by sea against the Burman ter-
ritories cannot be reckoned on with any certainty. We -must
not trust to that alone, but sbould adopt such measures as
are rendered necessary by the circumstances in which we are
involved.

We are engaged in a contest with the Burmans on the whole
length of the eastern frontier of our Bengal possessions. Our
enemies appear not to be deficient in either spirit or numbers;
and we must bring numbers as well as spirit to oppose them.

We ought to carry twenty or thirty thousand, men to that
frontier-or whatever number, more or less, may ensure undis-
puted success. We cannot retire from the contest with either
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honor or safety, unless we clearly establish our superioiïty to
the conviction of our enemy, and of all powers-who are spec-
tators of the game.

With two eicient and disposable armies of ten or twelve
thousaud men each, complete in every:necessary arm and every
requisite equipment, and especially abundant in ordnance, one
in the northern, and the other in the southern division of the
hostile boundary, exclusive of the usual guards of stations and
depôts, we may expect to be able to drive the enemy before us;
but if the service should demand more than that force we must
provide it.

The expediency of invading the enemy's country from Ben-
gal, the force fit for that undertaking, and the details conse-
quent on such a design, are points for consideration, and require
for decision more knowledge than I can pretend to possess;
but whether we invade the enemy's country or defend our own,
we, must exert ourselves to establish our superiority beyond
question.

The troops required on our Bengal frontier may be collected
from the upper provinces under the Bengal Pxesidency, and
from the Madras and Bombay Presidencies, or the troops of
those Presidencies may be used te relieve those of Bengal in
the interior of India.

To supply the place of those furnished from the northern and
western provinces of our Bengal dominions, an additional force
must be raised for service during the war, for our Bengal army
is very much scattered in small bodies, and it is net safe to
leave any part of the country destitute of troops in time of
commotion. The Madras territories are more compact, and
are, therefore, better able to spare troops without replacing
them; but a considerable force has already been sent from that
Presidency on the expedition, and it might, perhaps, be ne-
cessary to replace further drafts by additional levies of some
description for internal duties.

The most speedy mode of supplying an apparent, and even-
tually a real increase of force, is by the formation of temporary
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battalions, composed of detachments of two or more companies
from each battalion not employed on actual service, the va-
cancies in the battalions furnishing the detachments to be re-
filled by recruiting. This measure was had recourse to partially
in the Goorkha war: battalions were formed from flank com-
panies of corps, and the deficiencies in those corps occasioned
by that operation were filled up. Thus an apparent increase
was at once produced, and a real increase in the most speedy
manner possible. After the war, the detached companies re-
turned to the respective corps to which they permanently be-
longed; and the supernumerary Sepoys were absorbed by de-
grees in the standing army. The same process adopted gene-
rally at the three Presidencies would give a very considerable
increase, with the shortest practicable delay and the least pos-
sible inconvenience.

Another mode of raising a temporary force is by levies, or
extra battalions, which may afterwards be fully officered, if the
necessity continue, or be absorbed in the permanent corps of
the army after the exigency shall have ceased.

The expense of an increase of our force is an obvious ob-
jection; but no war can be carried on without expense, and
those measures are, in the end, the least expensive which tend
to prevent disaster, and bring the war to the most speedy
termination. A few more battalions stationed in Chittagong
would have prevented the invasion of the Burmans in that
quarter; and we shall probably lose more, merely in a pecu-
niary sense, exclusively of higher considerations, from that
invasion, than we should have lost by the previous levying of
many additional battalions, if this had been deemed necessary.

In such a war it would seem to be a proper measure to have
an efficient force at the capital: at least the full complement of
the station in times of peace. It is to be hoped that Calcutta
will never be in real danger; but the presence of a powerful
force would prevent those alarms which, spreading everywhere
from the capital, are abundantly mischievous. It would also
enable us speedily to reinforce any point menaced, and would
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bave been of great service, most probably, on the first occur-
rence of the present invasion of Chittagong.

It is not pretended, in the hasty remarks herein thrown to-
gether, to suggest any plan of operations against the enemy, but
rerely to call attention to the belief, strongly impressed on my
mind, that there is real danger to our whole empire in India
from the slightest reverse at any point whatever, if it be not
speedily and effectually repaired. The intelligence spreads like
wildfire, and immediately excites the hopes and speculations of
the millions whom we hold in subjugation. It therefore be-
comes a most important part of our policy, at all times and
under all circumstances, to prevent disaster by precaution, or
to check it when it has occurred by exertions suited to the
occasion. The Burmans have now caused the necessity. Let
us put forth our strength to prevent further misfortune, and
crush the evil before it be fraught with more extensive injury
and greater peril.

[From a letter written, at a somewhat later period, to Lord Amherst, the
following passage is extracted, chiefly because it indicates what I have often
heard doubted, that our dealings with so remote a power as that of Burmah
have much effect upon the minds of the princes and people of Upper India.
"lYour Lordship," wrote Sir Charles Metcalfe, " will probably have heard
from various quarters that the Burmese war has excited the strongest sen-
sation throughout India. Everything of an unprosperous character has been
exaggerated and magnified. Delay in decided success has been represented
as entire failure and disastrous defeat. Our real victories and the exploits
of our troops have been unnoticed, while the most wanton and extravagant
reports of our approaching downfall have gained credit. I have seen a native
paper stating that the Commander-in-Chief had been killed in an action with
the Burmans near to Calcutta, and that your Lordship had put an end to
yourself by poison. Al this, I conceive, may be attributed as much to the
wishes as to the expectations of a people who are accustomed to Revolution
and versatile in their opinions, and who loathe our rule as that of Aliens in
Country, Blood, Color, Religion, Habits, and Feelings. The multitude have
of course been worked upon by the malicious practices of the designing.
Decided success, however, will work a wonderful change in their notions of
the stability of our power. On every account I hope and trust that your
Lordship's measures will be crowned by the perfect submission of the enemy,
and the conquest of an honorable peace, attended by security on our eastern
frontier."]
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BURJ1TPORE AND ULWUR.

[1825.].

GENERAL QUESTION OC INTERFERENCE IN THE CON-
CERNS OF OTHER STATES.-It is presumed to be universally
acknowledged, as a general principle, that we ought not to
interfere in the.internal affairs of other States; and the same is
enjoined by the repeated orders of the Court of Direetors.

But we are continually compelled to deviate from this rule,
which is found untenable in practice ; and the deviation is
generally sanctioned, and sometimes directed, by tbe same au-
thority.

For instance, it seems that interference to prevent the evils
of a disputed uccession has been recently authorised, in con-
templation of the ,event of Sindhiah's death, although our in-
terfetence in the affairs of his Government is less obviously
necessary than in cases where our supremacy is openly avowed
and acknowledged.

We have by degrees become the paramount State of India.
Although we exercised the powers of this supremacy in many
instances before 1817, we 'have used and asserted them more
generally since the extension of our influence by the events of
that and the following year.

It then became an established principle of our policy to
maintain tranquillity among all the States of India, and to pre-
vent the anarchy and nisrule which were likely to disturb the
general peace.

Sir John Malcolm's proceedings in Malwah were governed
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by this principle, as well as those of Sir David Ochterlony in
Rajpootana.

In the case of succession to a principality, it seems clearly in-
cumbent on us, with reference to that principle, to refuse to
'acknowledge any but the lawfal successor, as otherwise we
shouId throw -the weight of aur power into the seale of usur-
pation and injustice. Our influence is too pervading to admit
of neutrality, and sufferance would operate as- support.

Whether we ought to interfere in the formation of an admi-
nistration for the government of a country is a much more dis-
putable question; and such are the evils of this kind of inter-
ference, that we ought, I conceive, to avoid it whenever this be
.practicable.

Interference of this nature must be disgasting to the head of
the Government, whetlier Prince or Regent. Either, as :at
Hyderabad, the Minister, supported by our power, will become
the sole ruler, to the ýexclusion of the Prince, or, as at Jyepore,
the first opportunity supposed to be favorable will be seized for

ejecting the Minister.
Our original interference at Hyderabad in the nomination of

a Minister has led to the necessity of further interference in
the internal affairs of the Nizam's Government; ;and auch is
the natural consequence of the previous step, as we undoubtedly
become responsible for the misrule of;an administration wlich
is imposed on a country by our influence.

In order, therefore, to avoid the gradual extension of our in-
terference in ail the internal conem s of foreign States, it is of
al things most necessary to refrain from setting up a Minister
who is to be supported by -our power.

If the Prince be of age, he ought to have exclusively the
regulation of his Ministry. If the Prince be a minor, the con-
stitution of each State will point out the proper person to
exercise the powers of Regency during the minority, and that
person, for the time, must stand in the place of the Prince.

Such misrule may possibly occur as will compel us to inter-
fere, either for the interests of the minor Prince, or for the pre-
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servation of general tranquillity, the existence of which is
endangered by anarchy. In such an extreme case, the depo-
sition of the culpable Regency, and the nomination of another,
according to the customs of the State, with full powers, would
be preferable to the appointment of à Minister, with our sup-
port, under the Regency; for this latter arrangement can hardly
fail to produce either a divided and inefficient Government, or
an odious usurpation.

With respect, therefore, to all States over which our supre-
macy extends, our duty requires that we should support the
legitimate succession of the Prince, while policy seems to die-
tate that we should, as much as possible, abstain from any
further interference in their affairs.

These observations do not apply to States beyond the sphere
of our supremacy, such as those of Lahore and Nepal. These
are situated without the external boundaries of our Indian
dominion. We are not under any obligation to guarantee the
legitimate succession in those States; neither does policy seem
to demand that we should interfere in any way in their cou-
cerns. We would not, it may be presumed, hastily recognise
an usurpation in either of those States; but we should not
be called on to interfere to prevent it, unless the tranquillity
of our own territories were actually mnenaced.

But with regard to those States which are within the belt of
our supremacy, and consequently under our protection, in-
cluding the States of Rajpootana, Malwah, and the Dekkan,
we cannot be indifferent spectators of long-continued anarchy
therein without ultimately giving up India again to the pillage
and confusion from which we rescued her in 1817-18.

We attempted to act on the principle of non-interference
after the peace of 1806. We had succeeded to Sindhiah as lord
paramount of the Sikh States between the Sutlej and the Jumna;
but we abstained from exercising the authority which we had
acquired. Some of these States had internal dissensions which
they called on us to settle. We replied that it was contrary to
our system to interfere in the affairs of other States. The dis-
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appointed parties applied to Runjeet Singh. 'He was not loth;
and after feeling his way cautiously, and flnding no opposition
from us, gradually extended his power and influence over the
whole country between the Sutlej and the Jumna. It became
the principal business of our negotiation with him in 1808-9 to
remedy this mischief, by throwing his power back beyond the
Sutlej, which was accomplished with considerable difficulty,
great reluctance on his part, and a near approach to war.

BHURTPoRE.-Supposing the principles above stated to be
correct, our duty with regard to the succession at Bhurtpore
may be easily defined.

We are bound, not by any positive engagements to the
Bhurtpore State, nor by any claim on her part, but by our
duty as supreme guardians of general tranquillity, law, and
right, to maintain the legal succession of Rajah Bulwunt
Singh to the Raj of Bhurtpore; and we cannot acknowledge
any other pretender.

This duty seems to me to be so imperative, that I do not
attach any peculiar importance to the late investiture of the
young Rajah in the presence of Sir David Ochterlony. We
should have been equally bound without that ceremony;
which, if we had not been under a pre-existing obligation to
maintain the rightful succession, would not have pledged us to
anything beyond acknowledgment.

The lawful Rajah established, Bhurtpore may be governed,
during his minority, by a Regency such as the usages of that
State would prescribe. How this should be composed can only
be decided by local reference.

Doorjun Saul having unquestionably usurped the Raj, seems
to be necessarily excluded from any share in the Regency or
administration, and his banishment from the State, with a
suitable provision, will probably be indispensable for the safety
of the young Rajah; the more so if, as I suppose, Doorjun
Saul, by the custom of that State, is next in succession to
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Rajah Bulwunt Singh, and consequently the actual heir-pre-
sumptive to the Guddee.

Madhoo Singh, stands at present in a different predicament
from his brother. Originally engaged with Doorjun Saul i
the violence which established the power of the. latter, he has
now separated himself from hfim, afecting to denounce bis
usurpation, and to uphold the right of the infant Rajah. If
Madhoo Singh be sincere in' these professions, he may redeem
his past fault, and may be useful in re-establishing the Govern-
ment of Rajah Bulwunt Singh, in which case it might not,
perhaps, be necessary to exclude him from the administration.
If, indeed, securities could be established for the safety of the
young Rajah, it is possible that an administration under
Madhoo Singh might be more efficient than any other that
could be formed for the management of affairs during the
minority. There is reason, however, at present to mistrust
Madhoo Singh, from his past conduct, and the character given
of him by Sir David Ochterlony.

If Doorjun Saul persist in his usurpation, and retain posses-
sion of Bhurtpore, it will be necessary to eject him by force of
arms.

Madhoo Singh, in that case, will either join his brother in
opposing us, in which event he will be subject to the same ex-
clusion from the Bhurtpore territory, or he will act with us on
the side of the Rajah, which would give him a claim to consi-
deration.

If Doorjun Saul be disposed to relinquish his usurpation
without making resistance, and to retire from the Bhurtpore
territory, he might wish to stipulate that the same fate should
attend Madhoo Singlh. We are neither bound to agree to this
stipulation, nor are we under any obligation to reject it. It
would, perhaps, be premature to deternine now what should
be done in such a case, as much might depend on circumstances
at the time, and the intermediate conduct of the parties.

If we be compelled to have recourse to force for the establish-
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ment of the young Rajah, and find both the brothers opposed
to us, it will then be necessary to exclude both Doorjun Saul
and Madhoo Singh from the territories of Bhurtpore, ana to
establish a regency during the Rajah's minority, composed as
may be most conformable to the customs ofthe State

Doorjun Saul, finding us determined to support the right of
the young Rajah, may propose to relinquish his usurpation of
the Raj, and stipulate for confirmation in the Regency. This
would be a continuation, in a modified shape, of the usurpation
which he effected by violence in contempt of our supremacy.
It would not be possible to obtain any security for the safety of
the young Rajah if Doorjun Saul, who is either the next heir,
or at least a pretender to the Raj, were Regent. Even if these
difficulties were surmounted, for the sake of a quiet termination
of our embarrassments, it is by no means certain that such would
be the effect. Madhoo Singh seems to have possession of half
of the country, and to be extending his power. Of the four

places of note which belong to the Raj-Bhurtpore, Deeg, Wer,
and Komer-he has already seized on Deeg and Komer;* and
there is no symptom that Doorjun Saul will have the power to
put him down. To exercise our own power by force of arms,
in order to establish the Regency of Doorjun Saul and subdue
his rival, Madhoo Singh, would make us subservient to the in-
terests of a usurper, who has no claim to our support from
either character or conduct. We are not called on to espouse
the cause of either brother, and if we must act by force, it would
seem to be desirable to banish both; but of the two, Madhoo
Singh seems to be the most respectable in character, and the
greatest favorite-with his countrymen. It might be as difficult
to take Deeg from Madhoo Singh as Bhurtpore from Doorjun
Saul; and in any point of view the employment of our arms
in support of the Regency of Doorjun Saul would not seem to
be a fitting result of lis usurpation, and the indignity offered

* This was a mistake. le had seized Deeg and Kama, but not Komer.-
C. T. M.
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to us by the violence which he committed in defiance of our
supremacy.

It seems difficult, however, to determine more at present
than that the succession of Rajah Bulwant Singh must be
maintained, and such a Regency established during his minority
as may be prescribed by the customs of the State, with due
security for the preservation of his safety and his rights. Every
other point appears to be open to discussion; and it is possible
that a nearer view of the scene may suggest sentiments and
plans which do not occur at a distance.

ULwUt.-There are two questions with the State of Ulwur.
One refers to the revolution by which' the illegitimate son of

the late Rao Rajah was ejected from his participation in the
Raj.

The other regards our demand, hitherto neglected, for the
attendance of the persons charged with instigating the assassi-
nation of Newaub Uhmud Buksh Khan.

This demand having been continually urged by our repre-
sentative, it is a point of honor to insist on compliance; and
if it be necessary, we must proceed to the extremity of war to
enforce it.

If it be complied with without that extremity, the inquiry
into the charge might be conducted at Dihlee by the Resident
or one of his assistants, not in a Judicial Court, but at the Re-
sidency. It will be an embarrassing investigation, and the
greater probability is, that suspicion will continue to attach
without sufficient proof of guilt. In this case the parties ought
to be released; but Uhmud Buksh Khan will not be satisfied
without the punishment of those on whom his suspicions are
fixed. He is a man of strong passions, and will not understand
how men can be released, in consequence of want of evidence,
whom he believes to be guilty.

Supposing our differences with the State of Ulwur, on ac-
count of this demand, to be amicably adjusted by its compli-
ance therewith, it does not seem to be positively incumbent on
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us to interfere for the restoration of the illegitimate son of the
late Rajah to his participation in the Raj.

His ejection miglit undoubtedly be considered as offensive to
our supremacy, after the application by which our sanction was
obtained to the arrangement which established his participation;
but as we never approved that arrangement, and expressed our
doubts of its success, reserving a right to support any other that
might seem better calculated to promote the interests of the
State, we are at liberty, if we choose, to recognise the sole
sovereignty of Rao Rajah Benee Singh, and to sanction a suit-
able provision from the State for the illegitimate son of the late
Rao Rajah.

If, however, the perverse conduct of the Court of Ulwur
should compel us to have recourse to arms, in order to enforce
our demand for the surrender of the persons charged as insti-
gators of the attempt to assassinate Uhmud Buksh Khan, we
shall then be fully at liberty to resume the territories granted
to the late Rao Rajah, and either to reannex them to our own
dominions, or to form them into a distinct principality for his
son, either of which measures would be a just punishment to
the present Rao Rajah for the contempt with which the Court
of Ulwur bas lately treated our supremacy. This contempt has
been shown by the subversion of the arrangement for the go-
vernment which had been established with our sanction, by the-
evasion of our demand for the surrender of the persons charge&
with instigating the assassination of Uhmud Buksh Khan, and
more than all by the subsequent nomination of those persons to,
the most important offices of the State.

JYEPORE.-At this Court, a Mokhtear, or Prime Mihister,
appointed by our influence, has been ejected by the Regent
Ranee; but his ejection was countenanced by our representa-
tive,'and the arrangements consequent thereon have since been
sanctioned by the Governor-General in Council. This matter,
therefore, is for the present settled.

It seems probable that the misrule of the Ministry set up by
K
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the Renee since the expulsion of the Mokhtear, will eventually
compel us to further interference; but this, it is hoped, may not
be immediately necessary, and it is very desirable that it should
be avoîded if possible.

Our next interference, if Tendered unavoidable, must pro-
bably be for the removal of the Ranee from authority, and the
substitution of another regency.

At present the Ranee shows a strong inclination to recall
Jhota Ram, who was expelled by our influence. Should he
persist in this design, and continue to resist our demand for his
removal, we shall be bound to enforce it by war; in which
event we shall be entitled to insist on the establishment of a
better regency.

If the intelligence received by Colonel Raper of the supposed
death of the young Rajah, and of the intention of the Ranee to
impose a spurious boy in his place be confirmed, a new question
will arise. It may be now briefly stated, that we can only ac-
knowledge the legitimate successor, whoever he may be.

If the Rajah be stili alive, a question must soon arise on the
subject of his public appearance and future guardianship. It
seems that after the Rajah xeaches a certain age, the guardian-
ship and rule of the Ranee properly terminates, and that the
young Rajah ought to be brought forward in public Durbar
and delivered over to the guardianship of one of the chiefs of
the State, who then becomes Regent. If this be the law of the
land, it would seem to be our duty to support it in concurrence
with the chiefs of the State.

On the whole, it appears that there nay be eventual causes
of war with each of the three States mentioned. With Bhurt-
pore, if the succession of the Rajah Bulwunt Singh be opposed;
with Ulwur, if our demand for the surrender of the persons
accused of instigating the assassination of Newaub Uhmud
Buksh Khan be continued; 'with Jyepore, if Jhota Ram be
recalled and retained by the Ranee, in defiance of our remon-
strances and demands.
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Desirable as it undoubtedly is that our differences with all
these States should be settled without having recourse to arms,
there will not be wanting sources of consolation if we be com-

pelled to that extremity.
In each of these States our supremacy has been violated or

slighted, under a persuasion that we were prevented by entan-

glements elsewhere from efficiently resenting the indignity.
A display and vigorous exercise of our power, if rendered

necessary, would be likely to bring back men's minds in that
quarter to a proper tone; and the capture of Bhurtpore, if
effected in a glorious manner, would do us more honor through.
out India, by the removal -of the hitherto unfaded impressions
caused by our former failure, than any other event that can be
con ceived.

It does not seem to be necessary to assemble our force in a
field array until it be proper to make use of it in consequence
of the failure of our negotiations; for although the proximity
of an army in the field would give great weight to our de-
mands, it might also excite unfounded alarms, and cause hostile
preparations, which would most probably terminate in war,
froin restlessness on both sides and impatience on our part.

We may try the effect of negotiation first; and if this should
fail, we may consult our own convenience with reference to
season, as to the time at which we are to enforce our demands,
the facility of bringing together our means, and any other im-
portant considerations. But if no sufficient cause of delay in-
tervene, it is undoubtedly desirable that the failure of our
negotiations should be speedily followed by the enforcement of
our demands.

[This paper was drawn up, at the request of Lord Amherst, in the autumn
of 1825, when Sir C. Metcalfe was at the Presidency, on his way to Delhi, to
take charge of our somewhat embarrassed relations with the petty neigh-
bouring States. The policy which he recommended was adopted by the
Supreme Government; and the capture of Bhurtpore and the submission of
Ulwur were the results.]

K 2
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MAHRATTA POLITIOS.

[The following letter was addressed privately to the Political Secretary,
with reference to some passages in a letter from Mr. Wellesley, who was
then Resident at Scindiah's Court, suggesting the measures which he consi-
dered it would be expedient to pursue on the anticipated death of that
Prince. . The event, however, did not take place before the following March.]

Camp, Nov. 21, 1826.
MY DEAR STIUL1Nc,-I have this instant received youtr

letter of the 15th, with its enclosure from Wellesley, or rather
an extract from a letter from him. It does not appear to me
that the preparations and precautionary arrangements which he
suggests are either necessary or desirable, until we see that we
shall have to act. His recommendation seenis to presuppose
that the result of dissensions in Sindhiah's Court, after his death,
would be a union of his whole army for the purpose of attacking
us-a contingency which seems very improbable, as an effect
from such a cause. We might make work for ourselves by
stirring prematurely; and it strikes me that it would be better
quietly to watch the course of events, and act as circumstances
may require. Unless affairs take a turn which may compel us
to interfere, for the defence of our own interests or the preser-
Vation of tranquillity wIere we are bound to preserve it, I do
not see that we have any concern in what may take place
at Sindhiah's Court. It is impossible to say that we may not
eventually be dragged in by any commotion in any State in
India, but we are as likely, I think, to cause it-i. e. our being
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involved-as prevent'it, by assuming an attitude of ostensible
preparation. Should action eventually become necessary, the
Nagpoor force is available, and might join the Sangur force
in eastern Malwah. The Jalna force is perfectly disposable, and
might join the force at Mhow. The Nusserabad and Neèmuch
forces might combine and form a' respectable army in Rajpoo-
tana. These three armies might act, either separately or in
union, for the execution of any measures which might becoue
requisite in Malwah .and Rajpootana. The troops in our own
country might be directed from the Etawa or Agra frontier as
night be expedient. Should such a state of things arise, and
force us, who want only peace, to such extensive warlike opera-
tions, we should, I hope, secure a recompense. If a state of
preparation for eventual early movements on so great a scale
would, as doubtless it would, entail heavy expense, it will be
best, I conceive, to avoid such preparations until we see that
such movements cannot be avoided. We are beset by a strange
fatality in India, if we cannot at any time remain undisturbed
by the troubles of others. But it may be so, and the expected
occasion may prove it.

Wellesley's plan of taking Sindhiah's districts in Malwah
under our special protection, would infallibly involve us here.
after in interference at the Courts which may be established in
succession to Sindhiah, in support of those who may have
obeyed our injunctions. Our superintendence of those districts
might, I think, be confined to strong recommendations to pre-
serve peace, and suitable intimations that we would act against
those who might disturb the tranquillity of those districts which
we are bound to protect. Should such disturbance actually
take place, we can then act as may be expedient. On the
whole, it seems to me that our best policy, at present, is to look
on quietly, and to appear to look on quietly. But on the occur-
rence of Sindhiah's death, should there be then reason to appre-
hend disturbances in Malwah, the Mhow force might be unob-
trusively reinforced from the Bombay side in the first instance,
as proposed by Wellesley, and if circumstances become more
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threatening, by the Jalna force also. This, and the junction of
the Nagpoor force with the Saugur division, and the co-opera-
tion of both armies, jointly or separately, would, I trust, give
us an overwhelming force in that quarter. I do not, however,
conceive that premature preparationsis desirable.

I marched from Jyepore this morning. A new administration
has been partially formed, in whieh we have had no concern,
differing littile, I fear, in essentials from the last. The exclk-
sion of Jhota Ram and his brother Hookum Chund is pretended,
but I doubt its reality. I nevertheless rejoice at our not ha-ving
interfered.

*,* In the preceding papers Sir Charles Metcalfe's official
career is traced and illustrated, up to the time offhis appointment
to the Supreme Council of India. A few Miscellaneous papers
and extracts, from public and private letters, are, however, sub.
joined, in further illustration of this, the first stage of his public
life. One passage only among the private extracts (on the
Affairs of Rajpootana) was written at a later period.
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T-HE COIN.A GE OP INDIA.

THE necessity of making some alteration in our coinage, which
is imposed on the Government by the recent discovery of the
frauds occasioned by the continuance of the old stamp on the
new coin, seems to present a fit opportunity for reconsidering a
question which has been before agitated: Whether it is advisable
to continue to coin in the name of the late King of Dihlee,
Shah Allum, or to substitute an inscription or stamp more ap-
propriate to our own sovereignty?

The present coinage appears to be objectionable on the fol-
lowing grounds:

First. We disavow our own sovereignty, and coin in the name
of a power which does not in reality exist.

Secondly. We coin in the name of a King of Dihlee dead
and gone; thus neither asserting our own actual sovereignty,
nor even paying the compliment to the nominal king, whom
by other acts of our government we profess to acknowledge.

As far as the living pageant is concerned, we set aside his
authority as much by using the name of his predecessor as if
we put any other inscription on our coin; and it may be stated,
on the authority of Sir David Ochterlony, that the king con-
siders the present Furrackabad coinage as derogatory to his dig-
nity;-more so, perhaps, than if the inscription were in a lan-
guage which he would not understand, or less personally exclu-
sive to him, by excluding also the name of his predecessor.

Thirdly. The present inscription on our coin imports that it
is struck at the mint of Moorshedabad;-another fiction, the
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meaning of which is, not only that we are incapable of coining
in our own name, but that we are also unworthy of having a
mint in our capital, and that the principal coin of the British
Empire in India must issue from the provincial mint of the
Newaub of Bengal, the nominal Viceroy of a nominal King.

Thus professing to acknowledge a living King without power,
we coin in the name of a dead one, who, when alive, was equally
powerless, and pretend to issue our coin from a provincial mint
which does not exist.

And all these fictions we employ, apparently for no other
purpose than to keep alive the recollection of a power which
bas passed away, and prevent the acknowledgment of our own
supremacy.

If these -objections are correctly stated, and worthy of con-
sideration, it would at the first view appear that the stamp of
the coin ought to be changed; but to such a measure there may
be objections, and it is proper to consider what they can be.

The objections that might be urged against a change in the
stamp of the coinage are perhaps either of a political or of a
financial nature.

Politically, it may be said that we ought to continue to coin in
the name of the dead King, from a regard for the feelings of
our subjects.

Financially, that either the new or the old coin might be de-
preciated in consequence of any change in the inscription.

With respect to the first, or the supposed political objection,
it can hardly be imagined that nine-tenths, or at least a great
majority, of our subjects-the Hindoo population-can care
about the continuance of the fictitious royalty of the Maho-
medan dynasty; and adnitting that the pride of our Mussul-
man subjects is nourished by it, neither does it seem to be
necessary that we should succumb to their pride, nor does it
appear politie to study to keep it alive.

Too much, perhaps, is admitted in allowing that the bulk of
even our Mahomedan subjects chre much about the stamp of
our coin; and if it be true, as stated, that the Newaub of
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Lucknow coins with his own stamp, it is a sufficient proof that
we are upholding a nominal royalty which Mahomedan powers
are ready to throw off. Tippoo's conduct long ago furnishes
another ground for the same conclusion.

But, speaking generally, either the natives do attach conse-
quence or they do not to the inscription of Shah Allum on our
coinage. If they do, it is surely of importance that they should
know without disguise who are their masters. If they do not
attach consequence to that inscription, why should there be a
difficulty about changing it ?

With reference to the supposed financial objection, it seems
to be very improbable that the new coin would be depreciated
in consequence of a change in the inscription. Let the coin be
good, and of the same intrinsic value. Let it be received at all
the public treasuries at the same rate with the old sicca rupee,
and it will immediately occupy the same place in circulation.

Neither does it seem probable that the old coinage would
lose its value if it were to continue, as it of course would, to be
received at the public treasuries at the same rate.

The present coinage bears the date of the year nineteen of
the reign of Shah Allum.

It is probable that the original motive for maintaining a false
date on the coin, and the name of a King defunct, in opposi-
tion to the practice of the country, according to which the
name of the living King and the date of the passing year should
appear, was a desire that our old and new coinage should be
uniform, so as to mix together in circulation without any de-
preciation of one or the other.

If this was the motive, the rule was good, so far as it went, as
long only as it was strictly observed. It is obvious that the
slightest alteration destroyed the uniformity and defeated the
purpose for which it had been maintained.

An alteration actually took place at the last coinage, when
the size of the rupee was enlarged. It does not appear that,
in consequence of this change, any depreciation of the old or
new coinage has taken place; and it is remarkable that the
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only mischief which has ensued has proceeded from our strict-
ness in retaining precisely the old stamp, which, not filling up
the enlarged space of the new rupee, has left an unoccupied
border, which can be cut away so as to reduce the intrinsie
value of the new coin, and at the same time give it the exact
appearance of the old currency.

The original purpose of uniformity is, therefore, wholly lost,
or only to be preserved at the risk of the depreciation of the
whole of the old currency by the aid of the rogues who are
busy in destroying the value of the new rupee.

It should be remembered that the slightest departure from
uniformity is its complete destruction, and that as far as the
uniformity of the old and new currency had any ad.vantage for-
merly, that advantage has already been done away as effectually
as if the form and inscription had been entirely changed.

It may be said that the present coinage answers all the pur-
poses of currency, and that the people know us ta possess the
real power, therefore that any change is useless. The same ob-
servation might apply to all the forms and tokens of sovereignty
in all countries, and by a parity of reasoning it would be unob-

jectionable to issue the coin of the British. realm from the Mint
of London in the name of the Emperor of Russia or Napoleon
Bonaparte, because the Lord Mayor and Aldermen know that
George the Third is king

It is remarkable that coins of various kinds are issued at
Madras-it may be so likewise at Bombay-with various
stamps, excluding the inscription of the King of Dihlee. Why
should not that take place at Calcutta which is unobjection-
able at Madras?

It is still more remarkable that the Court of Directors have
sent out to Madras a copper coinage stamped. with the arms of
the Company. It vould be an offence to the dignity of the
Honorable Company to argue that their arms may be good
enough for copper, but will not do for silver and gold.

The advantages which might be looked for from a change of
the inscription on the coin are these:
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1. The assertion of our own sovereignty over British India,
and the gradual extension over the minds of our subjects of
those feelings which attach to the conviction of declared and
acknowledged supremacy, combined with solid power.

2. The extinction of the nominal sovereignty of the Ma-
homedan dynasty for ever over our provinces, and the progres-
sive abolition throughout India of the idea of its existence,
which our example now mainly upholds.

It is probable that, in imitation of us, the Princes of India
would soon coin, either in the name of their real sovereign, the
British Government, or more probably in their own, which
would be entirely unobjectionable within their respective do-
inions.

3. The increased difficulty of false coining.
The natives can easily imitate the present inscription on our

coin, which is in the Persian character ; but such would not be
the case if the stamp were similar to that on English coins.

For instance, if a change were to take place, there might be
on one side of the coin the King's head or the Royal arms, with
the usual inscription, Georgius Rex, &c., &c.; on the other, the
Company's arms, encircled by their motto, "Auspicio Regis et
Senatus Anglie." The intrinsic value of the coin migiht also
be marked in Persian and Hindostanee or Bengallee characters.

Such a coin it would be much more difficult to counterfeit
than the present, and the counterfeit would be much more easily
detected.*,

* This was written when Metealfe declaring that the paper completely
was Political Secretary. Lord Hast- embodied his own sentiments on the
ings endorsed the original draft with subject.
strong expressions of approbation,
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PROPOSED RULES FOR JUNIOR CIVIL SERVANTS AFTER THE
ABOLITION OF THE COLLEGE OF FORT WILLIAM.

Gentlemen appointed to the civil service of Bengal, as soon
after their arrival in Calcutta as may be proper, with reference
to the season of the year, shall be sent to stations in the pro-
vinces.

They shall there be placed under the control of civil funo-
tionaries.

They shall not be appointed to any office until they become
qualified to enter on its duties.

Until declared qualified, they shall be examined, and the
state of their proficiency be reported, every two months, by the
civil functionaries of their respective stations.

During the period of probation, they may have such employ-
ment given to them by the functionaries under whose control
they may be placed as may aid in qualifying them for the
publie service, subject to such restrictions as may be hereafter
directed in regard to the nature and mode of employment.

The examinations to which they shall be subjected shall be
conducted with a view to ascertain their qualification for public
service, by a competent knowledge of the written and collo-
quial languages chiefly used in public business in the pro-
vinces in which they are to be stationed. A knowledge of the
grammar of those languages will be requisite. Beyond which,
a facility of conversing with the natives of the country, and of
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reading, comprehending, and translating business papers, will
be considered the proper test.

Every student is expected to become qualified for the public
service within twelve months; and those who may not be qua-
lified at the expiration of fifteen months will be removed' from
the service, according to the orders of the Court' of Directors.

After qualification, each civil servant will be appointed per-
manently to an office in or beyond the provinces.

No one shall be appointed to an office in Calcutta until after
three years service away from the Presidency.

The salary of a civil servant, during the period of probation,
shall be 300 rupees per month. After qualification, he shall re-
ceive the salary of the office to which he may be appointed,
subject to the general rules of the service on that point.

Notwithstanding appointment to office, in consequence of
reported qualification, every civil servant holding the rank of a
writer shall be liable to removal fromn office if he be at any
time ascertained to be disqualified by a want of competent
knowledge of the requisite native languages. It shall be the
duty of his official superior to report such disqualification to the
Governor-General in Council, who will direct such further exa-
mination, and report as he may judge proper; and on proof of
disqualification such person shall be reduced to the situation
and subsistence-allowance of a servant out of employ, until he
can recover the requisite qualifications.

The students at present attached to the College of Fort
William who may not be declared qualified for the public ser-
vice before the abolition of that institution, shall be subject to
these rules, with the exception of that which relates to the
period of removal from the service, on which point they will
come under the separate order already issued, and of that
regarding examination, with respect to which they shall have
the option of being examined in the manner latterly custonary
in the College.

With regard to students who may arrive from England after
the abolition of the College, the only admissible exemption
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from any part of these rules will be in the cases of those who
nay have a father or other very near male relative residing in
Calcutta, that will undertake to promote his acquiremnent of the
necessary qualifications. In such cases the students may pars
the time of probation with their relatives in Calcutta, subject
to removal at the pleasure of the Government; but when qua-
lified and appointed to office, must, like all others, proceed into
the provinces.

Any student on his arrival from England may claim an ex-
amination, and if found qualified, will be appointed immediately
to an office in the provinces.

Students rriving from England at a season when it may be
deemed unadisable to order their instant removal to the pro-
vinces, shall be placed under the control of civil functionaries
at the Presidency, on the same footing as if stationed in the
provinces, until the season of removal.

Cases of certified inability from sickness will be taken into
consideration, in extension of the prescribed period of probation.

The time occupied in travelling by dawk to stations in
the provinces will be allowed in addition to the prescribed
period. Any other mode of travelling by land or by water
may be made conducive to study, and need not obstruct it.
The time, therefore, thus occupied will not necessarily be al-
lowed, and will only be taken into consideration, according to
circumstances, in cases which may appear to merit that indul-
gence.
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MISCELLANEOUS EXTRACTS FROM PUBLIC PAPERS.

INSECURITY OP OUR POSITION iN INDiA.-" The plans
constantly in the contemplation of the 'Government at home for
the reduction of our military expenses in India, seem to be
founded on the erroneous supposition that our Indian Empire
is in a state of perfect security, that we have no dangers to
apprehend from external enemies or internal disaffection, and
that we may reduce our military force without fear of the cou-
sequent overthrow of our power.

" For those who take the preceding view of the state of India,
it will be something new and unpleasant to learn, not only that
our military force cannot be reduced without the danger, nay,
the certainty, of the loss of our dominion, but, moreover, that
we must considerably increase our military establishments, or
expect the consequences which those rulers suffer who neglect
to provide for the safety of the empires entrusted to them.

" Until the Governnent at home be convinced that our
situation in India is beset with dangers, and that we have still
to make further great exertions to secure our safety, there can
be little hope that we shall long retain the dominions that
we have acquired.

" Our situation in India bas always been precarious. It is
still precarious, not less so perhaps at the present moment, by
the fault of the system prescribed by the Government at home,
than at any former period. We are still a handful of Eu-
ropeans governing an immense empire without any firm hold
in the country, having warlike and powerful enemies on all our
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frontiers, and the spirit of disaffection dormant, but rooted
universally among our subjects.

" That insuperable separation which exists between us and our
subjects renders it necessary to keep them in subjection by the
presence of a military force, and impossible to repose confidence
in their affection or fidelity for assistance in the defence of our
territories."-(December, 1814.]

THE NATIVE AMiY.-" It may be observed that the tried
services and devotion of our Native Army furnish a proof to
the contrary of the preceding assertion. Our Native Army is
certainly a phenomenon, the more so as there is no heartfelt
attachment to our Government on the part of our native troops.
They are, in general, excellent soldiers, attached to regular pay,
and possessing a good notion of the duty of fidelity toc the
power which gives them bread. There is no reason to appre-
hend their general defection as long as we continue tolerably
successful. But if the tide of fortune ever turn decidedly
against us, and any power rise up able to give good pay regu-
larly, and aware of the use to which such an instrument may
be applied, there will then be a general proof afforded of that
want of real attachment in our Native Army of which at
present numbers of persons are not convinced."-[December,
1814.]

COLONISATION.-" It is impracticable, perhaps, to suggest
a remedy for the general disaffection of our Indian subjects.
Colonisation seems to be the only system which could give us
a chance of having any part of the population attached to our
Government from a sense of common interests. Colonisation
may have its attendant evils, but with reference to the con-
sideration above stated, it would promise to give us a hold in
the country which we do not at present possess. We might
now be swept away in a single whirlwind. We are without
root. The best affected natives could think of a change of
government -with indifference, and in the North-Western Pro-
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vinces there is hardly a man who would not hope for benefit
from a change.

" This disaffection, however, will most probably not break out
in any general manner as long as we continue to possess a pre-
dominant power, and it has only been alluded to as one source of
weakness, and a necessary object of attention in the considera-
tion of our situation."-[December, 1814.]

RESULTS oF THE FIRST MAURATTA WA.-" It was not

the natural consequence of the Mahratta war that our power
should be in a precarious state. The war was replete with
advantages, and a perseverance in the same policy which guided
us through that war would have saved us from our present
difficulties. Some reverses checked the progress of our arrange-
ments, and finally the abandonment of the policy on which the
operations of the war were conducted rendered its success in-
complete, and left to be accomplished at a future period what
ought then to have been accomplished, and must be accom-
plished before we eau consider our power to be in a state of
security. It was the abandoument of the policy whioh would
have settled all India; it was the retrograde movement made-
at the end of the Mahratta war; it was the system pursued.
since that period, according to orders from home, that brought
about the existing dangers. Without discussing these questions
ninutely,* it is evident that since the Mahratta war powers
have risen up, and gained strength, which did not exist before
in any formidable state, and that our territories are in contact,
and our interests clash with those of several of these powers that
must be regarded as enemies. The increase of our force has
not been proportionate to the increase of territory to be de-
fended, and embarrassments to be encountered."-[Dec., 1814.)

EXTENSION OF TERRITORY.-" According to the system
prescribed for our conduct in India, we are bound to be horror.

* The reader will find them discussed in the first paper of the series,
" l'olicy of Sir George Barlow."
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struck at the bare idea of an increase ofterritory. Yet, unless
we can raise additional resources in our present dominions, it is
only by an extension of territory that we can obtain an increase
of revenue for the support of our necessary expenses.

"It may be objected to an increase of territory, that it is
often attended with an extension of embarrassments, leading to
an increase of expense beyond the amount of the additional
revenue. It is sometimes so, and sometimes otherwise, accord-
-ing to circumstances. If by the extension of territory a State
extend its frontiers, and corne in contact with warlike powers
with whom it never clashed before, then an increase of territory
may become a source of such expense as will absorb more than
the additional revenue derived from the addition of territory.

" But if the extension of territory improve the frontier-that
is, render it more defensible-if it make dominions less divided
and more compact-if it unite distant parts of territories and
relations, and establish communications between points before
unconnected-if it make the whole of the forces and resources
of a State more available and more easily to be brought together
to any given point, then an increase of territory, so far from
being attended necessarily with an increase of expense, might
enable a State to reduce its former expenses, and would, at all
events, give an accession of strength, and afford payment for an
addition of nilitary force, without bringing on any concomitant
source of weakness.

" The preceding observations apply retrospectively and pro-
spectively to our situation in India. We have made acquisitions
of territory, such as those described under the first supposition,
as the present extent of our frontier, combined with the multi-
plicity and perplexity of our foreign relations, will show."-
[December, 1814.]

IMPOLICY OF A WAR WITH SmN.-" Few things can be
conceived more impolitic than a war with Sind. Not to
speak of the expenses of such an undertaking, its unprofitable-
ness if successful, and the chances of failure inseparable from all
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human enterprises, it is necessary to observe, that even the most
prosperous result of a war with Sind would tend to involve
us in disputes, jealousies, enmities, intrigues, and negotiations
in the countries beyond the Indus, and might lead to incalcu-
lable embarrassments. A war, therefore, the very success of
which would be injurlious, it behoves us most studiously to
avoid.

"We may be destined, and nay be eventually forced, to
burst beyond the Indus, and establish ourselves in countries with
which at present we have no connexion; but it is incumbent on
us to try to avoid such an issue by all means consistent with our
honor. Our policy clearly is to confine ourselves to the con-
solidation of our power within its present sphere, and to avoid
being entangled in the politics of new regions.".-(From a
Paper written in 1819 or 1820.]

DIFFICULTY Or DEALING WITH THE SINDHIANS.-"In

negotiation or contest with such a power as Sind, we are sure
to be misunderstood. They think now that we have designs
upon their country. They wil be confirmed. in that belief if
we go to war with them. If we retire from that war without
exacting an indemnity for our expenses, the motives of our for-
bearance will be misunderstood and misrepresented. The results
of our enterprise will be considered and described as a failure,
and attributed to a fear of those powers whorm the Sind Go-
vernment may have excited, or will affect to have excited,
against us. It is necessary, therefore, that if provoked to war,
we should make them feel our power, for we should neyer gain
credit for our moderation; and it would be desirable, in this
point of view, to keep ail or a part of their country, were it not
that it would be extremely impolitic to extend our territorial
possessions in that quarter.

"If Sind were an external state of India, such as Sindhiah's,
for instance, our course would be clear. We might make our
demand, and if it were not agreed to, we might send an army
and prosecute hostilities until our terms were submitted to; if

L 2
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necessary, we might keep a whole or part of the country, and
the acquisition would not involve us in any new difficulties.
But as the extension of our power in Sind would decidedly
bring upon us a multitude of new sembarrassments, it is our
duty steadfastly to avoid every connexion with that country-
above all things a war, which is likely to lead to the worst kind
of entanglement."-[Ibid.]

A WAR WITH SIND OBNOXIOUS TO THE HOME GO-
VERNMENT.-" There is another point of view in which this
question should be considered. The Government of India bas
to report its proceedings to a superior power. It must not only
act rightly, but it must act so that its measures shall seem right
to higher authority. We may be sure that a war with Sind
would be greatly deprecated by the Government in England,
which would not be pleased to see precipitation in preparations
having a tendency towards so undesirable an event. If an
eventual war with Sind be inevitable, it is, nevertheless, a duty
which our Government owes to itself to show that every effort
has been imade to avoid it, which will not be conceived if we
begin with preparations for an invasion of Sind."-[Ibid.]

EVILS OF EXTENSION TOWARDS THE INDUS.-" Our policy
is against a war with Sind, or any extension of our engage-
mentsin that direction . . . . Before the events of 1817-18,
we had two sets of boundaries in India, which might be termed
our exterior and interior boundaries. Our dominion was in
shape similar to a horse-shoe. The space within the horse-shoe
has been filled up by our power. The advantage already visible
is immense. We have got rid of the dangers on what were our
interior frontiers. These frontiers no longer exist. The prodi-

gious increase which those events have given to our strength on
our interior boundaries will be manifest hereafter. But we re-
quire time to consolidate our power in the space which we have
occupied in consequence of those events. Nature and fate per-
haps decree that we cannot remain stationary. But before we
advance let us wait for the fulness of time."-(Ibid.]
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[These last extracts are made from the draft of a paper, drawn up in 1819
or 1820, for Lord Hastings, when Metcalfe was Political Secretary. A
party of Scindians, on their way through Cutch to Bombay, had been at-
tacked by a body of our people in pursuit of plunderers ; in revenge for
which the Scindians devastated a village in Cutch. This affair well-nigh
occasioned a war between the English and the Scindian powers; but the
anicable councils, fostered by Metcalfe, which prevailed at Calcutta, averted
hostilities for a time. le lived, however, to sec and deplore the rupture
which subsequently converted Scinde into a British principality.]

MISCELLANEOUS EXTRACTS FROM PRIVATE LETTERS.

REGULAR AND IRREGULAR TROOPS.-" I think irregular
troops most useful-most necessary at times; better than re-
gulars, and always less expensive. I think that we have too
few of them, and ought to have more. I ama sure that wc shall
have more whenever we have anything to do, and that we shall
then repent of having disbanded those we had. I think it very
wrong to raise corps one year and to turn them adrift in the
next. Froi what I have said, you will guess that I had no
concern in our late reductions here. Indeed, I raised my feeble
voice to procure further consideration to the question, but it was
not beard; and I was provoked to see that those who pressed
these reductions the most, did not do so because they thouglit
we could spare troops, but because they thought a reduction of
the irregulars would lead to an increase of the regulars. I am
for every increase of the Army that our finances will bear, and
all my notions of Indian politics begin and end in a powerful
and efficient Army. But Irregulars must, I imagine, be a con-
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firmed part of our system; and I do not like ldismissing any
class of soldiers that have doue their duty to our satisfaction."-
[October 14, 1819.]

" LORD CORNWALLIS's SCnooL."-'' I am perhaps sin-
gular in thinking that reductions might be made with success
in all branches of our civil administration. The axe should be
laid to our judicial system. Our revenues might be improved.
Our civil expenses reduced. But nothing of this kind will be
done as long as the caste of Bengal councillor shall remain un-
changed-so cautious, so devoted to precedent, so fearful of
alteration. At all events, Lord Cornwallis's School must first
wear out, who think that all perfection is in the regulations of
1793."-October 14, 1819.]

MILITARY MEN IN CIVIL EMPLOY.-" If you do not re-
main, and I succeed you (in Central India) as at present thought
of, I should wish all your hands to remain on every account.
I have no thought of introducing young civilians. Young or
old, they would not be fit for the work. I would always wish
to deal with military men. I was born in the Bengal Army.
Most of my friends are in it, and I have, from circumstances,
associated more with military than with civil officers since I
came to India, so that I should enter on a field bringing me in
contact with the Army with muci confidence of harmony and
good feliowship, though I am 'a d-d civilian,' as poor old
Lord Lake used to call us."-[ To Sir John Malcolm, June 4,
1820.]

REFORM OF OUR SYSTEM OF GOVERNMENT.-" As to a
general reform of our system of rule, that question has always
appeared to me as hopeless. Our rulers at home and councillors
abroad are so bigoted to precedent, that I never dream of any
change unless it be a gradual declension from worse to Vorse.
I have, therefore, no settled speculations on that head, and
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what I have are wild and undigested. In the first place, every
Company's servant should come out a cadet. There should be
no separate civil service. Men should be selected for civil
duties according to fitness, remaining soldiers nevertheless.
Our present Bengal judicial system should be knocked on the
head. Revenue, ditto. Some mode should be discovered of
upsetting, with justice, the Permanent Settlement in all its parts
-the most sweeping act of oppression ever committed in any
country, by which the whole landed property of the country
has been transferred from the class of people entitled to it, to a
set of Baboos, who have inade their wealth by bribery and
corruption in the management of our provinces. Similar in-
justice has made rapid progress in the Ceded and Conquered
Provinces, owing to the abominable system of selling proprietary
rights for arrears of revenue. Dihlee is the only portion of the
Bengal territories where the rights of the real proprietors or
hereditary occupants-the village cultivators-have not been
invaded by our nefarious regulations, the whole code of which,
being founded on ignorance, ouglit to be destroyed. To return
to my speculations. Revenue and judicial, and, when practicable,
military powers also, should- be exercised by the same person:
union, not division, should be the order of our rule. Con-
fidence, not distrust, should be the engine to work with. An
efficient and sufficient army (much greater than our present
one if we could pay it) should support and, if forced into war,
extend our powers. Strict economy in everything else should
go as far as possible to the payrnent of the army. Colonisation,
without being forced or injudiciously encouraged, should be
admitted without restraint."-[June 29, 1820.1

NATivE AGENCY. -l I return Briggs's letter. He has
touched on a vast subject. Shall we ever contrive to attach
the native population to our Government ? and can this be
done by identifying the interests of the upper classes with our
own? Is it possible in any way to identify their interests with
ours? To all three questions, if put to me, I should answer
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'No.' . . . . . . Is it true that such a host of fine fellows as
'Sir John Malcolm, Mr. Elphinstone, Sir Thomas Munro, and
Sir Edward Colebrooke are united in the same opinions*?' If
they were, it would be almost treason to dispute them. But
what are their opinions? and are they capable of execution?
It is not enough to say, ' Give the nativeslarge pensions and
large estates.' What is to pay our army if we alienate*our
revenues? Could we dispense with our army and trust to sup-
port of the upper classes-? God forbid that we should try the
experiment !

"I confess that I distrust Native Agency. There is no such
being, I feel perfectly sure, as an honest Native Agent froma
Cape Comorin to Cashmere, and they who confide in them are
sure to be deceived. But we imust make use of them, for we
can seldom do without them; and they have a right to kind,
respectful, and gentlemanlike treatnent.

" Mr. Chaplin is not the oniy civilian who is a friend to the
Punchayut system. I am a passionate admirer of it, and wish
to see all the judges in the land sent to the right about.

" My general creed is confined to two grand specifics, ' Army
and Colonisation'-the last, because in my mind it affords the
only chance of our having in tinme a population of interests
identified with our own. I would give up Colonisation, be-
cause its success is not to my mind infallible, if I were sure that
our Army would always be faithful; but drawn as it must be
from a disaffected population, it is wonderful that its feeling is
so good, and it is too much to expect that it will last to eternity.
When I say that I would give up Colonisation, I merely mean
as a system of salvation. I would never agree to the present
laws of exclusion with respect to Europeans, which are un-
natural and horrible to my fancy."-[September 7, 1820.]

THE MUTINY AT BARRACKPORE.-"News has come from
Calcutta-you have already seen it in the papers-ofthe blackest
hue and the most awful omen, such as for a time must neces-
sarily absorb all the faculties of a man anxiously alive to the
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dangers which beset our empire in India. I allude to the mu-
tiny at Barrackpore. A regiment of Bengal Sepoys, ordered
to Chittagong to form part of an army to be opposed tO the
Burmans, refuses to march, separates itself from its officers, turns
the major-general of the station off the parade, quits its lines,
marches to the race-course with forty rounds. in pouch, and
there threatens to resist any attempt to bring them to order!
Al expostulation failing, two King's regiments which happen
by chance to be within call, the body-guard and the artillery, are
brought against them. The mutineers refuse to lay down their
arms, are attacked, make no resistance, and flee. About 70-at
first said to be 450-are killed on the spot. Six more (vide
Gazette), I have heard, have since been hanged; others brought
in prisoners and in chains in the fort. About 100 taken prisoners
in the first instance. Now what does this mutiny proceed from?
Either from fear of our enemy, or from disaffection to our Go-
vernment. The Sepoys have always disliked any part of Bengal,
and formerly no corps marched thither from the Upper Pro-
vinces without losing many men by desertion. They detest
the eastern part of Bengal more than the western; and the
country beyond our frontier they believe ta be inhabited by
devils and cannibals; the Burmans they abhor and dread as
enchanters, against whom the works of mere men cannot pre-
vail. What does all this amount to in brief but this-that we
cannot rely on our Native Army? Whether it be fear of the
enemy or disaffection towards us, they fail us in the hour of
need. What are we to think of this, and what are our pros-
pects under such circumstances? It is an awful thing to have
to mow cown our own troops with our own artillery, especially
those troops on whose fidelity the existence of our empire de-
pends. I will hope the best. We may get over this calamity.
It may pass as the act of the individual mutineers. The rest
of the army may not take up their cause. A feeling may be
roused to redeem the character thus lost. But we shall be
lucky if all this turn out exactly so; for there is no doubt that
the feelings which led to the mutiny were general. Open mu-
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tiny, indeed, was not confined to the 47th: 200 of the 62nd
seized the colors of their corps and joined; 20 men of the 26th
seized one color of their corps and joined. the mutiny. What
were the rest of the regiment about if twenty men could commit
this audacious outrage ? The whole business is very bad; and
we shall be very fortunate if it lead to nothing more. But we
are often fortunate; and the mind of man is an inexplicable
mystery.

" Sometimes these violent ebullitions of bad feeling are suc-
ceeded by good conduct; let us hope that it may be so in this
instance; and let us take warning not to rely so entirely on one
particular class of troops. More officers, more European regi-
ments,, and a greater variety in the composition of. our force,
seem to be the only remedies in ouT power to counteract the
possible disaffection of our Native Infantry; and whether our
resources will enable us to carry these remedies to a sufficient
extent is doubtful: Enough of this for the present. It is the
most serious subject that could have roused the anxiety of those
who, like myself, are always anxiously alive to the instability
of our Indian Empire."-[November 19, 1824.]

ALLOWANCES OF THI HYDERABAD RESIDENCY. -4 I
must bid adieu to the hope of ever seeing you at Fern-hill. I
shall clearly not have the means of occupying that place credit-
ably, if ever I go home; and I never shall go home until some
urgent necessity may compel me. By a minute examnxination of
my accounts, I have ascertained that I have been spending
much more than my allowances ever since I came to Hyderabad,
of which I was not before aware. The following is the result,
carefully produced by actual calculation, after every possible
deduction. From 1st September, 1820, to 30th April, 1824:

Sicea Rupees.
Average Monthly Expense . . . 10,220
Monthly Income . . . . 8,053

Monthly Excess of Expenditure . . 2,167
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The worst'isthat I see no remedy for the future. My present
plati is to send home, what money I have, to be secured there
for my children, and to stay in India myself as long as I have
health and faculties. If the reports of my coming into Council
be confirmed, I may be driven home at the end of my term,
for i should not liker to descend to serve again in the crowd
after forming.a part of the Govemnent. With these prospects,
itwill be a relief to me to find that I am left undisturbed at
Hyderabad. And it will be a relief to me to find that I am not
to be separated from my friends in this quarter."-[December 6,
1824.]

IRREGULAR HORSE.-[TO LORD AMHERST.]-" The kind
allusion made by your Lordship in your favor of July 1, to the
order of Government regarding the gradual reduction of our
Irregular Horse, encourages me to subnit your attention to a
part of that order which seems calculated to destroy the effect
of your intended indulgence, to ruin the efficiency, and crush
the spirit of all the troops employed in that branch of our esta-
blishment.

"I advert to that part of the order-which provides that every
trooper shall be discharged whose. horse may die, or be dis.
abled, or in any way become unfit for service.

"One consequence of. this clause is,that the service becomes so
extremely precarious as unavoidably to lose all hold in the
attachment of the men. No one can reckon on his livelihood
for a day. His horse may be killed or disabled by any accident,
or die by sudden disease, and the provision to which the trooper
heretofore confidently looked for his support will instantly cease.

"Another consequence is, that no man can be expected to
perform his duty. Any exertion of his horse may tend to an
accident which will deprive the rider of his bread. The object
of the latter of course will be to save his horse, and duty will
necessarily be neglected.

" Another consequence is that the best men in the service are
as liable to discharge as the worst, the oldest soldiers equally
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with the youngest. It has already occurred since the issue of
the order that men who have been repeatedly wounded in the
service, and whom it could never have been your Lordship's
intention to dismiss, have been discharged in consequence of
the death or disability of their horses.

" The effect of this part of the order on the Irregular Cavalry
must be so universally detrimental and destructive, that I doubt
whether the immediate reduction of that body to the intended
peace establishment would not be less injurious.

"If, however, this part of the order were revised and rescinded,
the continuance of a gradual reduction would, I conceive, be
far preferable to one sudden and immediate; but the gradual
reduction ought to take effect as men die, or retire, or render
thenselves liable to discharge, and not be dependent on the
lives or deaths of horses; for it cannot be so without the greatest
injury to the efficiency and spirit of the whole corps.

"I am confident that your Lordship will not be displeased at
the freedom with which I have offered my sentiments on this
most interesting subject. The Irregular Horse have done their
duty well, and shown a good spirit, and seem to be as well
entitled to consideration as any other part of our army.

"I am very happy to learn that your Lordship has determined
to visit the Upper Provinces. I think that you will derive
both health and pleasure from the journey, and that your pre-
sence will be highly beneficial.

" I had projected an excursion into Rajpootana and the south-
westernmost parts of my superintendence, which was to have
commenced in October, and was likely to occupy from two to
three months. I am doubtful, however, now, whether I ought
to postpone it until I have paid my respects to your Lordship
in these provinces, or undertake it in the first instance and pay
my respects to your Lordship afterwards. On this point I beg
your commands.

" I conclude that the arrival in England of intelligence of the
honorable termination of the Burman war, and of the capture
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of Bhurtpore, will put an end to the discussions at one time
agitated respecting the nomination of your Lordship's successor.
The support which your Lordship has received from his Ma-
jesty's Ministers is no less honorable to them than to your
Lordship, for it proves them to have been above being influ-
enced by the clamor to which the peculiar difficulties of the
Burmese war gave rise."-[August 6, 1826.]

EFFECTS OF THE SIEGE OF BHUjrtTPORE.-" I had the
pleasure lately of making acquaintance with your son, who
came as an amateur to the siege of Bhurtpore. I congratulate
you on having such a son, and I also congratulate you on
an event which has confounded the notions entertained by all
India, of the existence of a barrier from which we might
be insulted. with impunity. By the fall of Bhurtpore, and the
peace with the Burmans, our power is at a higher pitch than it
ever attained before; and if the peace with Ava prove secure
and lasting, and we have time to recruit our finances, we shall
soon be in a more prosperous state than in the nost boasted
periods of former days. But I fear that our hold on India is at
the best precarious, and that we must always be prepared to
struggle for the preservation of the power which we have
acquired and ·now maintain solely by military prowess."-
To Sir G. Robinson, April 24th, 1826.]

APPOINTMENT TO THE SUPREME COUNCIL.-" I have
received, and for the most part at the same instant, your kind
letters of 5th and Ilth April, in triplicate. To Mr. Majori-
banks and yourself, and the other gentlemen of the Direction
who have done me the honor to promote my provisional
nomination to Council, I must ever be under the deepest obli-
gation. But as I know not who opposed the proposition,
or who were absent from the decision, I am equally ignorant as
to who gave me their support ; your letters being the only
communications that I have received from the India House.
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I regret that even one should deem me unworthy of the
appointment; but perhaps I ought rather to consider it for-
tunate that the minority was so small. To you, my dear Sir,
who have shown so generous an interest in behalf of a stranger,
how can Isufficiently express my thankfulness? I will venture
to assure you, that as a member of the Government, the
faithful discharge of my duty to the Company shal be the
paramount motive of my conduct. I replied some months ago
to your obliging favor of last September."-[ITo Sir G. Ro-
binson, September 24th, 1826.]

AFFAIRS OF -RAJPOOTANA.-NON-INTERFERENCE, a.-

"The disturbances in Joudpoor and Kishengurh are bad symp-
toms of the results of non-interference. There has probably
been mismanagement on the part of our agents; perhaps aun un-
necessary or even malevolent bawling out of non-interference,
which may have led to the present state of things. The tolera-
tion of Kuleean Singh's remaining at Dihlee when his country
was thrown into confusion by his attempt to subdue his inde-
pendent dependants is utterly unaccountable, and is a proof of
gross neglect. Something of the same kind seems to have pre-
vailed in allowing the-Joudpoor Thakoors and Dhokul Singh
to assemble and unite in the Jyepore territory, for which the
Jyepore State ought still to Ie called to account. Yet the dis-
turbances are in both cases essentially internal, and apparently
proceeding fromr our non-interference in internal affairs. Do
not suppose that I am ready to abandon that principle. On
the contrary, I am of opinion that it has never yet had a fair
trial; and I shall be without chart or compass if it be abandoned.
But it must be owned that we have been very unfortunate.
The contemptible imbecility of Kuleean Singh of Iishengurh,
and the oppressions and treachery of the Rajah of Joudpoor,
have caused these disturbances. I shall be glad if the latter
can get himself out of the scrape which he has brought on him-
self; but if he calls far assistance, and submit his differences
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with his chiefs to our arbitration, we shall be by treaty bound
to aid him. Not that protection in such a case was contem-
plated when the treaty was framed, but its terms will hardly
admit of our allowing him to be overthrown, although he is
bound certainly in the first instance to defend himself. How
contact with us seems to paralyse every State! Maun Singh
was formerly able to keep what he had usurped, even against
powerful combinations. Now, seemingly, he cannot stand
against a few of his own chiefs, having on their side the naàme
and person of the pretender. With respect to Kishengurh, if
the Rajah do not acknowledge and fulfil his responsibility for
the acts of his rebels as well as his followers, we must interfere
between him and the former, and put an end to all disturbances
in that petty State. You apprehend the spread of anarchy in
consequence of these disturbances. It may be so-and nothing
is surprising in India-but it will certainly be hard if we are
to be involved in general commotion because two Rajpoot
Rajahs quarrel with some of their chiefs. It will be a great
blow to non-interference. It will be a proof that we have either
gone too far, or not far enough, in our superintendence of Cen-
tral India. My opinion has always been that we have gone too
far, and that we ought not to have posted our troops there. I
remember the time when I could sit at Dihlee and hear ac-
counts of disturbances throughout Rajpootana and Malwah,
without our being in the least affected by them; and after we
had put down the Mahrattas and Pindarees, and made our
general treaties of alliance and protection, we should have done
better, I think, had we posted our troops in a noble army on
the Jumna, and interfered only on great occasions, when the
cause might be worthy of us, leaving the several States to
manage their concerns in general without us, forbidding, of
course, any aggressions of one on another. This, ho wever, is
a new field of discussion, on which it is now useless to enter.
You nay be sure that I look to your quarter with no small
anxiety, for I consider mnyself the only advocate of non-inter-
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ference on principle-the only advocate, I may say, of any prin-
ciple of policy; and if this principle be wrong, I have led the
Government into it. I wish that I had agents whom I could

rely on in carrying it into execution. ·I like the little that I
have seen of our new Governor-General very much. He is a
straightforward, honest, upright, benevolent, sensible man, who
will, I trust, have the interests of the State at heart. He
seems disposed to inquire and think for himself, and to avoid
falling under any one's influence. I do not perceive that he
has any fixed principles to regulate his Indian policy, and I can
fancy, that if he should take a wrong view of my subject, he
may be apt to persist in error; but on the whole I hope well,
and am pleased with what I see."- [July 22, 1828.]



PART II.

Ifunban Jouncid ijtínutes.

MACHINERY OF INDIAN GOVERNMENT.

[1827-1836.]

[The papers contained in this section are those written by Sir Charles
Metcalfe, after taking his seat in the Supreme Council of India, up to the
period of his final departure from the country. Principally written in the
official form of Minutes for perusal by his colleagues, and for subsequent
record on the Proceedings of the Council, they have been arranged under
several heads, according to the department of Government to which they
relate. I have prefaced them, however, with some general remarks on the
condition of our Indian Empire and the machinery of its Goverunment,
written, apparently, not for official record, during the discussions preceding
the passing of the Charter-Act of 1833. They contain a fair summary of
the general views pf the statesman, and serve as a key to much that fol-
lows. In some respects it will be seen that the suggestions which this paper
contains have already been adopted by the Legislature; but a great por-.
tion of -it is still applicable to the present state of affairs, and suggests.
matter for future consideration.]

. . - . WHAT will the nation gain by taking India out of
the hands of the Company ? - An addition of forty millions to
the national debt, and a territory that cannot pay its expenses.

Yet, no purse but that of the nation will be able to support
this expensive concern; for that of the Company cannot, after
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the loss of the China monopoly ; and, in fact, has only done
so hitherto by borrowing.

Borrowing cannot go on for ever ; and an attempt to make
India pay its own expenses, under all circumstances, might
cause the loss of the country.

Our hold is so precarious, that a very little mismanagement
might accomplish our expulsion ; and the course of events may
be of itself sufficient, without any mismanagement.

We are to appearance more powerful in India now than we
ever were. Nevertheless, our downfall may be short work.
When it commences it will probably be rapid, and the world
will wonder more at the suddenness with whieh our immense
Indian Empire may vanish, than it has done at the surprising
conquest that we have achieved.

The cause of this precariousness is, that our power does not
rest on actual strength, but on impression. Our whole real
strength consists in the few European regiments, speaking
comparatively, that are scattered singly over the vast space of
subjugated India. That is the only portion of our soldiery
whose hearts are with us, and whose constancy can be relied on
in the hour of trial. All our native establishments, military or
civil, are the followers of fortune ; they serve us for their liveli-
hood, and generally serve us well. From a sense of what is due
to the hand that feeds them, which is one of the virtues that
they most extol, they may often display fidelity under trying
circumstances ; but in their inward feelings they partake more
or less of the universal disaffection which prevails against us,
not from bad government, but from natural and irresistible
antipathy ; and were the wind to change-to use a native
expression-and to set in steadily against us, we could not
expect that their sense of honor, although there might be
splendid instances of' devotion, would keep the mass on our
side in opposition to the common feeling which, with one view,
might for a time unite all India from one end to the other.

Empires grow old, decay, and perish. Ours in India can
hardly be called old, but seems destined to be short-lived. We
appear to have passed the brilliancy and vigor of our youth,
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and it may be that we have Teached a premature old age. We
have oeased to be the wonder that we were to the natives ; the
charm which once encompassed us has been dissolved, and our
subjects have had time to inquire why they have been subdued.
The consequences of the inquiry may appear hereafter.

If these speculations are not devoid of foundation, they are
useful in diverting our minds to the contemplation of the real
nature of our power, and in preventing a delusive belief of its
impregnability. Our greatest danger is not from a Russian
invasion, but from the fading of the impression of our invinci-
bility from the minds of the native inhabitants of India. The
disaffection which would willingly root us out exists abundantly;
the concurrence of circumstances sufficient to call it into general
action may at any time happen.

The most obvious mode of strengthening our power in India
would be by a large increase of our European force ; but as we
could not find funds for the consequent expense, that measure
is impracticable.

Whether we maintain or lose India, does not depend on its
being governed in the name of the King or in that of the Com-
pany ; our fate most probably will be the same either way; but
as long as we retain possession, we are bound to do all the goodi
in our power to our subjects. Although the hope of gaining
their attachment may be utterly vain, we may often mitigate and
neutralise their disaffection ; and by the longer continuance of
our rule, that feeling may be less predominant, as seems already
to be the case in our oldest possessions, where the inhabitants
have been habituated to our government for more than one
generation. Even, however, under a certainty of permanent
disaffection, our duty towards the governed, is the same. We
are bound to give them the best government in our power.

Will India, then, be best governed by continuing the channel
of the Company, or directly by the Ministers of the Crown?

As concerning the native population of India, it seems to be
a matter of indifference, for whatever improvements can be
introduced into our local administration, may be equally effected

M2
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iii the one case or the other. Even now, India on all great
questions is governed by the Board of Control. Any obvious
improvement could be introduced if it did not violate the
Company's Charter.; and it would only be necessary in the
new charter to take care that no stipulations were admitted
which might preclude the power of improvement.

Although it seems to be a matter of indifference to the
native population whether India be governed through the
Company, or directly by the Ministers of the Crown, it is not
so to another class of subjects.

The Europeans settled in India, and not in the Company's
service, and to these might be added generally the East
Indians of mixed breed, will never be satisfied with the
Company's Government. Well or ill founded, they will
always attach to it the notion of monopoly and exclusion;
they will consider themselves comparatively discountenanced
and unfavored; and will always look with desire to the sub-
stitution of a King's Government. For the contentment of this
class, which, for the benefit of India and the security of our
Indian Empire, ought greatly to increase in numbers and
importance, the introduction of a King's Government is un-
doubtedly desirable.

It is also desirable on another account. The existence of
King's Courts and a Company's Government produces the
appearance of disunion in our administration. The relative
positions of the Courts and the Governments are misunderstood,
or are not what they ought to be. The judges themselves
seem to conceive-indeed, ia some instances have openly de-
clared-that they are here purposely to check and control the
Coipany's Government, and that they are above the Govern-
ment, which can only approach their high tribunal as an humble
petitioner. This state. of things does not exist in any other
country. Everywhere else the Courts of Justice, even where
perfectly independent, as they ought to be, in their judicial
decisions, regard themselves as forming a part of the gencral
administration of the country. Nowhere else would they
dream of bringing the Government of the country into con-
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tempt for their own exaltation. This assumed superiority of
the King's Courts is encouraged and insisted on by the
European population not in the Company's service, and a
wrong feeling on the subject will always exist until the differ-
ence of King and Company be abolished by the introduction
of a Royal Government.

The present differerice between the King's and Company's
armies is another inconvenience which the establishment of a
Government directly on the part of the Crown would obviate.
This difference is disliked chiefly by the King's officers serving
in India, who see those of the Company in possession of all
Staff offices, excepting the few belonging exclusively to the
King's troops; and are also precluded from numerous advan-
tageous and honorable employments in civil branches of the
sei;vice which are open to Company's officers. It is just that it
should be so, while the two armies are constituted as at present,
and entirely separate ; but if an amalgamation could take place
without injury to either party, it is desirable that such distinc-
tions should cease, and the establishment of a King's Govern-
ment would tend to produce that effect.

A King's Government is also the one which is most likely
to be permanent, as the Company's hold under a charter must
be liable to periodical changes and reversions, whether for re-
newal or subversion.*

These are the reasons which occur to the mind in favor of the
introduction, ostensibly as well as really, of a King's Govern-
ment ; and on the other hand, there do not appear to be any
reasons of a permanent character in favor of the continuance
of the Company's Government, as far as India alone is con-
cerned. But, in the first instance, the natives, perhaps, dis-
trusting the consequences of the change,' would rather prefer

* At a later period of his life, Sir Crown is in reality government by
Charles Metcalfe, with a greatly en- a parliamentar-Y majority, and Sir
larged knowledge of Europeau po- Charles Metcalfe used to say, that if
itics, saw occasion to modify the that were applied to India our tenure
opinion here expressed in favor of of the country would not be worth
the government of India directly by ten years' purchase.
the Crown. Goverument by the
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the continuance of that go.vernment to which they have been
accustomed. And, as has been before remarked, every im-
provement in local administration may be effected through
the medium of a nominal Company's Government, as well as
through any other form.

On the whole, the Iing's Government seems preferable; but
whether the government be King's or Company's, the prospect
of improvement is no't flattering.

The revenues of India are not equal to the support of its
expenses, and, judging from past experience, are not likely to
become so. We may, and we must, reduce our ordinary
expenditure within our income ; but we have a heavy debt to
discharge, and we have no security against future wars, which
must increase our financial difficulties. There is little hope of
a permanent reduction of establishments ; there is a continual
tendency to increase. Some branches of revenue are likely to
fal off; there is no satisfactory assurance of great increase in
any others. The Sea Customs, now exceedingly low, are sus-
ceptible of improvement, but it can only be by levying higher
duties on the trade with Europe, to which, the merchants of
England would object. There is, indeed, the remote prospect
of increase of revenue from the increased influx of Europeans;
but this is at present speculative ; and whether an increase of
revenue or an increase of expense from more expensive esta-
blishments will be the result of an extep- 'on of the European
population, is uncertain.

It is, therefore, to be apprehended that the Government will
not possess the power of reducing taxation, as it will hadly
have the means, with its present revenue, of supporting its
expenses. The former may be the less regretted, as the effect
of reducing taxation in any shape in which it would have to be
accomplished, is far from certain. The only branch of our taxa-
tion that can be called excessive is the Land Revenue, the chief
resource that maintains the State. A reduction in this, justly
apportioned, would contribute to the comfort of the mass of
our subjects, the village population, but would not make them
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wealthy. If apportioned without great care and strict regard to
justice, it would not even promote their comfort, but would most
probably do them injury. That reduction, however, whatever
would be its consequences, we are not in a condition to afford.
Our Government is not a national Govemment that can rely on
the affections of its subjects for defence against foreign invasion.
It is the curse of a Government over a, conquered country that
it cannot trust the people. Our subjects are internal enemies,
ready at least for change, if not ripe for insurrection ; the best
affected are passive votaries of fate. We can retain our do-
minion only by a large military establishment; and without a con-
siderable force of British troops, the fidelity of our native army
could not be relied on. It would be difficult to calculate what
force precisely is requisite; it is easy to see that, for security, we
have-not too much. It seems that we ought to maintain all that
we can pay, and to pay them we require all the revenue that
we can raise. A reduction of taxation for any beneficial conse-
quence appears to be hopeless.

No government, perhaps, ever made a greater reduction of
taxation, or, in other words, a. greater sacrifice of the right to
acknowledged and usual public revenue, than did the Bengal
Government respectively in 1793, in what was termed the
permanent settlement of the land revenue. But what was the
consequence of this sacrifice ? It did not benefit the mass of
the population interested in land. On the contrary, it prac-
tically destroyed their rights. It only transferred the revenue
of government to serve individuals who had no title to it,
without any beneficial effect on the public interests, as far as is
perceptible to common observation.

If reduction of taxation, and improvement as its conse-
quences, are not to be expected, from what other quarter may
improvement be looked for ? From none, suddenly. It is to
be hoped that our Government is gradually producing im-
provement: that we are progressively enlightening the minds
of the natives: that security is promoting wealth: and it may
reasonably be expected that the increase of European settlers
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will have very beneficial effects. But improvement can only
be gradual. No change in the administration of the Govern-
ment can produce any sudden effect. The local Government
has always been disposed to improve the condition of the
people. Barring restriction on the settlement of Europeans,
which was nost unwise, but has progressively been Much
relaxed, no obvious improvement for the benefit of the people
consistent with the receipt of the revenue, necessary for the
maintenance of our power, has been, or would be, neglected
under the Company's Governmenît. There has been no want
of benevolence, either in the Government or its executive
officers; but the means of improvement are not obvious.

The most obvious, but that hitherto much disputed, is the
admission of Europeans to settle and hold property in India.
Their settlement has never been entirely prohibited, and lat-
terly has been facilitated and encouraged; but the removal of
remaining restrictions on their lawfully acquiring and holding
property is necessary; and for their satisfaction, the cessation
of the power possessed by the Government of sending them
out of the country is indispensable. The existence of this
power is dwelt upon by them as the greatest hardship to which
they are subject. They profess to regard it as destroying the
value of all property, even if they were allowed to hold it, and
rendering their situation so precarious as to preclude the pro-
bability that any one possessing capital would voluntarily expose
himself to the danger of losing it by becoming subject to the
exercise of this arbitrary power. These obstacles removed,
and the settlement of Europeans allowed to take its natural
course, progressive improvement is the result that may be
anticipated. There must be added the abolition of those
unjust distinctions which exclude the products of India from
the markets of Great Britain and Ireland, the consequences of
which abolition are at present incalculable, and may be im-
mense. It is impossible to foresee to what extent the resources
of this productive country may be drawn forth by European
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enterprise, skill, and capital. These are our best prospects of
improvement.

The extensive establishment of European settlers would give
us also a strength in the country which we do not at present
possess. We have no root. Were our troops and civil autho-
rities by any disaster driven out of a province, there would be
no vestige of us left,-no part of the population interested for
our return, or bearing any trace of our existence. It seems
wonderful that the policy acted on in a conquered country
should have been to exclude our own countrymen from ac-
quiring influence among the people. It may be too late to
prevent the injurious effects of such a policy, as the operation
of a more natural course must be slow, and the greater part of
a century has been thrown away.

The increase of European population will necessarily be ac-
companied by considerable changes in our judicial adminis-
tration. Europeans must be made amenable to provincial
Courts. It will probably be necessary to introduce functionaries
who have had education and practice in English law. The
distinction of King's Courts and Company's must be abolished.
Al must be united in one system. There must be a local code
for India and a local Legislature. All our subjects, European
Christian, native Christian, Hindoo, Mahomedan, foreigners,
&c., ought to be under one code of laws in whatever. concerns
them in common, returning their own in whatever is peculiar
to each sect.

The East Indians, of mixed breed, ought to be placed on
the same footing with British subjects. They are now held to
be natives, and, althouglh Christian, are subject to Mahomedan
law.

Whatever improvement may suggest itself as obviously bene-
ficial and practicable, will no doubt be adopted, either at the
time of that great change, or previously. But it is less difficult
to perceive that there are defects in the administration of justice
than it is to render it perfect. The present judicial establish-
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ment is more expensive than might be needed for administering
justice to the native population according to their own simple
method; but, contemplating an accession of European popu-
lation, we can hardly look ta a more economical establishment.
We must universally provide such Courts as will give satis-
faction ta European as well as native subjects; and this may
not be possible without an increase of expense.

The Police establishments, from the same cause, will probably
have to undergo great changes. The Police at present is un-
derstood to be generally efficient. It is no doubt, ia some re-
spects, a source of annoyance and oppression to the people, as
is almost every part of our native official establishments; but it
is very difficult to rectify this eviL Many gentlemen have
made the attempt with the best intentions, but generally with
little success. Power and the abuse of it seem inseparable in
our native establishments. The theoretical remedy which has
been frequently advocated, is to raise the characters of our na-
tive servants by augmenting their allowances. The scheme is
impracticable, because it would. be ruinous, even if there were
any hope of success in its object; which may be doubted.

Much has been said of late of Native Agency, which, if it
be meant thereby to exclude European superintendence and
vigilance, seems visionary and utterly impossible. If it is to be
combined with European direction, the native agent must
remain much the same as he has always been-a subordinate
officer with a moderate salary. We cannot afford to pay
double foi native agency and European surveillance. Ali that
has been written on the extension of the native agency is very
indefinite and rather unintelligible. AL our subordinate agents
are natives. It is surprising how little Europeans have been
employed in the lower offices of the State.- The use of natives
in the exercise of considerable functioi¶s in the judicial depart-
ment is great and increasing; but they must remain subordi-
nate and moderately paid. If it be intended to substitute
native for European agency in the higher offices, the attempt
will fail. When native agency predominates we shall be
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turned out of the country. We are not here by the will of the
natives-non tali auxilio, nec defensoribus istie. European
agency must still occupy all important positions, for we cannot
depend on the agency of natives.

They have never been excluded from any employment in
which it has appeared that they could be serviceable. Nor is
it necessary now to exolude then. Neither is it expedient to
force them unnaturally into new employments for the sake of
a theory. Let them be employed wherever it is deemed desir-
able. But it does not seem natural that the increase of Euro-
pean population, and the extension of Native Agency in the
higher offices, should advance together. The patrons of the
one can hardly be the advocates of the other.

It must be doubted whether even the Civil Service will be
able to retain its exclusive privileges after the extensive esta-
blishment of European settlers. At present the whole adminis-
tration of the country is conducted or superintended by the
members of this singular service, destined from the dawn of
manhood to the performance of the most important duties.

They are not generally deficient in integrity or application to
business, or benevolence to the people. What is most wanted is
heartfelt zeal for the public interests; scarcely, perhaps, tobefound
in any body of men. On the whole, it may be doubted whe-
ther the duties performed by the Civil Service could be better
performed under any other arrangement by the same numbers,
but the necessity of employing unfit men in highly important
offices is peculiar to this service, and demands correction.

If al the young men sent out for service in India were
originally appointed to the army, the Government would be
able to select those best qualified for the civil service, and on
the disappointment of its expectations in any instance, could
return a person unfit for civil business to duties more suitable
to him.

This arrangement, however, possibly might not agree with
the future disposal of the army, which ought to be transferred
to the Crown. Its existence as a separate body, calling the
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Company master, and yet having no. respect for the Company
or its authorities, is incompatible with that spirit of subordi-
nation, and discipliie, and loyal devotion, without which an
army may become dangerous. The Company's army has always
done .its duty in the field nobly; and no. army in the world,
perhaps, has a higher tone in that respect. But it exists in a
state of continual discontent, from the comparison which is
ever before its eyes of the scantiness of military allowances with
the large salaries of the civil service, and .is driven almost to
frenzy by any attempt to reduce those allowances already con-
sidered too small. Therefore, the late orders from home, re-
ducing the batta of the Bengal army at some stations, besides
being severe on present incumbents, were most unwise, because
they were sure to excite a feeling far outweighing in mischief
any good that could possibly be expected from carrying them
into effèct. The Indian army, although it be taken under the
Crown, must, nevertheless, continue in some respects a separiate
body-that is, it must be officered as at present by officers
brought up in its own bosom. Officers from the European
portion of his Majesty's army ought not to be transferred to
the direct command of native troops; but officers from the
Indian army might be allowed to purchase, or to be removed
into the European army, and the prospect of this at some period
would form a bond of connexion between the two services,
vhich would be strengthened by putting the officers of both

services on the same footing from the time of their ceasing to
be regimental officers-that is, from their promotion to be
general officers, giving to the Indian officer the privilege in
common with the European officer of being eligible to serve
his country in the fields of Europe.* At the same time, the

* There is matter in this for very in India is in England a dead letter.
grave consideration at the present Whatever services lie may have ren-
time (Jamary, 1855). Indeed, it is dered to his country on fields of
one which presses earnestly for a Eastern enterprise-whatever may
settlement. In Europe a Company's be his approved military skill, his
officer is an officer only by courtesy. experience in the field, his known
The royal commission which lie holds fertility of resource, his coolness and
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Staff in India, and the employments now held exclusively by
Company's officers, ought to be common to both branches of
the King's army; nominations to be made not at the Horse
Guards, but by the authorities in India from officers serving in
India, with the exception of general officers, who might be
appointed either from home or from the service in India.

The Indian armies of the three Presidencies could not pro-
bably be united, under present circumstances, without consider-
able inconvenience and dissatisfaction. Union is otherwise de-
sirable, and would facilitate any reduction of the army that
might be practicable. Considering the composition of the
native portion of the several armies, and the necessity of at-
tending to locality in posting them, the difficulties of a change
seem to preponderate, but may not be insurmountable. If to
be effected, it would most easily be done after the transfer of
the Company's army to the Crown, because then, such arrange-
ments might accompany the measure as would lead the officers
to regard themselves as members of the British army generally,
and not as merely belonging to the army of a particular Presi-
dency with isolated interests, which is the feeling that now
prevails, and would render any attempt to join the three
armies at present unpopular.

courage in great and imminent con-
junctures, his mastery over men-
whatever, in short, may be the great-
ness of his qualities as a soldier and
a commander, he cannot, according
to the present routine system, serve
his country, except in or from India.
And yet only in India, during the
last forty years, has any military ex-
perience been acquired by the British
officer. I trust that I shall not be
accused of any undûe partiality for
the Indian services, when I say
that the difficulties which our army
in the Crimea has encountered are
precisely those, in kind if not in
degree, which officers of long Indian
experience know best how to over-
come. No men are so expert in

turning to account the available re-
sources of a strange country as the,
officers of the Company's services.
Noue know better what it is to con-
tend with such evils as bad roads,
scarcity of carriage, insufficient means
of transport-and above all, endemie
disease. Yet al the experience ac-
quired by the Indian officer, during
long years of active service in strange
countries and difficult conjunctures,
cannot, under the present system, be
rendered available for purposes of
European warfare. It must be folded
up and laid upon the shelf with the
Queen's commission, and endorsed
as " worthless on this side of the
Cape."
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This question may in some degree depend on the previous
determination of another, namely, whether the present divi-
sion of India into distinct Presidencies, with the expensive ma-
chinery of separate Governments and Councils, shall be main-
tained.

No single Government, as the Indian Governments are at
present constituted, would be equal to the management of the
details of internal administration of all the three Presidencies.
The Supreme Government is not fully equal to it in that of
Bengal alone, notwithstanding the aid of several subordinate
Boards; and would be more efficient for general purposes if it
were relieved from the greater part of those details.

The system of separate Presidencies seems to work well, and
to justify an entire change would require somne obvious and
great advantage which is not manifest.

But it is undoubtedly desirable that there should be an
unity of authority, and that every part of India should in every
respect be under one Supreme Government.

There might be in each of the three Presidencies of Bengal,
Madras, and Bombay, a Deputy-Governor, with a Board for
internal administration; and, over all, a Governor-General with
a Supreme Council.

This seems at first sight a more expensive arrangement than
the present, but as the local Governments would be limited to
internal administration, the subordinate Boards which at present
exist in the several departments might be wholly or partially
dispensed with.

Each Presidency miglit require a separate Commander of
the Forces, but there might be a Commander-in-Chief of the
whole, who should be equally Commander-in-Chief for all the
troops, and not, as at present, Commander-in-Chief for the
King's troops only, and commander of the Company's forces in
Bengal alone.

The Commander-in-Chief ought to be a member of the
Supreme Council, in which all important political and military
questions would be determined; but the commanders of the
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respective Presidencies need not be members of the Presidency
Boards, as the business of the subordinate Governments would
be confined chiefly to local civil administration, in which the
commanders of the forces could be of littile use. The local
Boards might be assisted, if necessary, with military knowledge,
by having a military man as secretary in the military depart-
ment, as is already the case in Bengal.

The nomination to appoirtments, or what is designated the
patronage in all the forces, ought to belong to the commander-
in-chief, and the patronage of the three Governments to the
Governor-General. This is necessary for the due influence of
these high authorities; for, without the power of dispensing
benefits, they -would be of little consequence, personally, in the
estimation of the community.

Whenever circumstances will admit-that is, whenever the
Governor-General may be a general officer of sufficient mili-
tary rank, it will be better that he should also be Commander-
in-Chief. In this conquered empire, where the army forms so
preponderating a part of the Earopean community, the exist-
ence of a separate head to the army creates a power which
sometimes becomes a sort of rival to that of the Governor-Ge-
neral. Either the Commander-in-Chief acquires popularity at
the expense of the Governor-General, or both are unpopular.
The periods of greatest discontent in the army will be found to
have occurred when the offices were separate; the army has
been best pleased when they have been united.

The union of the offices of Governor-General and Commander-
in-Chief is not suggested as an arrangement in no instance to
be deviated from. It is supposed that the jùnction of autho-
rities would generally be advantageous w. but if a rule had
existed excluding from the Governor-Generalship every person
who could not be Commander-in-Chief, we should have lost
the administrations of Lord Wellesley and Warren Hastings.

The Supreme Government might consist of the Governor-
General, the Commander-in-Chief, and two other members.
Civil or military servants from either of the three Presidencies
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to be eligible to the Supreme Council. More members from
other professions might be added for legislation. One or more
secretaries, as need might bé, to be attached to the Supreme
Government to be taken from any of the Presidencies.

The subordinate Governments might consist of a Deputy-
Governor and two members of the Board at each Presidency.
The members of the Board to be selected from the civil ser-
vants of the same Presidency.

Officers of the Indian army to be eligible as well as officers
of the British army to the offices of Commander-in-Chief and
commanders of forces.

The nomination of Governor-General, Commander-in-Chief,
deputy-governors, commanders of forces, members of the
Supreme Council, members of Presidency Boards, and general
officers on the Staff, to be made by the Home authorities. Ail
subordinate appointments to emanate from the Governor-
General or the Commander-in-Chief in India. The Govern-
ment at home must be careful to leave inviolate to the
Government in India the power of selecting its agents in the
administration of the country, and to limit the selection used

by us at present.to persons duly qualified by local education in
the.civil or military service of -the State in India.

The Supreme Government ought to possess the power of
controlling and directing the subordinate Governments in the
details of the internal administration of the several Presidencies,
whenever it may see fit to interfere, as well as in every other
respect. The Presidency Governments, in short,to be thoroughly
subordinate; to report their proceedings to the Suprene Go-
vernment, aid to have no separate correspondence with the
Home authorities, unless to convey intelligence when it may
be useful for then to do so. Political, military, financial
afflairs, legislation, and all general interests would corne within
the peculiar province of the Supreme Government, which
would be the more efficient for its duties by being relieved from
the details of internal Presidency administration.

The ordinary seat of the Supreme Government might be, as
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at present, in Calcutta, which is certainly the capital city of
British India. But if a centrical position be preferred, Saugur
offers itself as nearly the heart of India. It would, however,
be inconvenient and expensive to make a new capital, and
centricality of position is of less consequence, as the Supreme
Gcvernment ought to have the power of moving wherever its
superintendence might be most required.

The subordinate governments also ought to have the power
of moving within the limits of their respective territories under
the orders of the Supreme Government. The seats of the
subordinate governments would be naturally at Calcutta,
Madras, and Bombay. Or if the seat of the Supreme Govern-
ment were at Calcutta, that of the local government of the
Bengal Presidency might be at Allahabad or Monghyr; but
this arrangement would probably throwr on the Supreme Go-
vernment the local administration of affairs at Calcutta, and
so far diminish its efficiency for general government by involv-
ing it in internal details.
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,Mtlítaq ana 1 voitictat.

DEFENCE OF OUR INDIAN EMPIRE.

[arck 6, 1830.]

[In the following paper the peculiar views of Sir Charles Metcalfe, rela-
tive to the dangers which, in his estimation, at al times threatened the
secuxity of our Indian Empire, are suggested rather than enforced. These
opinions were not, however, enunciated in the spirit of an alarmist; but
solely with the object of resisting an undue tendency to reduction, in al
parts of the Indian Establishment, which was then manifesting itself at
home. There was nothing which he more consistently aclvocated throughout
the whole of his career, than the necessity of maintiing the effciency of
the army, as the only real bulwark of our strength,]

TUE Honorable the Court of Directors, in the 8th paragrapl
of their letter of the 18th of February, 1829, have been pleased
to express a wish, that the grounds of an opinion, stated by me
in a Minute of the 25th of February, 1828, had been more
fully explained.

That opinion vas to the effect, that our army in India is not

larger than what it would be desirable to retain could the ex-
pense be afforded.

With reference to the wish expressed by the Honorable
Court, I proceed to explain that opinion, and shahl commence
by endeavouring to reply to the particular questions put by the
Honorable Court, and herewith entered in the margin.
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1. Is it that the 1. The measures of the Marquis of Hast.
political measures ings were entirely successful in suppressingadopted under the
Government of the the predatory powers, and tranquilhising
Marquis of Hastings Central India, which were among the prin-
have failed to pro-.
duce their expected cipal results expected from these measures;
results, and if so, but the arrangements adopted for the coin-
waene has this pletion of those objects led to an increase

of our army. By occupying several sta-
tions in Rajpootana and Malwah, we created a demand for
additional troops, which our government was soon induced to
supply. We established what may be termed a military police
throughout Central India, with a view to maintain order in
countries belonging to foreign potentates. This system will no
doubt have advocates, and it cannot be denied that it has pro-
duced the tranquillity which was desired. Nevertheless I must
acknowledge myself to be of opinion that it was erroneous. I
consider the stations of Nusserabad, Neemuch, Mhow, and even
Nagpoor and their subordinate posts, to have been unneces-
sarily ocupied as permanent stations after the~war of 1817-18.
We might have adopted another course. After suppressing the
predatory powers, and remaining long enough to see that object
fully accomplished, we might have withdrawn our forces within
our own frontiers; we might have exercised through our poli-
tical agents a general superintendence over the tranquillity of
Central India, preventing the several states from attacking each
other, but also avoiding that minute interference which we
have since exercised, especially in Malwah, in the affairs and
internal police of every petty state. Instead of acting our-
selves as police officers throughout the country, we might have
required from the several states suitable exertions to keep the
peace by their own means, and we might have organised rela-
tions of mutual protection and subordination between the greater
and the minor states, where necessary for general tranquillity.
Under such a system, we might have had occasionally to em-
ploy troops in Central India for the restoration of broken
peace, or the restitution of the rights of a weaker violated by a

N 2
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stronger power, but the permanent drain in our army, which
now imposes on us a permanent increase of expense, would
have been avoided. Were I asked whether or not I think a
change to such a systein still practicable and advisable, I
should answer that I do not consider it impracticable, and an
not confident that it is unadvisable; but there is a great dif-
ference between avoiding' and abandoning a system. Abandon-
ment is retrogression, which of itself is an evil in India, from
the sensation which it excites, and the impression, with which
it would be attended, of diminution of power. Our system
has been established. The expense of stationing our troops in
Central India has been incurred: were we now to withdraw
them, the people would regard the measure as a retreat and
loss of power, and would be prepared for great changes.
Unless willing to abandon our supremacy, we should probably
at first have to act occasionally with vigor, and not without
expense, in order to maintain our power, and prevent general
disturbance. While, therefore, able to keep our army at its
present strength, it will perhaps be as well to leave our stations
in Central India untouched; but if compelled by absolute ne-
cessity to effect a large reduction of force, the question of dis-
pensing with those stations may very properly be taken into
consideration.

2. Is it that your 2 I am of opinion that this is, in some
military force is not degree, the case. It has been too much ourdistributed in a way .
the most favorable practice heretofore to disperse our army in
to its efficiency? single regiments, or small detachments, but
not so much so of late as formerly. Were we to have our regular
army brought together in large bodies at several chosen points,
and exercised in field operations; were we to have a cheaper
description of force for internal service, and to make more use
of our invalids, converting them into veteran regiments for
garrison duties, we might probably have a less expensive armuy,
and at the same time a more efficient one for field service.
But if any alteration of the distribution of our army were now
suggested, we ought to remember that it is an expensive
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affair to build new stations, and is more expedient to avail
ourselves of such cantonments as already exist.

3. Is it that our 3. There is -no doubt, in my mind, that

ent is so ivem- our government is thoroughly unpopular;
pular with the na- but this is because it is a government of
tves, as to require conquerors and foreigners, and not froma large army to, pre-
serve the internal objections to oar systen of government.
peace of the country? I do not mean to say that our system is
popular; but I am not pfepared to show that any other that
we could adopt would be more so.

Our Indian Government has always labored to make our
system of rule palatable to our native subjects. Various
changes have been adopted froma time to time with this view,
and if any one could suggest any practicable improvement ob-
viously calculated to render our sway more popular, it would
no doubt be carried into effect. Our system differs from that
of native governments principally in our more elaborate
judicial and police establishments. Native governments of the
present day trouble themselves less to perfect such establish-
ments for the benefit of their subjects; but some have a system
handed down to them from their predecessors, which works
perhaps more efficaciously than our own. Were I asked
whether the increased happiness of our subjects is proportionate
to the heavier expense of our establishments, I should be
obliged to answer according to my belief in the negative ; but
it nay not be so easy for us, as for native governments, to
dispense with expensive judicial establishments. Every day
we are called on to increase them. To retrace our steps is
difficult and might be exceedingly injurious. The probability
is that we must go on to further expense. Every improve-
ment of British India, connected with the establishment of an
European population, will render the administration of justice
more expensive to the State. The most costly part of our judi-
cial establishment is the King's-Court; and the greater the
necessity for English law, the more expensive will our Pro-
vincial Courts become. It ought not to be an objection to our
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system of government that its chief characteristic, as distin-
guishiig it from that of native iule, is the outlay of a greater
portion of the public revenue in order to furnish justice to our
subjects. When, therefore, I admit that we do require a large
army to preserve the peace of the country, I ascribe this necessity
not to our system of goverument, but to the existence of oui

government. We are foreign conquerors, against whom the
antipathy of our native subjects naturally prevails. We hold
the country solely by force, and by fdrce alone can we maintain
it. It is not that the internal peace of our own country might not
possibly be preserved with a smaller army, but we must be at
all times prepared to cope with foreign hostility and internal
disaffection, and unless we have the means of subduing both,
our rule must be very precarious.

4. Is it that our
notions of seeurity,

and of the conditions
necessary to the en-

jo ent oit have

sition? That wehave
own more Suscep-

tibleofalaxm,4uieker
in our apprehensions
of danger, nicer in
our calculations of
the means of avert-
ing it; more cautions
of encounten ha-
zards, less ferte in
resources, or less
confident -in them,
and in ourselves?

4. In all these respects we are much the
saine as we have always been. The strength
of oui army has been limited generally by our
necessities. . We have maintained usually
as great a force as we could pay, not hold-
ing that to be too much, or even enough,
but wanting means to entertain more. I
believe this to have been the only scale by
which hitherto we have been able to regu-
late the extent of our army. At no period
since I came to India has the army been
reduced on any other ground than the ne-
cessity of reducing our expenses. At no
period has the belief prevailed that our

force exceeded the exigencies of the vast empire under our
control. At no period has reduction been effected without
apprehension in the minds of men of local knowledge and ex-
perience, and especially those who have seen most of foreign
native states, that we were ineurring a risk which the necessity
of the case alone would justify. After every war, reduction
has been effected; but instead of continuing reduction through-
out the state of peace, we have had recourse to increase, under
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an admitted necessity, before the o'ccurrence of another war.
The same necessity which has hitherto limited the extent of
our army, must continue to do so. We cannot keep what we
cannot pay; and must encounter hazards, rather than allow our
expenditure continually to exceed our income. But if any one,
well acquainted with the state of India, and competent to discern
the accidents to which we are liable, were now to draw up a
statement of the force required for the maintenance of our
power, without reference to financial difficulties, the probability,
the certainty perhaps I might say, is that he would fix it at an
amount exceeding what we have. What commander-in-chief
has ever pronounced the Indian army more than adequate, or
has not repeatedly urged the necessity of increase or the inexpe-
diency of reduction? What government has ever reduced the
army from any other motive than financial necessity? It can-
not justly be supposed, that this universal feeling proceeds from
a wanton desire to increase the army without cause. Who that
is acquainted with the state of India does not at this moment
feel that we should be the better for more European troops, if
we could afford to pay them? The time has not yet come,
and probably never will come, when we can limit our military
force in India by any other scale than that of our pecuniary
resources, beyond which it would obviously be folly and ruin
to attempt to maintain an army permanently, although in time
of war, and during emergencies, it may be unavoidable.

5. If there are
causes, whether of
temporary or permna-
nent operationwhich
render it unsafe, or
in any respect inex-
pedient, to maintain
somewhatsimilarpro-
portions between a
war and peace esta-
blishment in India
which are usually ob-
served n the states
of Europe, it is de-
sirable that the na-

5. I do not mean to assume that there is to
be no difference between a war and a peace
establishment in our army in India. There
always has been, and naturally ever will be,
a considerable difference. At the end of
every war we reduce our army as much as
seems consistent with safety. Since the
last war, in the Bengal arny, one-third of
our regular infantry, one-fourth of our re-
gular cavalry, one-half of our irregular
cavalry, and one-fourth, I think, of our
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ture of such pecu. foot artillery, have been reduced, exclusive
in.ties s oand ee of reductions of local and provincial corps,
plaineat and other charges. Nevertheless there are

peculiarities of permanent operation in our
Indian Empire which widely distinguish it from any European
state. It is an empire of conquest, and the hearts of the people
are not with us. We must be prepared to meet sudden warfare;
we must be able to oppose external enemies and to maintain
internal subjection. From the people we can derive no aid.
We can have no militia, no conscription, no press, no volunteer
corps, no levy en masse in our favor in a case of emergency.
Reinforcements from England inght arrive too tardily.
Recruits raised in India could not be manufactured into soldiers
soon enough. Our native army is composed of mere mer-
cenaries, and must be trained for war before the exigency
arises. There is another peculiarity in our situation. We
cannot reduce our army by regiments, that is, we cannot
disband our officers and put them on half-pay as in Europe.
No officer could be condemned to live on half-pay in the
climate of India. The hardship, we know, is severe even in
Europe. We cannot, therefore, raise a number of regiments in
time of war, and disband them in peace. The full charge of
the officers at least must be permanent; and although they
night by degrees be absorbed in other regiments of the army,

even that arrangement would be found very disheartening to
the whole body. It would not be difficult to establish as a
system, that during war none but temporary regiments should
be raised, and these might be assigned to internal duties,
having no officers permanently posted to them, and not above
three to do duty with thein; but we have always been without
any system long in operation, because our government is con-
tinually changing. The systen of increasing our army has
been the only permanent one, for in that the whole army has
always been interested, and no one has been able to deny the
necessity. But the predominating cause which makes it im-
possible with safety to place our army on a very low peace
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establishment, is the precariousness of our existence as a power
in India if we relinquish the means of maintaining 'awe among
our subjects, as well as among foreign states, through the
influence of a military force believed to be irresistible. Without
this we should invite opposition, hostility, and insurrection,
which, if successful, might spread like wildfire, and rapidly
involve our whole Indian Empire in conflagration and destrue-
tion. The maintenance, therefore, of the largest army that we
can'afford to pay is perhaps the most economical system that
we could adopt.

The surprising circumstance that our armies have increased
as our enemies have been subdued, may be accounted for in
several ways:

1. In time of war we have increased our force, and at the
end of it we have found ample employmnent for a portion of
the increase.

2. Every successful war has extended our territory and the
sphere of our superintendence, and caused a necessity for a
larger force to cover a space more widely spread.

3. A successful war has sometimes brought us into contact
with new powers, of whom we previously took no notice, but
by whom subsequently the extent of our army has been
influenced always towards increase.

4. The increase of resources attendant on successful wars has
encouraged us to maintain the increased force of which the
necessity has been admitted.

5. It may be added that the increase has been found neces-
sary sometimes when there has been no increase of resources to
meet it, the necessity arising out of the character shown by
the enemy in the preceding war.

Instances may be adduced of the operation of these various
causes. After the destruction of Tippoo and the revival of the

Mysore state, we furnished a force to be stationed in the
Mysore territories. The completion of our alliance with the
Nizam increased the forces to be maintained in his dominions,
and caused troops to be posted in the ceded districts. Our
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alliance with the Peishwa in 1802 caused a subsidiary force to
be stationed permanently in his territories. Our alliance with
the Guickowar had a similar effect. The success of the .war of
1803, 1804, 1805, and 1806, caused us to occupy several
military stations beyond the Jumna, and brought us into
contact with the Sikhs, the Rajpoots, and the Jauts, all warlike
tribes, between whom ansl our frontier the Mahratta posses.-
sions before intervened. The negotiations of 1808 and 1809
brought the Sikhs between the Sutlej and Jumna under our pro-
tection, and carried our military frontier to the Sutlej. Then
the power of the ruler of Lahore in immediate contact with us
became a new object of our vigilant attention and, precau-
tion. The Goorkha war in 1814, 1815, and 1816, maade us
acquainted with a formidable power, whose military strength
was previously unknown and egregiously underrated. Then,
for the first time in India, we had recourse to superiority of
numbers to overpower the bravery and discipline of our enemy,
combined with the natural advantages of his defensive positions.
At the close of that war we occupied the conquered Hill
Provinces with new troops, and lined our frontier on the plains
towards Nepal with military stations. Our treaty of alliance
with Nagpoor rendered it necessary to supply a subsidiary force
for that state. The war of 1817, 1818, and 1819, led to the
military occupation of Rajpootana and Malwah, including the
Saugur and Nerbudda territories, and caused the occupation of
four additional large stations, as well as many of a smaller class.
The Burman war, by the acquisition of Assam, Arrakan, and
the Tenasserim coast, has been attended with fresh calls for
troops. Until within the last few years our eastern frontier
required only a native battalion, of which one wing was posted
at Dacca and the other at Chittagong. Let this force be com-
pared with that which now occupies the same frontier, including
our conquests from the Burmans, and the difference wil show
the manner in which our army increases by success. On the
Bombay side of India most of our principal military stations
have been formed since 1802, and we have by degrees brought
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ourselves in contact with Sind, and narrowly escaped a war
with that power, which, had it taken place and been successful,
would have involved us in new relations and required more
troops. The Bombay army has been greatly increased since the
war of 1817 and 1818, which can only be explained by the
admission that expansion of dominion requires extension of mili-
tary occupation; for otherwise, as the conquest of the Peishwa's
territory did not bring the Bombay Government into contact
with any great power whose hostility might be dangerous,
there would not, primâ facie, have seemed to be any reason
for the increase of its army. Neither was the Bombay Go-
vernment tempted to this increase by any superfluity of re-
sources; for great as has been its acquisition of territory by
the Peishwa's downfall, there is an immense deficit in its income
below its expenditure. Some supposed necessity nust have
existed, of which the local authorities must be held to be the
best judges, for an increase which, in ordinary calculation, at a
distance, would not perhaps have appeared to be either necessary
or expedient. I am not, for my own part, arguing that the
Bombay army is too large for what it has to protect. I doubt
whether, as a separate army for the service of its own Presidency,
it is large enough. But it is possible that our army has been
sometimes unnecessarily increased, owing to our having separate
presidencies, separate governments, separate armies, and sepa-
rate commanders, when any actual exigency miglit have been
provided for by a suitable distribution of the armies of the
Presidencies, as if they had been one, for the general service of
India.

Every war has led to a permanent increase of our army.
Sometimes our conquests have furnished resources for the pay-
ment of that increase, sometimes not. If we had only external
enemies to think of, the advance of our military frontier would
not necessarily be attended with an increase of force. Our
stations would in that case be removed from the old to the
new frontier. But the whole of our territory being a con-
quered and hostile country, we cannot afford to leave bare that
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which remains in our rear. In 1803 our great military stations
in the North-Western Provinces were on the Ganges. In 1806
they were advanced beyond the Jumna, but we could. not re-
linquish our stations on the Ganges. Cawnpore remains to
this day one of our largest stations. In 1809 our military
frontier was advanced to the Sutlej, and Meerut, and subse-
quently Kurnaul, became Jarge stations of the head-quarters of
generals of division, with reference to the importance of the
north-west frontier; but we could not abandon the stations of
Agra, Muttra, and Dihlee, formed in 1806 with a view to the
powers of Central India, and these are still considerable stations,
although since 1817 Central India has been in a great measure
occupied by our own troops.

It is not my intention to argue that every station at any time
occupied has been indispensable; but it is evident that it has
been so considered, at the time of its formation, by competent
authorities. Lord Lake advanced our stations to the Jumna.
Sir George Hewett made Meerut one of our principal stations.
Sir David Ochterlony and Sir John Malcolm formed our sta-
tions in Rajpootana and Malwah.

Among the causes of increase in our army, it is evident that
we require more men to do those things that could formerly be
done with less. While we have been extending our dominion
in India, several military powers have arisen, several disciplined
armies have been formed. At first our discipline operated like
magie; but the native powers have learned the art from us;
and although we retain our superiority, it is not in the same
immeasurable degree. Sindia's formidable force of disciplined
infantry and artillery, as well as that of other Mahratta powers,
was created after the establishment of our power in India. It
was defeated by Lord Lake and by the Duke of Wellington,
but not vithout hard fighting. It is probable that the army
which won the battle of Plassey would have been overwhelmed
at Assye. The Goorkha is another purely military power,
which has got up and formed an army admirably disciplined in
imitation of ours, without foreign aid, and thoroughly national,
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and this entirely since our government was established over a
great portion of India. About 1770 we sent five companies of
Sepoys, under a captain, on a hostile expedition into the
Nepal country. They took and kept possession of Mukwan-
poor and Etounda, and nothing dared to oppose them. The
Goorkha Government was not then established in Nepal.
Were we to send five companies ihto Nepal now for any hostile
purpose they would instantly be annihilated. To war with
Nepal in 1814 and 1815 we employed forty thousand men, and
in several instances failed. For the purpose of forcing an entry
into Nepal Proper in 1815 and 1816, which we failed to ac-
complish in 1814 and 1815, we had sixteen thousand men,
including several European regiments, under our favorite
general, and then the entry was effected, not by any attempt to
force the passes that were defended, but by a wise and fortunate
experiment, which must, however, have failed had it been
opposed, owing to which we turned the enemy and gained a
footing in the mountains by a surprie. Many more improbable
revolutions have happened than that. The Goorkha power
niay some day lord it over the plains between the hills and the
Ganges in consequence of our downfall, whether promoted by
them or produced entirely by other causes. The power of
Runjeet Singh, the ruler of Lahore, is another which has
greatly advanced since we came in contact with him. In
1806 I was sent on a mission to his capital, not to him,
althougli he was there, but to Jeswunt Rao Holkar, who was
encamped in the neighbourhood, and Runjeet Singh was then
comparatively so insignificant that he was not noticed in the
instructions that I received. fHis power, his army, his re-
sources have from that time to this been continually on the
increase; not the Punjab alone, but Cashmere, Mooltan,
Attock, Peshawur, and many other conquests of inferior note,
havé been subjected to his dominion: and if it were necessary
to attack him, we should have to put forth our utmost strength.
We should certainly use a greater force than we brought
together in 1809, when a war with Runjeet Singh seemed pro-
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bable, and we should do so with good reason, as his power has
vastly increased. We should, beyond doubt, employ a larger
army than that with which Lord Lake advanced into the Punjab,
when he had the probable prospect of contending with Holkar
and Runjeet Singh united. Runjeet Singh has imitated the
Mahrattas, and has his troops disciplined by Europeans. For
obvious reasons he has preferred Frenchmen and other foreign-
ers to Englishmen.

It is probably owing to a combination of the several causes
stated, but whatever be the cause, it is manifest from all past
experience that calls axe constantly made at most of our stations
for an addition of force, while no one of experience can be found
to say that what we maintain, on the whole, is superfluous.

That it may be beyond our means is another affair, and if
that prove to be really the case, security must yield to necessity;
and it will become the duty of our local governments to
consider how, with the least injury, our army can be reduced
within the limits of our resources. But this is the last of our
establishments that we can wisely reduce, and every other de-
partment ought first to bc subjected to every possible retrench-
ment.

It is of course almost impossible to say that a certain number
of regiments are indispensable, or that a certain number are
sufficient; but while it is doubtful that the force which we have
is sufficient, there seems to be no better criterion for regulat-
ing its extent than the amount of our resources. It is to be
lamented that any permanent increase was ever admitted
without a strict calculation showing that our means were com-
petent to maintain it; which being shown, that competency
ought not to have been allowed to be counteracted by increase
of expenditure in other departments. This precision, carefully
attended to at aIl the Presidencies without deviation, would
have kept our expenditure within our income, and would have
saved us from the embarrassment which we at present suffer
from the necessity of reduction, and the difficulty of selecting
the proper objects for its·accomplishment.
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CONSTITUTION· OF THE INDIAN ARMY.

[fay 16, 1835.]

[In this Minute, written after Sir Charles Metcalfe had assumed the
Govemor-Generalship, the opinions relative to the insecurity of our Indian
Empire, glanced at in the preceding paper, are emphatically and unreservedly
declared. Lord William Bentinck had spoken more lightly of these dangers
thau the Indian civilian could conceive to be justified by a reference to
all the cireunmstances of our actual position;* but he had seen peill where
Metcalfe could not see it, in the enlightenment of the people. The passage
at page 197, relative to the diffusion of knowledge, will be read with no
common pleasure.]

The Right Honorable the late Governor-General, in a
minute dated the 13th March, has recorded his sentiments
regarding the composition of the army of India, and the method
to render it more efficient.

In the commencement of that Minute his Lordship has
entered on the question of the danger of our position in India,
and although he has, I think, underrated it in some respects,
the sum of his remarks tends to show that we are in such
danger as is incalculable.

* There is no parallel of this in of our position. Lord Wellesley and
the antecedents of Indian history. Lord Minto were much more sen-
It is commonly the home-bred states- sible of danger than Sir John Shore
man who is most alive to the dangers or Sir George Barlow.
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His Lordship is of opinion that there is no danger from
native powers, because there is no chief with any semblance of
military force; but this cannot be said of Runjeet Singh, nor
of Sindia, nor of the Goorkhas (a nation of disciplined
soldiers), nor of Holkar, nor of the- Burmans, nor of many
other powers, who, in a greater or less degree as to each other,
have all the materials of military force according to their
means, of which we might be made aware very speedily if
there were any favorable occasion for its display against us.
We must not imagine, because we are now at peace and appa-
rently invincible, that there is no military power that could be
arrayed against us in the event of troubles and disasters. The
difficulties that we had, to contend with, and the exertions that
we were compelled to make, when we had the Goorkhas and
the Burmans singly to combat, ought to satisfy us that we may
again be involved in embarrassments which would add greatly
to the moral strength of every power in India disposed to
enter the field as an enemy. Except the mental effect, which
may or-may not have been produced by out ultimate success in
our former wars with these powers, they are as strong as they
ever were; the Goorkhas, I believe, stronger, owing to their
incessant attention to the perfection of their military efficiency,
and to the admirable system by which every man in the nation
is made a disciplined soldier. It 'May be said that they cannot
cope with us in the plains, and single-handed; if we could
bring all our resources against them, they most probably could
not. This would not, however, be from any want of energy or
of discipline on their part, but from our superiority in cavalry,
artillery, and every other atm; in some respects in skill and
efficiency, in others in numbers. But neither have we any
right to expect that the war would be single-handed, nor can
we calculate on its being carried on in the plains. We must
be prepared for an offensive war, in which the Goorkhas would
have all the advantages of their mountains, and our difficulties
be accordingly increased. A merely defensive war would be
to us nearly the same as a defeat. It would be a change, and
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an evidence of weakness which our power could hardly survive.
It is not, therefore, enough to say that one power, single-handed,
is a match for us. We should not be here, if any were. The
question is, can we conquer them all at once? for the power to
do that is necessary for our safety.

Our. danger does not lie in the military force alone of
native states, but in the spirit by which they are actuated
towards us; and still more in the spirit of our subjects from
one end of India to the other. We have no hold on their
affections; more than that, disaffection is universal. So that
what to a power supported by the affections of its subjects
would be a slight disaster, might to us be an irreparable
calamity. The little reverse which we met with at Ramoo, in
the Burman war, sounded throughout India like our repulse
at the first siege of Bhurtpore, magnified and exaggerated as
if it had been our death-knell. The Commander-in-Chief was
said to have been killed, and the Governor-General to have put
an end to himself in despair by swallowing pounded diamonds.
Ramoo became so celebrated, that although the place is an
insignificant one in the district of Chittagong, in our own ter-
ritory, never before generally heard of, the word is now used
by the natives as the name of the Burman Empire, or of any

place to the eastward beyond sea; and an idea of something
formidable and dreadful is attached to it.

Some say that our empire in India rests on opinion, others-
on main force. It in fact depends on both. We could
not keep the country by opinion if we had not a considerable
force; and no force that we could pay would be sufficient if it
were not aided by the opinion of our invincibility. Our force
does not operate so much by its actual strength as by the im-
pression which it produces, and that impression is the opinion
by which we hold India.

Internal insurrection, therefore,. is one of the greatest of our
dangers, or, rather, becomes so when the means of quelling it
are at a distance. It is easy to decide it, because insurgents
may not have the horse, foot, and artillery of a regular army;

0
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but it becomes serious if we have not those materials at hand.
Nothing eau be a stronger proof of our weakness in the absence
of a military force, even when it is not far removed, than the
history of such insurrections as have occurred. The civil
power and all semblance of the existence of our government
are instantly swept away by the torrent. We need not go far
back to show that in theneighbourhood of the metropolis of
British India, within a forced march from one of the largest
of our military stations, our government was subverted through-
out a considerable extent of territory; our magistrates, with all
the power that they could collect, driven like chaf before the
wind, and an insurrectionary authority established by a handful
of men proclaiming the overthrow of our dominion, and the
establishment of a new dynasty in the person of the leader of a
band of fanatics. This state of things continued for several
days, until the insurrection was suppressed by the application
of military force, without which it is impossible to say to what
extent it might have proceeded, so completely were the in-
surgents masters of the neighbouring country. As the spirit
of insurrection is catching, this affair was soon followed by an
insurrection of the Dangur Coles, a race previously orderly and
submissive, and remarkable for industrious and laborious habits
out of their own country. No sooner had insurrection broken
out than it spread like wildfire. Not a Cole in the country
was free from the infection. All the inhabitants of other
descriptions, the Rajah and a few chiefs excepted, vho had
strongholds or military means for their protection, were mas-
sacred or expelled. The officers of our administration and
every sign of our government quickly disappeared. For a
long time all the force that could be found on our part was not
only inadequate to suppress the insurrection, but, although in
able hands, could hardly resist it, and could not prevent its
spreading, or do more than check it at one point. It required
several months and a large force to put down this insurrection;
but that of the Chooans, another wild race, soon followed, which
baffled the first force and the second force employed, and kept
us engaged for many months also before it was extinguished.
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Had all these insurrections happened, at once, or any of them
at a time when we could not have brought troops against them,
they might have been exceedingly embarrassing, and the extent
to which they might have proceeded, or the danger with which
they might have been attended, cannot now be calculated.
These things happened in countries which had been long under
our dominion; and although able reports have been written as
to the causes, they have never to my mind been satisfactorily
explained, according to any motives or expectations by which
men would rationally have been guided under the circumstances
then existing. In each case, in my opinion, the actual cause
was habitual disaffection, operated upon by the spirit of insur-
rection, excited by false notions that the time was favorable for
success. The alleged causes elicited by investigation, if they
were causes at all, were merely sparks applied to combustibles
previously existing.

I have noticed these circumstances at the risk of repeating
what I have probably said more than once on former occasions,
because the prevalent disaffection of our subjects, the uncer-
tainty under which we hold any part of our Indian possessions,
without the presence or immediate vicinity of a military force;
the utter inability of our civil establishments to stem the torrent
of insurrection, their consternation and helplessness when it
begins to roar, constitute in reality the greatest of our dangers
in India; without which a Russian invasion, or any other in-
vasion, might, I doubt not, be successfully met and repulsed.
The authority of the late Governor-General, in deriding in-
ternal disafFection and insurrection, as if they were quite con-
temptible, must have great weight, the more because it will be
gratifying to our rulers to see such opinions supported by such
authority. Differing totally from those opinions, I think it
necessary to appeal to facts of recent occurrence. What hap-
pened in the Barasut, Ramghur, and Jungul Mehal districts,
may happen in any other part of our country, without any
other cause than the disaffection already existing everywhere.

Persons unacquainted with our position in India migh~t
o2
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throw in out teeth that this disaffection is the consequence of
bad government, and many among us, connecting the two ideas
together, are reluctant to credit the existence of general dis-
affection. But this feeling is quite natural without any mis-
government. Instead of being excited by our misrule, it is, I
believe, in a great degree, mollified by our good government.
It exists because the domination of strangers-in every respect
strangers-in country, in color, in dress, in manners, in habits,
in religion, must be odious. It is less active than it might be,
because it is evident to all that we endeavour to govern well,
and that whatever harm our government does proceeds from
ignorance or mistake, and not from. any wilful injustice or
oppression.

Although Lord William Bentinck appears to despise the
dangers of either foreign foes or internal insurrection in India,
his Lordship admits some things which are quite sufficient to
show that danger exists. le admits that we have no hold on
the affections of our subjects; that our native army is taken
from a disaffected population; that our European soldiery are
too few to be of much avail against any extensive plan of in-
surrection. This is quite enough, and more than I have
hitherto alluded to; for it is impossible to contemplate the
possibility of disaffection in our army, without seeing at once
the full force of our danger. As long as our native army is
faithful, and we can pay enough of it, we can keep India in
order by its instrumentality; but if the instrument should turn
against us, where would be the British power? Echo answers,
where? It is impossible to support a sufficient army of Euro-
peans to take the place of our native army.

The late Governor-General appears also to adopt, in some
measure, the just remark of Sir John Malcolm, that "in an
empire like that of India we are always in danger, and it is
impossible to conjecture the form in which it may approach."
This sentiment expresses the reality of the case in perhaps
the truest manner, and I will not longer dwell on this part of
the subject.
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His Lordship, however, sees further danger in the spread of
knowledge and the operations of the Press. I do not, for my
own part, anticipate danger as a certain consequence from these
causes. I see so much.danger in the ignorance, fanaticisn, and
barbarism of our subjects, that I rest on the spread of know-
ledge some hope of greater strength and security. Men will be
better able to appreciate the good and evil of our rule; and if
he good predominate, they will know that they may lose by a
change. Without reckoning on the affection of any, it seems
probable that those of the natives who would most deprecate
and least promote our overthrow, would be the best-informed
and most enlightened among them, unless they had themselves,
individually, ambitious dreams of power. If, however, the
extension of knowledge is to be a new source of danger-and I
will not pretend confidently to predict the contrary-it is one
altogether unavoidable. It is our duty to extend knowledge
whatever may be the result; and spread it would, even if we
impeded it. The time is passed when the operations of the
Press could be effectually restrained, even if that course would
be any source of safety, which must be very doubtful. Nothing
so precarious could in prudence be trusted to. If, therefore,
increase of danger be really to be apprehended from increase of
knowledge, it is what we must cheerfully submit to. We
must not try to avert it, and if we did we should fail.

His Lordship considers our greatest danger to lie in an
invasion from the north-west, led by the Russians. He sup-
poses a force of 20,000 Russian infantry and 100,000 Asiatic
cavalry to have arrived on our north-western frontier. Sup.
posing such a case, with the time which we should have for
preparation, we ought to be able to give a good account of
the Russian infantry; easily I should say, if there were no
danger of internal insurrection at such a crisis. The 100,000
cavalry it would be more difficult to manage, from the impos-
sibility of collecting an equal force of that arm. But is there
no impossibility of collecting such a force against us? I doubt
the practicability of assembling such an immense body. Are
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all to be on one side? Is there to be no hostility to the Rus-
aians in their progress? Is every chance to turn up in their
favor? If it were possible to collect such a force, how is it to
be fed and supported? At whose cost? Not at that of Russia
or any other power, that being utterly impracticable from want
of means. Solely then at the cost of the countries through
which it had to pass. If this were possible, it would at least
destroy those countries, and the Russian infantry would be
starved to death by the operatiòns of its allied cavalry. All
speculations, however, regarding our nilitary defence against
a Russian invasion may be safely postponed until we know
more on the subject. It cannot come on so suddenly as to
prevent preparation to the utmost extent that our resources will
allow; and preparation for such an event must be on à much
larger scale than any that our means could afford without the
immediate approach of the event, or for any length of time.
Reserving suitable measures until we have reason to apprehend
that we shall have to meet this danger, we have, in the mean
time, without reference to such a course, ample reasons for
putting our army on the most efficient footing, and for in-
creasing it to any extent that our finances will bear. The
measures proposed in the late Governor-General's minute,
appear to me to fall far short of what would be requisite at
the crisis which he contemplates.

Considering the possible disaffection of our native army as
our only internal danger, and the want of physical strength and
moral energy as rendering them unable to contend with an
European enemy, his Lordship proposes that the European
portion of our army should be one-fourth, and eventually one-
third, in proportion to the strength of our native army. Ie
considers this as requiring a force of 30,000 Europeans in
India. In the expediency of having at least this force of
Europeans, even in .ordinary times, I entirely concur ; that is,
if we can pay them. But the limit to this, and every other
part of our force, must be regulated by our means. If we
attempted to fix it according to our wants, we should soon be
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without the means of maintaining any army. Thirty thousand
European troops would be vastly inadequate for the purpose of
meeting the imagined Russian invasion, for we should more
require European troops in the interior of India at that time
than at any other. To have our army on a footing calculated
for that event is impossible. Our army cannot well be greater
than it is, owing to want of means. It cannot well be less,
owing to our other wants. Such as it is in extent, it is our
duty to make it as efficient as we can, with or without the
prospect of a Russian invasion; and this is the only way in
which we can prepare for that or any other distant and un-
certain crisis. On the approach of such an event We mnust
have reinforcements of European troops from England to any
amount required, and we must increase our native force accord-
ing to the exigency of the time. We could not long exist in a
state of adequate preparation, as we should be utterly ruined by
the expense.

In order to raise our European force to the proposed number
of 30,000, of which 20,000 are to be infantry and 5000 cavalry,
an addition would be required of 10,000 or 12,000 to our
actual force. The increase of expense would, of course, be
great. It is an increase to which I should not object, for it
may be of vital importance, if we had the means of meeting it;
but we have not. And this is the difficulty which opposes us
in every attempt at improvement.

In order to provide in some degree for this additional
expense, the late Governor-General recommends that a cap-
tain be struck off from every regiment of the native army.
laving, in another minute, proposed the reduction of two

subalterns in every regiment, to meet some other expense, his
Lordship now recommends the abolition of a captain to meet
this. If every additional charge is to be met in this manner,
what will become of our native army? I cannot reconcile my
mind to these proposed reductions of the European officers of
that force. They are the life and soul of it. And to avow
the necessity of increasing the efficiency of the native army,
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and in the same breath to advocate the expediency of reducing
the European officers, appears to me to be an unaccountable
inconsistency. This proposition is accompanied by another
for increasing the number of rank and file in every native
regiment to 1000. This latter measure is highly desirable;
but, like every other good proposition, impracticable from the
want of means.
. Lord William Bentinck. maintains the opinion that there
are too many European officers with the native army, or that
there is no necessity for so many. From what I bave said
above it will be seen that I cannot concur in that opinion. If
we were to regard our native army as mere local corps, for the
support of our civil administration in internal government, we
might reduce the number of European officers; but we cannot,
I conceive, do so, while we expect from the native army the
efficiency of real soldiers against all enemies in the field, Euro-
pean or native. We must not reduce the number of officers
who are to lead thema to the charge, and on whose energies
their discipline and spirit depend. In any future necessary
increase of our native army, either temporary or permanent, it
might be well to see whether internal tranquillity and order
could not be sufficiently preserved by corps partially officered,
as local corps now are, and former levies have been; but with
respect to any kind of regular force intended for field service,
requiring the aid of perfect discipline, the absence of European
officers would be a deplorable and, perhaps, fatal deficiency.
To think of the occasion when our native troops may have to
be led to the charge of Russian batteries and bayonets, and to
propose at the same time to take from them their European
officers, are incongruities which one cannot understand.

The late Governor-General condemns our Indian army, in a
sweeping sentence, as being the most expensive and least
efficient in the world. If it were so, how should we be here ?
Is it no proof of efficiency that it has conquered all India ?
Is it no proof of efficiency that India is more universally tran-
quil owing to our Indian army than it ever was under any
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native government or governments that we read of? If our
Indian army be so expensive, why do we not employ European
troops alone to maintain India ? Why but because Europeans
are so much more expensive that we could not pay a sufficient
number? If our Indian army be so inefficient, why do we
incur the expense of making soldiers of the natives ? Why do
we not entertain the same number of undisciplined people who
would cost much less ? Why but because then we should
lose the country froin the inefficiency of our native force ? If,
therefore, the Indian army be preferable to an European force
on account of its cheapness, and to other native troops on
account of its efficiency ; if we cannot substitute any other
force cheaper and more efficient ; how can it justly be said to
be the most expensive and least efficient army in the world ?
It enables us to conquer and keep India ; if it performs well
every duty required of it, hard work in quarters, good service
in the field, how can it be subject to the imputation of in-
efficiency ? The proof of its cheapness and of its efficiency is,
that we cannot substitute any other description of force at once
so cheap and so efficient.

One important measure proposed by the late Governor-.
General is the entire abolition of the Bombay army, and its
union, half to the Bengal, half to the Madras army. I am
not aware of any ad.vantage to be derived from this measure,
except the saving that might be effected by the abolition of
the portion of the staff which would cease to be necessary
when the Bombay army ceased to be a separate army; but I
can hardly think that this advantage would be sufficient to
make the measure desirable. It would, I imagine, be a source
of great discontent to the whole of the Bombay army, and of
gratification to no one. If there were sufficient reasons for
uniting all the armies of the several Presidencies in one, which
I apprehend there are not, the Bombay ariny would share the
fate of the others, and all would be amalgamated ; but while
there are separate armies, and separate presidencies, I cannot
see any sufficient motive for the abolition of the Bombay army,
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and the infliction of the wound which would thereby be given
to the feelings of that body, and of the -whole service of that
Presidency. For so great a change some very important benefit
ought to be shown, which is not at present visible. The
amount of consequent reduction of expense has not been stated,
and would probably be insignificant compared with the magni-
tude of annoyance.

The junction of the Ceylon force with that of India appears,
for unity of power, to be desirable; but while the Government
of Ceylon is distinct there will probably be impediments to a
junction of the forces.

The introduction of Malay troops into the Indian army is
another question agitated in his Lordship's minute. I am not
competent to offer any decided opinion on this subject, from a
want of sufficient knowledge of the Malay character. The
general impression of it is unfavorable, but I have met with
gentlemen accustomed to it, who speak highly.of it. If Malays
would make orderly and faithful soldiers, I should be inclined
for their admission, on the ground that our native infantry is
composed too much of mén of one class, actuated by one con-
mon feeling, and that it is expedient to have a variety, in order
that one description, in case of necessity, may be used to main-
tain order in another. But this purpose would not be well ac-
complished by the introduction of less orderly, or less efficient,
or more expensive troops ; and what the Malays might prove
in these respects, I do not know. There cannot be a more
orderly body of soldiers in the world than our Bengal native
infantry; and caution ought to be exercised before we substi-
tute for any portion of them another class of men.

It is proposed that a portion of the native army should be
light infantry. To this I see no objection. It was formerly,
and is, I suppose, still the case in the Madras army. It was
also at one time the case in the Bengal army; several light
infantry regiments were formed during the command of General
Hewitt. That was because the French were supposed to be
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coming. They were afterwards reduced. There is now a
light infantry company in each regiment, equal in amount in
the Bengal army to nine regiments, Whether it be better to
have the light infantry as a portion of each regiment, or in
separate regiments, is a question on which I cannot pretend to
offer a decided opinion.

In all that Lord William Bentinck says in favor of that
description of our force which is called irregular, or still more
improperly, local cavalry, perhaps from its not being local, I
have the honor entirely to concur, which I am always more
happy to do than to differ from one whose mind bas been so
purely and anxiously devoted to the public welfare. I regard
the irregular horse as a most useful and valuable description of
troops. I wish that all our native cavalry were of this descrip-
tion, and all our regular cavalry European. I do not mean by
this remark to recommend such a change. Ail such changes,
even if they were generally desired, require great consideration.
Our regular native cavalry has grown up as a branch of our
establishment, has hitherto done its duty well, and ought not to
be inconsiderately broken up. But if I had to form a cavalry
army for India, without the .previous existence of the regular
native troops, I would make the regular cavalry European, and
the native cavalry of the same description as that body now
termed the Irregulars or the Local Horse. I do not know that
the late Governor-General goes so far in his opinion on this
subject, but in all that I have seen of his sentiments in appro-
bation of that description of our cavalry I fully concur.

I also concur in the opinions which he has expressed regard-
ing the use which might be made of steam power to increase
our military efficiency and maintain a speedy communication
with Europe. But this and other expensive additions to our
establishment can only be adopted when we have adequate
means. Great improvements might easily be suggested, but
where are the funds to come from? Many are sanguine in ex-
pectation of vast increase to our revenue from the future
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development of the resources of India, but for the present, at
least, we nust regulate our expenditure by the income which
we have.

This consideration must render nugatory all schemes of im-
provement which would be attended with any considerable
increase of expense; and to seek improvement in one quarter
by positivé deterioration in another is a most unsatisfactory
mode of proceeding, and requires at least that the gain by the
change, as compared with the loss, should decidedly preponde-
rate, and be well ascertained.

The concluding sentiments of the late Governor-General's
minute are, that we are utterly unprepared to meet a Russian
invasion, which I fully admit, and that we ought to be so pre-
pared with the large sum already appropriated to our military
expenditure; which opinion is not so convincing, but very
questionable: for if the same sum were sufficient to put us in a
state to meet the supposed invasion, and that were the only
danger against which we had to prepare, it would follow that
a great restriction in our military expenditure would be practi-
cable, were it not for that expected event. But no one is able to
show how this can be effected. . .

With a view to that great crisis, his Lordship proposes the
increase of our European force to one-fourth, and eventually
one-third, in proportion to the whole army; the increase of the
regular horse to 20,000; the increase of each regiment of
native infantry to 1000 rank and file; and of each regiment of
cavalry to 800; all measures highly desirable and proper, in
contemplation of the expected invasion, but still inadequate,
and intermediately sure to produce an immense increase of ex-
pense, which would be utterly intolerable and ruinous.

The only measures pointed out by his Lordship as calcu-
lated to meet this increase of expense, are the abolition of the
separate staff of the Bombay army, and the junction of that
force with the armies of Madras and Bengal, the result of which,
apparently, would give little aid to the purpose designed, and
would not even recompense the injury done to the feelings of
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the Bombay service in the destruction of a long-established and
efficient army; and, secondly, by the abolition of a captain in
every native regiment at all the Presidencies, a measure which
would deteriorate the efficiency of the main body of our army-
the very force which it is our object to make more efficient-,
and, besides, have an effect on the minds of the European
officers much more injurious than the saving produced would be
advantageous. These measures, exclusive of their being objec-
tionable, would be very inadequate in their results for the end
in view, and. we should find the expense, as before remarked,
utterly intolerable. To increase the efficiency of the army by in-
creasing its inefficiency, appears to me to be altogether a wrong
course of proceeding. No proper resources for the increase of
the army can be found in the decrease of the army. The two
objects are incompatible; and the same things that make the
former desirable or necessary, must make the latter impossible
or inexpedient, unless it can be shown that we have super-
abundance of force of some description, which cannot be done.
We must not look to reductions in the army for the means of
bearing expenditure which is rendered unavoidable by the ne-
cessity of having a larger army. We can only look to our Une
establishments when reduction is absolutely necessary; and even
there, nothing short of the total abolition of the civil service
and its amalgamation with the army would be effectual, which
could only be gradual.

IHaving objected to the plan of the late Governor-General, I
may be asked, how I would prepare against the supposed inva-
sion from the north-west? I should say, that to prepare for it
adequately is impossible ; we have not the pecuniary resources
to place us in a state of sufficient preparation. What then is
to be done? We must wait. The event is at present remote
and uncertain. We must postpone our preparations until its
approach be less doubtful. It cannot come so rapidly, in the
shape imagined, as to deprive us of time for preparation, We
nay then draw from England any number of European troops

required, whether it be a fourth, or a third, or half of the
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amount of our native army. W e may raise the complement of
our native regiments to any proper number; we may increase
our irregular cavalry to 20,000, or a larger amount if expe-
dient; we may, by the formation of local corps, and levies, and
depôts, make our regular army wholly available for field. ser-
vice; we must then make the exertions, military and financial,
which the exigencies of the crisis will suggest, and our vital
interests demand. In the'mean time, we must keep our expen-
diture within our income, else, when the prophesied event
arrive, it will find us in a state of the worst kind of inefficiency
-an inefficiency of resources which would be fatal, withont a
single blow from the enemy.

Let us, therefore, pause; let us maintain an army on its pre-
sent establishment, without attempting changes and restrictions
hurtful to its feelings, and consequently injurious to our best
interests. Let us make it as efficient as we can without a great
increase of charge; let us watch our finances, and if they im-
prove, and afford the means, let us apply additional funds to
increase the strength and improve the efficiency of our army
in any mode most advisable. Any outlay that we can afford
for this purpose will be well laid out, and it is not necessary to
think of the battle of Armageddon or a Russian invasion to

justify it. But our military efficiency in peace and ordinary
times must be limited by our financial means. It is only in
war and a period of necessity that we can venture to put out of
calculation the difference between income and expenditure.
Our financial difficulties, actual and probable, are those which
are most pressing; and military speculations leading to great
increase of expense ought to be suspended until they become
unavoidable, or until we see our financial prospects brightening,
and light shining through its present gloom.
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DISTRIBUTION OF THE INDIAN ARMY.

[May 8, 1835.]

[Sir Charles Metcalfe always consistently maintained the inexpediency of
frittering away our military force by dispersing it in detail at isolated
posts, instead of concentrating it in large bodies at particular points for
purposes of external defence and internal security. The subject has already
been touched upon at page 180. The soundness and sagacity of the follow-
ing more detailed remarks will commend them especially to the military
reader.]

[ExTRAcT.]-There is no doubt that the dispersion of the
army into small bodies is a bad mode of distribution, and that
its union and concentration in large bodies is highly desirable.

When the army is dispersed in small bodies throughout the
country, it is difficult to colleet a large force for any purpose.

It is positively difficult, because every cantonment requires
a force for its protection, by which the force to be assembled
for field service must be diminished; and further, because delay
must be caused by the troops having to assemble from distant
points, instead of being ready to move in one body, in conse-
quence of having been previously united.

It is morally difficult, because, wherever troops are stationed,
a general belief becomes established that troops are necessary
there, and, consequently, a feeling of insecurity arises whenever
the troops are withdrawn. If troops be really wanted in that
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position, they will be mo3t wanted when it is requisite to with-
draw them; for the collection of our army for any important
service is the signal for men's minds to think of change; and
troops will at that time be required where they were not re-
quired before. It would be better that troops should not be sta-
tioned anywhere in time of peace for local protection, whence
it would be necessary to iemove them in time of trouble. It is
better that the people should be accustomed to the absence of
troops, than that the troops should be withdrawn when their
presence is most requisite for either protection or coercion. If
they can be dispensed with when everything tends Most to
raise up danger, either from external foes or internal disaffec-
tion, or professed plunderers, they can certainly be most easily
dispensed with when all is tranquillity, and men's minds are
not dreaming of revolution.

If we suppose a field force to be assembled from ten different
stations instead of one, ten times the force would be kept back
in the former case to what would be required in the latter for
the charge of the cantonments and protection of the posts
before occupied. If, for instance, the forces of Nusserabad,
Neemuch, and Mhow, were required to form a field army, a
regiment, probably, at the least would be wanted to keep
charge of each cantonment during the absence of the main
body-that is, three-elevenths of the whole body of infantry;
but if the three stations were united, one regiment, or an
eleventh part of the whole, would be sufficient for the same
purpose, and the field force would be increased by a fourth or
fifth, or as ten is to eight. At the same time, three parts of the
country would be excited by the absence of the troops to which
they had been accustomed, instead of one.

Concentration of force, however, must in practice have its
limits. It would not be expedient, for instance, to concentrate
the whole army of any Presidency at one point. It is obvious
that the greater part of the country would in that case remain
entirely unprotected, and exposed to any disaster. Thus the
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distribution of the army is a nice question. There must be
concentration for one purpose, and dispersion for another; and
after admitting that concentration is the right principle, it may
be found that dispersion is the inevitable practice, for a reason
which will force itself on the mind the more the subject be ex-
amined; because the army is not sufficient for both purposes-.
that of forming armies for the field, for which concentration is
desirable, and that of local protection, for which dispersion is
unavoidable. All that can be done is to keep concentration in
view, and avoid dispersion as much as possible.

Were I undertaking toô distribute the army anew, without
reference to its existing positions, I should proceed on these
principles: On every frontier where there could be afoe, I
would have a concentrated force, a division of the army, com-
plete in all arms, and at the least sufficient for defensive pur-
poses on any occasion which might unexpectedly arise; I would
have similar forces in the interior, both as reserves and sup-
ports to the frontier forces, and to secure internal tranquillity.
Wherever it might be necessary to move any of these interior
divisions, in support of îhe frontier armies, a sufficient force-
should be left or substituted for the protection of internal tran-
quillity, because it is then that internal tranquillity most needs
protection.

A calculation ouglit to be made of the force requisite for that
purpose in each circle of territory, and that amount of force
ought to be retained there in peace and in war, but especially
in war, when it would be most wanted. All divisions or
brigades of the army, intended either for fleld service against
enemies, or for the preservation of general tranquillity in the
interior, ought to be posted in the most convenient stations for
the purposes contemplated, and for the health and supply of the
troops, without reference to other merely local objects, in order
that they may be available to move in any direction without
the sacrifice of any such objects. The army ought to be dis-
persed as little as possible for merely local purposes, but when-
ever it nay be necessary to post troops with reference to local
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considerations, the force so posted ought not to exceed the
strength requisite for the purpose in view, and ought never
to be withdrawn in time of trouble. .... Wherever a
single regiment ought to be stationed, unless it were for au im-
portant military purpose for which the most efficient description
of force were deemed necessary, a local corps would answer as
well as one of the line, and would enable us to release the line
more from local duties, and have a greater available force than
at present.

But it is almost idle to speculate in this manner. We have
not the pecuniary means for a sufficient increase of our army;
and if the distribution of what we have were attempted accord-
ing tothe principles stated, we should find that we have not
near enough. We are obliged to post our troops according to
local exigencies, and when we have a war we collect them as
best we can, leaving local exigencies to shift for themselves.
It would be well, however, always to keep in mind the expe-
diency of distributing our army so as to have the greatest
possible amount of force available for field service in any
direction, and not locked up for locar purposes. We may not
be able with our present force to do much in this way, but
attention to the principle may enable us to do something.
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SURVEY OF THE INDUS.-DESIGNS O RUSSIA IN THE
EAST.

[October, 1830.]

A sense of duty induces me to offler some remarks on the
papers recently received from Bombay regarding the contem-
plated survey of the Indus.

The scheme of surveying the Indus, under the pretence of
sending a present to Rajah Runjeet Singh, seems to me highly
objectionable.

It is a trick, in my opinion, unworthy of our Government,
which cannot fail when detected, as most probably it will be,
to excite the jealousy and indignation of the powers on whom
we play it.

It is just such a trick as we are often falsely suspected and
accused of by the native powers of India, and this confirmation
of their suspicions, generally unjust, will do us more injury by
furnishing the ground of merited reproach, than any advantage
to be gained by the measure can compensate.

It is not impossible that it may lead to war. I hope that
so unnecessary and ruinous a calamity may not befal us. Yet
as our officers, in the prosecution of their clandestine pursuit,
may meet with insult or ill-treatment, which we may choose
to resent, that result is possible, however much to be deprecated.

It appears to me that there is no urgent necessity for the
undertaking. It is more than probable that before we shall
have to act on any information that we may obtain, we shall
have more legitimate means of surveying the Indus.

P 2
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The most legitimate means would be the consent of the Sind
Government, and the other Governments having dominion
over that river. If there were real grounds to apprehend
the approach of a Russian army, and if the rulers of Sind
entertained the same apprehension, they might be disposed
to look to us for protectión, and would. then willingly allow us
to make any surveys that we might desire. But by antici-
pating what is remote and uncertain, and to the rulers of neigh-
bouring States imperceptible, we should pour our agents and
surveyors, or, as they would consider them, spies, into their

-territories with every suspicious jealous feeling against us, and
without any sense of common interest in our favor.

If there were any urgent cause for undertaking the survey
of the Indus at the present time, we might apply for permission
to the rulers of Sind, although, if it were refused, which would
be very probable, we should be bound to desist from any public
proceeding that would commit our Government.

We might nevertheless, either with or without such previous
application, send persons incognito to survey and obtain infor-
mation, without any ostensible commission, and without any
protection, leaving them to take the chance of such treatment
as they might receive if detected in an illicit occupation.

But to demand a passage for our officers under a fictitious
pretence, and then to take advantage of the civility of the
rulers of Sind to do that which we are conscious would not be
allowed, appears to me to be ungenerous and unfair.

It must be remembered that the survey of the Indus or any
part of the Sind country may give us the power to injure that
State, may even assist us in conquering it, and in the course of
events, is as likely to be turned to use for that purpose as for
any other. The rulers of Sind, therefore, have the saine right
to be jealous of our surveys of their river and their territories
that any power of Europe has to protect its fortresses from the
inspection of foreign engineers.

It is stated in a late despatch from the Secret Committee
that we must not permit the rulers of Sind to obstruct our
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measures; in other words, that we are to go to war with them
to compel submission to our wishes. With deference I should
remark that such an assumption does not seem to be warranted
by the law of nations. That surely is not an equitable policy
which can only be maintained by the strong against the weak,
and could not be asserted to a superior or equal power. But
the assumption is an exemplification of what I have often
observed in our conduct towards the Native States, and what
appears to me the greatest blot in the character of our Indian
policy, although I arm not aware that it has attracted any
general notice in England. However much we may profess
moderation and non-interference when we have no particular
interest of our own concerned, the moment we discover any object
of pursuit we become impatient and overbearing, insist on what
we require, and cannot brook denial or hesitation. We disre-
gard the rights of others, and think only of our own convenience.
Submission or war is the alternative which the other party has
to choose.

Thus at the present time, because we have taken alarm at
the supposed designs of Russia, it would seem that we are to
compel intermediate States to enter into our views or submit
to our projects, although they cannot comprehend them, and,
instead of entertaining any apprehension of Russian designs, are
more apprehensive of our own, our character for encroachment
being worse than that of the Russians, because the States con-
cerned have a more proximate sense of it from the result which
they see in actùal operation among the realms of India.

This course, which I trust need not be considered as actually
determined on, seems to me both unwarrantable in principle
and inexpedient in policy-unwarrantable, because we have no
right, from any alarms that we may take up, to interfere with
the rights and sovereignty of other powers within their own
dominions; and inexpedient, because it would tend to defeat
our own proper objects, which ought to be a cordial union of
feelings and interests with those States, if ever the crisis which
we anticipate should arise.
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The cause of this agitation and busy investigation beyond
our frontiers, is a supposition that we shall require minute in-
formation respecting all intermediate countries, to enable us to
cope with the Russian power which is to assail us in India.

It is proper, therefore, to consider what is the nature of the
danger that we have to apprehend.

No one, I presume, expects that a Russian army is to start
from the present frontiers of Russia, and make one continued
march across Central Asia, for the purpose of attacking us in
our possessions in India.

Such an expedition seems next to impossible. The diffi-
culties of marching a regular army through the intermediate
countries,,of supplying and feeding it, of repairing losses, of
replacing wear and tear, of preventing the ravages of disease
in new climates-above ail, in the case of Russia, the impracti-
cability of providing the enormous funds requisite for such an
undertaking-these are obstacles to the attempt with a large
army which seem insurmountable.

Difficulties in some respects similar, and in others of another
nature, would attend the attempt by a small one. In addition
to the reduction by sickness and losses by wear and tear, a small
army might be resisted and destroyed by the troops of the in-
termediate countries; or if a remnant of it should reach our
frontiers, we should most probably defeat and capture it, send
every man down the Ganges to Calcutta, or down the Indus
to Bombay, and land them all prisoners at Portsmouth.

The expense of a large army could not be defrayed by
Russia, and a small one we should annihilate. Russia, besides,
must be supposed to act with forethought. Is it to be imagined
that Russia would send an army to India to attack a formidable
enemy possessing great resources, without first establishing ber-
self in the intermediate countries, and without knowing what
her army would do in the event of success?

The defeat of our force on the frontier, whatever might be its
temporary or permanent effect on our power, would not make
Russia mistress of India. Her general would be much puzzled
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how to act, even after the most brilliant success, and bis atten-
tion would be much distracted. Cut off by intervening countries
from reinforcements and resources, he would not find his army
supported by the territory which it might occupy, and it might
dwindle away, and be ultimately destroyed, from wasting and
sickness, without making any progress in the conquest of India.

It may safely be said, I conceive, that a Russian invasion, in
the way supposed, while the Russian frontiers are so remote
from our own, is an event so improbable, that it may be pro-
nounced, as far as anything can, impossible.

If we are ever to be troubled with a Russian invasion, it must
be after an approximation of our frontiers; and whether this is
to take place by advances on our side or that of Russia-whe-
ther she is to conquer the intermediate countries, or acquire in-
fluence over them-whether the event apprehended is to occur
in ten or twenty years, or in fifty, or a hundred-what revolu-
tions are to take place in the mean time in the intermediate
States, or in India, or in Rassia herself, or throughout the whole
world-in what quarter she is to make her attack, and what will
be the state of things when she may make it,-these are all mat-
ters of such uncertainty, that it seems mere wantonness to vex
and alarm our neighbours by surveying their lands and rivers,
by deceit or force, without their consent, and without knowing
to what purpose.

I do not question the utility, abstractedly, of the information
sought; but the value of all that can be obtained, without the
cordial sanction and assistance of the rulers of the countries
to be explored, may be greatly overrated, and cannot, in my
opinion, compensate for the odium which will justly attend the
course that it is proposed to pursue.

The most probable mode by which the Russians might
attempt to assail us would seem to be by inciting the inter-
inediate nations against us, by inciting the Persians, Afghans,
Beloochees, Sikhs, &c., with themselves, for the plunder of Hin-
dostan, and by pouring all these masses upon us. The incli-
nation to reap booty in India is not wanting in the countries
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of those , tribes. Their traditions of the wealth. obtained in
former invasions have left strong impressions in favor of such
enterprises. The very monkeys in Caubul are taught to flourish
a stick, and evince delight when asked if they will march to
Hindostan. But to produce the effect imagined, how many
nations, must be conciliated or subdued! and if subdued, not
conciliated, how many rival and hostile interests must be recon-
ciled, how many disturbances hushed! The requisite combina-
tions of circumstances seem extremely improbable, and a length
of time would be indispensable.

Among other uncertainties of this great question, is that of
what our own conduct ought to be when the expected crisis
shall arise. Whether we should meet the enemy half-way
and fight the battle in foreign countries-whether we should
defend the passage of the Indus and make our stand there, or
await the foe on our own frontier, and force on him ail the
labor, and loss, and risk of coming the whole distance before
we attack him-must depend so much on the disposition of
intermediate countries, and other circumstances of the time,
that it seems utterly vain to determine even our own course at
this remote distance from the event.

We have no encouragement in bygone history to fancy that
we eau foresee future results. What politician has ever fore-
told the precise course which events have actually taken?
That which we so confidently anticipate may never happen, or
if it should happen, it may be in a mode totally unsuspected,
that would baffle any preconceived schemes of combination.

Prudens futuri temporis exitum
Caliginosa nocte premit Deus,
Ridetque si mortalis ultra
Fas trepidat, quod adest memento
Componere Squus.

Twenty-two years ago the writer of this minute was em-
ployed to negotiate an alliance against a French invasion with
a Native State beyond our north-western frontier. A Frencli
invasion was our bugbear then, as a Russian one is now.
Abdullah Mehrou, at the head of a French army, was reported
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to have reached Ispahan. But the Spanish insurrection broke
out. Sir Arthur Wellesley beat the French at Roleia and
Vimiera. The vision of Abdullah Mehrou and his legions
vanished, and we thought no more of a French invasion.

If, therefore, I were asked what is best to be done with a
view to a Russian invasion, I should say that it is best to do
nothing until time shall show us what we ought to do, because
there is nothing that we can do in our present blind state that
would be of any certain benefit on the approach of that event.

The only thing certain is, that we ought not wantonly to
offend intermediate States by acts calculated to arouse hostile
feelings against us, but ought rather to cultivate a friendly
disposition.

To insinuate ourselves with their consent into their terri-
tories, under a false pretence, in order to do that which we
know they would forbid, and which cannot escape notice, is
surely calculated to offend; while it so happens that, in order
to cultivate a friendly disposition, we could not do better than

by avoiding any forced intimacy; for either our character is so
bad, or weaker States are naturally so jealous of the stronger,
or our habits so distasteful, that no Native State ever desires
connexion with us, unless it needs our protection. Excepting
under circumstances rendering our countenance and aid essen-
tial, we cannot oblige our neighbours more than by desisting
from seeking intercourse with them. If the time should ever
come when it is needful for them, they will eagerly solicit it.
No rulers have ever shown their jealousy of us more decidedly
than the Ameers of Sind, which feeling we are about to sti-
mulate afresh by an ac.t which will justify its past existence,
and perpetuate its continuance.

If the information wanted is indispensable, and cannot be
obtained by fair and open means, it ought, I conceive, to be
sought by the usual mode of sending unacknowledged emis-
saries, and not by a deceitful application for a passage under
the fictitious pretence of one purpose, when the real object is
another, which we know would not be sanctioned.
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COMMERCIAL AGENCY AT CAUBUL.

[Jne 2, 1833.]

It does not appear to me that the establishment of a British
agent at Caubul is requisite or desirable in any point of view.

The professed object of the proposal is the improvement of
commerce. I believe that commerce will take care of itself
best without our direct interference in the form of a Commer-
cial Agency; and, if wp sought to remove existing obstacles,
our efforts would be more needed elsewhere than at Caubul,
where the trade with India already receives every possible en-
couragement.

A commercial agent would unavoidably become, from the
time of his creation, a political agent. To the extension of our
political relations beyond the Indus there appears to me to be
great objections. From such a course I should expect the pro-
bable occurrence of embarrassments and wars, expensive and
unprofitable at the least, without any equivalent benefit, if not
ruinous and destructive.

The appointment of an agent at Caubul would of itself almost
amount to an interference in the political affairs of Afghanistan.
It would be a sort of declaration in favor of the chief whose
power is established at Caubul, in preference to his rivals at
Candahar, Peshawur, and other places.

As a commercial measure, I consider the one proposed to be
unnecessary; as a political one, undesirable ; and, therefore, on
the whole objectionable.

It will naturally be advocated by those who auticipate benefit
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from attempts to create an influence in the countries beyond
the Indus. Expecting only evil from such attempts, I would
refrain from forcing on an unnecessary intercourse.

We have never, for many years past, been in want of intel-
ligence of the state of affairs in Afghanistan. The stationing
of an agent at Caubul, or any other place of importance, would
of course render our intelligence more minute, but does not
seem to be of much consequence with reference to that object.

I entirely concur in the approbation bestowed by the Right
Honorable the Governor-General on Lieutenant Burnes, and
in his Lordship's proposal to communicate to that able and en-
terprising officer the satisfaction of the Supreme Government.

[Note.-These two papers indicate the early period at which
Sir Charles Metcalfe began to foresee the danger of our inter-
ference, under however plausible a name, with the afflairs of the
countries beyond the Indus. The Survey of the Indus and
the Commercial Agency at Caubul were the prolegomena, so to
speak, of the great epic of the Afghan war; and Metcalfe, in
his correspondence both with Lord William Bentinck and Lord
Auckland, argued and protested, with equal sagacity and ear-
nestness, against measures which could hardly fail to entangle
us in such a manner with the Trans-Indian States as eventually
to evolve a great and calamitous war. He left India at a most
unfortunate conjuncture. His services were never so much
needed as at the time of his departure.]
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AFFAIRS OF HYDERABAD.

[May 13, 1829.]

The Honorable the Court of Directors have ordered that
inquiries be made for the purpose of ascertaining whether the
officers employed at present in the performance of civil fune-
tions in the service of our native allies, may not be withdrawn,
and their services altogether dispensed with.

I propose to offer my opinion on this question, with reference
especially to the territories of his Highness the Nizam; but in
order to show the progressive steps which have led to the em-
ployment of our officers in checking the mismanagement, or
rather, the plunder of those territories, it is necessary to take a
retrospect.

When our connexion commenced with the State of Hydera-
bad, mutual interests brought the two powers together.

Both had something to fear from Tippoo and the Mahrattas.
Tippoo, although formidable to all the States of Southern India,
was more especially our enemy. The Mahrattas, on the other
hand, threatened destruction to the Nizam, and were more than
once nearly effecting it.

The British Government, therefore, and the Nizam, had each
a strong inducement to court the alliance of the other; and
notwithstanding some differences, at one period, regarding the
Northern Circars, the natural operation of siinilar interests
maintained an amicable spirit, and tended to a more intimate
union.

Accordingly, in both our wars with Tippoo, we had the alliance
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and co-operation of the Nizam, and, although in the interval be-
tween those wars our cautious and prudent policy prevented our
exercising any decided interference between the Nizam. and the
Mahrattas, our relations with the former were nevertheless un-
doubtedly serviceable to him in checking the latter, and probably
had a share in saving the State of Hyderabad from destruction.

The downfall of Tippoo made a great difference in our rela-
tions with this Court. After that event the alliance ceased to
have any feature of equality. Our protection was still necessary
to the Nizam against the Mahrattas; but subordination to his
protector was the price to be paid. It became our systematic
policy to post our troops in the territories of our protected allies.
All real independence was of course extinguished. The Nizam
had to cede to us, in payment of the expenses of our subsidiary
force, all the territories which he had acquired, as our ally, in
our joint wars against Tippoo.

The next important step towards the completion of the Ni-
zam's dependence was our interference with regard to the nomi-
nation of his Ministers. When first our negotiators appeared
at the Court of Hyderabad, they had naturally sought to gain
to our interests men of influence in the councils of the state;
and those whom we did gain probably derived additional con-
sequence from their connexion with us. There were then
parties in the Nizam's councils, as in other independent States.
Tippoo, the Mahratta power, and the French, had each advo-
cates; but the advice of the English party, or, more probably,
obvious necessity, prevailed, and the salvation of the State was
entrusted to the British alliance.

The Minister during whose administration our alliance with
the Court of Hyderabad was formed and perfected, was the
celebrated Azim-ool-Omra, Aristoo Jah. He, however, was the
Minister of the Nizam's choice; and whatever power he exer-
cised was granted to him by his master, of his own free will.
Entire confidence and mutual attachment existed between them,
and it was not during thé life of that prince that our influence
was banefully exercised in the selection or support of a Minister.
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From the time, however, of the completion of the subsidiary
alliance, it seems to have been considered as essential that the
Minister should be in our interests, and that we should support
him with our influence.

The Nizam died before the Minister, to whom our support
was continued, and then became efficacious. It does not seem
to have been considered -that the Nizam who succeeded could
be allowed any option as to the continuance or removal of the
Minister. Our Resident gave his Highness a clear understanding
of what was intended, by observing to him, on his accession,
that with such an ally as the British Government, and such a
Minister as Aristoo Jah, bis IHighness's affairs could not fail to
prosper.

Aristoo Jah accordingly remained Minister until his death,
keeping his master, the present Nizam, during the whole time,
in thraldom and insignificance, totally devoid of power.

On the death of that Minister, the Nizam announced his in-
tention of taking on himself personally the management of the
affairs of his Government. He naturally wished to avoid being
again placed under a Minister independent of his authority.

The arrangement, however, which he contemplated for this
purpose was objected to by our Government. We insisted on
the nomination of a Minister with full powers. We asserted the
right of having a Minister attached to out interests, and, conse-
quently, of selecting one of our own choice, and, if requisite, of
enforcing his nomination. This extremity, however, was not
necessary. Meer Allum, whom we selected, was appointed by
the Nizam, and was sole ruler for life of his master's dominions.

The Nizam made some effort to obtain a share of power in
his own Government; but this was unpalatable to the Minister:
the Resident gave decided support to the latter. The Nizam
retired from the contest in disgust, and has never since taken
any part in public affairs, but has led a life of gloomy retire-
ment and sullen discontent.

Our influence, therefore, established the Minister at Hyder-
abad as a despotic ruler, without the consent of his master. In
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all British interests he was subservient to the British Resident,
and also in all private interests which the latter chose to advo-
cate. In the management of the country the Minister was
absolute, and had the support of the British Government
against any opposition that he could not subdue with the means
at his own disposal. Opposition to him was treated as hos-
tility to us and disaffection to the English alliance; and as his
interests were, by our system, identified with our own, and our
utmost influence exerted in his support, it was scarcely possible
that his enemies should not become ours, although the same
might have been as willing as he to court our friendship, had
we not made ourselves obnoxious to them by supporting the
single individual against al competitors for power in the State.

After the death of Meer Allum, the Nizam again fruitlessly
expressed an intention of placing himself at the head of affairs.
He was pressed to nominate a Minister, and the following
extraordinary arrangement took place. Mooneer-ool-Moolk,
noninated by the Nizam, was made Prime Minister, but it was
stipulated that he should exercise no power in the State. Ail
the power was given to the Deputy Minister, Chundoo Lail, who
was patronised by us. So that from that time, in addition to
its sovereign prince, excluded from all concern in the manage-
ment of his affairs in consequence of our interference, the State
of Hyderabad has had a Prime Minister in the same predica-
ment, as another effect of the same cause. The subserviency of
the real Minister to our will has since been more complete than
before: the suppleness of his personal character, and the low-
ness of his birth, aiding the natural effect of the dependence
of his situation.

The next great step in the advancement of our influence and
interference in the Nizam's affairs was the substitution, in lieu
of portions of his own army, of troops of all arms--cavalry,
artillery, and infantry-raised, disciplined, and commanded by
British officers.

Our interference in the Nizam's army arose from an article
of treaty, by which he is bound to furnish a certain amount of
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auxiliary force in the event of war with other powers. The
force furnished in former wars was not sufficiently efficient in
our estimation. We began by a general superintendence of it,
with a view to improvement; but the result has been, that
above forty lakhs per annum out of the Nizam's revenues are
appropriated to the maintenance of a force commanded entirely
by British officers, under, the exclusive orders and control of
the British Resident.

This arrangement could only have been effected through the
entire subserviency of the Minister, for it must have been quite
revolting to the feelings of the Court and of the chiefs of the
national army.

But it increased the personal power of the Minister, made
him more than ever independent of the Court and people,
enabled him more and more to triumph over his adversaries,
and rendered his extortions of revenue irresistible.

The subsequent history of the Nizam's country, and of our
further interference therein, turns entirely on the character of
this Minister, Chundoo Lall.

His reign, for so it may be termed-his sovereign and his
principal in office being mere pensioners-commenced in 1809,
and continued absolute, and without any interference on our
part in his management, until 1820.

At that period, so bad had been his misrule, and so dete-
riorated had the state of the country become under his absolute
government, that the Resident, Mr. Russell, although far from
disposed to find fault with Chundoo Lall, was compelled to urge
the Governor-General in Council to grant him authority to
introduce a reform. The authority was granted.

The causes which led to the admitted necessity for our inter-
ference in the Minister's management of the country are easily
explained, and are such as would infallibly recur if the same
absolute power, without check, were again left in the same
hands.

Chundoo Lall's main object, from the establishment of his
power, was to retain it. The instrument most serviceable in
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his view for this purpose was money. He had money for any
one whom he thought capable of aiding him. Besides his sub-
serviency to the British Resident in all public measures, there
was money in the shape of pension, salary, or donation, for any
one whom the Resident recommended. Any gentleman sup-
posed to have influence, directly or indirectly, with the British
Government, could command a share of the revenues of the
Nizam's country. This was the origin of his lavish waste of
publie money on Sir William Riumbold and Mr. W. Pal-
mer and their connexions. Any native who was supposed to
have influence with English gentlemen was also a fit object for
bounty.

Chundoo Lall's views were not, however, confined to English
influence. Whoever could aid him at Hyderabad, whoever
could injure him, all fotind access to the Treasury. To make
friends or to buy off enemies was managed by the same process.
Ail were in pay. And many who might have been active dis-
turbers of his administration, seeing little or no hope of effecting
his removal, were kept quiet by a share of the public money.
Superadded to these sources of excessive expenditure was the
indiscriminate distribution of immense sums to mobs of beggars,
for the sake of popularity.

The revenues were insufficient to meet such excesses; and
the expenses of a year of war, added to the increasing cost of
the force commanded by British officers, augmented embar-
rassnent. Extortion and borrowing were had recourse to
unsparingly, and to the utmost practicable extent. The former
was augmented by the effects of the latter. Extortion and
oppression went hand in hand; desolation followed.

It is remarkable that our interference was then for the first
time exercised with a benevolent view to the protection and
happiness of the Nizam's subjects. Every former act of in-
terference, however subversive of the independence of the
Hyderabad State, was dictated solely by a regard for our own
interests, without any care or thought for the welfare of the

Q
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people whom we had delivered up to a ruler of our own
selection.

The principal measures adopted in the first instance by the
Resident, with a view to the improvement of the state of the
country, depended for due execution on the Minister, and were
consequently fallacious. -It was not in his nature to become a
check to his own extortions.

But it was indispensable for success in our interference that
some check should be provided, and this was the sole object
of the arrangements subsequently introduced, which have been
in operation for the last eight years.

That purpose has been in great measure accomplished; and
although it is very possible that of late thé effect of our
measures may have diminished from the decrease of wholesome
distrust of the Minister, whose vicious conduct and incorrigible
propensity to extortion were the real causes of our interférence,
there is still, I believe, no doubt that the unbridled oppression
which hefore prevailed is greatly restrained by the checks which
remain.

Neither the present Resident, nor the one who preceded me,
entertain the same opinion of the Minister that I do. On the
contrary, they both speak well of him. But it appears to me
that their opinion is inconsistent with facts, and even with
their own sentiments in other respects. For as all acknow-
ledge Chundoo Lall to be an able man of business, I cannot see,
if he were good also, and not possessed by the evil spirit of ex-
tortion, what ground there could ever have been for our inter-
ference. His notorious extortions and oppressions furnish a
very intelligible ground; but those who are not sensible of
their enormity, and who maintain that he is amiable as well as
able, appear to me to be without a rational motive for intro-
ducing or continuing our mediation.

Nevertheless, Mr. Russell was the Resident who proclaimed
the necessity of our interference; and the present Resident
trusts to " the active superintendence of European officers " for
every improvement that is to be expected; maintains that " our
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interferencé was rendered necessary by the maladministration
of the government;" and believes that the Minister, amiable
as he considers him, " might still require to be directed by the
control of a superior guidance."

My opinion of Chundoo Lall was first adopted from what
seemed to be the universal sense of the Nizam's country; but
it was fully confirmed by my own observation and experience.
To the general feeling of the Nizam's country, and to that of
every officer employed in its interior with opportunities of
judging, more credit seems to be due than to the favorable
opinions above noticed, which, if allowed unquestionable in-
fluence, would tend to mislead, and render that obscure and
impenetrable which, rightly understood, is perfectly plain and
simple.

The employment of European officers to check the native
functionaries of the Nizam's dominions was forced on us by the
unbounded oppression practised by the Minister, Chundoo Lall,
for the purpose of extortion.

Our object has been in great measure accomplished. Oppres-
sion does not exist in the same degree. But the confinued
efficacy of our interference depends much on the Resident.
The surest way to render it nugatory is to place undue reliance
on the Minister. I fear that its operation is even now affected
by that cause. Nevertheless, the checks which exist prevent
the greater portion of the oppressions, which would rage with-
out limit if our interference were withdrawn.

The particular form in which our check can most bene-
ficially be exercised, is a question quite distinct from that of
the necessity of its continuance, and of less consequence. Mr.
Martin does not appear to be an advocate for that which was
adopted.

From the sentiments which he has expressed, it would seem
as if our system of village settlements had been an innovation,
and a supersession of another system, to which, from long habit,
the people were more accustomed.

He supposes the class of district officers, whom he designates
Q 2
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as Zumeendars, to have been the persons with whom revenue
settlements had previously been generally concluded. .

It is proper to explain what the persons are thus denomi-
nated Zumeendars, to which term very different meanings must
be applied in different parts of India.

They are the Desmooks and Despandeeas, or district revenue
officers, having diffierent designations in different places, of the
ancient Hindoo Government, which existed in the Dekkan
before the Mahomedan conquest. They are strictly officers,
not the landowners or landholders of the country. They have
neither that right in the soil whieh we have bestowed on
the Zumeendars of Bengal, nor that which is possessed by the
village Zumeendars of Hindostan. They are paid by a per.
centage on the revenue, and by small portions of land, which
they hold rent free.

It seems probable that in remote times, before the Mahomedan
conquest, they were.the sole managers, on the part of the go-
vernment, of the districts to which they belonged, and the
intermediate representatives and agents of the people in their
transactions with the government; but this state of rule, if it
ever existed, had been destroyed by the foreign government
of the Mahomedans; and before our interference took place, all
classes had been crushed by a tyrany, in which extortion was
the only system that was allowed to exist.

The district officers had, in some parts of the country, from
local peculiarities, maintained or acquired a greater degree of
power and influence than in others, so as to make no descrip-
tion of their situation applicable with equal exactness to every
part ; but nowhere did they present a spectacle or a prospect of
any system of which we could avail ourselves to protect the
people against extortion.

Everywhere the government was represented. by Talookdars,
or district managers, who were contractors for the revenue, and
in every other respect absolute. The Minister required from them
a certain sum of revenue, and on that more and more, according
to his wants or arbitrary caprice. If they paid, they remained
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despotic rulers of their districts, and suffered fresh demands.
If they could not pay, they were removed, and others sent who
promised more, and paid a handsome Nuzzurana in advance.
The Talookdars, knowing how precarious was their tenure,
had no other object than to extort the utmost as rapidly as
possible. If they thought it their interest to employ the Des-
mooks and Despandeeas in their exactions, they employed
them; if more for their interest to set them aside, they set them
aside.

Had there been any regular system in existence of which
we could have availed ourselves, we should certainly have
adopted it. Never was a reform attempted less in the spirit of
innovation, or more free from the conceit of invention. In
fact, the system of village settlements was adopted, precisely
because it was no innovation, and was the only system that
could not be an innovation. For from one end of India to the
other, among Native States, it will be found that whatever local
authorities may intervene between the governments and the
village communities, the land revenue is assessed on villages,
levied on villages, and recorded by names of villages; and so it
must naturally be in a country wholly parcelled out among
village communities, and where there is, perhaps, not a single
spot of ground, to whatever purpose now applied, which could
not be traced. in the ancient records as belonging to some vil-
lage, whether now in existence or otherwise.

What is a village settlement but the affixing of the amount
of revenue which each village community has to pay to the
government? A process which must have been gone through
at all times in the Nizam's territories, whoever performed it,
although it was notoriously done without regard to the people,
and without any adherence to engagements.

I conceive, therefore, that the system of village settlements
was less likely than any other that could have been devised to
lead to innovation; and in the early settlements, of which I
had cognisance, care was taken to prevent it in any way, unless
the endeavour to secure to the cultivator the fruits of his in-
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dustry, after paying the dues of his government, can properly
be so called. The parties present at a settlement were the
Talookdar, i. e. manager of the province, or an agent appointed
fbr the purpose by the Nizam's Minister, or both of them;
the Desinooks and Despandeeas, or hereditary officers of the
district; the representatiye heads of the village communities;
and a British officer presiding. The district manager, or
Minister's agent, urged the interests of the Nizam's Govern-
ment in favor of a high assessment; the village communities
pleaded for a low one; the hereditary district officers were
sometimes on one side, and sometimes on the other; there were
the accounts of past assessments and collections, and the state-
ments of actual capabilities to refer to; the persons present
were those best able to give information; the settlement was
concluded by the mutual agreement of the parties interested,
under the control of the British officer, by whom the result
was attested, recorded, and reported to the Resident, the Mi-
nister's agent doing the same to the Minister, who confirmed
the settlement unless he saw reason to object to it.

It is very possible that some of these settlements may have
been unequal, and that fraud and deceit may have been suc-
cessfully practised; but still it is strange if the heads of village
communities sat in silence and saw their own villages over-as-
sessed, and others under-assessed, without an effort to effect a
more equitable distribution of the burden, notwithstanding
every encouragement to furnish information.

But supposing unequal assessments to have taken place, or
equal assessments to have become unequal from subsequent
causes, there was a ready remedy. An over-assessment could
be reduced; an under-assessment, procured by false statements
or other frauds, was open to revision. The only remediless
case would have been an under-assessment in which there was
no fraud, or deceit, or false statement. But such a one was
not likely to occur; and if it ever happened, could not have
done much injury.

The real obstruction to the success of these settlements con-
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sisted in the rapacious disposition of the Minister, who, having
once succeeded in obtaining an over-assessment through the
intervention of a British officer, could scarcely ever be induced
to agree to a reduction of it.

The same spirit, goaded by the necessities arising out of his
wasteful and corrupt expenditure, bas interfered with remis-
sions, however necessary from other causes. The first settle-
ments, concluded under our superintendence, were followed by
several successive seasons unfavorable to production, and re-
quiring consideration for the cultivators on the part of the
government. Even during that period grain was getting
cheaper. The fall of prices lias been progressive throughout
that part of India, requiring large remissions from all govern-
ments. If our measures in the Nizam's territories had not been
attended with a great increase of cultivation and production,
the diminution of revenue must bave been immense. Not-
withstanding that increase, owing to the fall of prices, remis-
sions are in many cases necessary. But to these the Minister
never willingly consents. The collection of the revenue is en-
tirely in his own hands. We have never interfered with it;
and he now practises that extortion, which was before unlimited,
by exacting the full amount of assessments, rendered excessive
by low prices, although originally equitable.

The Nizam's Government must submit, like all governments
that are landlords, to the unavoidable consequence of low

prices, a reduction of rent; and bas no right to expect to keep
up its land revenue to the standard at which it was assessed
when prices were high, unless the increase of produce bas been
equivalent to the fall of prices.

Mr. Martin bas unintentionally paid a compliment to our
village settlements in the Nizam's dominions, by objecting to
them that they are made with village communities, and not
with individuals as proprietors of each village, which he sup-
poses to be the character of our village settlements in the
North-Western Provinces under the Bengal Presidency. He
ought to have been aware, that where a settlement is made with
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an individual as assumed proprietor of a village, the rights and
property of the village community are annihilated; and that
where it is inade with the village community, their riglits and
property are preserved untouched.

I have dwelt so much at length on the subject of village
settlements, because Mr. Martin's remarks seem to me less
favorable to that method of exercising a check on extortion
than they justly might have been. It was adopted as the only
one likely to be effectual ; I still cannot perceive any other so
likely. I am also of opinion that it is applicable, with suitable
modifications, to all parts of the Nizan's dominions, althougli
its accomplishment had been more obstructed in some parts
than in others.

But I am no stickler for any particular method, provided
that our main object, which is to prevent extortion, be any-
how attained.

Mr. Martin informs us that he has abandoned the scheme of
village settlements in Telingana, and allowed the former sys-
tem of management to be restored. By the former system of
management he seems to mean that the Minister is to collect
as much as he can, through the intervention of the hereditary
district officers. In fact, the village settlement was never com-
pletely accomplished in Telingana. The district officers, who
were interested in counteracting it, had, from local peculiarities,
sufficient influence to do so, with the ready connivance and aid of
the Minister. Nevertheless, the village settlement, wherever car-
ried into effect, even in that part of the country, furnished some
means of checking extortion. It gave a knowledge of a de-
mand beyond which the Government had no iight to exact.
If this ground of check has been abandoned without the sub-
stitution of any other, I niust conclude that injury has been
done by the change. If the power of check has been preserved,
I should not be disposed to object to the Resident's exercise of
his discretion as to forms; for I consider the principal purpose
of our interference to be achieved if we can prevent undue ex-
action; and whatever interference may not be necessary for
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that purpose ought to be avoided. Interference is in itself an
evil, to which we have had recourse solely in order to remove
a greater evil-unlimited oppression, which we ourselves were
instrumental in causing.

On the whole, I see reason to apprehend that Mr. Martin's
partiality for the Minister unavoidably diminishes his power of
checking maladministration. There is no other reason what-
ever for our interference than the total faithlessness of the
Minister's character, and his incorrigible propensity to un-
bounded extortion. To place confidence in him, and dis-
regard the information of the officers appointed to check op-
pression, would be the sure way to defeat the purpose of our
interference; and if it has taken place in any sensible degree,
is quite sufficient to -account for any falling off in the operation
of our measures which may latterly have been apparent to the
Resident.

I nevertheless am satisfied that our intervention does prevent
the universal and unlimited extortion that would otherwise
prevail, and therefore I should extremely regret the discontinu-
ance of our check during the rule of the present Minister; for
whose acts, as his power was established and maintained by us,
we are undoubtedly responsible.

The time may come, and may not be far distant, when we
may relieve ourselves from this embarrassnent. It is not to
be expected that the present Nizam could assume, even if he
were allowed to do so, the independent government of his terri-
tories during the precarious remnant of his life of sickness.
But on the accession of his successor, if the latter were to
evince a character equal to the duties of his station-if he
were to apply himself to the affairs of his government, and
choose unbiassed his own ministers, we should then be at
liberty to withdraw our interference, and could not be held
responsible for any misrule that might ensue.

If, however, we entertain this view, we must guard ourselves
against what is likely to happen on the death of the Nizam.
The present Minister will, of course, endeavour to retain his
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power, and will have many facilities for doing so. The Resi-
dent, it is evident, if not otherwise instructed, would give him
the fullest support. But even without that support he would
have great advantages. The Minister's actual possession of
absolute power might have influence on the mind of an inexpe-
rienced prince, raised from privacy and retirement, it may be
said from confinement, to' a throne on which he had never pre-
viously seen anything but a cypher, subordinate to the ruling
Minister. The idea, too, which would be inculcated, that he
was indebted to the Minister for his succession, would natu-
rally operate in favor of the latter. The belief also of Chundoo
Lall's connexion with the British Government, on which that
of Hyderabad must acknowledge its dependence, would further
aid him; and it would be very difficult to remove the impres-
sion that his nomination would meet our wishes, although we
might not exert ourselves to effect it, and were even to declare
our neutrality.

It would not, therefore, be surprising if Chundoo Lall were
continued in power by the next Nizam, without our recom-
mendation. If the act were perfectly spontaneous, we should
be relieved from responsibility, and might be at liberty to
withdraw our interference. But if the choice were either
directly or indirectly the effect of our influence and supposed
partiality, we should hardly cease to be responsible for the
shocking oppressions which would ensue.

At whatever period our interference in the civil management
of the Nizam's country may be withdrawn, it must become a
serious question whether our share in the military branch of its
establishment ought not to cease also.

It would not be right to leave a force under British officers
to become the instrument of the oppressions of a rapacious
Minister; and it would not be just towards the Nizam's Go-
vernment to deny the aid of a force to which so large a portion
of its resources is appropriated, if it were required for the
proper support of the government. To judge of the occasions
on which it might or might not be employed by the Nizam's
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authorities, would re-create that interference in civil affairs from
which we are anxious to withdraw.

The existence of a force paid by a Native State, but com-
manded by our officers, and entirely under our control, is un-
doubtedly a great political advantage. It is an accession to
our military strength at the expense of another power, and
without cost to us: an accession of military strength in a con-
quered empire, where military strength is everything. The
advantage is immense. But I cannot say that I think the
arrangement a just one towards the Native State. The same
circumstances which make it so advantageous to us, make it
unjust to the State at whose expense it is upheld.

The subserviency of the Minister at Hyderabad has rendered
this kind of force in the Nizam's territories a sort of plaything
for the Resident, and an extensive source of patronage at the
Nizam's expense. The temptation is difficult to resist, and it
is more to be regretted than wondered at that the expense is
increasing. It appears, from returns prepared in the Secretary's
office, that the military and civil allowances paid by the Nizam's
Government to British officers amounted, according to the
earliest report received from Hyderabad, under date 1st January,
1824, to 11,11,098 Hyderabad Rs., the number of officers
being 101; on the 28th January, 1825, to 9,16,260 Rs. for 83
officers; on the 1st March, 1826, to 9,99,420 Rs. for 101 officers;
on the 31st December, 1826, to 11,34,828 Rs. for 116 persons;
on the 31st December, 1827, to 12,48,696 Rs. for 119 persons;
and on the 1st December, 1828, to 13,49,880 Rs. fbr 123 persons.
The necessity for this increase in the last two years is by no
means obvious. The intermediate decrease in 1824 and 1825
was no doubt owing principally, if not wholly, to the absence
of officers during the Burman war, who must, however, have
returned by the end of 1826.

It is not to be expected that we could withdraw entirely from
ail civil and military interference in the Nizain's Government
with perfect and unalloyed benefit.

We must be prepared for mismanagement in the civil admi-
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nistration whoever might be Minister: the loss of the force at our
disposal would be a positive diminution of our military strength;
and in future wars we should again have to complain of the
inefficiency of the auxiliary force which the Nizam is bound by
treaty to furnish. We must also be prepared, if we withdraw
our officers, to see the formation of corps under European or
East Indian adventurers, such as formerly existed in the Nizam's
service.

Nevertheless, the restoration of independence to the Nizam's
Government appears to me to be an object worthy of our
attention, and worth some loss and some hazard, whenever it
can be effectually accomplished.

But it must be borne in mind that this independence has
had no exiEtence since the last century, and that at present the
country is governed by a Minister who is not the servant of his
nominal master, but, in fact, is our dependant, and whose
oppression and misrule compelled us to exercise interference in
bis management with a view to check extortion.·

While such a state of things exists, it would, I conceive, be
cruel and unjust to sacrifice the people again to his reckless
rapacity by the removal of the check at present imposed, which
in a great degree has proved efficacious, and, with a due dis-
trust of the Minister, would be more so.

I. should, therefore, recommend that no steps be taken at
present to withdraw our interference in the management of the
Nizan's country; and that we should wait until an opportunity
may present itself enabling us to effect that purpose, without
being responsible for any misrule that might ensue.

In the mean time, we ought to prevent any increase of the
expense of the military establishment commanded by British
officers and paid by the Nizam's Government, and gradually
to reduce the expense now existing.
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DUTY TOWARDS NATIVE STATES-INTERFERENCE AND
NON-INTERFERENCE.

[August 14, 1835.]

[There is no subject which more frequently presses itself upon the
attention of Indian statesmen than the amount of interference in the
affairs of the Native States which may be rightfully and expediently exer-
cised by the representatives of the Paramount Power. Both in the public
and private correspondence of Sir Charles Metcalfe this question is fre-
quently discussed ; but the following passages, extracted from a lengthy and
elaborate paper on the affairs of Jyepore, written as Governor-General in
1835, embrace at once the most comprehensive summary of the whole
argument, and the most mature expression of the writer's opinions; and may,
therefore, stand in place of all other discussions of the subject under the
present head.]

[ExTIACT.]-The difference between the interfering and
non-interfering policy is not that of interfering on all occasions
and not interfering on any, because, as the predominant power
in India, interference is sometimes forced on us, however
reluctant we may be to adopt it. The difference is, that the
upholders of non-interference avoid interference as much as
possible, while the opposite party are rather disposed to avail
themselves of every opportunity to exercise it ; see occasions
for it which the others do not; and assert the right of assuming
it when the others would maintain that such a right does not
exist, or is very questionable; and in every case in which the
question is, whether interference shall be exercised or not, or to
what degree it shall be exercised, every one will naturally be
biassed by his preconceived opinion on the general question.
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Both parties of course aim at the public welfare, and each ad-
vocates that line of policy which it deems to be best.

The interference policy appears to me to be arbitrary. We
interfere in the affairs of foreign states as we like. We put up
and put down princes and ministers at our pleasure ; set princes
over subjects, and ministers over princes, as we think proper.
We do not allow the general feeling of the people to operate,
but act according to our own notions of what is right and ex-
pedient. The bad tendency of this policy is manifold. It
destroys entirely the independence of the foreign state, and
paralyses its energies. It also throws the weight of our power
into the scale of the government, and destroys the ability of
the people to redress their grievances. It places us on the
anti-popular side, and causes us to be detested. It relieves the
native government from the necessity of conciliating its sub-

jects, and of course promotes oppression. While we give this
injurious support to the government, -we scarcely ever inter-
fere sufficiently to prevent oppression and misrule, and can
hardly do so without taking the government into our own
hands, and thus putting an end even to the semblance of inde-
pendence.

Another evil of interference is, that it gives too much power
to our agents at foreign courts, and makes princes and ministers
very much the slaves or subjects of their will. An interfering
agent is an abominable nuisance wherever he may be, and our
agents are apt to take that turn. They like to be masters
instead of mere negotiators. They imagine, often very erro-
neously, that they can do good by meddling in other people's
affairs; and they are impatient in witnessing any disorder
which they think may be remedied by our interference, for-
getting that one step in this course will unavoidably be followed
by others, which will most probably lead to the destruction of
the independence of the state concerned.

It must be admitted to be an evil of the non-interference
policy that temporary and local disorder rnay occasionally ensue,
and must be tolerated, if we mean to adhere strictly to that
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principle. But this is a consequence which we naturally dis-
like. We are not disposed to wait until things settle them-
selves in their natural course. We think ourselves called on
to interfere, and some bungling or unnatural arrangement is
made by our will, which, because it is our own, we ever after
support, against the inclination of the people, and their notions
of right and justice.

The true basis of non-interference is a respect for the rights
of others-for the rights of al], people as well as princes. The
treaties by which we are connected with Native States are,
with rare exceptions, founded on their independence in internal
affairs. In several instances the States are, with respect to ex-
ternal relations, dependent and under our protection, but still
independent in internal affairs. It is customary with the advo-
cates of interference to twist our obligation of protection against
enemies into a right to interfere in the internal affairs of pro-
tected States-a right, however, which our treaties generally do
not give us, otherwise than as the supporters of the legitimate
sovereign against usurpation or dethronement, in the event of
his not having merited the disaffection cf his subjects.

There are, undoubtedly, extreme cases in which the inter-
ference of the protecting power rnay be unavoidable. Instances
of prolonged anarchy, affecting others under our protection,
are of that description. It may be said to be a defect of the
non-interference policy, that it cannot in every possible case
be maintained. The same objection would probably be appli-
cable to any system of policy. It need not prevent the main-
tenance of non-interference as the system, admitting rare inter-
ference as the exception. There must, however, be a non-
interfering spirit in the government and its agents, otherwise
the exception will predominate over the rule.

There are two classes of States in India with which we have
relations-those protected, and those not protected-which may
be otherwise described as external and internal States, or those
altogether beyond our exterior frontier, and those encircled
by our dominions, or more or less included within the sphere
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of our supremacy. The internal States are, in a greater or less
degree, either specifically or virtually, under our protection, and
it is to these that the question of interference or non-interference
principally refers. The States of Sind, Caubul, Lahore, China,
Nepal, and Ava, are external States, free as yet from any pre-
tensions of interference 'on our part in their internal affairs.
But the spirit of interference would no doubt soon find cause
for the exercise of its withering and mischievous influence
even in those States. If I recollect rightly, it.has been recom-
mended to me by our agents, east, north, and west. The
sea being our exterior boundary to the south, is almost the only
power that has altogether escaped the suggestion. We have
laid the foundation for interference west and north-west by
our treaties respecting the navigation of the Indus, which we
are now about to promote by stopping it altogether. The
question of interference at present, however, relates chiefly, or
almost exclusively, to the internal States-those which by treaty
or virtually are under our protection. With respect to these,
we have no right to interfere in their internal affairs as long as
they can govern themselves, and are inoffensive to others. But
prolonged anarchy can hardly exist without affecting neigli-
bouring States. The continuance of extreme misrule and op-
pression, if in the least degree supported, as it sometimes is, by
awe of our power on the part of the people, ought not to be
tolerated. Unjust usurpation, not caused by oppression, forces
us to take a part, for we must either acknowledge, and so far
countenance the usurpation, or we must refuse to acknowledge
it, and so far oppose it; and we could hardly follow the latter
course long without proceeding further, or dissolving our con-
nexion with the State so situated. These are cases in which
interference may be either necessary or justifiable; and it must
be remembered, that in any case in which external interference
is required, it can only arise from us. Other Native States are
precluded fron it, if of the protected class, by their relations
with us; if beyond the circle of our supremacy, by our intole-
rance of their interference within it. Those remedies, therefore,
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for internal distraction, which are availab'e in communities of
States less under the supremacy of one protecting and overawing
power, cannot here be had recourse to. The British. Govern-
ment is the sole referee where reference is necessary. Absolute
non-interference on every occasion is consequently impossible.
There is, nevertheless, a wide diference between a reluctant
interference, when it is unavoidable, and a disposition to rush
into interference when it is not necessary; and in this consists
the difference between the two systems of policy.

The advocates for interference would probably maintain that
it is right to anticipate mischief and prevent it by decided in.
terference, and, as disorder will sometimes follow our adherence
to non-interference, there would be much weight in that argu-
ment, if our interference were always productive of good. But
we often create or aggravate mischief and disorder by injudi-
cious interference, and prevent a natural settlement of afairs,
which would otherwise take place. One of the strongest argu-
ments in my mind against interference is, that it is more apt to
work evil than good. There is nothing in our political admi-
nistration that requires so much circumspection, and caution,
and discreet judgment, as interference in the affairs of other
States. A single mistake on the part of an agent may cause
irreparable mischief; and the power left to agents on such
occasions is immense. Almost everything depends on their-
judgment. The effects of interference are anything but certain
It is not, therefore, a conclusive argument in favor of inter-
ference, although it is the best, that we may thereby prevent
evil; for, on the contrary, we are just as likely to create it; I
should indeed say, infinitely more so. And the evil created
by interference is generally irremediable. It virtually, if not
ostensibly, destroys the State to which it is applied, and leaves
it only a nominal, if any, existence.

As a diplomatic agent, I have had a part in carrying into
efect both interfering and non-interfering policy, and the result
of my own experience has left two strong impressions on my

R
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mind-first, that we ought not to interfere in the. internal
mffairs of other States if we can avoid it; and, secondly, that if

we do interfere, we ought to do so decidedly, and to the full
extent requisite for the, object which we have in view. Our
attempts to interfere for-the better government of other States
have often been wretched failures as to our purpose, but have
nevertheless had all the bad effects of interference on the States
concerned, as well as on the minds of other States. Where
interference shal begin, and where end, and to what object it
shall be confined, and how that object shall be accomplished
without involving further and unnecessary interference, are all
nice points to determine. The question of interference alto-
gether is, indeed, the most difficult of any in Indian policy;
but interference is so likely to do evil, and so little certain of
doing good, that it ought, I conceive, to be avoided as much as
possible. The evils of non-interference may certainly be such
sometimes as we would not like to permit to continue, but their
effects are generally temporary, and leave the State independent
in internal affairs as before. The effects of interference are per-
manent, and degrade the State for ever, if they do not destroy
it. Another consequence of interference is, that it subjects us
to the suspicion, which is always alive against us, and to the
reproach of incessantly striving to increase our dominions, and
to seize those of others. We have thus the evils of appropria-
tion without its benefits. Such is the effect of our occupation
of Shekhawuttee, Toorawuttee, and Sambur. A further evil of
interference is, that it involves us, on account of other people's
affairs, in expenses which we can neither ourselves afford to pay,
nor contrive to make others pay, owing to their poverty.

On the general question of interference, therefore, it appears
to me that the following would be proper rules for our
guidance:

1. To abide by treaties, and respect the rights of all foreign
States, and not to interfere in their internal affairs when it can
be avoided.
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2. When compelled by necessity to interfere, to do so with
care, that the State concerned may not be permanently afected
in an injurious manner by our measures.

3. To interfere only so far as may be indispensable for the
accomplishment of the object which is the cause of. inter-
ference.

4. To interfere decidedly and effectually for the purpose re-
quired, and not to leave it unaccomplished.

5. Al the cases of necessity for interference cannot perhaps
be described, but the following are those which most obviously
suggest themselves:-1. General disturbance produced by in-
ternal disorder, but extending beyond the limits of the dis-
turbed States, and affecting other States. 2. Prolonged anarchy,
with its evil consequences to the people, without a hope of the
State's being able to settle its own affairs. 3. Habits of depre-
dation affecting other States, which last would be a just cause,
not for interference merely, but also for war and conquest, if
we chose to assert our right. 4. Unjust usurpation, devoid of
legitimate claim, or opposed to the choice of the people, which,
with reference to our supreme power, we must either sanction
or put down.

Applying these principles to the state of affairs at Jyepore, it
does not appear to me that the case for interference in the internal
administration of that principality is established. It is not a case
in whieh absolute non-interference is practicable, because we have
already interfered to some extent; but we may abstain from
such further interference as is unnecessary. We cannot permit
anarchy to prevail, and we must lend our countenance to the
Government which exists, but we need not coinmit ourselves
to prevent the establishment of a better, if a better or a more
popular one can be formed with a prospect of benefit to that'
State. Actual interference in the executive administration of
the Government is not required, for we do not hear of notorious
oppression, or misrule, or want of power in the Government;
and it could not, under any circumstances, be advantageous
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unless it were carried to sueh an extent as would place the
whole executive authority in our hands, confirm all the preva.
lent opinions of our systematie encroachment, and draw upon
us all the odium of aggression; a state of things which, instead
of seeking, we ought, injustice to ourselves, most stùdiously to
avoid.
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RUSSIA AND PERSIA.

[November 9, 1828.]

[ExTRAcT.]-Having concluded my remarks on the contents
of Sir John Malcolm's minute, I now proceed to submit my own
notions on the general subject of that document-namely, on
the state of relations which it is desirable to maintain with
Persia. He who offers objections to the views of another is
bound to exhibit his own, in order that they also may undergo
scrutiny.

I am far from imagining that the progress of Russia in the
conquest of Persia is a matter of indifference to us. So far
from it, that if I could perceive any certain ground to conclude
that Russia would be deterred from further progress by our
entering into an intimate defensive alliance with Persia, I should
readily advocate such a measure.

But I have no such expectation. It is not consistent with
the independence and greatness of one of the largest empires
ever known in the world, to submit to our dictation in its
transactions with a State with which it has always hitherto had
separate relations; and we cannot undertake the defence of
Persia without regarding a war with Russia as a probable con-
sequence.

A war with Russia in defence of Persia, whatever might be
its results in other respects, would most probably fail as to its
original object, and Persia be subdued. At all events, I cannot
conceive that it would be -wise policy in us to lay the founda-
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tion of a war with Russia by taking on ourselves the respon-
sibility of the protection of Persia. I would infinitely prefer,
if necessary, that Persia, which power has not the slightest
claim on us, should be left to her fate, and that we should
husband our resources to meet the evil when it may become
inevitable; avoiding any premature anticipation of the struggle.

Time works changes in all things-in empires as well as in
smaller affairs. It will work changes in Russia, in Persia, and
in India. A few years hence a great difference may take place
in the condition of all these countries. Our power in India is
not stationary. It will become stronger or weaker. It is now
essentially weak; if it do not become stronger, it will scarcely
be worth preserving; and it will be hardly possible to preserve
it. But whatever may be the state of things at any future
period, I cannot imagine the utility of precipitating a hostile
collision with Russia; and that, too, in behalf of a power whose
good faith, in the time of our own need, could not be relied on
in the slightest degree, and whose utmost aid to us would con-
sist in her own preservation, which she could not probably ac-
complish, against Russia, in the event of war, without, or even
with, our assistance.

Our true policy, therefore, it seems to me, is to devote our
attention to the improvement of our Indian Empire, fostering
its strength, without prematurely going in search of danger, by
anticipating its due season.

What then have I to propose regaring our relations with
Persia? It is this: To maintain them on the most friendly
terms that will not involve us in stipulations likely to lead to
au unnecessary war with Russia. There is no necessity for
pretending indifference as to the fate of Persia. The interests
of Persia and of British India are to a certain degree in union.
We need, not conceal that we desire her preservation. We need
not hesitate to use our best endeavours to promote it by all
means consistent, with the maintenance of friendly relations
with Russia. Nay, even occasions and events may possibly
occur in which it would be politic to afford Persia active as-
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sistance against that power. But let us keep ourselves free to·
do what is wisest and best under all circumstances. Let us not
embarrass ourselves by engagements which may be ruinous in
their consequences, for which Persia cannot make any adequate
return, and which, on her part, would not be kept one instant
beyond their agreement with her own convenience.

The continuance of a mission at the Persian Court, for the
purposes of maintaining our relations on the most intimate
footing of friendship consonant with the policy premised, and
of securing accurate knowledge of all that passes between Russia
and Persia, seems to be proper and desirable; what should be
the envoy's rank, and whether he should be accredited from
the King or the Company, appear to be points of minor im-
portance. For whatever influence we may possess in Persia
must be derived, not from the official designation of the envoy,
nor from the expensiveness of his establishment, but from the
consciousness of Persia that our friendship is beneficial to her.
With respect, therefore, to the footing on which the mission is,
I do not perceive any very urgent cause for change. The less
expense the better; but provided that the expense of our poli-
tical relations in Persia do not exceed that of a first-rate Resi-
dency in India, it may, I conceive, to that extent be tolerated.
I am not sensible that there was any advantage in increasing
the expense of the mission from what it was in the time of Sir
Henry Willock's charge.

The employment of British officers in the armies of Persia
may prove useful, as circuinstances may arise in which their
local knowledge may be serviceable to their own country. In-
formation appears to be wanting as to the allowances actually
received by the officers so employed fron the Persian Govern-
ment. At present they draw from the Company full field-pay
and allowances-a privilege which they alone now enjoy of all
the officers not actually employed in the military service of the
Company. If the allowances drawn from the iPersian Cort
constitute, with the Company's pay, an adequate compensation
for their services, they might, as to Company's allowance, be
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put on the same footing with all other officers employed by
foreign States. If, on the other hand, their Persian allowances
do not afford, with their Company's pay, any adequate com-
pensation, they might retain their present privileges, if the
eventual usefulness of their local knowledge should be deemed
to justify their employment on those terms.

Admitting the expediency of retaining a mission at the Per-
sian Court, and of allowing the employment of offlicers in the
Persian service, it nevertheless appears to be very necessary
that all our transactions with the Court of Persia should be
eonstructed on a footing of equality; and that the notion enter-
tained by that Court, and hitherto practically sanctioned by us,
of levying contributions on us, without return, should cease
to be nourished by our proceedings, when it would soon cease
to exist. Let Persia feel that we wish her well, and acknow-
ledge acommon interest, but. let her not imagine that we are
willing to pay tribute for the continuance of friendly relations.
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DEFINITION OP LAND REVENUE.

IN their letter of the 27th of June, the Board define the
land revenue of Indian Governments as consisting of a portion
of existing land rent. It is not quite clear in this definition
what is meant to be described as land rent. It may mean a
rent received from the cultivator by an intermediate landlord;
or it nay mean that portion of the produce which is termed
rent, in the technical division of produce to parts, under the
terms, wages of labor, profits of stock, and rent. In either case
it would, I conceive, be more correct to define the land
revenue of Indian Governments as consisting of a portion of
the gross produce, for such is the fact. Go into any village
and inquire what is the revenue or right of Government. You
vill be told that it is a half, or a third, or whatever it may be,

of the crops. You will not be told that it is a portion of a
rent received by some intermediate person, nor that it is a
portion of a technical division called rent; but you will be told

plainly, where it is described as a portion of anything, that it
is such a share of the crop. It may be a fixed sum on par-
ticular produce, or on the land itself; but if it be described as a
portion, it will be a portion of the gross produce. I think,
therefore, that in defining the land revenue of Indian Govern-
inents as consisting of a portion of existing land reit, the
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Board, whatever they rnay mean, have unnecessarily mystified
the question, the Indian land revenue being generally a portion
of the gross produce.

I am apprehensive that the opinion of the Board, defining
the State revenue to be a portion of rent, may lead to con-
fusion in the assessments; the State revenue being a portion
of the gross produce, of which portion the Government may
either take the whole, or remit a part to the landowners as
deduction from the demand, or grant a part to the persons
employed in collecting it as payment for trouble, or a part to
revenue contractors as compensation for risk, at its own option.

These observations may be exemplified by what took place at
the permanent settlement of Bengal. The Government claimed
what was supposed to be its lawful revenue, according to
established precedent, being that which a native governor
would have been entitled to under the same circumstances.
Then, from that sum of revenue, one-tenth or one-eleventh was
allowed to the revenue contractor, whom we nominated pro-
prietor, as his income from his assumed property. He was pro-.
hibited from taking more from the landholders under him than
the Government share of produce, or fixed rates of assessment
prescribed as Government revenue. That was the elected pro-
prietor's rent, and if the Government revenue had been a
portion of the proprietor's rent, would it not have been atrocious
that it should have been nine-tenths or ten-elevenths? Could -
that ever have been termed, without ridicule, a portion? On
the other hand, speaking of rent, not as the income of the pro-
prietor, but as one of the technical divisions of the produce of
land, can one-half of the gross produce, which is the most
general division of the crop between the Government and the
cultivator, be fairly stated as a portion of the land rent? What
is the real fact in either of these cases? Not that the Govern-
ment revenue is a portion of the rent, but that it is a very
large portion of the gross produce. And where is the utility
of representing it to be anything else? When the Government
made perpetual contractors for the revenue in Bengal, and called
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them proprietors, it did not take a portion of their rent; it
took its own revenue, and gave them a portion out of it-that
is, a tenth or an eleventh.

FIELD ASSESSMENTS AND TILLAGE COMMUNITIES.

The Board adhere to the opinion that Ryutwar, or perma-
nent field assessments, cannot be introduced into the Western
Provinces; but I remain unconvinced on hnat point.

One reason assigned by the Board in support of their opinion
is, that the regulations require a settlement for the revenue of
an entire village in one sum for a term of years. If a measure
supposed to be desirable were impeded to no good purpose by a
bad regulation, nothing would te more easy than to remove the
obstacle by a better regulaticn; but even under the regulation
described, I see no impossibility in introducing permanent
field assessments into a village, of which the entire revenue
might be settled in one surn for a term of years. The entire
revenue of a village consists of the revenue of its separate fields.
Every proprietor's field might be permanently assessed, the
total of these assessments would form the revenue of the entire
village, which might be settled for a term of years, during which
the village proprietors might have the benefit of any new culti-
vation; at the end of the term a permanent assessment might
be fixed. on the newly-cultivated fields, leaving the permanent
assessment of the old fields unaltered; unless in any instance it
might prôve to have been too high, in which case it might be
lowered; the permanent assessment of the new fields, joined to
that of the old, would form the new assessment of the entire
village for another term of years, and so on.

I only mean by these suggestions to explain in what mode
I conceive it practicable to reconcile a permanent field assess-
ment with a village settlement for a term of years, but I am
not now recommending this plan as one that I would'wish to
see generally adopted. As long as a village community remain-
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united ana friendly among themselves, I should always regret
any interference on the part of Government in their internal
concerns; but from the moment when litigation and dissension
begin to destroy the happiness and prosperity of the village,
and to drag its concerns before our judicial tribunals, the field
assessment, in my opinion, is the only remedy that will save
the community from ruin, and preserve to every individual
his just rights. After a permanent field assessment for each
separate landowner, a village settlement for a term of years
with the community would not be necessary, although, as above
shown, the two proceedings do not seem to me to be irrecon-
cilable.

The Board further remark that settlements in the Western
Provinces can have no connexion with the assessment of fields,
because the actual cultivators of the soil are not the parties
with whom the officers of the Government have to deal. Here,
again, I am obliged to differ fromn the Board. The actual cul-
tivators of the soil, in innumerable instances, either are, or ought
to be, the parties with whom the Government officers have to
deal. The real landowners and the actual cultivators of the
soil are for the most part the same persons, and when that is
the case, the actual cultivators are precisely the persons with
whom the Government officers ought to deal, and with whom,
individually and separately, field assessments might be made
for each field. When the actual cultivators are not the land-
owners, the same thing might be done with the landowners,
leaving to them to settle with their cultivators. But by land-
owners I mean the village landowners, the actual owners of
fields, not the overgrown creatures of our regulations, who,
under the designation of recorded proprietors, or any other,
falsely pretend, to have the property of entire villages. I am
only contending for the practicability of field assessments, not
being able to agree with the Board in their sentiments to the
contrary. I do not advocate field assessnents, exCept where
dissension has destroyed the unity and energy of the village
conmunity.
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PROPRIETARY TENURES.

The Board express the opinion, and as far as my knowledge

goes I concur in it, that the rights of persons connected with the
land are not so complicated and various as has been supposed.
They acknowledge two descriptions of proprietary tenures in vil-
lage lands: one, general, over the whole of the lands of the vil-
lage; the other, particular, in particular lands. I understand the
Board to mean, that in some villages the lands are the common
property of the community of proprietors, and that in others
the lands are separated into private properties of individuals.
In this statement I agree, and I wish that the Board would
always bear in mind that the real landed proprietors of India
are the members of the village communities, whether they
enjoy their property jointly or separately; and that where
village communities exist without the acknowledgment of their
proprietary right, in one or the other of the modes mentioned,
and where individuals, belonging or not belonging to the villagce
community, and especially in the latter case, pretend to be sole
proprietors of villages, there is reason to suspect misapprehen-
sion or usurpation, and ground for revision, or at least for in-
quiry. It may not be universally, as i suppose, but it will, I
think, be found to be so generally throughout India, where our
regulations and practice have not destroyed the native institu-
tions, or where they have not been destroyed by other means.

THE PERMANENT SETTLEMENT OF BENGAL.

There can be no doubt that the cultivation of Bengal must
have greatly increased since the formation of the permanent
settlement; but this is no proof that it would not have greatly
increased, with good management, under other modes of settle-
ment. Cultivation has greatly increased in the Western Pro-
vinces since they came into our possession, whether more or
less proportionately, in comparison with Bengal, I have not the
means of knowing, but the increase has been immense, and
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increase of revenue has accompanied it, which of course has
not been the case in Bengal. Taking into account the greater
difficulties that cultivation has to contend with in the Western
Provinces, I doubt whether it has not increased there as sur-
prisingly in the same space of time as in Bengal. The proba-
bility, however, is, that cultivation will increase more under a
permanent settlement than any other, although great increase
may take place without it.

But what was the price of the Permanent Settlement in
Bengal? We not only relinquished the right of the Govern-
ment to any further revenue from land, which was undoubtedly
a great sacrifice, but what was much worse, we destroyed all
the existing property in land, by creating a class of proprietors
to whom we recklessly made over the property of others. By
the power of adhesion existing in Indian institutions, it is pro-
bable that in many instances the ancient rights have not been
entirely overthrown. The new proprietors may have found it
their interest to maintain them to a certain degree. But they
are virtually destroyed by the title of property over the whole
land conferred by us on those who had no pretensions to it,
and they must ultimately be extinguished when it suits the
interests ofîhe regulation proprietors to give the finishing blow.

The Board, in their admiration of the Bengal permanent set-
tlement, designate the noble author of that measure " the great
creator of private property in land in India." Private property
in land in India existed long before Lord Cornwallis, and bis
permanent settlement tended to destroy it. If I were tempted,
in imitation of the Board, to designate that revered nobleman,
with reference to that measure, by any other title than that by
which he is immortalised in the annals of his country, I should
say, with the fullest respect for his benevolent intentions, -which
never contemplated the injustirc that he committed, that he
was the creator of private property in the State revenue, and
the great destroyer of private property in land in India; destroy-
ing hundreds or thousands of proprietors for every one that he
gratuitously created.
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PROPRIETARY RIGHTS.

[November 29, 1832.]

[The preceding extracts, made from a long and elaborate paper on the
Land Revenue of the Upper Provinces of India, afford a general view of
Sir Charles Metcalfe's opinions on some of the more important questions
connected with the great subject of Land Revenue, and are therefore in-
serted as a preface to the more detailed disquisitions, on individual points,
which follow. The opinions expressed are substantially the same as those
given, under Part L, in the papers on the Revenue Affairs of the Delhi
Territory.]

In offering some notes on the Minutes recently laid before
the Council, recorded by the members of the Revenue Board
in the Western Provinces, I shall preface what I have to say by
a few words on a subject which has of late been often mentioned,
and which occurs again in these documents; that is, regarding
proceedings in assessment from the detail to the aggregate, or
from the aggregate to the detail. It seems to be supposed,
because Sir Thomas Munro went back from the aggregate to
the detail, that he had not, in the first instance, gone from the
detail to the aggregate. .But it appears to me that every
aggregate must be composed of the detail; that every assess-
ment must be founded on the detail; and that although the
detail may be dispensed with when there is sufficient informa-
tion from other sources to make it unnecessary, still, if accuracy
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be intended, the detail must be had recourse to in every new
assessment. The thing to be guarded against is the tendency
of an assessment formed rigidly on the detail to become exces-
sive; to prevent which, allowances must be made in the aggre-
gate assessment, which render it necessary to go back fron
the aggregate to the detail, in order to effect the fair appor-
tionment of the assessm'nt. It is remarkable that Sir Thomas
Munro should be constantly quoted on this point, when it
seems clear that the system of settlement on which he ulti-
mately rested was a distinct settlement for every field at esta-
blished rates, without reference to any aggregate, and that the
aggregate of any village or district assessment in his hands
must have been the aggregate of these field assessments. low
an aggregate can be anything but a putting together of details,
I am at a loss to conjecture; and although loose settlements
may be made, with an unobjectionable and even beneficial
relaxation of the just demand of the Government without
minute attention to the detail, it is only when the inaccuracy
is on this side that it can be tolerated, for, bending the other
way, it would be ruinous. Even in such cases the aggregate
must be the result of former details, and will be accurate so far
as the actual details agree with the former, and will be bene-
ficial or ruinous to the agricultural community assessed, accord.
ingly as the actual details are in amount above or below the
former. As no agricultural community can pay an aggregate
of revenue exceeding the amount of the detail, it seems evident
that every realised assessment founded on a supposed aggregate
without regard to the actual detail, must be a relaxation of the
Government demand, which, if not carried to too great an
extent, is generally unobjectionable. I have been led into
these remarks by the commencement of Mr. R. M. Bird's
minute on the Rights of Resident Ryuts, in which it seems
to be supposed that the Madras mode of assessment was inde-
pendent of a knowledge of details.

I concur generally with Mr. R. M. Bird in his opinion that
our Government has unnecessarily and uselessly, I would add
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unjustly, created rights in the persons of Zumeendars, Talook-
dars, &c., which did not before exist, and that the Ryuts or
cultivators have the first claimr to our consideration; but he
appears to class all Ryuts or cultivators together as having
equal and the same rights. On this point I differ from hin,
for there are, I conceive, cultivators who are owners of the
land which they cultivate; others, who have a right of perma-
nent occupancy without being owners; others, who hold lands
on leases for defined periods; others, who are mere tenants at
will from seaison to season. To assume, as Mr. R. M. Bird
seems disposed to do, that all these classes of cultivators hold
equally from the government and possess equal rights, would, it
appears to me, produce great injustice, and destroy rights now
existing and which have existed, not only before the establish-
ment of our government, but from time immemorial. Althougli
it may not be possible to lay down definitions which shal
apply to all parts of India, I should say generally, that the
ownership of the land is held by members of the village
communities, either individually, in separate and distinct
portions, or collectively, subject to internal arrangement; and
that there are in the village communities some members who
are landowners, and others who are not, and who may belong
to any of the other classes of cultivators above described. It is
with the acknowledged landowners that the government has
to deal, although entitled, as revenue, to a share of every part
of the produce of the cultivation, and it is from the ownérs
that the other cultivators hold their lands, either permanently
or for fixed periods, or from season to season at will.

Mr. R. M. Bird appears to be of opinion that the portion of
produce to be taken as revenue may be fixed by the mere will
of the ruler. I cannot concur in that opinion. Everywhere the
portion in kind, or the sum in money, due as revenue to the
government, is understood and acknowledged, and the govern-
ment which should attempt to exact more would be execrated
as oppressive, and would most probably be resisted. It may
be, that in former times, at some distant period, the demand was
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arbitrarily increased, but that which is now acknowledged is
wonderfully uniform, considering the great space over which
the sanie revenue system extends, whether under British, or
Hindoo, or Mahomedan governments. The government may
take as much less than the acknowledged dues as it will, but it
has no right to take ,more. The government may be said to
have the right of committing any other act of oppression as well
as this. The right of the government in land revenue is
known and limited everywhere, but the tax is generally so higli
that it cannot well be higher. The question with our govern-
ment must always be, how much it can be lowered consistently
with provision for the expenses of the State, but there is no
difficulty, I conceive, in ascertaining what the right is in any
part of India.

Mr. R. M. Bird is of opinion that the Ryuts have a right
to have their rents fixed by the authority of governnent (that
is, the rents which they pay to the Zumeendar, or other fictitious
proprietor, whom we now begin to designate the rentholder),
and that the Ryuts have a riglit to occupy the land so long as
they regularly pay the rents fixed by government.

Both these questions must, I conceive, depend on the real
situation of the Ryuts. We are apt to term all cultivators
Ryuts, without regard to their different circumstances; but
the circumstances of those who are often included in that
general denomination may be very different. If a Ryut be a
tenant at will, holding land from the owner, he lias no right to
have his rents fixed by the authority of the government. His
rents are fixed by mutual agreement between him and the
owner of the land, and if he be dissatisfied with them, he may
throw up his land on the termination of his engagement, and
seek better terms elsewhere, or persuade the landowner to
lower his ternis.

If the Ryut be a farmer, holding a lease of lands for a
limited number of years from the owner, he is in the same
situation as in the former instance, with this difference, tliat
the mutual agreement is binding for a longer period.
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If the Ryut have a permanent right of occupancy in village
lands, without being one of the owners, his rents are settled by
the laws of the village; the same laws which confer on him a
permanent right of occupancy.

If the Ryut be an owner of land, his rents are fixed either
by the government assessments, settled with the community of
village landowners, or by that community-including himself
as one-by internal arrangements after the settlement of the
government assessnent.

If the Ryut be one of a community of landowners over
whom we have established one of our fictitious regulation-pro-
prietors, he then, I think, has a right to have his rents fixed by
the authority of government, because, otherwise, his ownership
of the land will in time be destroyed by the increasing de-
mands of the regulation-proprietors, a result which we are
bound to guard against, if we do not wish to commit great in-
justice. Where the Ryut is a landowner whose right to deal
directly with the government is obstructed by the intervention
of our manufactured proprietor, I am of opinion that he is en-
titled to that interference in his favor which Mr. R. M. Bird
recommends. I would strictly defend the rights of village
communities against the regulation-proprietors, and extend that
protection to those who, by the village laws, have a right of per-
manent occupancy, as well as to those who are owners of the
land; but Ryuts who hold on lease, or are tenants at will for a
season, nust abide by their engagements with the landowners.

Mr. R. M. Bird seems to be of opinion that there is no class
of occupiers of land between the mere cultivating labourer and
the regulation-proprietor, and that all Ryuts are alike, and in
the same predicament. In these opinions he is, I conceive,
mistaken, and I should expect that he would find all of the
different classes of Ryuts that I have described in numberless
villages in the Western Provinces.

l Mr. R. M. Bird's remarks on the respect paid by all pre-
cedingt governments to the proprietary rights which exist in
India, and on the destruction of those rights which is the con-

s 2
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sequence of-our auction sales and nanufactory of proprietors, I
entirely concur, as well as in bis views of protecting the village
communities against the encroachments of our proprietors; and
from his remarks regarding Peishkust Ryuts, in the latter part
of bis minute, I perceive that he does not propose to extend
interference to tenants of that description, in which,~after what
I have already said, I scarcely need add that I agree with him.

I cannot do so in his sentiment that all resident cultivators
are equally entitled to have their rents fixed by the govern-
ment, without reference to the term of their residence. Their
right must depend on the nature of their tenure, and on the
conditions under which they are residents and cutivators.

If, for example, a cultivator has become a resident in a vil-
lage, under engagements with the Zumeendar or regulation-
proprietor, those engagements must fix the rent whieh the cul-
tivator has to pay to the Zuneendar. It would not be just in
such a case, on the part of the government, to step in and fix
the rent to be paid by this cultivator to the proprietor, by
mutual agreement with whom he bas recently come to reside
in that village. The proprietor must, of course, observe his
engagements, whatever they may have been, but the direct in-
terference of the government to settle the terms of their rela-
tionship, seems to be entirely unnecessary.

I need not say that I am no advocate for the regulation-pro-
prietors of our creation. I consider their creation to have been
an enormous error, which bas not been attended by àny benefit
whatever; but having created them, and declared them to be
proprietors, we gave them, I conceive, after the reservation of
the government revenue, all the rights of property that it was
in our power to give-that is, all the rights that did not pre-
viously belong to others. We had no right to destroy the
pre-existing property of others, in order to confer it on our new-
fangled proprietors; we could not legally or justly give them
a single field which previously belonged to others; but we
could, and did, give them the right of the government in every
field in their Zumeendaree, and we superadded the full pro-
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perty in lands not owned or occupied on a permanent tenure
by others. Having done so, although we have a right and are
bound to protect the ancient cultivating proprietors and occu-
pants in all their rights, whatever they were, and ought to be
ashamed of ourselves for not having done so, we have no right
to step in between our proprietor and the cultivator of his own

planting, on lands declared to be his own property, with a
view to destroy the engagements which they have mutually
entered into, and prescribe others of our own fashioning.
"Give the devil his due;" I would let the regulation-proprietor
have all his just rights. It could never have been intended,
when we created proprietors, that they were to be merely en-
titled to a percentage on the revenue. It was meant that they
should be really proprietors, which they are, and ought to be
in every case in which that would not affect the previous rights.
of others; but as we had no power-that is, no lawful power-
to take away the rights of others, we have not given them one
jot of those rights, and are bound to maintain the ancient pro-
prietors and holders of permanent rights against those of our
own creation. Thus, in village communities, although we may
have put a proprietor over them, we have no right, I conceive,
to allow him to infringe on the rights, laws, or customs of
those communities, nor to exercise any greater degree of pro-
perty or interference in the lands or internal affairs of those
communities than the government would itself have exercised
if this incubus had not intervened.

With reference to Mr. R. M. Bird's "Note on Zumeendars
and Putteedars," I shall at present content myself with remark-
ing, that there is much in that "Note" in which I concur, and,
considering the important situation held by that gentleman with
respect to the revenue management of the Western Provinces,
that I rejoice at the desire which he evinces to maintain the
rights and customs of the village communities. On the subject
of the regulation which he proposes, I shall only say that our
legislation in revenue matters appears to me to have beefi
hitherto so unfortunate, that I would rather avoid any legisla-
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tion that is not absolutely necessary; and further, that I am
peculiarly apprehensive of any legislation that might lead to
interference in the village communities. As I do not consider
the regulation suggested by Mr. R. M. Bird is now before us
for decision, I do not think it necessary to enter on a minute
examination of its details.

Neither do 1 think it necessary to offer any detailed remarks
on Mr. R. M. Bird's " Note on Acceleration of Surveys, &c."'
In many of his sentiments I concur. With reference to the
36th paragraph, I do not comprehend why the mode of village
management therein described as existing in some instances
in the Dihlee territory, " does not, nor can exist in the regula-
tion provinces." I cannot see why it should not have existed
before our rule, nor why it should be precluded by our regula-
tions; and I think it probable that it does exist in some in-
stances, unknown, perhaps, to the higher revenue authorities;
for where a large village is divided into separate sections, each
inhabited by a distinct community, the mode of management
described is a very natural arrangement, each section consti-
tuting in most respects a separate village.

I have derived great gratification from the perusal of the
"Notes " by Mr. R. M. Bird, which have been above adverted
to. They appear to me to evince great practical ability, and a
zealous desire to promote the rights and interests of all parties
concerned in our revenue arrangements.

From the remarks which I have already made on Mr. R. M.
Bird's proposition to fix the rents payable by all resident
Ryuts to their lands, it will have been seen that I concur in
the sentiments expressed by Mr. Fane, in his minute of the 4th
September, against that proposition as one of universal appli-
cation. Landowners and permanent occupants appear to me to
be entitled to have the rents payable to the regulation-pro-
prietor fixed, if they desire the intervention of the govern-
ment for that purpose; but mere tenants on lease or at will
must, I conceive, abide by their engagements with the land-
owners, of whatever class the latter may be; and I see no reason
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for the interference of the government to regulate rents, which
will more properly be settled by mutual adjustment.

I also concur in the opinion recorded by Mr. Fane in the
7th paragraph of the same minute, on the subject of expediting
the revision of settlements.

Mr. R. M. Bird's minute of the 22nd September, which
concludes the series of documents forwarded by the Western
Board of Revenue to the Governor-General on the 25th Sep-
tember, does not appear to require much further remark. In
that gentleman's sentiment, that " the maintenance of riglits of
our own creation " cannot justify " the destruction of rights
which existed before our own name was even heard of in
India," I fully and cordially concur; and as far as he would
extend protection to those entitled to those rights, I should go
along with him; but he seems to me to be disposed unneces-
sarily to extend the same privilege to classes who have no
such rights, and who had them not before the introductién of
our rule.
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• LONG LEASES.

[June 29, 1832.]

[EXTRACT.]-For settlements on long leases I have always
been an advocate. A temporary loss of revenue may be ineurred
in such settlements; but it is revenue put out to interest. The
landowners have encouragement, and obtain the means to improve
their products; and the government revenue is eventually in-
creased, together with their prosperity. If the land revenue is
to continue to be the chief resource of our Indian Government,
and the revolution which is to find a substitute has hitherto
made no progress, that scheme of revenue must be the safest
and the best which unites the improving prosperity of the
landowners with the increasing revenue of the State. A sacri-
fice of equitable land revenue, without a certain prospect of its
return in some other shape, is an experiment which is likely to
be attended with permanent injury.

I am no advocate for annual settlements; but if settlements
are to be made annually, the process will depend on the object
in view. If the object be to take the right of the government
in full, an annual scrutiny of the crops will be necessary, and
the payers of revenue would prefer this method, in which no
man would pay more than is justly due from him, to a fanciful
settlement, according to qualities of soil, which may be very
erroneous, very unequal, and to some ruinous. But if the
object be to make a moderate settlement, the taking of actual
produce as the equitable basis does not render a scrutiny neces-
sary. The actual produce-the surest test of productive
power-having been once ascertained, an annual scrutiny is not
requisite, unless it be demanded by the revenue payers to pre-
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vent an apprehended over-assessment. This basis does not pre-
clude any liberality or indulgence that the government may see
fit to exercise.

In making a seulement for a term of years, with actual pro-
duce as the basis, it is not necessary to take the produce of the
year of seulement as the sole criterion. A settlement for a
term of years, whieh is an equitable adjustinent of the demand
of government during a period subject to vicissitudes, must be
made with reference to so many considerations, that whether
ascertained produce or productive powers be assumed for a
general assessment with a community, the difference will be
nearly nominal. But actual produce must not be lost sight of,
for no community will be able to pay revenue on a classifica-
tion of soils, unless the produce correspond. And if the seule-
ment go into the detail of fields and individual payments,
attention to the produce will be still more necessary, for no man
will be able to pay more revenue than his produce will yield,
however high his land may stand in the classification of soils.
And whatever classification of soils we make, the collection of
revenue in the village, unless the government interfere inces-
santly and most obnoxiously to prevent it, will go on according
to actual produce; and the attempt to prevent it will cause the
dissolution of the village community. In the case supposed in
the Right Hon. the Governor-General's minute, the village
growing wheat, if assessed according to wheat, would very
probably begin to cultivate sugar-cane, and having reaped a
profit sufficient to recompense them for the labour and expense
incurred in that operation, would at the next settlement yield
a higher revenue with the same ease as in the first it paid a
lower, and with more profit. The village producing sugar-
cane, if equitably assessed according to that article, would pay
its proper revenue with the same ease as a village producing
wheat, and would not be likely to abandon its sugar-cane cul-
tivation for any other less profitable.

The -classification of soils appears to me to be liable to great
mistakes, and errors in assessments are often productive of irre-
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mediable evils. The classification, agreeably to their productive
powers and under ordinary culture, conveys no definite idea.
A sugar-cane field, a wheat field, and a juwar field, adjoin
each other; the soils are the saine, but the wheat field and
the sugar-cane field have been brought by the necessary labor
and expense to their several degrees of superiority. Which is
the ordinary culture? Whoever maintains that the State is
not to derive benefit from the improvement of the cultivation
in soils of the same quality, must answer, the juwar. Then
must the assessment on all be reduced to that on the juwar? If
this theory were put in practice universally, the greater part of
the revenue would vanish, and India be lost.

ASSESSMENT OF LAND YIELDING VALUABLE PRODUCE.

[Decern b 20, 1830.]

[The opinions expressed in the concluding part of the preceding extract
had been previously enforeed by Sir Charles Metcalfe in the following
Minute, called forth by a despatch from the Court of Directors, declaring
the unwillingness of that body to allow lands yielding valuable produce, as
cotton, sugar, tobacco, &c., to be assessed at a higher rate than other less
productive soils. The object of the Court was to encourage the develop-
ment of the resources of the country. To the objections raised on the score
of loss of revenue, they answered, " We are aware that when a tax is
abolished, the revenue which it yielded ceases to be received."]

The basis of all our revenue settlements is the acknowledged
right of government to a portion of the produce or crop of the
cultivated land. When this is not taken in kind, it is com-
muted for 'money; but the assessment is according to the value
of the crops which the land generally produces. In this way
the increase of the revenue and that of the agriculturist's in-
come, the demand of the government and the cultivator's
means of meeting it, all correspond.

If the meaning of the Honorable Court be, that assessments
are not to be made according to the value of the produce, or,
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in other words, that the assessment on land bearing valuable
crops is to be reduced to the assessment of land bearing poorer
crops, without any other change in the existing mode of assess-
ment, then, I fear, a great diminution of revenue must be ex-
pected.

If, on the other hand, it be intended that all land of a cer-
tain quality shall be assessed at the same rate, whether it be
cultivated with valuable crops, or poor crops, or no crops, in
that case, I fear, there will be a diminution of revenue fron
the inability of the cultivators to meet the demand, and a great
transfer of land from the owners to speculating adventurers,
who will undertake to do what the owners cannot, and, conse-
quently, a vast destruction of property, happiness, and rights.

It often happens that a cultivating landowner is able ta ap-
propriate a portion of his land to the cultivation of sugar-cane,
whîch is one of the most valuable crops ; but this being an ex-
pensive cultivation, he may not have the means of extending it
to all the land of the saine quality, which therefore bears less
valuable crops produced at less expense. If the government re-
linquishes the customary assessment of the valuable crop, with-
out increasing that on all land of the same quality, there must
be a loss of revenue. If the assessnent on all land of the same
quality be raised to a fixed standard, without reference to the
value of the crops produced, it may be much heavier than the
former assessment made according to the value of crops, and
the landowner may not be able to pay it. Then the collector
will probably offer the land to a speculating farmer, and the
owner may be ousted from his land, to the destruction of his
property, his rights, his respectability, his honest pride, his
happiness, bis comfort, and his subsistence.

The land revenue is the chief support of our power in India,
and it is dangerous ta tamper with it. It is no less cruel to
destroy the rights of the cultivating class of our subjects. I
much fear that in one way or the other, if not in both, the
orders of the Court of Directors may do mucl mischief, if not
explained or modified so as to prevent such effects.
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I do not think that these orders, whatever may be their
object, are either required or likely to be beneficial under this
Presidency. In lands under the permanent settlement they
cannot of course have any effect. In lands already assessed for
a term of years, they will be inoperative, because, during the
period for which the settlement is fixed, the owners nay culti-
vate whatever crops they prefer, without being liable to any
additional assessment. It is only at the time of assessment
that the orders can operate, and then it appears to me they
must produce either loss to the revenue, or injustice to the
landowner.

As the Revenue Board at the Presidency, when we issue
the instructions directed by the Governor-General to be con-
veyed, may probably apply for explanation, I am anxious that
we should know more distinctly the precise intentions enter-
tained by his Lordship, in order that we may endeavour to
give effect to them. I beg leave, therefore, to propose that
the matter be referred for his Lordship's consideration and
further orders.

If the value of produce is to go for nothing, and have no
influence in assessments, what system of assessment is to be
adopted ? What rules are to be prescribed for the details ? I
believe all existing rates of assessment on land to be founded
on the estimated value of the produce of that land, varying in
various provinces according to various circumstances, but all
founded on the same basis, and having the same object. If
the value of produce is to be put out of the question, what is
to be substituted? Is the lowest rate of land assessment to be
universally adopted ? or the highest ? or a medium ? Do what
we will, the value of produce must be the groundwork of every
land revenue settlement, and I am, therefore, at a loss to com-
prehend the meaning of the Honorable Court's order, whicli
proscribes it as a thing not to.be regarded.
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JURISDICTION OF THE CROWN COURTS.

[April 15, 1829.]

[The very able and important Minute from which the following passages
are taken is too lengthy to be given in its integrity. It was called forth by
the contest then raging between the Supreme Court of Bombay and the
Government of that Presidency-a contest provoked by the usurpation
of the former. The Minute contains an elaborate examination of the clauses
of the Charter constituting the Bombay Court, and defining its powers;
and concludes with a suggestion for the amalgamation of the Supreme
Courts of Judicature with the Company's Sudder Courts at the three Pre-
sidencies in a manner resembling tue system proposed under the act of 1853.
The paper is altogether very characteristic of Sir Charles Metcalfe's simple,
but forcible style of argumentation. Of the circumstances which evoked it
there is scarcely any difference of opinion in the present day.]

It is necessary to determine whether, in matters of doubtful
dispute, the Government or the Court of Judicature at the
several Presidencies shall be supreme; whether the Government
nust in every case submit to any exercise of judicial power
which the Court may assume; or the Court, be restrained by the
will of the Government, whenever the latter may be sensible of
political reasons of sufficient importance to induce its interferënce,
either to resist a new assumption of power, or to suspend the
exercise of one doubtful, or dangerous, which may have been
before admitted.

To me it seems quite clear that the supreme power ought to
rest with the Government; and that in any case in which the
exercise of the powers of the Court might be deemed injurious
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to the safety or welfare of the State, the Government ought to
possess authority to suspend the functions of the Court, as re-
garding that particular case, and the Court be bound to ac-
knowledge and abide by the restrictive power of the Govern-
ment, pending a reference to superior authority in England.

In arguing for the possession of restrictive powers by the
Government in India over the Court of Judicature, I only
propose what, as I conceive, exists in every country in the
world-a saving power in the Government, for the benefit of
the State, over all parts of the governing machine, of which
the judicial department is one.

There is no danger to the national power in England from
an undue stretching of the authority of courts of justice. There
is no probabîlity there that the courts can misunderstand their
functions. But if there were any chance, either of error or of
mischief, the Legislature is at hand to restrain or rectify.

What the Legislature is to courts of justice in England, the
local government in India ought in reason to be to courts here;
that is temporarily, and until the result of a reference to England.
can be known. If not so perfect and satisfactory an instrument
of control as the Imperial Legislature, it is the best that can be
had on the spot. And unless it can be maintained that the
Government must submit, whatever may be the consequences,
to any extension of jurisdiction that any court of its own
pleasure may assume, it must follow that a provisional and
temporary restrictive power ought to be vested in the Govern-
ment; for it can never be supposed that a disgraceful contest
between the two powers, as separate and opposed to each other,
ought to be exhibited to conquered India to excite the anxiety
and fears of the well-affected, and the hopes and ridicule of the
disaffected and hostile.

When such a contest commences, there are no means of
stopping it, in the present state of relations between the Govern-
ment and the Court. The Government cannot sacrifice its
subjects to an assumption of power which it believes to be
illegal. The Court, having once declared the assumption to be
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legal, considers itself interdicted from rejecting any application
founded thereon; and from listening to any compromise, or
suspension of the power. It regards and treats the members of
the Governrmîeît as so many culprits, who are punishable for
contempt of the King;s Bench. The feelings of the parties be-
come engaged in the quarrel. Each thinks it dishonorable to
yield. The Government will not give up its native subjects to
laws and jurisdictions to which they have never before been
held amenable. The judge conceives that he is supporting the
independence of the British Bench, and naintaining a praise-
worthy contest against lawless interference. The struggle is
interminable, and nay be renewed continually by fresh cases
involving the disputed point.

At this immense distance from the control of the mother
country, there surely then ought to exist a local authority,
invested with power to put a stop to these unseemly conten-
tions. If it can be said, with any justice, that a court of law
nay push its authority to any extent, and that no apprehension

of consequent mischief and anger can justify a government in
refusing obedience, then let it be determined that the Govern-
ment must in all cases submit to the will of the Court. It
would be better that the supremacy of the Court should be ac-
knowledged and known, than that room for contention should
reman.

There are, nevertheless, reasons why the supreme power
should rest with the Government, and not with the Court.

The political power of a state exercised by its legislature is
everywhere superior to the judicial, which is subordinate, per-
forming only the functions conferred on it by the former,
which are liable to any modifications that the legislature may
enact.

Against this it may be urged, that the real legislature for
British India is the National Legislature in England, and not the
local government; but, on the other hand, the local govern-
ment, performing locally -the functions of political administra-
tion, approaches nearest to the representation of the distant
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home government; while the j udicial court cannot properly
represent the legislative power.,

Moreover, the occasions on which the Government and the
Court are likely to be involved in disputes are when the Court
is extending its own jurisdiction beyond its former limits, that
is, assuiing powers not before exercised. The check, there-
fore, ought to be visited elsewhere; for we know from expe-
rience, that the Court is not likely to check itself, the exercise
and extension of power being at all times enticing to human
nature.

The Court in such cases may be said to be the aggressor,
and the Government on the defensive. It is more equitable,
therefore, that the Court should be required to pause, than that
the Government should be compelled to submit to new assump-
tions.

No new assumption by the Court can take place without
drawing more within its jurisdiction our native subjects,
already amenable to other courts established for their protec-
tion. They can only look to the Government for defence
against the exercise of power by an authority to which they
have never considered themselves subject; they are entitled to
this defence;- and the Government ought to have the power of
affording it.

The restraining power, contended for herein on the part of
the Government, should be exerted, of course, with due consi-
deration and forbearance, and subject to serious responsibility.

If it were deemed inexpedient to confer it on the subordi-
nate Government of each Presidency, it might be confined to
the Supreme Government; or the exercise of it by the subor-
dinate Governments might be subject to the confirmation and
revision of the Supreme Government, which course would
rectify the possible errçrs of local irritation, without impairing
the efficiency of immediate remedy.

Next to the importance of preventing unseemly contention
between independent British authorities in this distant region,
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by conferring somewhere the power of local supremacy, pend-
ing a reference to England, it is very desirable that the powers
to be exercised by his Majesty's Courts of Judicature, that is,
the extent of their jurisdiction, should be accurately defined.

Out of the want of clear definition and of general under-
standing arise all the disputes which take place; for respecting
the acknowledged customary powers of the Courts there are no
disputes.

It is unquestionably due to our native subjects that they
should be informed to what Courts and to what laws they are
amenable. At present they are amenable to the Courts esta-
blished in the provinces in which they reside, and subject to a
modified code of native laws, both in civil and in criminal
matters; but suddenly, by some legal hocus-pocus, incompre-
hensible to them, they find themselves dragged into the juris-
diction of a Court of English law, armed with tremendous
power, from which there is no reprieve; where they are beset by
unintelligible forms and bewildering complexities, and ruined
by intolerable expense.

It never could have been intended by the British Legislature
that our Indian subjects should be amenable to two sets of
Courts, and two codes of laws; but such is now the effect of the
gradual extension of the jurisdiction of his Majesty's Courts,

'some of the steps in which have been imperceptible, or at least
unnoticed.

When his Majesty's Supreme Court was f6rst established in
Bengal, it was understood that its civil j urisdiction extended to
claims against the Company and against British subjects, and
to claims of British subjects against native subjects in cases,
wherein the latter had agreed to submit to its decision; and its
criminal jurisdiction to British subjects and to persons in the
service of the Company, or of any British subject at the time
of the offence.

The establishment of this power, independent of the local
Government, was soon followed by disputes, disreputable in
their circurnstances, and dangerous to the publie safety

T
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The Court had not been long in the exercise of its functions
when it extended its practical jurisdiction indiscriminately to
all natives; nothing more being necessary to procure a writ
against any of them than an affidavit that the person sued was
within the jurisdiction.

The collection of revenue and the administration of justice in
the provinces were obstructed by writs of Habeas Corpus ; and
prisoners brought up by these writs were set at liberty by the
Courts.

Neither the government exercised by the Company, nor that
of the Newaub of Moorshedabad, was respected. Both were
declared subordinate to the Court. Had the usurped powers of
the Court been allowed to proceed without check or opposition,
the Government must have been destroyed.

The powers assumed, the pleas by which they were main-
tained, the tone of self-superiority, and of contempt for the
local Government, which mark the proceedings of the Court
at that time, are Temarkably similar to those which appear
in the recent proceedings of the Court of Bombay.

The proceedings of the Supreme Court of Bengal having
been loudly complained against, its powers were restrained by a
subsequent enactment.

Since which, either frorà a better understanding of the inten-
tions of the Legislature, or from mutual moderation in governors
and judges, or from the submission of governments to gradual
but quiet encroachments, until the present contention at Bom-
bay, there has not been the same degree of misunderstanding
and. dispute regarding the powers of the King's Courts ; but
it is evident, froma what is now passing at that Presidency, and
from what has before happened, both at Madras and in Bengal,
that the seeds of dissension still exist in the undefined condition
of the jurisdiction of all the Courts.

The Courts at Madras and Bombay were established at dif-
ferent periods subsequently to that of the establishment of a
Court in Bengal. The charter of the Madras Court differs in
some degree from that of the Calcutta Court, although intended,
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avowedly, to confer only the same powers. The Bombay
charter is formed, I presuie, on the model of that of Madras.

Besides jurisdiction over al British subjects, the Courts have
an acknowledged jurisdiction over native subjects residing
within the appointed limits of the several cities designated
Presidencies. The disputes which have occurred, and are
likely to occur,. refer to the extent of the Courts' jurisdiction
over native subjects beyond those limits.

We have seen a native of India, lately a servant of the King
of Oude, but residing within the British frontier for refuge,
arrested on a false allegation f debt, many hundred miles
away from Calcutta, by an officer of the Supreme Court, and
placed in the power of his pretended creditor and undoubted
enemy,on some legal fiction of his being a constructive inha-
bitant of Calcutta,. in consequence of dealings with parties re-
siding there.

If such a plea brings natives within the j urisdiction of the
Supreme Court, there is not a mercantile native residing in any
part of India who is not amenable, for all of them have commer-
cial agents or dealings in Calcutta.

To call any one a constructive inhabitant of Calcutta who
has never been withà many hundred miles of the place, what-
ever it may be in law,. seems an outrage against common sense.
And to arrest such a one at that distance by a writ from the
Supreme Court, he never dreaming of his liability to such
jurisdiction, being at the same time amenable to provincial
Courts and provincial laws, must surely be considered as a gross
violation of natural justice.

It may be reasonably presumed that the Legislature did not
intend to confer such jurisdiction on the Court; but we know
fat it has been assumed.

We have seen property seized in the most remote provinces
under the Bengal Presidency as the property of a, bankrupt
firm of Calcutta, and made over wholly to another firm of that
place, on a bond, although creditors of the bankrupt firm, and
claimants against it, were present in those provinces; although

T 2
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the transactions on which they claimed took place in those pro-
vinces; although the very property seized was properly their
own, never having been paid for; although they were entirely

ignorant of the existence of those peculiar laws which at once
took away their property and deprived them of al means and
all chance of recovering any part of the debts due to them.
The awe of the Supreme Court deterred the local authorities
from attempting to maintain the right of the local creditors.
Can any one say that this is justice to our native subjects, or
that a Court a thousand miles distant ought to possess a juis-
diction so partial to the few, so destructive to the mass?

We recently heard that a native, not residing within the
Court's jurisdiction, nor amenable to it, according to common
understanding on any other account, was to be tried before the
King's Court on the charge of a crime committed beyond the
limits of the jurisdiction, in order to establish the principle
that all natives, notwithstanding those circumstances, might be
brought before the Court for trial. I do not know how this
matter ended; but if the trial took place, it was certainly a
new encroachment, and will form a precedent for further ex-
tension of jurisdiction.

We have still more recently had occasion to observe, that
landed property in the provinces beyond the limits of the
Court's local jurisdiction is somehow brought within its juris.
diction, that it is decreed away from one party to another, or
attached and sequestered at the Court's pleasure, and that Euro-
pean officers of the Court are appointed receivers of the rents;
by which the regulations of the Government for the adminis-
tration of the provinces are set at nought. It is the opinion of
the Advocate-General that the Legislature did not intend to
confer on the Court the powers thus assumed, but that they
have been too long exercised to be now successfully combated.

The instances above mentioned have occurred in the proceed-
ings of the Calcutta Court, where we undoubtedly have able,
upright, moderate, and conciliatory judges.

What is here required is a clear definition of the extent of
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the Court's jurisdiction 'with regard to native subjects resident
beyond the limits of its local jurisdiction; and it cannot be
denied that this definition is necessary, unless it can be affirmed
that it is just to expose our native subjects to the operation of
two sets of laws and of two independent jurisdictions.

The Court at Madras at one time assumed the power of exe-
cuting its writs in foreign territories, acted on the assumption,
and attempted to justify it by reference to its charter. This
erroneous conception of the Court's powers was reported to
England. The opinion of high legal authorities was given
against it, and communicated to the judges at Madras. The
pretension has not since been revived; but there is nothing to
prevent its renewal, if adopted by any judge in time present or
to come.

The Madras Court has assumed the power of destroying the
sovereign rights of the Government by decreeing to others
public revenue granted by the Company to an individual. The
exercise of this assumed power, if unresisted, miglit alienate in
perpetuity the whole of the public revenue, which, in virtue of
its sovereign rights, the Government might grant in assign-
ment under limitations as to time and persons. . Moreover, the
sovereign acts of the Government, in the disposal of its public
revenue beyond the limits of the Court's local jurisdiction, being
once rendered liable to subversion by the fiat of the Court, no
security for the revenue or for the possession of India would
remain. A limitation of the Court's powers on this subject,
therefore, is also necessary.

At Bombay, the Court has, within my recollection, sent its
bailiffs into a foreign territory to seize a subject of a fo'reign
Government. No pretension of this kind, I imagine, could be
maintained by any Court. It may, therefore, be supposed that
the act was committed by mistake, owing to false 'swearing.
And it is remarkable, with regard to the proceedings of the
King's Courts in India, that any writ, however injurious to the
individual affected by it, may be obtained by false swearing.
Two persons have only to swear that a native is liable to the
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Court's jurisdiction, and he May be dragged to the Presidency
from his home, distant a thousand miles, in a country and
climate extremely different, although he be not in the slightest
degree by law amenable to the Court's jurisdiction. This
matter, in justice to * our native subjects, certainly demands a
remedy. Such are the forns or practice of the Court, that its
most questionable powers prior to trial may be wielded with all
their irresistibility, at the discretion of the attorneys, with little
or no check, or even knowledge on the part of the judges.

One of the powers recently assumed by the Court at Bombay
is fhat of releasing native convicts condemned according to law
by the Provincial Courts. This power being -assumed, it is only
necessary that one or two persons swear that :such an one is
illegally confined, and forthwith issues a writ of Habeas Corpus,
addressed to the magistrate of the district, or the gaoler, or
some officer of the Provincial Court, ordering the bringing up
of the convict before the King's Court. . The return, that he
has been sentenced to imprisonment by the Provincial Court, is
not deemed sufficient. The King's Court does not recognise
the existence of any right in the Provincial Court to punish.
It professes to know nothing of the powers of such a Court.
The Provincial Court itself must come to trial. It must be
proved to the satisfaction of hie Majesty's justices that :such a
Court exists, and has power to punish, and that the Government
has the right to institute such a Court; else, without further
ceremony, and as a matter of course, the prisoner is released.

The exercise of this power by the King's Court, with regard to
prisoners sentenced by the Judicial Courts established through-
out the interior of British India, seems to be quite incompatible
with the independent existence of those Courts. Either the
King's Courts ought to be restrained from interfering with
separate judicial institutions which they cannot efficiently con-
trol, or they ought to be connected and blended with those
institutions in one united establishment for the due adminis-
tration of justice. Their interference at present is neither ne-
cessary for justice, nor, if necessary for that purpose, could it
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be effectual under the present :system over the .immense extent
of territory subject to the Provincial Courts. It must iow
tend to produce mischievous counteraction, to bring into con-
tempt the local Government and its judicial institutions, and to
impair,the administration of justice.

Similar powers were assumed by the King's Court when
first established in Bengal. .Prisoners of the Provincial Courts
were then brought up in like manner by writs of Habeas Corpus
and released. But since the powers of the Court were restrained
the practice has ceased, and its assumption by the Court at
Bombay does not profess to be founded on those precedents.

Another power assumed by the King's Court at Bombay,
but resisted by the Government at that Presidency, is that of
taking native wards out of the hands of their guardians and
bringing them to the Presidency to be disposed of at the

pleasure of the King's Court, neither the wards nor their
guardians being subject to its ordinary jurisdiction.

If the Court possesses this power legally, there is not a ward
in British India whose affairs may not be brought within its
jurisdiction : interested parties have only to swear that the
ward is illegally detained by his guardian. The whole native
property of our dominions may successively be drawn into the
chancery of the King's Court, the Court all the while ac-
knowledging that its ordinary jurisdiction does not extend over
the parties. What is the difference, whether the jurisdiction
be called ordinary or extraordinary, if it be assumed and -exer-
cised. If it had been intended that the natives of India and
their property should be liable to the jurisdiction of the King's
Court, they would not, it may be presumed, have been placed
under a separate jurisdiction.

Every power exercised or assumed by the King's Court, or
any other, is of course professedly and intentionally for the
purpose of rendering justice or redressing a grievance; but it
seems to be forgotten that an extension of jurisdiction over
those not before amenable to it may be oppression instead of
justice.
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According to the present practice of the King's Courts, a
native of the snowy mountains of limalaya, not amenable to
the Court's jurisdiction, and utterly unconscious of the existence
of-such a Court, may be dragged a distance of twelve hundred
miles or more to the swamps and jungles and stifling heat of
Bengal, merely to show that he is not amenable to jurisdiction,
and go back again, fortunate if his plea be admitted, and if he
do not perish from the contrast of climate.

If it be deemed really necessary that our native subjects,
without regard to distance of residence, should be amenable to
a Court of English law, rules ought to be framed to let them
know clearly that they are so, or how they may become so. -

But it ouglit never to be, that the jurisdiction should remain
undefined, and subject to unlimited extension, at the pleasure of
the judges.

Who does not know that it is natural to human frailty to seek
an increase of power? The judges are generally well disposed
to extend their jurisdiction. The barristers and attorneys of
the Court have the strongest inducements of personal interest
to urge the extension, as their profit and their livelihood depend
on the quantity of business brought within their jurisdiction. In
reason, the Court ought not to have the power of determining
its own jurisdiction. Yet it holds its power in this respect to
be absolute and indisputable.

. . . .' Enough, I trust, has been said to show that we
are bound in duty to give to our native Indian subjects greater
certainty as to the jurisdiction to which they are amenable,
and greater security against liability to two independent juris-
dictions than they now enjoy.

With a view to promote this object, I shall proceed to
submit for consideration two schemes for the regulation of the
jurisdiction of the King's Courts in India: one to explain and
define it, under a supposition that the Legislature has always
regarded the King's Courts as having general jurisdiction with
regard to British subjects; but, with regard to natives, a juris-
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diction limited according to classes and locality: the other, to
amalgamate the King's Courts with the Provincial Courts of
Judicature, in the case of its being deemed expedient to abo-
lish the existence. of separate and independent jurisdictions for
different classes of subjects.

With reference to the first of these suppositions, the juris-
diction of the King's Court, regarding British subjects, as at
present understood, does not absolutely need alteration. They
are liable universally to both civil and criminal jurisdiction.
Only, as to acts committed in the territories of native princes,
it ought to be declared, in order to prevent the recurrence of
such a claim as was once set up by the Madras Court, that the
Courts " have no legal authority to cause writs or process of any
kind, issued against European-born British subjects, or natives of
the British territories in the service of the East India Company,
to be executed by arrest of persons, seizure of property, or any
other compulsory method, within the dominions of native
princes in alliance with the British Government in India."
This was the opinion given by his Majesty's Attorney-General
(the late Lord Gifford), his Majesty's Solicitor-General (the
present Lord Chancellor), and the Honorable Company's Soli-
citor (Mr. Bosanquet), when called on in consequence of the
proceedings of the Madras Court.

The jurisdiction as to natives in the Company's service seems
sufficiently defined, and may remain as it is. It is hard on
natives in the Company's service that they should be amenable
to two independent jurisdictions, and not obviously necessary;
but as the Legislature has declared them to be subject to the
jurisdiction of the King's Court, under certain limitations as to
civil suits, the case is clear, and the exercise of the power is
not open to dispute.

With, respect also to natives, in civil actions, regarding
transactions in which they have bound themselves to be ame-
nable to the Court, there, is no room for doubt.

But it will be necessary to define more clearly the jurisdiction
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ocver the native inhabitants of Calcutta, Madras, aild Bombay,
that is, over natives residing within the limits of the local juris-
-diction of the Court nt each Presidency.

Actual 7inhabitants -within these limits miust of course be con-
sidered fully ainenable in both civil and criminal matters, with
the privileges, nevertheless, as to their own laws and usages,
provided by the enactments of the Legislature and the charters
of the Courts.

Persons residing elsewhere, -who may formerly have resided
within the local limits, -must be amenable for acts committed
during their residence -within the limits, but ought not to be so
for acts committed within the jurisdiction of 'the Provincial
Courts, or elsewhere, beyond the locallimits of the Royal Courts'
jurisdiction,

Persons who have never resided within the limits ought not
to be liable to arrest, nor generally amenable to the Courts'
jurisdiction, on the plea of 'being inhabitants, on account of
transactions of a pecuniary nature within the limits in which
they may be said to have been concerned. Nevertheless, for
pecuniary transactions on their behalf within the limits, any
property within the limits which suich persons may possess
ought to be liable, due notice being given of any suit, in order
that the party concerned may ansvier to it at his option, or
allow it to be decided on the evidence of the plaintiff. But
property beyond the limits ought not, I conceive, in sucli cases,
to be liable to the Courts' jurisdiction, it being, nevertheless,
liable to the jurisdiction of the province in which it may be
situated, for transactions within the jurisdiction of the King's
Court.

The liability of persons and property, with respect to juris-
diction, ought generally, I conceive, to be determined by re-
sidence and locality. The course sometimes pursued by the
King's Court would set such a consideration at defiance. We
have seen, as before mentioned, a man arrested as an inhabitant
of Calcutta, at a distance of seven or eight hundred miles, who
never perhaps had been muci nearer, and certainly never had
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been un ·inhabitant, for a matter of some curiosity sent to him
from Calcutta by the -party who caused and superintended his
arrest, on the plea that he was an inhabitant of Calcutta, in
consequence of having property and îemploying agents In com-
mercial dealings. It seems absolutely necessary that our native
subjects should be -protected against such proceedings, for which
purpose I have proposed the restrictions above stated.

With respect to the property of persons, British subjects or
others, by law .fuly amenable to the King's Court, their pro-
perty, wherever situated within the British territories, must, I
conclude, be liable; but the process of the Court regarding such
property ought not to be executed by its own officers, but by
the local magistrate; and rules ought to be made to preclude
the 'officers of the King's Court from proceeding beyond its
local limits, and to make the local magistrates its instruments
for carrying into effect its lawful orders regarding persons or
property liable to its jurisdiction, although residing or situated
beyond the local limits thereof. The sending of the officers of
the King's Court into districts where there is another juris-
diction is useless in itself, and attended with considerable in-
convenience and mischief by causing the appearance of a double
jurisdiction.

No native ought to be dragged from a distance to show
whether he is or is not liable to the jurisdiction of the King's
Court. It is a grievous oppression that persons not subject to
the jurisdiction may be arrested and 'brought before the Court
from any distance before they can show that they are not
amenable. This evil might be remedied by making the local
magistrate in each district the channel of executing the Court's
writs, and by giving him power to submit the excuses of any
native denying the jurisdiction, and to try and report on the
question of jurisdiction on the spot under the Court's orders,
abiding, nevertheless, by the Court's decision on his report.

The decrees or writs of the King's Court ought not, beyond
its own local jurisdiction, to interfere with the previous decrees
of the Provincial or District Courts of any other local j urisdiction,
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as such interference must have the effect of bringing the local
jurisdiction and the authority from which it emanates into con-
tempt. Of course no decrees of the local jurisdiction can set
aside those of the King's Court previously issued, if directed
against persons legally amenable.

It ought to be the duty of local authorities to bring to the
notice of the Government any instance within their jurisdiction
of acts of encroachment by the King's Court beyond its known
and acknowledged powers. The Government, if it entertain
the same opinion, ought to have the power of calling the at-
tention of the King's Court to the subject, either through the
Advocate-General or some other channel. The Court ought
to be bound to listen to the reference, and explain the grounds
of its proceeding; and if the Government should, notwith-
standing, remain convinced of the illegality of the supposed
extension of the Court's powers, it ought to have the right to
appeal to the King in Council, or other competent tribunal;
and in a case which it may judge to be of sufficient importance,
the power of arresting the progress of the encroachment pending
the.result of the appeal.

I now proceed to advert to the supposition of a change, by
which the judicature of India, instead of being divided into
separate and independent jurisdictions, might be amalgamated
in one.

Such a change, when judged fit, it will be best to introduce
gradually.

The connexion between the two jurisdictions might, in the
first instance, be established, by making his Majesty's.Supreme
Court at each Presidency the highest Court in civil and cri-
minal judicature for all the territories of such Presidency, that
is, what the Suddur Dewanee and Nizamut Udalut is now.

In that case the Suddur Udalut at each Presidency might be
abolished, and its judicial duties transferred to the Supreme
Court, with such modifications as might be requisite.
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It would then be proper that the selection of judges for the
Supreme Court should be partly, as at present, from barristers
of the English, Irish, or Indian bar, and partly from judges,
practised in the judicature of India, and acquainted with the
language, laws, and usages of the natives.

It is surprising that a knowledge of any language spoken by
the natives has never been considered a necessary qualification
for a judge on the bench of a King's Court in India. There
has, consequently, scarcely ever been an instance of its being in
the power of a judge to understand what is said by the native
witnesses and prisoners; and this ignorance generally extends
to the barristers and officers of the Court, as well as to the
judges.

Supposing a Supreme Court to be constituted as above sug-
gested, much of the duties which the King's Court has now to
perform might be transferred to an inferior Court at each Pre-
sidency; the more important duties being retained in the Su-
preme Court.

The jurisdiction and powers · of the Supreme Court might
be exercised everywhere through the local Courts and autho-
rities.

At first, the local Courts would have no more power or juris-
diction over British subjects than they possess at present, but
as occasions might arise, from time to time, for extending their
powers, authority ought to be vested in the Supreme Govern-
ment, in concert with the Supreme Court, under the control of
the Legislature, for conferring such powers as might be necessary
for the due administration of justice, and for modifying and
regulating the jurisdiction, practice, and proceedings of those
Courts as might be most expedient, securing to British subjects,
as much as possible, the enjoyment of their own laws, and
always the right of trial by jury in criminal cases, and extend-
ing the same right to native subjects as soon as it could be done
with the prospect of benefit, securing to them also their own
laws and usages; and when in contention, between two parties
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of different persuasion, any doubtful point should turn on the
difference of laws, the preference might be given to those of
the defendant.

It would be presumptuous in me to attempt to describe all
the subsidiary alterations that mîight, in process of timeý, follow
the change proposed. Ail that I aim at is to, convey the im-
pression that such a change, if ever deemed desirable, might
be effected by a gradual introduction of improvement, without
the convulsive destruction of that system of judicature to which
our native subjects are accustomed.*

* After a lapse of nearly a quarter
of a century these considerations
forced themselves on the minds of
our English legislators.-See Speech
of Sir Charles Wood (June 3, 1853),.
introducing the new Iludia Bill:
cc We propose, also, an improvement
in the constitution of the Superior
Courts of India. At present there
is the Queen's Court in each of the
Presidency towns for the administra-
tion of justice to the English inha-
bitants; and there is also tle bighest
of the Company's Courts, composed
of Company's judges, selected from.
the civil service, called the ' Sudder
.Adawlut,' being substantially the
same Court for civil and criminal
justice, under different names. We
propose to consolidate these two
Courts. We believe that the con-
stitution of both will be improved
by this amalgamation; we believe
that the addition of the Queen's
judges will introduce the improved
law and knowledge which they carry
from this country into the Company's
Courts, and that the addition of the

Company'sjudgessittingwithlawyers
from this country wil give those
English lawyers what they want-an
acquaintance with the manners, and
habits, and laws of India. We pro-
pose that this Court shal be the ulti-
mate Court of appeal in eachi of the
Presidencies from all other Courts,
and that minor Courts for the admi-
nistration of English law, shall be
instituted in each of the Presidency
towns, subject to an appeal to the
Superior Court which I have men-
tioned. We propose, also, that in
certain cases this Superior Court
shall have original jurisdiction, and
that the judges shail be occasionally
employed by special commission to
try causes in any part of the country.
We believe that these reforms will
be the means of introducing an im-
proved practice and tone into all the
Courts of the country; and in every
part of the country there will be the
advantage of trials conducted on
fitting occasions before judges of the
highest Court of Judicature."
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NATIVE JUDGES.*

[zprill3, 1831.]

I do not like the terms "Suddur Aumeen" and " Principal
Suddur Aumeen" as applied to native judges; but as the former
is established, and the latter is a consequence of the former, I
shall not urge any objection.

I should concur in the extension of the powers of the Moonsifs
proposed. by the judges of the Suddur Udalut as far as regards
natives only, but as long as the judges must be exclusively
natives, I am decidedly of opinion with Mr. Blunt that Britisi
subjects, European foreigners, and American Christians, ought
to be exempted from their j urisdiction; and as British subj ects,
I would, include the class of subjects of European descent calling
theinselves East Indians. If European and East Indian British

c"Previous to 1831 there had
been but two classes of native judges,
with. very limited powers and very
small salaries. The higher class were
known as ' Suddur Aumeens;' the
lower as 'Moonsiffs.' The Moon.
siffs, originally denominated com-
missioners, had been appointed by
Lord Cornwallis to relieve the pres-
sure on the European judges. ln
1793 they were empowered to deter-
mine suits relating- to accounts not
exceeding 50 rupees. In 1803- the
office of Suddur Aumeen was insti-
tuted; with a jurisdiction extending
to suits of 100 rupees. In 1821,
after some intermediate enlargenient
of the power of both classes, the

Moonsiffs had been empowered to try
suits extending to 150 rupees, whilst
the Suddur Aumeen took cognisance
of cases to the amount of 500 rupees.
In 1827, the authority in the laWer
case had been doubled, and the
Suddur Aumeen, if so empowered
by the Suddur Court, had jurisdic-
tion over cases extending to 1000
rupees. In 1831, Lord William
Bentinck estabislihed a superior class
of native ju.dicial officers, known as
'PrincipaI Suddur Aumeens,' -with
enlarged powers and higher salaries."
-[Histoty of the Adîninistration of
the East Lndia Company.] It is to the
jurisdiction of' these native judges
that this paper relates.
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subjects were eligible equally with natives to the office of
Moonsif or Aumeen, I should not see the same objection, as all
would then be on the same footing; but if the judges are to be
exclusively native, the jurisdiction also ought, I conceive, to
be exclusively over natives. The power of the Moonsifs and
other native judges ought not, in my opinion, to extend to
any question in which the revenue or interests of the State are
concerned. If their power does so extend by the regulation, I
should like to have it modified so as to preclude that power.

I do not clearly perceive the object of the additional clause
suggested by the judges of the Suddur Udalut. It can hardly
have reference to Mahomedans or Hindoos, because clause 2
gives to those classes the benefit respectively of their own laws.
If the additional clause refers to all classes, with the exception
of Mahomedans and Ilindoos, it seems to mean that while the
inheritance of Mahomedans and Hindoos is to be regulated by
their laws, that of Christians and all other classes, European or
native, is to be determined by the " justice, equity, and good
conscience" of the Moonsif, he being either a Mahomedan or
Hindoo. If this be the right interpretation of the clause, it
would, I think, be objectionable.

Although I should not object to an intermediate appeal to a
native judge, subject always to a further appeal to an European
judge, I nevertheless entirely concur in opinion with Mr. Blunt
and the judges of the Suddur Udalut, that the only mode of
maintaining an efficient check over the proceedings of the native
judges is to subject them to an appeal to European judges. I
have, therefore, no difficulty in assenting to the proposal that
all appeals from native officers should be heard and tried by an
European officer. And in one view of the question it is de-
sirable that the Courts of the native judges should be tribunals
exclusively for original suits, and those of the European judges
exclusively for appeals. But I do not think it necessary or
desirable to retain the Register Courts for this purpose, as
Registers and Acting-Registers will generally, I conceive, be
too young to be proper Judges of Appeal.
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I entirely concur in the addition proposed by Mr. Blunt, and
should wish to extend the exception to East-Indian Christians
of European descent.

I am disposed to concur in the opinion of the judges of the
..SuddurUdalut, that the offices of Suddur Aumeen and Prin-
cipal Suddur Aumeen, and I would add that of Moonsif also,
ought to be open to any rerson whon the Governor-General
in Council may consider, duly qualified. If such an alteration
were adopted, it would considerably affect my opinion on'other
clauses of this regulation, as then I should not object to sub-
ject all classes to Courts in which all would be alike eligible as
judges, want of due qualification being the only ground of ex-
clusion.

That part of Mr. Blunt's concluding proposition which re-
commends that appeals from Moonsifs be heard and determined
by the Registers, depends, of course, in great measure on the
decision of the previous question, whether the Register Courts
shall be retained or abolished. Even if they were retained, I
should prefer that the appeals from Moonsifs were heard and
determined by the district and city judges, if that were not
impossible owing to excess of business in their Courts.

In the latter part, which suggests that appeals from Suddur-
Aumeens and Principal Suddur Aumeens shall be heard and
determined by the Zilla, or city judge, with a special appeal to
the Provincial Court, I entirely concur. If the Provincial
Courts be abolished, the special appeal night be to the Sudduir
Udalut.

If the plan were adopted of making the Courts of European
Judges exclusively tribunals for appeals as far as regards suits
in which both parties might be natives, and the Courts of
Native Judges exclusively tribunals for original suits, it would
be necessary to revise all those clauses in this regulation which
limit the amount of claims to be tried by the higher native
tribunals. And if all classes were eligible as judges in these
tribunals, all exemptions from subjection to their jurisdiction
might be abolished.
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ABOLITION OF THE PROVINCIAL COURTS.*

[October 29, 1881.]

The only part of the new arrangements for the civil admi-
nistration of this Presidency on which I think it necessary to
record any detailed observations, in addition to those which I
have already submitted, is the proposed abolition of the Pro-
vincial Courts, which appears to have been left by the Right
Honorable the Governor-General as a question for the decision
of .Je Honorable the Court of Directors.

4 Although the continuance of the Provincial Courts is advo-
cated by my honorable colleague Mr. Blunt, for whose opinions
I entertain a very sincere respect, I must acknowledge that I
regard the abolition of those Courts as a concomitant and essential
part of the new system about to be introduced.

When the Provincial Courts were established, they were for
the most part Courts of Appeal and Circuit, with some original
jurisdiction in civil suits, and with the control of the police.
The judicial establishments below them consisted of district
judges, who were also magistrates, and of registers and assist-
ants, all being European functionaries.

Without adverting to intermediate changes, it is sufficient to
remark, that we are now transferring the duties formerly per-

* The Provincial Courts, or Courts of the judicial system of the coun-
of Appeal in the Provinces, esta- try introduced by that enlightened
blished by Lord Cornwallis, were nobleman, but subsequently cousi-
abolished by Lord William Bentinck. derably modified and improved by
This was part of an extensive reform orders from home.
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formed by district judges, registers, and assistants, to native
judges of three classes; that the duties of appeal and circuit
are to be entrusted to the district judges; that the magistrate's
office is to be joined to that of the collector; and that the
control of the police is with the commissioners of divisions.
The Suddur Udalut is, as before, the Supreme Court, and
there does not seem to be any place left for the Provincial
Courts.

Instead of the gradations of assistant, register, district
judge, Provincial Court and Suddur Court, we shall have
Moonsifs, Suddur Aumeens, Principal Suddur Aumeens, dis-
trict judges with the powers of Provincial Courts, and two
Suddur Courts instead of one.

The duties of the district judges being transferred to the
native judges, the district judges may be expected to be com-
petent. to perform the duties of the Provincial Courts, and for
the discharge of those of the Suddur Court there will be two
Suddur Courts, one of which, established in the Western Pro-
vinces, will approximate the power of final appeal to the inha-
bitants of that part of our territories.

The former duties of the Provincial Courts having been
transferred to other functionaries, those Courts form no part of
the new system. New duties, intermediate between what they
fornerly had and those of the Suddur Court, might no doubt
be invented for them, but the system is complete without
them; it has al the gradations that before existed, with a
variation of the designations of the functionaries, and the
intervention of Courts with new duties seems to be an unne-
cessary additional expense, which it is exceedingly desirable to
avoid. I have before expressed the apprehension, which I
continue to entertain, that without great care to avoid it, we
shall, in these intended improvements, run into greater expense
than has been anticipated. I shall not, indeed, be surprised if,
from the tendency of charges in all offices to increase, the
expense of our civil administration under the new system be
eventually greater than it has ever been heretofore. I an

U 2
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therefore of opinion that the utmost attention is necessary to
avoid any expense that can'be dispensed with. Of this nature
I consider the expense of the Provincial Courts. They do-not
belong to the new system. If the native judges, the district
judges, and the Suddur Courts, which compose the new system,
be found inadequate for the administration of justice, it will
then be time to consider whether they can be made adequate,
either by a new distribution of duties, or by an increase in the
number of functionaries belonging to the new system, or by
the intervention of another class of Courts. The expense ne-
cessary to give efficiency to the system must be incurred, or
the system must be again modified. But to set out with the
intervention of Courts which, in the system proposed, have no
duties assigned to them, and for which, therefore, new duties
must be devised, would be, it seems to me, a voluntary and
premature increase of expense, which must be held to be unne-
cessary, I therefore regret, that while those parts of the pro-
posed scheme which involve increase of expense have been
carried into effect without reference to the Court of Directors,
the only part which would have produced a considerable and
certain reduction has been postponed for further consideration.

As this is probably the last occasion on which I shall have to
record any opinion on the plans which are about to be carried
into execution, I shall take the opportunity to express my
anxious hope that they may succeed. It is unnecessary to say,
that the scheme is not precisely the one which I should have
recommended as best adapted for the government of our Indian
subjects, my sentiments on that subject being already on record;
but as an improvement on the system heretofore administered,
I trust that it will be attended with advantage. The transfer
of the powers of the Provincial Courts to the district judges,
with the Suddur Court over them, I consider to be a decided
benefit; and I have the same opinion of the transfer of the
duties of the European district judges to native judges, unless
this experiment should fail, which I hope it will not. The
establishment of a Suddur Court in the Western Provinces will
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also, I conceive, be decidedly beneficial, provided that the Pro-
vincial Courts be abolished,-a measure which seems to me
to be indispensable for the economy of the new arrangement,
and otherwise recommended by their forming no component
part of the scheme. If any local supervision over the district
judges, more proximate than what the Suddur Court could
maintain, were deemed necessary, the requisite powers merely
for the purpose of supervision of their general conduct might,
I conceive, be conferred on the commissioners of divisions.
These powers would of course be restricted to certain points, in
order to preclude unnecessary interference in matters more pro-.
perly cognisable by the Suddur Court, as well as to prevent too
great an increase of business to the commissioners. It is not
necessary to enter into details, as the proposition is not at pre-
sent before the Board. I only now notice the subject as sug-
gesting, without expense, the means of local supervision, if this
alone should be deemed a sufficient object, which must other-
wise be provided for by the retention of an intermediate and
expensive authority, such as the Provincial Court.

USE OF THE ENGLISH LANGUAGE IN COURTS OF JUSTICE.

[May 1,13.

The English language seems to be the channel through which
we are most likely to convey improvement to the natives oi
India. I should, therefore, be disposed to promote the use oi
it as much as possible in our Courts of Justice.

The Persian, like the English, is a foreign language in India,
but having preceded the latter by some centuries, and having
been made the writing language of State business by the con-
querors who introduced it, is now familiar to the generality of
well-educated persons; and the present race of native public
servants must pass away, and be succeeded by another dif-
ferently educated, before the Persian can be superseded gene-
rally in our Courts by the English language.
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Which shall ultimately be the official anguage for records
is a matter of choice between two, as to India, foreign Ian-
guages; and considering that the English can supply more
knowledge than the Persian, it deserves to be the favorite, be-
sides having a claim as the language of the governors of the
country; oral pleadîngs and the examination of witnesses must
proceed as. now in the vernacular tongue. For record, they
may as well be translated into English as into Persian, when
the public officers have a sufficient acquaintance with the former.

There is one part of our judicial proceedings which ought
always, I conceive, to originate in English-that is, whatever
written order emanates from the European judge. Ie ought
to write it with his own hand, and from his own head, in the
language in which he can best express himself, which will of
course be his own. As long as the rest of the records are kept
in Persian, the judge's English order, containing his own
reasoning, might be accompanied by a Persian translation pre-
pared under his direction.

I concur in what my honorable colleague proposes to be issued
as instructions to the Suddur Udalut. I should have no ob-

jection to go further, but do not wish to press such a course.
The papers will, I conclude, be forwarded in the first instance
to the Right Honorable the Governor-General.
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THE OFFICERING OF THE INDIAN ARMY.*

[7axuary 19, 1829.]

A DESPATCH from Bombay of the 22nd May, 1828, brought
a minute, recorded by the Honorable the Governor of that
Presidency, relating principally to the subject of rendering our
Indian Army more efficient, with respect to the number of
officers actually doing duty with regiments.

The same subject must have attracted the attention of every
one accustomed to reflect on the peculiarities of our Indian
Empire; and as it has often occupied my thoughts, I venture to
offier the suggestions which occur to me, not with the presump-
tuous notion that they will be found free from objections, but
under a belief that a subject of'such vital importance cannot be
too much discussed by those whose minds have been drawn to-
wards it.

The defect most frequently complained of in the Indian Army,
in the last twenty years, is the want of officers with regiments,
which must proceed either from there being an insufficiency in.
the number of officers posted. to each regiment, or from the
taking away of officers from regiments for employment in civil
or staff duties.

An intended remedy for the evil felt has latterly been devised,

* This paper was accidentally gestions it contains are too impor-
omitted from its proper place among tant not to induce me- ta restore it,
the Military Minutes; but the sug- under the present head.
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by limiting the number of officers to be withdrawn from corps
for employment elsewhere.

But this limitation, by the restraint which it imposes on the
Government in its selection of officers for other duties, must
frequently be injurious to the publie service; and that part of
the regulation which compels officers, on promotion to the rank
of captain, to relinquish whatever situation they may hold
away from their regiment, if two captains be already absent,
appears to me to operate very hardly on the officers so treated,
as well as injuriously to the public service ; for although the
power is reserved of making exceptions in cases in which the
public interests may seem to require them, that will not prevent
the frequent removal of officers from situations in which their
services are valuable, and whenever the power so reserved may
be exercised, it will be ascribed to favor, and give rise to general
discontent.

I conceive, therefore, that it would be much better to adopt
some plan by which the Government might be at liberty to
command and retain the services of any officer required for the
staff or civil employment, without affecting the efficiency of the
Army.

And this object, it appears to me, might be accomplished by
a very simple arrangement;-

In the first place, let the complement of officers requisite for
actual duty with a regiment be fixed-whether more or less, or
the same as the present establishment-without reference to the
number that may be drawn away for general staff duty, -or civil
employment, or any other exigency of the public service.

It is of essential consequence that the Government should
have the power of calling away from regiments any officers
whose services may be required elsewhere, without any limit as
to number.

It is, at the saine time, of great importance that this power
should be exercised without injury to the efficiency of the
Army.

And it is also very desirable that any plan designed to
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secure that object should, not interfere with the constitution of
the Army, or the system by which promotion is regulated.

I have premised that the complement of officers for a regi-
ment is to be fixed, without reference to the number that may
be withdrawn for other duties; but I will suppose the comple-
ment to include a provision for the absence of the usual average
number on furlough to Europe, or leave from sickness or pri-
vate affairs, and to be accordingly, to that extent, beyond the
number actually required to be present.

Without presuming to offer any opinion as to the number of
officers that may be requisite with a regiment, I will, for the
sake of explanation, suppose the complement to be as at present.

Exclusive, then, of the colonel, or lieutenant-colonel com-
mandant, whose presence is never considered necessary, a regi-
ment may be said to consist of one lieutenant-colonel, one major,
five captains, ten lieutenants, and five ensigns.

Let it be supposed that several of these officers, no matter
what number, are required by the Government for public service
elsewhere, and withdrawn from the regiment.

I have now to suggest the arrangement which seems to me
advisable in order to supply the places of those withdrawn.

The general principles of my proposal are, that officers with-
drawn from regiments should cease to draw any pay or allow-
ances as belonging to regiments, and should be exclusively
remunerated by suitable allowances attached to the offices to
which they may be appointed, and chargeable to the depart-
ments to which these offices may belong; and if, in consequence
of their being officers of the Army, it be necessary that a portion
of their allowances be drawn under the denomination of military
pay, that' such portion should form a part of the remuneration
fixed for the duties assigned to them, and not be in addition
thereunto, and should not be chargeable to their regiments,
which should be relieved from all expense on their account;
that they should, nevertheless, retain their regimental rank, and
rise, with regard to promotion, precisely as if they were present
with their regiments ; that the regimental pay and allowances
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which they would draw if present with their regiments: should
be received by those who may perform their duties in conse-
quence of their removal; and that the vacancies caused in
regiments by the withdrawing of officers for other duties should
be supplied by supernumerary officers.

For example, let it be supposed that the lieutenant-colonel
be appointed to some situation on the general staff, or to some
civil office.

According to the principles before stated, he would be paid
entirely by the allowances of the office to which he might be
appointed. His military pay and allowances, as lieutenant-
colonel of his regiment, would be disposable.

In such a case, the major of the regiment,, supposing him to
be present, would have to perform the duties of lieutenant-
colonel. I should propose, also, that he be allowed to receive
the pay and allowances of that rank, as acting lieutenant-colonel
of the regiment; retaining, however, the designation and Army
rank of major only.

The senior captain might draw the pay and allowances of the
regimental major, whose duties he would have to perform, re-
taining only the designation and Army rank of captain.

The senior lieutenant might be promoted to the duties, pay,
and allowances of captain, and the senior ensign to those of
lieutenant, each retaining his own rank in the Army.

The vacancy caused by the removal of one officer from the
regiment might be filled up by the addition of a supernumerary
ensign.

Supposing the lieutenant-colonel to return to the regiment,
or another to be posted to it, and join it, in consequence of the
removal of the former, in either case the major, the captain,
the lieutenant, and the ensign who had been advanced to
higher duties and allowances, would fall back each into his
proper place, and the supernumerary ensign niight be posted to
any other regiment where there might be a vacancy.

The same process might take place whatever number of
officers were withdrawn from any regiment. The withdrawing
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of field-officers would advance captains, the withdrawing or
advancement of captains would acivance lieutenants, and so on.

In like manner as the absence of officers in other employ-
ment would give to those remaining with regiments the advan-
tage of a rise in pay and allowances, the latter might also be
allowed to benefit by that portion of the allowances of officers
absent on furlough, which by the regulations of the service
may not be drawn by the absentees.

In order to accomplish the plan suggested, it would be ne-
cessary to have in the Army a number. of supernumerary ensigns,
equal to the number of officers employed away from regiments.
The supernumerary ensigns, while supernumerary, might be
disposable to do duty with any regiments where their services
were required. They might be promoted to ensigncies when
vacant, and posted permanently to corps according to seniority
in the Army. As supernumeraries they might receive the pay
and allowances of ensigns.

By this plan, it seems to me, the following advantages would
be gained:

The Government would be at full liberty to apply the ser-
vices of officers of the army wherever they might be most bene-
ficial to the State.

At the same time, the efficiency of regiments would be
maintained.

And the system of promotion existing would be preserved
without infraction.

By making every department and office chargeable for the
whole of the pay and allowances of officers employed therein,
there would be no temptation to apply the services of officers to
inferior d.uties, or to duties paid by inadequate allowances, on the
fallacious ground that they were partly paid by their regimental
pay and allowances-a system by which the State cheats itself,
stealing, as it were, officers from regimental duty for other
services without supplying substitutes, rendering regiments in-
efficient, and blinding itself to the actual expense of offices
held by military servants.
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The -expense of every office would be manifest. Suitable
allowances would be fixed for. each according to its duties and

importance. Military officers would not accept such as might
afford no adequate compensation for quitting their regiments.
Some, now enticed away, would remain with their regiments,
adding to the efficiency of the Army; and in any case the full
complement of officers, those on furlough and leave excepted,
would be retained with every regiment by the simple process
of appointing an additional cadet for every officer taken away
from regimental duty.

I am aware that, supposing the same number of officers to
be necessarily employed away from regiments as are now em-
ployed, with salaries equal to their present aggregate allowances,
and supposing the same complement of officers to be required
with regiments that constitutes the present establishment, there
would be a considerable increase of expense in filling up regi-
ments with supernumerary officers; but, if necessary for the effi-
ciency of the Army, the expense ought to be incurred, for it is
a mere delusion, and no economy, to fancy that we are obtaining
cheap service because officers on staff or civil duty are in part
paid by pay or allowances to which they are entitled as regi-
mental officers, or that we have officered regiments when we
have posted a certain number to them without regarding
whether the complement is present for regimental duty, or
otherwise disposed of.

If the complement of officers now allowed be greater than is
required for actual duty, it might be diminished; but a system
is necessary which shall secure to regiments the full comple-
ment deemed requisite, without depriving the Government of
the power of selecting officers for staff or civil employment in
any number demanded by the exigencies of the State.

Such a system, it appears to me, would be established by the
scheme which I have suggested; and this scheme, from its sim-
plicity, and from its not affecting the system of promotion
established in the Indian Army, seems to me to be preferable to
other plans that have been recommended.
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The one which Sir John Malcolm apparently advocates is
the formation of skeleton regiments of officers without soldiers.
This appears to me to involve a complicated, and in other re-
spects objectionable, arrangement. In its operation it would
assign to do duty with regiments officers of all ranks not
brought up with those regiments, and thus tend to prevent
that union between the European officer and the native officer
and soldier which is the result of continued intercourse and
connexion. It would also create rank without obvious duties
thereunto appertaining. And it would not completely provide
for the actual presence of a sufficient complement of officers
with each corps.

It may certainly be objected to the plan which I have sug-
gested, that it does not accelerate promotion; to which the
answer would be that it does not profess to have that object in
view. It is merely intended to provide with certainty a suffi-
cient complement of officers for each regiment, and does not
aim at any more general arrangement.

The acceleration of promotion is a distinct object, very de-
sirable for the army, and of great importance to the State, but
requiring distinct consideration,

It seems, however, a necessary part of any plan for securing
an efficient employment of officers to regiments, that at least
one field-officer should be present with each regiment, and if
that is not provided for on the present system, means ought to
be adopted to accomplish it ;-

Which might be done by an addition of field-officers equal
to the number required for that purpose. If the number re-
quired were equal to the number of regiments, the addition of
a field-officer to each regiment would be the obvious remedy;
but as that is not the case, the addition of a sufficient number
of extra majors to the Army might be substituted, which num-
ber might be increased whenever requisite.

The promotion to these extra majorities might take place
from the captains, according to seniority in Army rank, with-
out interfering either with regimental promotion as now ex-
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isting, or with the riglit of those officers to succeed to the
reginental majorities of their own regiments when vacant,
which they miglit do. without iosing the advantage in Army
rank of their prior promotion to an extra majority. The
transfer of an extra major to a regimental majority would cause
a vacancy among the extra majors, to be filleci up by the pro-
motion of the senior captain in the Army.

The extra majors would of course be available for duty with
regiments not having any field-officer present.

If it be said that one field-officer with a regiment is not suffi-
cient, and that there ought to be at least two present, a lieu-
tenant-colonel and a major, the same scheme of extra majors
miglit be extended to the nomination of extra lieutenant-
colonels. The advantage of the scheme is, that it is capable of
expansion to any extent, or of being gradually brought back
within any limits, according to the actual exigencies of the
public service.

It is desirable, however, that regimental field-officers should
have every possible inducement to remain with their corps.
The more advantageous their regimental situations be renderecd
in comparison with other offices to which they might be eligible,
the better the efficiency of the Army will be provided for.

The plan of making every office responsible for the aggregate
allowances received by the incumbent, and of relieving regi-
ments from every charge on account of officers absent on other
employnent, would aid in some degree in producing that effect;
for each office would of course have only such allowances
attached to it as might be deemed equivalent for the services
rendered; and there would be less temptation for officers of the
higher ranks to seek unsuitable employment. Field-officers
would have no encouragement, froin the higlier pay of their
rank, to remain in situations fitter for captains or subalterns.

This object is at present in some degree provided for by
rules which compel the relinquishment of certain offices on
promotion to certain ranks, and as far as it may be desirable to
retain these rules, there is nothing in what I have suggested
that would clash with them; but the compulsory relinquish-
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ment of an office must always be disagreeable, and it is never
desirable that increase of rank should be attended with disad-
vantage. It would be better that the relinquishment of office
should be voluntary, in consequence of the greater advantage
of military command or regimental duty in the higher ranks;
and by whatever means this object could be accomplished, the
e.fficiency of the Army would be thereby greatly increased.

To the utmost extent that it nay be practicable, consistently
with financial security, to augment the allowances of regimental
command and duty, the efficiency of the Army would be pro.
moted by so doing.

I have off'red these remarks for consideration along with
those presented by others on the same subject, and not with any
presumption that better schemes may not be devised; but there
is a part of what is herein suggested that might, I conceive, be
carried into execution at once, with benefit to the Army and the
State, and without any ground of objection that ought to pre-
vail against it, unless our pecuniary difficulties be such as must
absolutely preclude its adoption.

Many officers absent from their regiments, and employed in
civil duties, do not draw their military allowances, which are
in consequence saved to the State, .while their regimental
duties are performed by other officers. There seems to be no
valid reason why the officers performing the duties should not
draw the unappropriated allowances. For instance, if the
major of a regiment be absent in an employment in which he
receives a civil salary and his military pay, but not his military
allowances, it would appear to be very proper that the senior
captain present should ,draw the allowances not drawn by the
major, that the senior lieutenant should draw the captain's
allowances, and the senior ensign the lieutenant's, those of the
ensign being saved. A similar process might take place with
regard to other instances of unappropriated allowances in the
regiment,from the absence of officers either in civil employment,
or on furlough, or on leave, whenever, in short, regimental
allowances, wholly or in part, may be left disposable.

This arrangement would improve the situation of regimental
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officers, without any extra expense on the part of Government
that could properly be so considered, for, when regimental pay
and allowances were fixed, it could not have been intended that
the duty should be performed and the allowances unpaid.

This boon to the Army, coming after the reduction of certain
stations to half-batta allowances, might serve to allay, in some
degree, the distress and disappointment caused by that measure.
I wish, indeed, that we could have granted the boon without
the previous reduction; but as it has been our painful duty to
carry the latter into effect, in obedience to the reiterated orders
of the Court of Directors, it seems to me to be the more incum-
bent on the Government in India to grant every reasonable
indulgence and advantage, in order as much as possible to re-
compense the officers of the Army for the retrenchment from
their small allowances, to which they are immediately or even-
tually exposed by the operation of that unexpected and dis-
heartening measure.

I know not what increase of actual expenditure such an

indulgence would cause, but if it be so considerable as neces-
sarily to deter the Governrnent, on that account alone, from
adopting the proposal, we must then acknowledge the melan-
choly and alarming fact that we are not in a condition to main-
tain our Army even in that degree of efficiency which its present
institutions were intended to accomplish; for it never could
have been originally designed that regimental allowances should
be undrawn, and constitute an indispensable saving. Diminu-
tion of expenditure from that source could not have been cal-
culated on.

I therefore venture to propose, for the consideration of the
.Governor-General and the Council Board, that regimental
callowances not drawn by absent officers be granted to those

þresent in the next rank, according to seniority:-those of
lieutenant-colonels to majors; those of majors to captains; those
of captains to lieutenants; those of lieutenants to ensigns.
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NUZZURANA"-TAX ON SUCCESSION.

EOdober 26, 1828.]

I am about to offer some remarks on Sir John Malcolm's
plan for levying a sort of fine, under the designation of Nuz-
zurana, from assignees of publie revenue, on the succession of
heirs.

If we have rightly construed his design in supposing that
the extension in perpetuity of revenue assignments, which
would otherwise, by right, lapse to Government on the deinise
of incumbents, is therein included, the plan, in that case, con-
tains two separate propositions, so distinct, so different, and so
opposite, that they manifestly require separate consideration,
and ought not to be confounded together.

One is to levy a tax, in the shape of a fine, on succession to'
revenue assignments, the enjoyment of which, according to our
existing practice, would of course descend to heirs in perpetuity,
without the payment of any tax, fine, or nuzzurana whatever.

The other is, to continue in perpetuity the alienation of
state revenue, which would otherwise revert to Government,
relinquishing the lawful right to the whole, and accepting, in
lieu thereof, occasional payments, at distant periods, of a small
portion.

The enjoyers of alienations of state revenue may be divided
into two classes: those who have an acknowledged title to the
continuance of the enjoyment in their families during the ex-
istence of lineal heirs of the original assignee, and those who

x
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hold only for life, or under other limitations which fix the
period for the termination of the privilege.

With respect to both classes, the assignment is liable to an
eventual lapse; but with regard to the latter, the lapse is certain
in a limited period; while, with regard to the former, it is un-
certain, and the alienation of revenue may be perpetual.

It has not been the practice of our Government to grant
alienations of revenue in perpetuity. Where they exist under
our rule, they are continuations which we have allowed of
grants received from a former goveranment, and either correctly
or erroneously supposed to have conferred a perpetual or here-
ditary tenure.

For my own part, I cannot conceive a more legitimate subject
for taxation than the possession of a perpetual alienation of
public revenue held under the grant of a preceding government.

It is necessary, for the apprehension of my meaning, to con-
sider under what circumstances such a grant was made, and
under what circumstances it has been continued.

It was not originally a gratuitous grant. Personal service
was to be rendered. Troops were to be furnished according to
the extent of the assignment. The native government was
supported, not weakened, by the arrangement; and in addition,
nuzzurana or fine was payable on succession, and on other
occasions.

What follows? We come and conquer the country. The
holder of the tenure has done his duty; he has been our enemy,
and fought against us. All alienations of revenue property
lapse to the conqueror. We have a right to consider this as-
signment as having lapsed. Instead of which we confirm its
continuance. This is very generous, no doubt.; but it is a

gratuitous waste of revenue, and one of the causes why British
India is likely to sink under the pressure of expenditure ex.
ceeding income.

The sacrifice of revenue was not without a return to the
Native State. Perhaps the original grant conferred a reward for
past devotion, by which the State had benefited. Anyhow, it
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was recommensed by service, by attachment, by faithful support.
It also took its occasional nuzzurana.

With us the alienation of revenue is a perfect sacrifice. We
either neglect the condition of service altogether, or it is to us
useless and insignificant. Nuzzurana is not required, because
it is not included in our regular system. We receive no return,
and the loss of revenue deprives us of the means of paying
those who would fight our battles and maintain our empire.

I am therefore of opinion that there is no other class of our
subjects so peculiarly fit for taxation as the holders of aliena-
tions of state revenue.

I do not think it necessary to examine minutely the different
descriptions of persons who hold the hereditary alienations
which we have confirmed. Of all, it may be truly said that
they are drones who do no good in the public hive.

I do not profess that I would have recommended resumption
in every case. But we had a clear right to resume all aliena-
tions of revenue ; and having, instead, continued them, it
appears to me that we may very justly call on the holders to
fulfil towards us a part of the obligations which the existence
of the assignments enjoyed by them implies, and which they
would have had to observe towards any native government.

The payment of nuzzurana would undoubtedly have been
one of their obligations; and, although the measure is new
with us, it is not liable to the charge of innovation with them,
for it is one which is in general use under all native govern-
ments, and especially on succession to possessions of any kind.
It would, therefore, be the least unpalatable mode of imposing
a tax, and would be scarcely felt as a grievance on the occasions
on which it would be levied.

Sir John Malcolm, indeed, is of opinion that the imposition
would be received as a benefit, and confer confidence and se-
curity. Even that, I conceive, is possible; for the very gra-
tuitous indulgence which we have conferred on the holders of
hereditary assignments of public revenue, so different from
what they were before accustomed to, may not unnaturally

x 2
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have excited an alarm that such a boon cannot be lasting,
which the imposition of nuzzurana on hereditary succession
might tend to allay, as indicating the intention of taking some
recompense for the boon, instead of ultimately resuming it alto-
gether.

I am, for the reasons above stated, entirely disposed to concur
in Sir John Malcolm's proposition for levying nuzzurana on
succession to all hereditary assiguments of public revenue;
and shall be glad if the Governor-General and the Council
deem it expedient to authorise the Government of Bombay
to carry the measure into effect, as far as concerns the holders
of perpetual assignments in the territories of that Presidency.

But the extension of life grants, and their conversion into
perpetual hereditary tenures, is a very different question.

Viewing it as a financial one, it is manifest that this pro-
ceeding would be perfectly injudicious. By adopting it, we
should be sacrificing an annual revenue, and taking in lieu
one year's portion of it, or less, on the demise of assignees-a
very small part instead of the whole; a miserable percentage.
It would be as if it were proposed in England to continue
in perpetuity pensions granted for one life, on condition of
payment of a portion of one year's income at the succession of
heirs.

Solely, therefore, as a financial question, this proposition
ought undoubtedly to be rejected: and I have not quite per-
suaded myself that Sir John Malcolm has meant to advance it;
although I must acknowledge that some expressions in his
minutes seem to warrant such an inference.

The advantage of the proposition, if it has any, nust rest
exclusively on political grounds; and these, I imagine, will not
be found to be very strong.

It may be supposed that we shall conciliate and attach to
us, by ties of gratitude, the individuals benefited by such a
boon, and that the act would be _generally popular.

The same might be said in favor of any other gratuitous
donation from the public treasury; but we cannot afford to
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purchase by sacrifices of revenue a precarous and unavailing
popularity, even if such should be the consequence; which is
not only not certain, but very much otherwise.

Our dominion in India is by conquest; it is naturally dis-
gusting to the inhabitants, and can only be maintained by
military force.

It is our positive duty to render them justice, to respect and
protect their rights, and to study their happiness. By the
performance of this duty, we may allay and keep dormant
their innate disaffection; but the expectation of purchasing
their cordial attachment by gratuitous alienations of public
revenue would be a vain delusion, sure to be attended with
fatal disappointment if the experiment were carried to any
great extent, impossible, indeed, to be acted on universally,
and useless, insignificant, and incongruous on a small scale.

We cannot dispense with our lawful revenue. We are even
bound to increase it by all just means, in order to meet and
keep pace with our excessive and increasing expenditure. On
political grounds, therefore, the revenue of an assignment,
which has justly lapsed to Government, is of more value, in
my opinion, speaking generally, than any probable consequence
of the gratuitous continuance of the alienation in perpetuity.

Decidedly preferring the use of the revenue for the mainte-
nance of our dominion, to any supposed political advantage
expected to be derived from its sacrifice, I nevertheless protest
against being deemed an enemy to a liberal consideration of

just claims, where claims do really exist; but I cannot admit
that the mere possession of a gratuitous boon from the Govern-
ment confers on the heirs of the favored possessor a claim to
its perpetual continuance. When was it ever agreed in Eng-
land that the grant of a pension for one life, or any number
of lives, even in reward of the greatest public services, con-
ferred a claim to its continuance in perpetuity ?

According to the principles which I have endeavoured to ex.-
plain in this minute, if it rested with me to propose the terms
of a reply to the Government of Bombay, or Sir John Mal-
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colm's proposition for levying nuzzurana, I should advocate
the transmission of instructions to the following effect:

1st. To levy nuzzurana, agreeably to Sir John Malcolm's
plan, on all alienations of publie revenue acknowledged to be
hereditary.

2nd. To resume, at the period prescribed by the granting or
confirming order of the British Government, all alienations
which are eventually to lapse to Government.

3rd. To take into cousideration all doubtful cases, and deal
with them according to the instructions prescribed for that of
the two above-mentioned classes to which they may most
justly be assigned.
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CONNEXION OF GOVERNMENT SERVANTS WITH THE PRESS.

[.December -29, 1828.]

I have the honor to concur in the Governor-General's pro-
posal for the nomination of Mr. Grant to be Superintendent of
the Government Press; and I trust that the reasons which in-
duce his Lordship to recommend this deviation from the orders
of the Court of Directors will satisfy the Honorable Court of
its expediency.

I cannot refrain from availing myself of this opportunity to
express my regret at the tenor of those orders, which entirely
exclude the servants of the Company froim any share in the
exercise of the power of the Press.

That no person in high official station should have any share
in the profits of a newspaper, or any connexion whatever with
the political Press, seems to be perfectly proper and unques-
tionable.

But that the only class of persons who feel any interest in
the Company's government should be utterly precluded from
the employment of their talents in the operations of the Press,
appears to be very impolitie.

The Press in India, although not free from restrictions, is
sufficiently free to make it desirable that it should not fall ex-
clusively into the hands of those who, however loyal as British
subjects, are disaffected towards the Honorable Company; and
that it will be generally engrossed by such persons must be the
natural effect of precluding the servants of the Company froin
taking any share in it.

Since the enactment of the local law by which newspapers
are printed under a license, revocable at pleasure, the proprietors
and editors being responsible for the contents, it has been found
expedient to admit a considerable latitude of discussion; nor
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can this be avoided without adopting one of two courses-
either employing the extreme measure of extinction on every
construed breach of regulation, which would be harsh and
excite popular disgust, or entering into a continual expostula-
tory and inculpatory correspondence with the -editors, which
would be quite derogatory and disreputable to the Government,
and much more likely to bring it into ridicule and contempt
than any freedom of discussion.

I take it as universally grante'd that the Press ought to be
free, and subject of course to the laws, provided that it be not
dangerous to the stability of our Indian Empire.

Should it ever threaten to become so, the local government
ought undoubtedly to possess the power of protecting the safety
of the State against this or any other danger, from whatever
quarter it may proceed; because it is impossible in this distant
region that we can be protected on emergency by any enact-
ments of the mother country.

But at present there is no symptom of danger from the free-
dom of the Press in the hands of either Europeans or natives;
and the power being reserved to provide for the public safety
against any danger by which it may at any time be menaced,
to crush what is in itself capable of great good from an appre-
hension that it may possibly under circumstances as yet uncon-
ceived be converted into an evil, would be a forecast more
honored in the breach than the observance.

Arguing, therefore, on the supposition that the Press is
already in some degree free, and that it is not desirable to
strangle its growing liberty, the exclusion of the Company's
servants from taking a share in the exercise of the power which
that engine wields, appears to me to be the very reverse of expe-
dient; and I much regret that the orders of the Court of Directors
have not left employment in the Press open to all their servants,
excepting those in high official stations, and especially to
gentlemen in the medical line, on the indispensable condition
that such employment should not be allowed to interfere with
the due discharge of public duties.
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THE GOVERNOR-GENERAL AND HIS COUNCIL.

[Marck 5, 1830.]

I have the honor to concur in the sentiment expressed by
the Governor-General in the minute which has this day been
read in Council, as to the expediency of giving authority to the
Supreme Government to move from the Presidency, whenever
its presence may be required, in any of the provinces subject
to its rule, or in any of the territories of dependent States. I
intend, however, to confine my remarks to this question, and to
treat it generally, without entering on the wide field of discus-
sion presented by the several topies touched on by his Lordship
in support of his argument.

I do not propose to advocate the permanent removal of the
seat of government from Calcutta to any other quarter. The
enormous expense which would attend such a measure appears
to me to be a decisive objection against it; and I am not aware
that the speculation has ever been seriously entertained with
any view to its practical execution.

But I am thoroughly convinced, that whenever the public
service requires the protracted absence of the Governor-
General from the Presidency, excepting the case of his pro-
ceeding to another Presidency, or commanding an army in the
field, he ought to be accompanied by the Council. In other
words, that the Government ought, in any case, to remain
united, and as complete as possible, and not be divided into
separate authorities, acting with ill-defined relative powers.

The provision of a Vice-President in Council must originally
have been designed for the case of the Governor-General's
absence at another Presidency, or beyond the limits of his own
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Presidency, when he ceases to exercise the functions of local
government. In such a case, the Vice-President in Council
becomes the local government of the Bengal Presidency, and
bears nearly the same relation to the Supreme Government
that the Governor in Council of a subordinate Presidency
bears under ordinary circumstances. In the cases supposed,
the Supreme Government is either transferred with the person
of the Governor-General to another Presidency, or is vested
solely in his own person, wherever he may be.

That the nomination of a Vice-President in Council was not
originally calculated for the absence of the Governor-General
within the territories of his own Presidenoy, is shown by the
remarkable fact that no such provision is made at either of the
subordinate Presidencies, although the absence of Governors
from the seat of government has been frequent. In every
other respect, the constitution of the subordinate governments
resembles that of the Supreme Government, and if the office of
Vice-President had not been intended to provide for the absence
of the Governor-General at a different Presidency, it is reason-
able to suppose that a similar arrangement would have been
established at the other Presidencies also, and that it was only
thought unnecessary at the other Presidencies, because a subor-
dinate Governor could not, like the Governor-General, remove
himself to another Presidency, and exercise bis proper functions
at the head of the Council of that Presidency.

The first instances of the nomination of Vice-Presidents in
Bengal will be found most probably to have occurred on occa-
sions of the nature before described. It seems afterwards to
have become customary on any absence of the Governor-Gene-
ral that promised to be of length. But the powers to be exercised
by the Governor-General, and by the Vice-President in Council,
separately, in the Government of the Bengal Presidency, are not
clearly defined, which makes it the more likely that this double

government of the same Presidency was not the case contem-
plated when the nomination of a Vice-President was projected.

It seems to be undeniable that the government of a vast
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territôry, like that which is under the Bengal Presidency,
ought to have the power of performing its functions wherever
it can be most advantageously exercised for the public good,
and it must often happen that this would be at places remote
from the seat of government.

It is true that the Governor-General has the power of
moving; but if it is salutary that the Governor-General should
have a Council to aid him in the ordinary transactions of go,
vernment at the Presidency, it must be salutary also that he
should have the same assistance when called to a distant part
by important exigencies of the public service.

It is to be remembered that the Governor-General carries in
his own person the Supreme Goverument, and the practice has
always been, during the absence of the Governor-General from
the Presidency, that matters of peace and war, and political
negotiation-matters on which our existence as a power in India
may at any time depend-are under his peculiar and exclusive
control. How can it be that the same law which has declared
the deliberation of a Council to be necessary for the adminis-
tration of his government in the most ordinary affairs, should
mean unnecessarily to deprive him of that assistance, or to
remove that check, when the most important measures are to be
undertaken?. The law which has given full powers to the
Governor-General, to be exercised in his own person, was
surely calculated for a case of necessity, when the Council
could not be with him. It could not have been intended pur-
posely to separate him from the Council, when there was no
real impediment to their being together.

The law which, for the public good, confers on the Governor-
General the right of acting against the opinion of the Council,
does not dispense with the presence or deliberation of that body.
In short, it is manifest that the Government provided by the
Legislature for India is a Governor-General with a Council,
and it is equally clear, that to prohibit his being attended by
the Council, when required by the exigencies of the public
service to quit the Presidency, is to declare that he shall rule
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this vast empire as an autocrat, without a Council, in palpable
opposition to the intentions of the Legislature.

The Council of Bengal is designated " The Supreme Coun-
cil," from the supremacy which this Presidency exercises over
the others; but from the moment of the Governor-General's
departure from the Presidency the supremacy of the Council
ceases. The supremacy accompanies the Governor-General, and -
the Council becomes practically a mere local Board, neither
exercising the supremacy over other Presidencies, nor that of
government over its own-the supremacy and the government
are both gone. The power, the efficiency, the usefulness of
the Council are annihilated by the absence of the Governor-
General; and the most important measures affecting the wel-
fare of the State in every department, may be adopted without
either its assent or its dissent.

I recollect having seen a letter from a Vice-President to a
Governor-General, absent from the Presidency, but within the
territories subject to Bengal-I avoid names, because the com-
munication was private-stating that he was glad that 'the
Governor-General had adopted a certain measure-an increase
of the army-on his own responsibility, because he, the Vice-
President, could not have concurred in it, if it had been made
a measure of the Government.

The practice which prevails of providing India with a Go-
vernor-General every few years, who is not likely to have any
local knowledge of the Presidency which lie is sent to govern,
renders it almost certain that he will wish to visit the provinces
under his government; for how can he rule them with satisfac-
tion to himself, or independence of the opinions of others,
without such local knowledge? The very cause which makes
it almost indispensable that he should visit the provinces, ren-
ders it scarcely less desirable that lie should be attended by the
Council appointed to assist him.

In every view that I can take of the question it appears to me
to be in the highest degree expedient that the Governor-Gene-
ral, when absent from the Presidency on any lengthened service,
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should have the assistance of the Council, and that the Supreme
Government should exercise its functions, both of general
supremacy and of local government, without division. I cannot
see any inconvenience or expense attending the union of the
Council with the Governor-General when he may be absent
from the Presidency, that ought to be allowed to obstruct an
arrangement in other respects obviously beneficial.

It would not be necessary that the bulky part of the Govern-
ment should be moved. Ail the offices of record, al the
establishments used for transcribing proceedings for Europe,
would remain at the Presidency, together with a portion of the
secretariat. A light corps of the secretariat, such as has usually
accompanied the Governor-General, might attend the Govern-
ment. I have little doubt that with management the expense
of moving the Government might be less than what has hitherto
been caused by the movements of the Governor-General and
Commander-in-Chief.

The local business of the Presidency might be conducted
either, as was proposed last year, by a member of the Govern-
ment, as Deputy-Governor of Fort William, with powers de-
legated by the Governor-General in Council, or by a Board
of some of the principal servants at the Presidency, selected for
that purpose. There is little or nothing in the way of business
that could not be referred as usual to the Government, wherever
it might be, or entrusted intermediately, if pressing, to the
Boards and Courts at the head of the several departments. Ail
absolutely necessary, perhaps, would be to have an authority
to control the others in cases of collision, requiring instant deci-
sion, and not admitting of a reference to the Government at a
distance. If the experiment were once tried I am confident
that al apprehended. difficulties would soon vanish. I do not
allude to legal difficulties, because, if there are any such, they
can only of course be removed by legal remedies.
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RIGHT OF ADOPTION.

[October 28, 1837.]

The agent in Bundelkund has submitted, in bis despatch
dated the 7th inst., with laudable publie spirit and ability,
a question of great importance, affecting the rights and in-
terests of the British Government, and those of the princes and
chiefs of Bundelkund.

The question is, whether chiefs and princes, not having heirs
of the body, have a right to adopt a successor, to the exclusion
of collateral heirs, or of the supposed reversionary rights of the
paramount power, and whether the British Government is
bound to acknowledge the adoption.

In the disposal of this question there is a wide difference
between sovereign princes and jageerdars, between those in
possession of hereditary sovereignties in their own right, and
those who hold grants of land or public revenue by gift from a
sovereign or paramount power.

Those who are sovereign princes in their own right, and of
the Hlindoo religion, have, by Hindoo law, a right to adopt, to
the exclusion of collateral heirs, or of the supposed reversionary
right of the paramount power; the latter, in fact, in such cases
having no real existence, except in the case of absolute want of
heirs, and even then the right is only assumed in virtue of
power, for it would probably be more consistent with right
that the people of the State so situated should elect a sovereign
for themselves.
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In the case, therefore, of Hindoo sovereign princes, I should
say that, on failure of heirs male of the,-body, they have a right
to adopt, to the exclusion of collateral heirs, and that the Bri-
tish Government is bound to acknowledge the adoption, pro-
vided that it be regular and not in violation of Hindoo law.
The present Maha Rao of Kotah was adopted, and his case
affords an instance in which the right of adoption in a tributary
and protected State was fully discussed and admitted by the
British Government as the paramount power.

In the case of Mahomedan sovereigns there seems to be
greater doubt. I do not know that they havre by law a right
to adopt, to the exclusion of collateral heirs. Mahomedan
sovereigns have, however, more than once claimed a right to
nominate a successor from among their sons. But the Maho-
medan law appears to be loose with regard to succession to
sovereignties; and the safest way, where we are paramount or
have a right to interfere, is to acknowledge the legitimate suc-
cessor according to Mahomedan law.

With respect to chiefs who merely hold lands or enjoy public
revenue under grants, such as are issued by a sovereign to a sub-
ject, the power which made the grant, or that which by conquest
or otherwise has succeeded to its right, is certainly entitled
to limit succession according to the limitations of the grant,
which in general confines it to male heirs of the body, and
consequently precludes adoption. In such cases, therefore, the
power which granted, or the power standing in its place, would
have a right to resume, on failure of heirs male of the body.

These sentiments are to be comnunicated to the agent in
Bundelkund, with a request that lie will classify the princes
and chiefs within the range of his superintendence, with refer-
ence to the classes above described, and submit, with a list of
the several classes, a statement of his reasons for placing each
in the class to which he may have assigned him, and a copy of
the treaty, engagement, or grant, by which each chief is con-
nected with our Government.

It is not improbable that there are some chiefs in Bundel-
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kund whom it may be difficult to place in either of the classes
noticed. Those with whom we have treaties, and who were
sovereign princes before we were connected with Bundelkund,
will naturally be considered as such now. Those who hold
solely by grants, such as are issued by sovereign to subject, and
have not been generally considered as sovereign princes, will
apparently belong to the other class. But there appears to be
an intermediate class in Bundelkund, neither sovereign nor sub-
ject, with whom. we have engagements distinct from treaties or
grants, and whom it may be difficult to assign precisely to either
of the preceding classes. In such cases the agent must exercise
bis discretion, and state bis doubts, accompanied by the docu-
ments necessary for their solution.

The question submitted by the agent bas originated in an
application from the Rajah of Oorcha. The agent will of course
repeat to what class of chiefs he considers the Rajah to belong,
under the foregoing definitions. The impression at present on
ny mind is, that he is a sovereign prince, and, being a Hindoo,
fully entitled to adopt a son and successor, in the event of bis
having no heirs of bis body; and the adoption of his brother's
son seems to be an unobjectionable arrangement. The recog-
nition, however, of this adoption will depend on the decision
of the Right Honorable the Governor-General, and the whole
question discussed in this minute will be submitted-to lis Lord-
ship on the receipt of the agent's further report.

The agent bas noticed the apparent incoherence of the past
decisions of our Government in acknowledging successions
among the Bundelkund chiefs, and concludes that they have
not been based on any fixed principle. But the principle which
has generally operated on such occasions, has been that of recog-
nising the succession apparently agreeable to the prince and
the people, or to the latter on the demise of the former; that
is the principle of non-interference in the internal affairs of
other States.
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PART HI.

Qittlonial capatcjefs.

ON THE CONDITION OF THE ISLAND OF JAMAICA.

[The annexed despatch to the Colonial Office, detailing Sir Charles Met-
calfe's first impressions of the political and social condition of the Island of
Jamaica, was written shortly after his arrival there. Soon after its receipt
in England, it was published, among other papers, by the Colonial Office;
and Metcalfe was of opinion that the difficulties of his position were greatly
enhanced by its publication. Allusion is made to this, post, pages 345, 346.1

TO THE MARQUIS OF NORMANBY, SLCRETARY OF STATE FOR

THE COLONIES.

October 16, 1839.

Mr LoiD,-I am about to submit to your Lordship such
ideas on the state of this island as I at present entertain, de-
rived from the little knowledge that I have acquired since m'y
arrival, and not, therefore, entitled to much weight. Never-
theless, it seems to be my duty to offer them in preference to
total silence on a subject so interesting and important.

Y
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When the freedom of the slaves was established, the great
question that agitated the island was, on what terms free labor
could be obtained for the cultivation of the estates, from which
the wealth of Jamaica has hitherto been derived. It naturally
became the interest of the owners of properties to obtain labor
on the cheapest, and that of the laboring population to sel] it
on the dearest, terms; and a struggle with these opposite views
commenced between the two parties.

The practice which prevailed in slavery, of granting grounds
to the laborers, from which they derived the means of sub-
sistence, in esculents for themselves and their families, and by
the sale of the surplus produce, gave a great advantage to the
laborers when they acquired freedom, as it rendered them in a
great degree independent of labor, and enabled them to hold
out for terms. The proprietors could not hold out with the
same safety, for the want of labor on their properties, at some,
if not all, periods of the year, must have been ruinous. The
wages of labor, therefore, have been hitherto settled more at the
will of the laborer than at that of his employer; -and this must
continue to be the case until a great increase of the laboring
population shall make labor cheaper, or until laborers shall be
more dependent on labor, or until such a number of properties
shall be thrown out of cultivation by the impossibility of meet-
ing the expense, as may produce the same effect as an increase.
in the laboring population.

It is to be hoped that the utter ruin of estates will not take
place to any vast extent; but it is confidently predicted that it
must in many instances. The poorer proprietors, accustomed
to pay for labor by the method of provision grounds, with little
outlay of money, and perhaps none until the value of their crop
had been secured, find it difficult, if not impossible, to raise the
means of paying laborers daily or weekly, and that too without
the certainty of obtaining labor when it may be most required;
for the laborers are shy of entering into any engagements.

The laborers in some parts of the country work for only four
days in the week, requiring Friday and Saturday for the cul-
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tivation of their own ground; and as the best season for culti-
vation will often be the same for their own grounds as for those
of their employer, exercising their right to work or not to work,
and not choosing te bind themselves by any contract, it cannot
be matter of surprise if they prefer their own interests to those
of their employer. It is, I understand, often necessary to bribe
highly in order to procure labor on Fridays or Saturdays, or at
the critical periods of the crop.

There is, I fear, no doubt, that owing to these causes, great
loss has been, and will be sustained on many of the estates,
chiefly in the sugar plantations, where continuous labor is most
indispensable. This is not se much the case in the coffee plan-
tations; and I have seen statements showing that the cultiva-
tion of estates by free labor is cheaper than it was during
slavery and apprenticeship,-a result which it would be most
gratifying to find generally established.

As a counterpoise te the power of the laborers over wages,,
the proprietors have that of charging rent for the houses and
grounds tenanted by the laborers, and this right is often exer-
cised with a view to counterbalance, as mueh as possible, the
payment of wages, and not with reference purely to the value
of the house and. groundas Thus in many instances the rent
of a house is charged, not as a rate fixed for the house, but at
a rate fixed for such occupant of the house. These counter-
daims for rent and wages keep up much irritation and litiga-
tion, but will, it is te be hoped, in time, be settled on the basis
of mutual interest.

With respect to the party most to blame in these disputes, it
is difficult to arive at the truth where party spirit so much
prevails. Were I to give implicit credit to some official re-
ports that I haver received, I should conclude that, whenever
affairs on an estate went wrong, the management be to blame,
and that the laborers were never unreasonable; while from
other quarters I have a wholly different statement., I conclude
that the truth lies probably between the two extremes, and that
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the patience of either party is occasionally tried. Much, no
doubt, nust depend on the character of the manager.

The obvious remedy for the power possessed by the laborer
over'wages, and for his independence of labor, being the resump-
tion of his grounds, which the proprietor has the right to resume,
it may be asked why the exercise of this right is not had recourse
to, as, in fact, the instances of ejectment have been compara-
tively few. For this there are several reasons. The proprietor, or
manager, still clings to the idea that the tenants on his estate
will continue to labor for him exclusively. He is not, there-
fore, disposed to eject them, but seeks to make their houses and
grounds the means of securing their labor at the least cost. It
is felt also that ejectment, carried generally into effect, would
be harsh and cruel, and might drive the laboring population to
desperation; for they are peculiarly tenacious of these pos-
sessions, to which they are naturally much attached; and in the
purchase of fire-arms which bas lately taken place among them,
while one party is of opinion that it proceeds from a love of
sport, the other asserts that it is avowedly for the defence of
their houses and grounds.

In some instances laborers have purchased small lots of land,
and thus become proprietors. I should be glad if this were a
general practice. It would put an end to the causes of irrita-
tion which may continue to exist while they hold their houses
and grounds on an uncertain tenure, while it would not neces-
sarily throw them out of the laboring class, their properties not
being sufficiently large to exempt them entirely from the
necessity of seeking other means of support. Where they are
tenants on the properties of others they are anxious to obtain
leases for their grounds, which the proprietors are willing to
give, if the laborers would enter into engagements to labor for
similar periods; but the latter are adverse to any contract with
respect to labor, and the former, or their representatives, do
not like to relinquish the hold which they consider themselves
as having on the laborers by keeping them as tenants at will.

I do not perceive any remedy for this state of things, except
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what time and a natural sense of self-interest may supply. I
should apprehend that legislation can do little or nothing
towards amendment; and that it will be most advisable to let
these matters take their natural course. If justice be fairly
administered to all parties, they will, it may be hoped, come to
a right understanding among themselves.

In attempting to describe the present relations between pro-
prietors and laborers, I beg to be understood as speaking only
generally. There are, no doubt, numerous exceptions with
which I may become better acquainted hereafter.

This natural struggle between proprietors and laborers has
been attended with discord and virulence between other classes
of society. The Baptist missionaries have made themselves
peculiarly obnoxious to the proprietors by the advice and aid
which they are supposed to have given to the laborers. It
seems very possible that the intervention of a third party
between the two imnediately concerned, giving its support to
one, may have prevented a settlement that would otherwise
have taken place favorable to the other, or equally fair to both;
and it is quite natural that the proprietors should dislike this
interference in a matter of such vital interest to their properties.
It may also have operated to cause distrust and resentment be-
tween the interested parties, which is a serious evil; but at the
same time it was natural that the laborers should seek the advice
of the pastors and ministers who had evinced, a great interest ii
their welfare, had weaned tbem from their barbarous supersti-
tions, and had opened to them the blessings of Christianity; and
it was not unnatural that, under these circumstances, advice
should be given, and it rnay be that without the advice and
support of their ministers the emancipated population might
have fared worse in their dealings with their former masters, or
miglit, from disappointment, have followed desperate courses.
Considering what might probably have happened without the
influence of the ministers over their.flocks, it is not easy to esti-
mate the full value of the operations of the missionaries of all
denominations; but it seems undeniable that the Baptists have
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pursued a course different from that of all other inissionaries,
for I hear no reproach uttered against the Wesleyan, or Mora-
vian, or Presbyterian, or Church of England missionaries.
The Baptists alone have become a political party, and caused
themselves to be regarded as hostile to the proprietary interests.
From, the partisanship which -they have evinced, they have, it
may be presumed, greater influence than any other sect in this
island, and are preparing, I am informed, to influence the elec-
tions on a dissolution of the Assembly, when such of the eman-
cipated population as may be duly qualified will become entitled
to vote.

If the political power exercised by the Baptists be an evil
(and I am disposed, generally speaking, to think that it is an
evil whenever the ministers of religion deviate from their
purely religious functions to take a part in the strife and broils
of political parties), it is an evil which does not admit of any
present remedy. Either their influence will diminish from
their flocks not liking to pay the amount requisite for the sup-
port of their church establishments, or it will continue to in-
crease by the activity of the Baptists in drawing more into
their fold. In the latter case, whether their influence be a
bane or a blessing to the country, must depend on the spirit in
which it is exercised. On the whole, although I esteem the
conduct of the other missionaries in confining themselves to
their religious duties, and abstaining from political strife, as
more admirable and more beneficial to the country than that of
the Baptists, nevertheless, if the good and the evil done by the
latter were to be weighed against each other, the good, I con-
ceive, would prepond.erate. The benefit of religious instruction
and of its moral consequences seems sufficient to warrant that
conclusion.

The conduct of the laboring population generally is repre-
sented by the stipendiary magistrates, whose reports are the
most frequent channels of official information possessed by the
government, as being orderly and irreproachable; and I see no
reason to doubt the truth of their representations. Particular
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instances of an opposite character have come under my notice
since my arrival, but I trust and believe that they are exceptions
to the general rule. The generally tranquil state of the country
without any police, is a istrong proof of the present peaceful
disposition of -the inhabitants. The character, however, ac-
quired by the people in their transition from slavery to freedom,
seems to be more that of independence than of submission to
the will of others. They are, I imagine, as independent and
thriving, and as little subservient, as any laboring population in
the world. They are also, as far as I can see, cheerful and
merry. They are generally, in this neighbourhood, with smiling
faces· and civil tongues, and seem pleased with being noticed.

The stipendiary magistrates are a class, with individual ex-
ceptions, offensive to the proprietary interest. This is not
stirprising. The magistracy of tbe country consisted formerly
exclusively of proprietors, or their representatives, performing
their duties gratuitously. The special justices, or stipendiary
magistrates, were thrust anong them purposely to protect the
apprentices against them, and with exclusive powers for that
purpose. Their services have been continued with similar
views regarding the free laborers. These arrangements were
no doubt necessary. It was scarcely possible to entrust the
dispensation of justice entirely to those who were themselves so
much interested in the questions likely to arise for discussion.
Nevertheless, the establishment of stipendiary magistrates
was extremely grating to the landed interests; and, added
to the abolition of slavery, became a second revolution in
the island. The annoyance was aggravated in a great degree,
partly by the inexperience and unfitness of some of the
stipendiary magistrates, and partly by their receiving a
bias from the purpose for which they were appointed, and
by their regarding themselves rather as protectors of the
laborers than as dispensers of equal justice to all parties.
The laborers, understanding the purpose of the nomination of
stipendiary magistrates, looked to them exclusively for justice;
and the latter, acting under the immediate direction of the
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Governor, -and furnishing him with continual representations
of oppression on the part of the proprietors or their agents, a
state of things was produced very unsatisfactory. The bulk of
the magistrates of the island were distrusted by the government,
and, together with the class to which they belonged, became
generally disgusted. The continuance of such feelings is much
to be deprecated. A magistracy divided into two parties
hostile to each other, one party distrusted by the government
and the lower orders, and the other distrusted by all the aris-
tocracy, presents a picture which cannot be contemplated with
gratification. This subject engages my anxious attention, but
I do not at present clearly see a remedy. There is a disposition,
I understand, likely to show itself in the House of Assembly,
to form local Courts under persons qualified by legal knowledge,
and free from self-interest, to be paid by adequate salaries. If
any arrangement of this kind could be devised, affording real
justice ·to the people and palatable to the landed interest, I
should think it advisable to encourage it.

I trust that nothing that I have said will be considered as
imputing blame to the stipendiary magistrates. They have
been placed in a very delicate and ard.uous position, one whichi
required that every individual holding it should be gifted, not
only with legal knowledge and strict impartiality, but also with
peculiar tact, temper, and discretion, and the power of sweeten-
ing a bitter potion. It vas not to be expected that all could
come up to this standard. Sone have conducted themselves
admirably, and have apparently given satisfaction to all classes
of the community among whom they have been placed. If
others have received a bias from the purpose of their appoint-
ment, and leaned too much to one side, it was a natural error.
I do not suppose that they have in any instance intended to
commit injustice. I have no reason to be dissatisfied with the
conduct of the stipendiary magistrates generally, as far as it has
officially come under ny notice.
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ON THE SOCIAL CONDITION OF THE PEOPLE.

[This paper is printed, not in regular chronological sequence, iu order that
Sir Charles Metcalfe's views of the general state of the island and its inha-
bitants may appearbefore his detailed opinions are given on individual points.]

TO LORD JOHN RtUSSELL, SEORETARY OF STATE FOI TUE

COLONIES.

March 30, 1840.
My LOR,-Being desirous of taking the earliest opportunity

to visit all parts of this island, and improve my acquaintance
with the state of affairs by personal inspection of the country
and intercourse with all classes of the inliabitants as far as that
might be practicable, I took advantage of an interval between
the last sitting of the Court of Chancery and the adjourned
meeting of the Legislature, and quitting the seat of government
in the middle of February, made a tour of the island, and re-
turned on the 16th instant.

I availed inyself of the use of one of her Majesty's steam-
vessels in some instances in which, from the bad state of the
roads, I was advised not to proceed by land; but for the most
part I travelled by land, that mode affording better means of
seeing the state of the country.

I was received everywhere, as the representative of her Ma-
jesty, with the most cordial manifestations of loyalty towards
our Queen and country, and with unbounded hospitality, at-
tention, and kindness.

I have been disappointed in the state of the country as con-
nected with its agricultural prospects, and have been sorry to
observe. much of mutual dissatisfaction between landlords and
tenants, employers and laborers.

The dissatisfaction of the landlords or managers of properties
arises from the want of sufficient labor, and the consequent dread
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of ruin. It is almost impossible to procure continuous labor.
The laborers are, in a great degree, independent of it, and
therefore afford as much, or as little, as suits their own con-
venience; and in choosing to labor or not to labor are capricious
and inconsiderate, and often strike or refuse to work when the
interests of the property peculiarly require their assistance.
They refuse to enter into contracts for any period, and exercise
their own will from day to day, seldom giving more than four
days' work in the week, or five at the utmost, and not even
these quantities steadily.

This description refers to the state of things most general
throughout the island. There are instances of abundant labor
from a local superabundance of population, and other instances
of a sufficiency from good management, or extraordinary ad-
vantages in wages or otherwise ; but in general there is with
reason a complaint of want of labor, and consequent deterioration
of property. Besides the manifest falling off of estates in produce
and profit, the want of labor is evinced in other circumstances.
Few, if any, of the gentry of the island can afford to cultivate
flower-gardens or lay out pleasure-grounds, although nature
holds out every temptation for such enjoyments. Labor is too
scarce and too valuable to be applied to luxuries and refine-
ments, or to anything less solid or essential than profit, or sub-
sistence, or indispensable convenience. The roads, which are
for the most part in a bad state, and for the improvement of
which considerable sums were voted by the House of Assembly
months ago, are left unrepaired, all the labor procurable being
required for agricultural purposes. Advertisements for con-
tracts have been issued by local authorities, but remain un-
noticed; and it is probable that the roads will not be touched
until a season of some respite from the urgency of agriculture.

The want of labor proceeds from two obvious causes: the
actual want of population, and the facility with which the popu-
lation can support themselves without laboring in the service of
others. In these and other renarks I am only repeating what
I have said before; but where early information has been con-
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firmed by subsequent observation and inquiry, it is difficult to
avoid repetition. The former of the causes above noticed can
only be remedied by the matural increase produced by time, or
by extensive immigration, which is a question beset -with many
difficulties. The facility of support is more likely to increase
than diminish until there be a glut in the market of the produce
which the negroes generally cultivate for sale. They might
then be more under the necessity of having recourse to the
wages of labor; but the two professions of day-laborer and
market-gardener seem rather inconsistent, and as long as they
remain united, as they now are in most parts of the island, con-
tinuous labor cannot be expected, and all labor must be at the
option of the peasant to give or withhold. There is mot the
same degree of necessity pressing on him as there is on the
same class in other countries. Or, rather, there is scarcely sucli
a class in this island as that of agricultural laborer exclusively.
The laborer here goes out to labor for such time only as he can
spare from the cultivation of his own grounds; and if the desires
of the negroes were limited to what laborers in other countries
are forced to be content with-if they were not fond of luxuries,
and smart clothes, and good furniture, and riding horses, or had
not the better motives of educating their children or supporting
their church-they would hardly have any inducement to labor.

The difficulty of procuring labor has led the bulk of the
landowners or managers to have recourse to a system of levying
rent, which is meant to exact labor. If a peasant living on an
estate, his wife, and grown-up children, labor steadily for the

property, sometimes no rent is asked for the house and ground
which they occupy; sometimes a moderate rent. If they do
not work for the property, a double, or increased rent is de-

manded. Rent for ground especially is very generally demanded
from the wife as well as the husband, and from each grown-up
child, on the principle that if they work in the grounds which
they occupy, and not for the property, they are deriving an
advantage from the ground in proportion to the number of the
family, and are, therefore, all equally bound to pay rent. In
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such cases the quantity of ground is not strictly defined, and
the rent may be said to be taken, not as so much ground, but
as ground for so many. It rarely happens that the ground is
ineasured and let by the acre. It is generally what is termed a
ground, and has no prescribed limits; and it is deemed fair to
take rent from every one who contributes to its productiveness.
Some landlords pursue-wisely, I ,think-a different course.
They have the house and ground valued by:two persons, one
on their own part, one nominated by the tenant. The rent is
fixed by these persons, or by one umpire appointed by them
in the case of their disagreement, and is taken from the head
of the family without any reference to its numbers. Rent is
sometimes made a separate concern from labor; wages are paid
in full, and the rent is received at another time. But generally
the weekly rent is deducted from the weekly wages, and is
often diminished or increased, according to the continuance and
punctuality of labor, or the reverse.

Labor and rent, therefore, are the questions which agitate
the island from one end to the other. The want of labor,
which threatens ruin to his property, is the general cause of
discontent on the part of the landlord. The payment of rent,
or in a greater d.egree, the vexations manner in which it is
generally imposed, is almost universally a source of great dis-
satisfaction on the part of the peasantry. I include the pay-
ment of any rent as a part of their dissatisfaction, because, ai-
thougli they do not profess to deny that rent is a proper conse-
quence of living on another man's property, it was evident, in
all my communications with them, that it is in itself very un-
palatable, and a consequence of freedom to which they can
hardly reconcile themselves. They held their houses and
grounds, in a state of slavery, free from any charge. They
cherished the idea that the change to freedom was to be in
every respect an improvement. The payment of rent is a dis-
appointment. The actual delivery of money, or the deduction
from their weekly wages, is a sore annoyance; so much so, that
they often prefer paying their rent in labor rather than in money.
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They either supposed spontaneously, or were led to suppose, that
a law would come from England giving them their houses and
grounds free of rent. The state of feeling described is not
without exceptions. There are instances of a willing and cheer-
ful payment of rent; but in most parts of the island very little
rent has been paid. Many landlords, who are staunch advo-
cates for its being required, have not ventured to take it them-
selves. It is only recently that the attempt has been generally
made, and it is therefore at the present moment that a greater
degree of excitement and discontent prevails on this subject
than heretofore. During my tour, rent in the various shapes in
which it was demanded was almost the only topie of complaint
on which the negroes applied to me. I encouraged and sought
communications with them. They professed to wish to ascer-
tain the law from me, but I could hardly ever give them satis-
faction. From the questions which they asked, it became my
duty to explain the right of the landlord to such rent as he might
choose to demand, the tenant having the right to seek an abode
elsewhere if he did not like the terms proposed. My explana-
tions generally caused great dissatisfaction, which was expressed,
and by the females more loudly than by the men.

From all that I have heard and seen during my tour I regret
exceedingly the practice pursued by the generality of managers
of properties on this subject. I am persuaded that it is inju-
rious to properties, as well as harassing to tenants, to attempt
to force labor by the terms of rent. It keeps up a continual
bickering and heartburning, which place the overseer and the
laborer in a state of constant hostility that cannot be beneficial
to the estate. Were the laborer comfortably settled in a home
from which he could not be removed, or not, at least, without
sufficient notice, there would, I am almost sure, be a better
chance of obtaining willing labor fron him, than there is of
compelling him to work by altering his rent on every failure of
labor, and by the constant disputing which such a plan en-
genders. Were he settled in a home, either purchased by
himself or rented on a lease, let it be even for so little as a year
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certain, with six months' notice -to quit, he would either, ac-
cording to the quantity of ground that he had obtained, be
able to support himself entirely without going out to labor,
or he would go out to work for bis wants, or with a view to
the increase of his means of enjoyment. A person in the
former circumstances, and. content with the produce of his own
ground, cannot be expected to labor; and, having the means of
placing himself in that position, cannot be compelled to labor
by any attempt to reduce him to that necessity. A person
under that necessity, or induced to labor by a laudable desire
for increase of means, will naturally labor, ceteris paribus, on
the property on which he is a tenant, or on that which, is nearest
to him, and which gives him the least trouble in reaching his
work. I am happy to add that several gentlemen take this
view of the question; that some have sold land to negroes, and
thus given them a settled abode; that others are beginning to
perceive the advantage of doing the same; and that this view
is, I trust, gaining ground. I shall do all that I can to pro-
mote it, from a conviction that it will increase the happiness
and content of the negro population, and from a belief that it
will also tend to the benefit of landlords. My notions on the
subject have already been publicly expressed. It may be ex-
pected that they will be unpalatable to those who think dif-
ferently; but I hope that by degrees the same view will be
generally adopted. Wherever I have found the landlord or
manager satisfied with bis laborers, I have also found that the
latter have been in some way made easy on the subject of rent.

Considering the mutual discontent generally prevailing be-
tween landlords and laborers residing on the. properties, it is
surprising that the parties do not separate oftener than they do.
But there is on both sides a tenacity to the old connexion
which keeps them together. The landlord does not like to
eject those whom he still regards as lis proper laborers, al-
though he cannot obtain labor from them, and the laborer
clings to lis house and ground on the estate where he has long
held them, although he is harassed by vexatious demanda on
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account. of rent. Thus they remain together squabbling and
inflaming mutual ill-will, when they would understand each
other muci better if they separated, and reduced the question
between them to one of labor and wages. Either this, or the

placing of the rent question on a distinct and settled footing,
is, I conceive, indispensable, both for the comfort of the pea-
santry and the well-doing of the properties. The chief cause
of the misunderstandings respecting rent is, that the landlord
cares little for the rent, and almost solely regards labor. W ere
rent taken for its own sae distinctly, it would soon be settled
on a proper footing.

In parts of the island separation has taken place, and consi-
derable numbers of the negroes have purchased land, on which
they are busily engaged in settling themselves. I have heard
of their paying as high a rate as 50l.-equal to 301. sterling per
acre; but in general the rate is much lower. Different opinions
are entertained as to the result of these settlements. Of those
qualified to judge, some suppose that from the land becoming
in a short time less productive, the possessors will be compelled
to labor for their support, while others anticipate that they will
continue, notwithstanding, to derive a scanty subsistence from
their land, and will themselves decline in prosperity along with
it, preferring a life of idleness and want to one of industry,
comfort, and, respectability. It appears to me that the land
which they purchase is chiefly for the purpose of obtaining a
secure home; that it is generally toolittle in extent to be looked
to. as a permanent source of subsistence; and that they must
calculate either on obtaining additional means of comfort by
going out to labor, or on taking more land on lease for their
own cultivation. I do not, therefore, anticipate the unfavor-
able result which some prediot; but as these are gentlemen who
bave experience of the negro character, I should hesitate to set
up my opinion against theirs, were it not that others of equal
experience differ from them, and maintain the more favorable
view of the question. For my own part, I rejoice at these
settlements of the laborers.. Their present happiness must be
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greatly increased, and I do not see that the consequences must
necessarily be injurious to the landlords. I rather think that
there is a greater probability of their proving beneficial.

In observing the different manner in which difirent proper-
ties are going on, some doing well, others deteriorating, one is
often puzzled to discover the cause of the difference. Some-
times it is obvious enough. In other instances it cannot be ex-
plained, and it would require a most minute knowledge of all
the circumstances to detect it. One might suppose that kind-
ness, which succeeds in one case, would do so in others; but it is
not always so. The landlord acting with the sane liberality on
all his estates, finds the plan which succeeds admirably on one,
totally to fail on the other, and is at a loss for the reason. The
same manager having two estates under his charge closely ad-

joining, and using the same management in both, finds the
tenants on the one working well, and those on the other doing
the reverse, without any perceptible cause for the difference.
In addition to other circunistances which operate, and are not
always discernible, there appears to be a sort of distinct cha-
racter belonging to the laboring community of each estate, or
some motive of action which they embrace in common, inde-
pendently of the doings on neighbouring properties. One hears
continually that the people on such an estate bave always done
well, while those on another close by have at all times borne a
bad character. The sanie distinction exists with respect to
parishes: the people of some having a better reputation than
those of others. It is difficult to understand how such differ-
ences have been brought about, considering the common origin
in one sense, and similar education of the people everywhere; but
as the nations of Africa from which slaves were brought differ
greatly in character from each other, it is possible that different
characters may have been formed in different parishes or on
different estates, according to the predominance of docile or
indocile races among the slaves imported therein.

It is common in this island to ascribe the sullen conduct of
the laboring population of. certain parishes to the influence of
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the Baptist missionaries, which in those districts is predominant.
Whether the charge be just or not, I cannot pretend to deter-
mine; for, although I see much to regret and blame in some of
the missionaries of that sect, who, instead of being ministers of
peace, are manifestly fomenters of discord, and whose conduct
would naturally tend to produce the effect ascribed to it, I do
not see reason to believe that the people in those parts in which
the Baptist missionaries have little or no influence, are alto-
gether free from the same disposition whiçh these are accused
of creating. It seems probable to me that their great influence,
where it exists, is more owing to their. encouraging the feelings
of the community under them, than to their having called
those feelings into existence.

That they do encourage feelings of discontent, and that they
direct them against the landowners and the authorities of this
island, cannot be disputed. They recently assembled some
thousands of their negro congregation, in order to persuade
them that certain laws passed during the first part of the
present session of the Legislature are iniquitous, and to tell them
that one of their pastors was going home to effect the repeal of
those laws. A ludicrous circumstance occurred at the meet-
ing, showing that the negroes were perfectly insensible of any
injury from the laws, and that they were merely tools in the
hands of the missionaries, who had brought them together.
The language used by the missionaries at this meeting was cal-
culated to inflame the negro population against the European,
part of the community, as well as to persuade them that no.
redress of injuries could be obtained from the Local Govern-
ment, and that their only chance of relief was by the influence
of their missionaries with the Queen's Government at home.
The motives of these gentlemen in this conduct can only be
known to themselves; but as it suits their interests to produce
the impression that they alone in this island are the friends and
protectors of the emancipated population, it is not surprising
that they have not credit for perfect disinterestedness. Whatever
may be their motives, their conduct must foment disaffection
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in the minds of an inflammable people. I do not suppose that
they mean to produce insurrection and bloodshed; but they
ought to see that they may raise a spirit which it will not be
so easy afterwards to subdue, and, on the whole, I must con-
demn such, proceedings, as being both erroneous and mis-
chievous, although I have not thought it necessary or ex-
pedient to take notice of them.

One of the most remarkable instances of failure of properties
is on two estates belonging to Lord Seaford, called the Old and
New Montpeliers. They are among the finest properties in the
island. The works were destroyed during the last rebellion,
but have been rebuilt on one of the estates, and are sufficiently
extensive for the use of both. The estates have had ample
time to recover from the disasters of the rebellion. Lord Sea-
ford is known to be one of the most kind, considerate, and
generous proprietors of the island. .He has had good managers,
who have been successful in other instances. There is an ex-
traordinary number of peasantry residing on the lands. The
properties have abundance of fuel, and every requisite within
themselves, and the assistance of one of the finest cattle farms
of the island, belonging also to Lord Seaford, near at hand.
No estate in the colony has better means of doing well. One
would say that the two Montpeliers, which, though two in
name, are, in fact, so completely joined as to form one undivided
property, ought to be most prosperous. Nevertheless, the re-
verse is the result. In the last year they did not produce one-
tenth of their produce in former days. This year they are
expected by the manager to yield still less. They not only
absorb in their own expenditure all the profits of the cattle
farm above mentioned, but the culture of the whole is a net
loss of a considerable sum to the proprietor. The people will
not work in sufficient numbers, nor with sufficient steadiness.
Neither, as I understand, do they pay rent freely, although
Lord Seaford was one of the first to enjoin the entire separa-
tion of the rent question from that of labor. It is difficult to
account for the ruin of these properties. It is said that Lord
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Seaford aeted injudiciously in building works at the New
Montpelier for both estates, instead of at the Old, after those of
both were burnt down by the slaves in the last rebellion; as in
consequence of his doing so the people, of the OId Montpelier,
who regarded themselves as superior to those of the New, took
umbrage, and have ever since refused, or been disinclined to
labor at the new works. This, however, which is true to a
great extent, and is a striking instance of the sort of esprit de
corps existing in the separate communities established on pro-.
perties, would not account for the slackness of labor on the part
of the people of New Montpelier, and the extreme deterioration
in the quantity of produce. Some other reason, therefore,
must be sought. I have heard the conduct of the people on
both properties loosely ascribed to the influence of the Baptist
missionaries, because their influence is supposed to operate
generally in such a way, and is predominant in that quarter;
but I have not heard any more positive reason assigned for the
belief in this instance. Neither can I imagine what particular
motive they coula have for persuading the people to work less
on Lord Seaford's properties than elsewhere; nor do I believe
that the people would be dissuaded from working if their wants
were not amply suppliéd without it. I therefore attribute the
deteriorated condition of those. properties to the fact that on
the broad lands belonging to them the people enjoy the use of
unlimited and extensive grounds, which they cultivate for their
own benefit, and that the necessary stimulus for labor on the
properties is consequently wanting.

I have made this "particular reference to the deterioration of
the Montpelier estates, because, though a remarkable, it is not, I
believe, a singular instance. There are many properties said to
be in a similar predicament. There are others which are very
prosperous. I have seen statements showing that the expense
of free labor is considerably less than that of supporting slaves;
and if sufficient labor could be procured, this would, I conceive,
be the general result; but when labor cannot be found, and
properties in. consequence become deteriorated, the contrary
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issue must be felt. There are those who still maintain that
labor can always be procured by kindness. I wish that I could
think so. I should then have better hopes than I can at pre-
sent entertain of early prosperity with the present population.
But it cannot, I fear, be justly denied, that there is a great
want of labor proceeding from the obvious and natural causes
of a scanty population and a facility of subsistence. The very
idea that labor must be coaxed is a confirmation of that fact.

When one seeks the remedy for this hindrance to the culti-
vation of properties, and to the development of the latent
resources of this fertile island, which is probably a mine of
unknown wealth, one can only look to the increase of numbers
in the slow progress of time, or to the effect of extensive immi-
gration. This subject naturally engages the attention of all
persons concerned in properties, or who take an interest in the
prosperity of the island. Various plans are thought of. The
majority of those interested advocate the introduction of free
Africans, as being the people best suited to labor on the low
lands, where the most wealthy estates, those of sugar-cane, are
generally situated. .Asiatics also are looked to; but it being
known that great objections exist at home to any attempt to
obtain either African or Asiatic emigrants, it is supposed that
the Maltese will be the best substitutes. The colored popula-
tion of America are also objects of speculation; but it is under-
stood that they have higher wages in their own country than
properties in this island could afford to pay. The introduction
of Europeans has been tried, but generally without success. I
submitted to your Lordship, in a former despatch, a statement
of a successful establishment of Europeans on the property of
the late General Fraser. I was sorry to learn, during my recent
tour, that since that gentleman's demise the experiment has
proved a failure. Three townships also, established by the
Legislature of the island, have failed. I have, however, seen a
party of English laborers on the property of Mr. Salmon, a
member of the Council, mostly young men, who -were healthy,
happy, and prosperous. - It was very gratifying to hear from
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their own mouths a statement of their prosperity and content-
ment. They mentioned that they had difficulties to contend
with at first from not understanding the methods of cultivation
suited to the country, but that now they were not only at
ease themselves in that respect, but could put any of their
countrymen who might join them in the way of doing well.
Their life seemed to be one of great comfort and enjoyment,
and far superior, in thosé respects, to that of laborers in England.
They were located in an elevated part of the island, where the
climate is cool and salubrious. I saw also a consid.erable im-
portation of Scotch families on the property of Mr. M'Neil,
the custos of Westmoreland. They had suffered most la-
nentably from a typhus fever on board ship on their passage

out, but the survivors were recovering fast under Mr. M'Neil's
care. They were then in the mountains. Some of them have
since, I understand, been located on his properties in the low
lands, and are said to be doing well. My own desire would
be to see the elevated parts of the island peopled by our own
countrymen, English, Scotch, and Irish, leaving the low lands
to the negroes, who seem to prefer them, and where Europeans
cannot, I conceive, be located as laborers, consistently with the
preservation of their health. In the high lands the climate is
congenial to Europeans, and far superior to that of our own
country. They could perform all the labor requisite, and would
realise a plentiful and very comfortable subsistence; but they
must come contented to be laborers, until they can raise them-
selves higher by their own exertions. They must be tempe-
rate, else they would soon be destroyed. Houses must be
prepared for them in the hills ready to receive them on their
arrival; and they must not be allowed to remain in the low
lands after their arrival, otherwise they would most probably
lose their health. If shoals of emigrants were landed at the
seaports, without previous arrangements for locating them in
the mountains, there would be dreadful mortality among them.
On the whole, the subject appears to me to be full of difficulty,
and I do not entertain any sanguine hope of speedy relief to
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the agricultural interests from immigration. A bill on the
subject is now before the House of Assembly; and a strong
desire exists very generally to procure an increase of population
in that way.

I turn from the cheerless prospects of proprietors -to ,a more

pleasing feature in the present order of things. The thriving con-
dition of the peasantry is very striking and gratifying. I do not
suppose that any peasantryin the world have so many comforts,
or so much independence and enjoyment. Their behaviour is
peaceable, and in some respects admirable. They are fond of
attending divine service, and are to be seen on the Lord's Day
thronging to their respective churches and chapels, dressed in
good clothes, and many of them riding on horseback. They
send their children to school, and pay for their schooling.
They subscribe for the erection of churches and chapels; and
in the Baptist communities they not only provide the whole
expense of the religious establishment, but by the amount of
their contributions afford to their ministers a very respectable
support. Marriage is general among the people; their morals
are, I understand, much improved; and their sobriety is re-
markable.

For these very gratifying circumstances we are indebted to the
ministers of religion in the island of all denominations-Church
of England, Church of Scotland, Moravians, Wesleyans, Bap-
tists. Bishop, clergy, and missionaries al exert themselves, and
vie with each other in amicable rivalry to do good to their
fellow-creatures. The number of churches, chapels, and schools
built and being built in every part of the island affords a most
pleasing and encouraging sight. In this respect the prospects
of the island are very cheering; and the liberal support afforded
to useful institutions, and the encouragement given to religious
teachers without bigoted exclusions, are creditable to the island
Legislature, and every part of the community.

My attention has necessarily beeni directed, as one of the most
important parts of my duty, if not the most important of all, to
the administration of justice by the magistrates.
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The Baptist party proclaims that the peasantry are oppressed
and crushed by cruel landlords and by iniquitous laws passed in
the first part of the present Session. I certainly did not perceive
any general symptoms of such oppression during my tour. I
found the peasantry remarkably comfortable, with money in

plenty, and independent and their own masters in a greater
degree, I believe, than any peasantry in the world. The pri-
sons were almost empty. The only vexation that the peasantry
seemed to me to be subjected to, was from the erroneous system
of taking rent adopted by the majority of landlords or their
managers, which has been already described; and from that
vexation the people could relieve themselves, either by working
steadily for the estate, or by seeking a more comfortable tenure
elsewhere, which there coula be no difficulty in finding in a
country abounding with spare land of the most fertile descrip-
tion; I do not mean to advocate in the slightest degree what I
conceive to be a very erroneous exercise of the rights of land-
lords in the mode so frequently adopted of regulating rent with
a view to obtain labor. I heartily wish and constantly hope that
it may cease. But it does not seem to me to merit the oppro-
brious designation of oppression; whatever, however, it may
be termed, it is the only manifest annoyance to which the
peasantry are subject.

With respect to the laws passed during this Session, I am not
aware that any of thern are iniquitous. The petty debt act has
come into frequent operation as the readiest method of recovering
rent or wages. It applies equally to both sides, and I do not
perceive that it is an unjust act, unless rent and wages ought
to be left unpaid. The establishment of a Police is not likely
to be popular with the lower classes until they experience
benefit from it, because it must in some respects operate as a
restraint. I received, however, only two complaints against the
Police during my tour, which were connected with the exami-
nation of goods under the suspicion of their being stolen or
illicitly conveyed. A Police improperly directed may be a
nuisance. I therefore issued injunctions to prevent vexatious
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intermeddling with the people when the law passed, and have
renewed then in consequence of the complaints that I received;
but the paucity of complaints is rather a gratifying proof that
the Police are not offensive. There are other laws, which by
the party that will not allow Jamaica to settle into a state of
peace, are reprobated as iniquitous, but. I have not heard a
single instance of their being the cause of injury or suffering to
any one.

Of the gentlemen of the country and the magistrates generally
I see much reason to entertain a good opinion. I see none to
suppose that they are bent on injustice. There are instances of
irregular proceedings and wrong judgments from ignorance of
law, such as may occur, probably, in all countries where there
are Courts of unpaid magistrates; and there are complaints
of undue bias in their decisions against both ordinary and
stipendiary iagistrates; but I do not believe that there is
wilful injustice. I certainly should not pass over any instance
in which I might be satisfied of its existence, without such
punishnent as it might be in my power to inflict. I hope, by
obtaining legal opinions on every disputed question, and so
laying down rules for future decisions, to prevent gradually the
errors to which the petty Courts are liable. I feel, however,
much the want of Courts of Appeal, and shall endeavour to
institute them out of existing materials, if they be not provided
by new enactments of the Legislatture.

I regard my administration as an experiment which will
show 'whether justice can be faithfully administered, and the
emancipated population be duly protected in the full enjoyment
of their freedom and rights on a system of conciliation and
confidence towards the local Legislature, the island magistracy,
and all classes of the community. My opinion at present is,
that this system and those results are not incompatible. If I
find myself deceived in this expectation, I shall lose no time in
apprising your Lordship of my disappointment.

The chief obstruction to the general harmony and happiness
of the island appears to me to consist in the unceasing efforts of
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a small party to blacken nearly the whole of the European com-
munity. That party is composed of Baptist missionaries and a
few other individuals, and has two newspapers in its interest.
It attacks the island institutions, as well as individuals, with
virulence, and is not deficient in either talent or energy. Pro-
fessing to be the only friends of the negroes, its members have
much power over the minds of that class. They have also the
ear of the society in England calling itself the Anti-Slavery
Society, and communicate with the press connected with that
society. They, therefore, form a party of great influence,
either to affect measures or to injure reputations.

I have incurred the resentment of this party, owing to the
publication, among the papers laid before Parliament, of my
letter of the 16th of October last-offence having been taken at a
portion of the information and remarks submitted therein-
although there is nothing, I think, in that despatch beyond
what every reflecting man would admit it was my duty to state
in seeking to afford information on the state of the island. I
represented in my letter of the 30th of September last the diffi-
culty that there would be in conciliating all classes, and how
conciliation towards any party might lead to distrust and irri-
tation in another. My apprehensions have been realised. The
harmony subsisting between the several branches of the Legis-
lature, and generally throughout the island, lias been received
with distrust and disappointment by the party above described.
A suppressed disposition to attack me on this account had been
evinced before the arrival of the last packet; and now that my
despateh of the 16th of October has afforded assumed ground for
resentment, I must expect that my measures, past, present, and
future, will be reprobated. Threats have already been uttered.
One reverend gentleman bas taken the field, one of their two
papers is up in arms, and the other nay be expected to follow
tlie example.

The publication of my letter alluded to of the 16th of October
has counteracted the plan, which I had carefully adhered to,
of avoiding the unnecessary expression of sentiments at which
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offence could be taken by any party. This 'had so far -Eue-
ceeded that neither my measures -ior my opinions had been
attacked by any party ; although the one in question evi-
dently disliked the general cordiality established in the Euro-
pean community. Their peaceable conduct towards the
Governor personally might have lasted until general amelio-
ration had extinguished party spirit-: but peace has been
abruptly terminated by their resentment -at the letter above
mentioned, and the attacks since made are probably the com-
mencement of an interminable series. I shall, nevertheless,
continue to communicate to your Lordship my sentiments on
all subjects of public interest without reserve, holding it to be
my duty to do so. It will rest with you to determine whether
the publication of those sentiments on every occasion be expe-
dient for the publie service or otherwise.

I have not alluded to the declared enmity of one of the
parties in this island from its probable effect on me personally.
I have been long enough in public life to know that a public
man must expect abuse, and that his only sure stand-by is the
approbation of his own conscience. I am not, therefore, com-

plaining of what I know to be inevitable and irremediable;
but I think it right that your Lordship should be aware of the
position in -which the Governor now stands, his attempt to
conciliate all parties having failed with respect to one; and that
party, though small in the European community, possessing
immense influence over masses of the negro population, and an
intimate connexion with a large party at home.

They are fully sensible of their influence over the negro
population of their own persuasion, and, judging from their
past proceedings, I cannot rely on their wisdom and moderation
in the use that they may make of it in order to accomplish
their ends. What their ends are I cannot comprehend; for
if they were really the welfare of the island and the happiness
of the peasantry, I cannot imagine how these gentlemen could
expect to accomplish those objects by encouraging hatred in
the negro population against the European community, and by
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irritating the latter with incessant abuse. The Baptist mis-
sionaries were, I understand, in past times subject to much
obloquy and persecution, and still receive an equal measure of
abuse in return for what they give; but at present I regard
them as the aggressors, for all other parts of the community
seem to me to desire peace and harmony.

I speak of the Baptist missionaries as a body, because they
appear to act as a body, and because there is no symptom
among them of dissent from their public proceedings. There
may be individuals among them who do not concur with the
majority, but if there are, they show no sign of disapproba-
tion. As ministers of religion and instructors of youth, they, in
common -with ministers of other churches and sects, have ren-
dered and are rendering inestimable service to the Colony; but
as the political body into which they have constituted them-
selves, they are, I fear, interested, designing, and turbulent, as
well as dangerous to the public peace from the influence which
they have acquired. I consider it to be very unfortunate that
this powerful party has become irritated against the Governor
personally, because this feeling may do incalculable injury to
the public service; but nothing on their part shail induce me to
swerve from my duty, which includes justice, liberality, and
conciliation towards them as well as towards every other party
in the colony.. My opinions regarding them have been forced
on my mind by their proceedings; and these opinions it is my
duty to submit. I shall heartily rejoice if I see reason to
change them; and my most anxious apprehensions regarding
the fate of Jamaica would thereby be Temoved; but no repre-
sentation of the state of the island could be faithful that ex-

luded from vie-w the influence possessed by the Baptist mis-

sionaries, and the spirit in which it is exercised.
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THE LABOR QUESTION.

TO THE RIGHT HONORABLE LORD JOHN RUSSELL.

November 14, 1839.
Mr LORD,- . . I have been endeavouring, ever

since I assumed the charge of this government, to inculcate
temper, forbearance, charity, and harmony among her Majesty's
subjects in this island, and I sec much reason to hope that the
good sense of all parties will ultimately secure these desirable
results.

The real difficulty, with regard to the prosperity of the pro-
prietors, appears to me to consist in the means possessed by
the laborer of comfortable subsistence, independent of labor for
wages. He may have recourse to the latter for the sake of
money, or handsome clothing, or luxuries, but he is hardly
ever reduced to it from absolute necessity. The usual order of
things prevailing in other countries is thereby reversed in this;
and it is here no favor to give employnent, but an assumed
and almost acknowledged favor to give labor. There is a sense
of obligation in being served, but none in being employed. I
sec no remedy for this difficulty but what time may produce.
Immigration, from various causes, is not probable on a sufficient
scale; and people will not labor without an adequate sense of
self-interest. Those who do not feel the necessity or ad.vantage
of working from that motive, cannot be expected to exert tiem-
selves. -from benevolence to others, or notions of duty to the
community. Nevertheless, from all that I hear, I believe
that, in respect to labor, considerable improvement is gradually
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making way. The tone of the landed gentry is not universally
so despondent as it appears at one time to have been. The re-
spective parties are making arrangements together, with more
or less mutual satisfaction in different parts. A return of staple
exports, from the 10th.of October, 1837, to the 10th of October,
1839, herewith enclosed, shows a large decrease in the exports of
the last year of that period compared with the one preceding,
and it is apprehended that there will be a further falling off in
those of the next season, owing to the want of labor in 1838;
but there seems to be a general opinion that the return of 1841
will be more favorable.

TO THE RIGHT HONORABLE LORD JOHN RUSSELL.

December 30, 1839.
My LoRD,-I see no reason to be dissatisfied with the

manner in which affairs generally are at present proceeding in
this island. A good understanding between employers and
laborers appears to be gaining ground, and there are fewer
complaints than there were on the part of landholders of dis-
inclination on the part of the peasantry to work. It seems to
be- now generally admitted that there is a manifest improve-
ment in this respect, comparing the period of this year since
August or September with the same period of the last.

Disputes and litigation still continue in some degree, but the
instances, with reference to the number of the parties in ques-
tion, do not appear to be numerous, and have much decreased.
Those that have come under my notice have been for alleged
breach of contract on the part of the laborer, and consequent
withholding of wages on the part of the employer, or few
demands of rent for houses and grounds. As the laborers
seldom enter into engagements for labor beyond a week, the
landowners, in many instances, refuse to let house or land for a
longer period. Rent, therefore, may be legally exacted with a
very short notice, on any terms that the landlord may choose
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to impose; and it is often made subservient to labor, being
lessened or entirely remitted, in addition to payment of wages,
if labor is afforded, and doubled or trebled if labor is withheld.
It is in some: places a practice to take rent from every indi-
vidual subsisting himself by cultivation on a property, if he
do not work for the estate, without regard to the number that
may occupy one house or till the same ground, the rent, not
being levied on the actual value of the house, or, on any specific
quantity of ground-this being in most cases without- precise
limits or measurement-but on the privilege of residence and
the advantage of deriving subsistence from the land of the
estate. In such cases, the demand is modified or relinquished
if the tenants work on the property, but exacted in full if they
do not. This mode of levying rent is deemed lawless oppression
by the exclusive advocates of the emancipated class, while by
those who have recourse to it, it is regarded as a necessary self-
defence against the power of the laborers to ruin the estate by
striking work at any critical period-a power which they gene-
rally possess, from their reluctance to enter into engagements
for work, and which they are said to exercise without hesitation
when it suits their convenience or pleasure to do so. The most
revolting feature of this state of things is, that the destruction
of provisions planted by the tenants is,-along with their ex-
pulsion, sometimes, but I hope rarely,, the consequence of dis-
putes with the manager of the property. I have heard of
instances of this kind, but none have come officially before me;
nor have any, as far as I arn aware, been made the subject of
complaint before any Court. There may be cases in which even
this extremity, barbarous as it seems, may be both legal and
justifiable; but I trust that the occurrence of the practice is
confi ed to the few instances in which I have heard of it. I
have adverted to this question of rent in a former despatch,
but have recurred to it again, because it seems to me to be the
one that remains more unsettled than. any other part of the
relations between the agricultural laborer and his employer,
and the only one likely to continue a subject for agitation. It
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is not, however, to be inferred that the owners or managers of
all properties act on the system described. I have heard several
dilate with pleasure on the advantage which they have derived
from making rent and wages totally unconnected; by taking
their rent separately, regularly, and without diminution; and
by paying wages without any deduction on account of rent.
Under these circumstances, they say the tenants prefer, for
their own sakes, as well as from good feeling towards their
landlords, to work for the estates on which they are located,
and do so cheerfully, so that there are no disputes. I should
hope that most commonly the separation of the questions of
rent and wages has already taken place, and that it will become
the practice universally. There will be no difficulty on these
subjects when labor is as essential to the peasant as it is- to the
landlord, and when the rent of house and land is, in itself, of
sufficient value to recompense the landlord for the letting of
his property, without reference to other considerations. Until
then, I can only hope that good sense will mutually prevail,
and the two parties concur in what is beneficial for both; for I
apprehend that any attempt to interfere by legislation would
be both futile and injurious.

With reference to the relations of Jamaica with the mother
country, a good spirit seems to me to prevail throughout the
island; and this has, I think, been evinced in the proceedings
of the Legislature during the present Session. I am awaiting
the receipt of copies of the numerous acts that have been passed,
in order to lay them before your Lordship, with such remarks
as the contents of each may suggest.
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STIPENDIARY MAGISTRATES.

[At page 327 reference is made to the circumstances under which the
Stipendiary Magistrates were appointed. They were sent out with the
object of counteracting the supposed one-sidedness and injustice of the
local magistracy, which was composed principally of the proprietors and
their agents; but Sir Charles Metcalfe, seeing that much ill-will was per-
petuated by the existence of the stipendiary body, was anxious gradually to
abolish it, by abstaining from fiing up vacancies as they arose.]

TO THE RIGHT HONORABLE LORD JOHN RUSSELL.

December 21, 1839.
Mr LoRD,-I report with regret the death of Captain

Reynolds, one of the stipendiary magistrates, and a respectable
officer.

I should have suggested, for your Lordship's consideration,
that the opportunity unfortunately afforded by this casualty
miglit be taken to commence a gradual and experimental re-
duction of the number of stipendiary magistrates, for reasons
which will be explained.in a subsequent part of this letter. My
only inducemyient for not submitting that recommendation on the
present occasion is, that there are two gentlemen acting as sti-
pendiary magistrates in the places of absentees, on whose return
they would be thrown out of employment, if they were not
provided for by nomination in succession to vacancies, by death,
resignation, or removal. They were appointed to officiate by
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my predecessor, and are, I understand, deserving men. It rests
with your Lordship to determine whether their claims to succeed
shall be allowed, or a reduction be actually commenced on the
present occasion. If you approve the gradual reduction that I
contemplate, I shall avoid the occurrence of any future claims
of this description by abstaining from the nomination of any
additional magistrates to act for absentees,-a course that I have
no doubt can be adopted without disadvantage, while it will
tend to advance the gradual reduction which I conceive to be
desirable.

Your Lordship will probably expect from me a statement of
my opinions on the question of the abolition of the special magis-
tracy in August, 1840, or its continuance beyond that period.
I therefore embrace this opportunity to submit my sentiments
on that subject.

It is impossible to enter on this question without bringing to
mind the hardship and suffering that would attend the turning
adrift of a number of meritorious gentlemen, whose sole de-
pendence is on the subsistence afforded by the offices which
they hold. I am sensible, however, that the question must be
decided on public grounds, and that private considerations
must be excluded.

In some respects the abolition of the existing stipendiary
magistracy is very desirable. It would remove the only cause
of offence in the present order of things. The stipendiary ma-
gistrates have had such a part to perform in this island, that the
landholders, composing the principal portion of the influential
community of the country, cannot be expected to be reconciled
for a long time to come to an arrangement yvhich they regard
as a grievance and great affront to themselves. No measure
could be more gratifying to them than the abolition of the sti-
pendiary magistracy. Many admit that, in the altered state of
society, some stipendiary magistrates are necessary, and that
the business of the country cannot be sufficiently carried on by
unpaid magistrates alone. The Legislature would probably be
willing to provide for the requisite number of fixed magistrates,
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and niîght. not object. to the employment of a few of the pre-
sent stipendiaries;. but the existing institution and the majority
of its members are objects of rooted dislike, and its, abolition
would cause great joy and satisfaction to the landholders gene-
rally.

I do not; ascribe these feelings to any expectation that the
removal of the stipendiary magistrates would restore a coercive
power over the laboring population-for I do not imagine that
any such idea exists-but to the belief that the presence of the
stipendiary magistrates on the present system, and the spirit in
which. their functions have been exercised, do and will prevent
the influence which the landlords in other free countries na-
turally possess over the agricultural laborers in their vicinity,
and over tenants on their estates.

I cannot pretend to say what would have been the conse-
quence in carrying the establishment of freedom into effect if
stipendiary magistrates on the present footing had not been
located. in the several parishes, but it appears to me to bc
certain that. their introduction has, in a great degree, tended to
preclude the formation of the mutual agreement and attachient
which exist elsewhere between landlords on the one hand, and
tenants and laborers on the other, and are essential for the con-
tentment and prosperity of an agricultural community. What-
ever may have been the advantages produced by the stipendiary

magistrates in other respects, they have, I fear, caused or pro-
moted the great evil of discord between the landholders and
the laboring population. I should, therefore, regard the aboli-
tion of the stipendiary magistracy as most desirable, if 1 were
satisfied that it would now tend to establish those relations
which, for the welfare of the community, ought to subsist be-
tween. the higher and the lower orders.

It may naturally be doubted whether the abolition of the
stipendiary magistracy could be carried into effect without pro-
ducing injustice towards the laboring population, by placing
them under a magistracy composed almost exclusively of land-
lords and their agents. I cannot presume to determine so im-
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portant a: question, bat I should entertain a confident hope that
the measure might. be: adopted. without that lamentable result..
The local magistrates are removable by the Governor at plea-
sure;. and I shouli expect that, by a watchful attention to their
conduct, by working on their good feelings, by settling al.
doubtful points either by law or by legal opinions, and by in-
sisting on the administration of justice accordingly, as well. as.
by the formation of such institutions as. the Legislature of the
island might be disposed to maintain for the purpose, the equi-
table administration of justice, might be secured here, as well as,
elsewhere. without. the continued imposition on the colony of a.
class of magistrates who are naturally odious to those whose in-
fluence they in great measuret subvert.

I have no apprehension that the laboring population would
tamely submit to injùstice, even if I saw reason to anticipate,
which I do not, that injustice would be systematically at-
tempted. I do not suppose that there exists in any part of the
world a laboring population less- likely to submit to oppression
without making every practicable exertion to resist it. They
are fully sensible of the rights of freedom; and having stepped
into them suddenly, they are more tenacious of them, in every
tittle, than those who have grown up in the possession of those
rights from infancy to manhood. At the same time, having
been taught, by circumstances and the instruction of others, to
regard their former masters as their enemies, they are devoid of
that habitual deference and. respect for their landlords and supe-
riors which the rural population of other countries generally
imbibe. I have, not the slightest apprehension that they would
subnit to injustice without struggling for redress.. I should
rather fear that they would be hasty in conceiving and resent-
ing it, even wherethe symptoms might be questionable. These
opinions may be erroneous,; an I shall be gladl to correct them
when I find that they are so., I submit them now -without
sufficient experience to give weight to them, because. the occa-
sion requires that I should state what my opinions are on this
important point.
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As far, therefore, as regards the essential administration of

justice, and the conduct to be expected from the local magis-
tracy, I should have no hesitation in carrying on the govern-
ment of this colony without the aid of the present body of sti-
pendiary magistrates, and am of opinion that they might be
discontinued without any ill effect on those points; but there
is one consideration which deters me from recommending their
sudden or complete removal. The emancipated population
have been taught to regard their former masters as their op-
pressors, and the stipendiary magistrates as their peculiar pro-
tectors-as a body especially appointed for the security of their
freedom and rights. If the charge against the stipendiary ma-
gistrates of partiality towards the laboring population be in any
degree true, that circumstance must tend to increase the exclu-
sive confidence of the people towards them. I cannot tell
what might be the effect of a sudden removal of the stipendiary
magistrates. Its operation on the imagination of the people
might produce serious and deplorable consequences, even if no
pains were taken to aggravate their despair.

I cannot, therefore, venture to recommend a proceeding,
which otherwise, on some public grounds of importance, I
should regard as very desirable. But I am induced, by the
various considerations that I have stated, to believe that a gra-
dual reduction is advisable.

The gradual reduction which I have recommended nay seem
to your Lordship to be too slow in its operation, if you should
approve the reduction of the number of stipendiary magistrates
on any plan; and it certainly would be too slow for the expec-
tations of those who desire the removal of the whole body. I
nevertheless am unable to suggest any other scheme of reduc-
tion that appears so likely on the whole to accomplish the
various objects that must be kept in view. The method that
I propose is, that every opportunity be taken of death, resigna-
tion, removal, or promotion, to reduce the number, and that
the operation be facilitated by taking advantage of every occa-
sion on which a magistrate can be transferred to any other pfice
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without injury to his interests. By this method the people will
become gradually accustomed to the want of stipendiary magis-
trates, and if any evil should thence arise, it will become
apparent before the mischief be either great or irremediable.
In the mean time the stipendiary magistrates may be instructed
to pursue a course which will render them less obnoxious to the
landed gentry, by seeking exclusively to do justice, without
reference to the situation or color of the parties, and by ceasing
to regard themselves as the protectors of a particular class-a
feeling which can hardly fail to impair their judicial impar-
tiality. In this manner, and by settling doubtful points, and
leaving less to the discretion of magistrates than is at present in
that predicament, owing to the numerous questions that arise
under a new order of things, I should hope that the gradual
reduction of the stipendiary magistrates might take place with
good effect and without any mischief, and that by degrees the
irritation which their appointment or their conduct has caused
will cease, so as eventually to lead to their admission, by consent
of the local Legislature, into the institutions paid by the island,
as a useful and efficient body-an admission which is at present
totally impossible.

If your Lordship, admitting the expediency of some reduc-
tion without a total abolition, should insist on an immediate
reduction to the lowest number that might be deemed necessary,
it would be my duty to state that the number might be reduced,
to one for each parisb, or about one-half of the present esta-
blishment; not, however, without some apprehension on my
part that so great a reduction, suddenly executed, might alarm
the emancipated population, not merely through their own fears
for the loss of so many supposed protectors, but also through
the sentiments which they would hear from their advisers.
On the other hand, such a reduction would be more gratifying
to the landholders than the gradual one before suggested, as it
would in a greater degree advance the object of their earnest
desire. If your Lordship should require so great a reduction at
once, I would recommend that it should be carried into effect
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on some general principle, such as the retention of the seniors
and the disclhaxge of the juniors; that would preclude the idea
of partiality, from which it would be .scarcely possible to escape
in any selection according to estimated merit, the standard of
merit being so different -in different branches of the community,
that the absence of partiality would not be sufficient to prevent
its being inferred.

There is at present before the House of Assembly a bill for
the improvement of our judicial establishments, which ineludes
a provision for the appointment of chairmen of the Courts of
Quarter Sessions, to be nominalted frou gentlemen of legal
jeducation and practice, either barristers exclusively, or.including
solicitors, as 'may be determined. If this bill be carried, several
members of the House of Assembly will have given their fsup-

port to it chiefly for the purpose -of effecting the removal of
the -stipendiary magistrates. If :the »Courts, under legal chair-
men, obtain the confidence of the emancipated population, the
#only objection on publie grounds that I see to the removal ofthe
maÿstrates -paid by the mother country will be obviatedc. It
would then become my duty to submit an opinion to that effect
for your Lordship's consideration.

I have now ýstated, I fear in too hurried a manner, owing to
the expected despatch of ·the .packet, all the essential points
that occur -to me on this important subject; my own inclination
being at present towards the gradual -reduction that 1 have en-
-deavoured to describe.
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THE GOVERNOVS SALARY.

[From a despatch, dated January 12, 1840, reviewing certain acts of the
local Legislature.]

[ExTRicT.]-No. 44, -"An Act to provide an ad.equate
Salary to support the honor and dignity of her Majesty's Re-
presentative in this Island," fixes and increases the Governor's
salary, and abolishes fees which he received 'as chancellor, and
ordinary and other allowances formerly :assigned in lieu of
servants, of Pen, and of Mountain, ·the two latter terms having
reference to country 'seats at one time 'supplied to the Governor
at the expense of the island, for which amount -sums of money
were subsequentlysubstituted. The allowance for servants was
a substitute for the :slaves formerly attached to :the King's
house. Besides these fees and allowances, :the Governor had
an annual salary, from wniat 'is termed the 'Council Fund, of
15001. sterling. In bygone days and during war · the emolu-
ments of ·the Governor are said to have been very large; but
latterly, the salary, fees, and allowances --above noticed, together
with a-share of rescheats, constituted the 'total of.his remunera-
tion, -unless it·was -augmented 'by an additional grant from the
island Legislature. The aggregate, independently of such -a
grant, -was on an average rather under 50001. sterling per
annum. It was :customary,:as one of the first measures of the
Assembly after 'the:aTrival of a new Governor, to vote an addi-
tional salary of 15001. 'sterling per 'annum. The aggregate of
the Governor's rstipend with this increase was on an average,
according to the 'accounts laid before th-e House of Assembly
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on the present occasion, 64801. sterling per annum. The addi-
tional allowance of 15001. above'mentioned was voted for the
last time to the Marquis of Sligo; but when, during his Lord-
ship's administration, the feelings of the House of Assembly
had become embittered, a resolution was passed that no addi-
tional salary should be granted to any future Governor. This
resolution was in force on the accession of Sir Lionel Smith;
and whether it was from consistency, or because he was only
at first Lieutenant-Governor, or because, as Commander of the
Forces, he had already an addition to his civil allowances larger
than that which it was customary to vote, no further salary was
granted. He was subsequently, I believe, instructed to apply
for the usual additional salary, and. did so. It was then refused;
partly, it is now said, because it was demanded as a right, and
partly because he had a larger remuneration, owing to his
military allowances, than any civil Governor would have, even
with the usual addition. On my succeeding to the government,
it was my determination not to make any attempt whatever,
either directly or indirectly, to obtain the usual additional
salary. This was not only in my opinion the course most
suitable to the character of the office which I hold, but was the
more requisite, as one of my first duties being to conciliate the
House of Assembly by al proper means, it was essential to
avoid anything that could possibly attach unworthy motives
to the conduct that'I had to pursue. The proceedings of the
House, therefore, in every part of the measure now enacted,
have been perfectly spontaneous. One of the members in the
first instance, and soon after the commencement of the session,
announced his intention of making a motion for an additional
salary to the Governor, but subsequently gave way to another
member, who took up the question vith a more enlarged view
of it, and urged the propriety of fixing an adequate salary for
the Governor in one sum, and of abolishing the fees and other
allowances heretofore drawn. This gentleman had the courtesy,
before he brought in his bill, to consult me on the principles of
it, without any reference to the amount of salary that might be
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fixed, and received my complete and hearty assent to those
principles. These were, that the objectionable and derogatory
mode in which the Governor had been accustomed to receive
his remuneration-that is, by fees and various petty allowances
-should be abolished, and a fixed salary of one amount substi-
tuted; and that the salary should be fixed, not for the present
Governor alone, but for all future Governors likewise, so that
no future Governor should be placed on his arrival in the
awkward position of depending for a portion of his salary on
the humor of the House of Assembly at the time. Both of
these principles have been attended to in the act, the former
satisfàctorily, but the latter not so perfectly as I expected, and
understood to be intended. This will be explained in the
sequel. Before the bill had passed the House, and while it
was still in the committee to which it had been referred, the
same gentleman who had previously consulted me as to its
principles, took an opportunity of stating the probable amount
of the salary which would be fixed, and mentioned 7000L.;
on which I remarked that I considered it as quite suffi-
cient, and even more than was requisite. That was in
reality my opinion, for I neither expected nor desired more
than lad been customary. Notwithstanding this intima-
tion, the committee recommended the larger sum of 80001.,
and when the proposition was discussed by the House, the
only debate that took place was not from any objection to
that amount, but on two motions to increase it, one of which
would have made the salary 10,500l., and the latter, 11,500l.
The recommendation of the comnittee was finally adopted, and
the amount fixed at 8000.-that is, 65001. in lieu of fees,
various allowances, and other emoluments, in addition to the
15001. received from the Council Fund. This salary is ample,
without being excessive, with reference to the calls on the
Governor for expenditure, if he performs that part which his
station may be said to require of him. The spirit in whieh the
measure was carried througli the House could not fail to be
highly gratifying, but the satisfactory character of the arrange-
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mert has been impaired, :and one of its principles in _a great
degiee departed ifrom, by limiting its iduration to five years.
The salary is .till :a salary, not for me personally, ,but for the
,Governorfor the time being, aud the duration of five years will,
,most probably, -extend beyond lthe period of my administration;
but ithis Jimitation will :bring the question of the Governor's
salary agai before the House, :and rendler it liable to be
affected by the popular feeling ofthe time, whatever it may be.
The explanation.:given t.o me of this limitation is, that although
the salary .is -at present meant to be permanent for all Gover-
nors, it is, neveriheless, expedient that the Legislature-should
have the power of eithexr .educing it or increasing it, after -n
interval, accordingly.as the state of the prosperity ,and:resources
.af ±he island at the time:may:suggest the one or .compel the
other. I was mot ,aware ýof -t'is limitation of duration given to
the :act ,until it -had passed the House:of Assembly. I ahould
oatherwise have prevented it, by pdinting out that it might pre-
nlude my -consent to the act, from its not being quite tcon-
sitent with the letter of my instructions -to assent to it, these
directingmnenot to :accept any additional salary unless it were
grantea to me and my ,successors, or to me for the period of:my
admnistration. When I became .acquainted with the limita-
tion -Us åt stands in :the act, lhere was mo anode left of
excluding it otherwise than by îrejecting the whole act,-a
measure which it did not seem to me right :to adopt, as the aet
accords with The spirit of my instructions:in granting:the salary
to future Governors as -well as.myself, and, being altogether a
Bifferent mneasure .from that contenplated by the :instructions,
hardly appears to -come under them. Should your Lordship,
however, 'he of opinion that the alterationis desirable, 1 am
assured Ïbat there will be no difficulty in altering the limitation
to the term ofmy administration. i acknowledge,however, that
i prefer the present limitation to ,one that would make the
grant more personaL The tact rests at present 'on a better
principle, although the duration is too short:; and the :enly
alterations in that respect that appear to me to be desirable are
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either the lengthening of the duration, or the total abolition of
the limitation. There is a clause in the act which limits the
salary of a Lieutenant-Governor, or Governor exercising the
military command in the island, to 60001. sterling, in addition
to his military allowances. I am not aware that there is any
objection on principle to this clause, according to which a
Governor, holding also the military command of the forces, will
still have a larger salary than one exercising only the civil
government. By a subsequent resolution of the House, the
payment of the difference between the salary fixed and the
allowances .Io which the Governor, under the law repealed,
was before entitled, has been made retrospective from the
commencement of my administration. It may be proper to
remark, that if, from any cause, this St should not :be renewed
at :the termination cof its period of :duration, the law which it
repeals will of course revive, und the allowances of athe (.Gover-
nors will be what they were before this ;act was passed.
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1RFORM OF THE JUDICIAL SYSTEM.

TO THE RIGHT IIONORABLE LORD JOUN RUSSELL.

April 15, 1840.
Mr Lon,-I have the honor to submit an abstract of the

act for the reform of the administration of justice which has
been passed by the Legislature of this island.

Its principal provisions are, the creation of a professional
Vice-Chancellor, two professional Assistant Judges, and nine
professional Chairmen of Quarter Sessions, who will also be chief
Judges of Common Pleas, and will form Courts of Appeal from
ihe Petty Sessions, and from the summary jurisdiction of the
magistrates.

The Vice-Chancellor is to have a salary of 25001. sterling; the
Assistant Judges of the Supreme Court, of 20001. sterling each;
and the Chairmen of Quarter Sessions, of 10001. each.

The Vice-Chancellor and the Assistant Judges, I regret to
say, are to be selected from the Jamaica Bar alone. I do not ex-
press this regret from any doubt of there being gentlemen at
the Jamaica Bar fit, from their qualifications, as well as eligible
by the terms of the act, but because the range of selection is
thereby on general principles too restricted, and because this
part of the act will not, I know, have your Lordship's appro-
bation. It was strongly contested in the House of Assembly,
many members seeing distinctly the propriety of throwing the
selection open to the Bar of the United Kingdom as well as to
that of Jamaica. There was only a majority of four in favor
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of the limitation. The Council tried an amendment, throwing
open the appointment of Vice-Chancellor, but that also was
rejected by the same majority. The minority in the Assembly
made another effort, and would, it is said, have equalled their
opponents on that occasion, but it was too late. The limita-
tion, of course, proceeds from local feelings; and there is this
to be said in favor of it, that unless the selection be confined
to the Jamaica Bar, there is little chance of their ever practically
benefiting by the appointments created, as when nominations
can be made from home they generally are macle from home
for obvious reasons, and the Jamaica Bar, who have no prospect
of promotion at home, are thus cut off from it here also. Never-
theless, from higher considerations than the interests of the Ja-
maica Bar, it is clear that the range of selection ought to be more
extensive. Your Lordship will perceive that the limitation in-
ciudes gentlemen now at home who have at any time heretofore
practised for the requisite number of years at the Bar of Jamaica.
I will endeavour to procure a list of gentlemen under those
circumstances, and transmit it, together with a list of those now
at the Bar here, for your Lordship's consideration.

The appointment of the Chairmen of the Quarter Sessions is
on a better footing. The act enables your Lordship to appoint
the whole of these from England, and to select them from bar-
risters of two years' standing at the Bar of the United Kingdom.
This appears to me to be an enactment of great importance, for
it is in the lower Courts, not in the higher, that distrust of mo-
tives is likely to prevail. With Courts of Appeal, consisting
of men of legal knowledge and unbiassed judgment, all in our
power will be done to give confidence in the administration of

justice between the landowners and their laborers; and the
usefulness of those Courts may perhaps be hereafter extended.
I should wish, with your Lordship's concurrence, to reserve one
of these nominations for a gentleman-Mr. Bernard-who is
a sufferer by this act-for he will lose a judgeship-and the
only man, I believe, in the island possessed of all the requisite
qualifications, with the additional very essential one, that bis
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nomination would be palatableý to, al parties. There are. others
qualified in all other respects, and othersý who might have the
confidence of all parties, but are not- professionally qualified.
The gentleman above named has: the. singular- fortune to; be
eligible in every respect, and is the; only one; of whom I can
offer that opinion. Ishould therefore be happy to:be authorised
to confer one of these appointments on him; and if your Lord-
ship will send eight upright, unbiassed gentlemen, of legal
knowledge and sound judgment, to fill the other seats under
this arrangement, the Courts of Quarter Sessions' and Common
Pleas will be greatly improved, and the Courts ai AppeaI will,
I trust, work weil.

Whatever powers are given by this, act to the Governor,. are
of course given to your, Lordship, under whose orders the Go-
vernor acts.

It is not my intention to carry into effect any part of the
act that depends on me until I receive your sanction and in-
structions.

The increase of the salary of the Chief Justice to 30001. ster-
ling is a proper measure, and fully merited by the long and able
services rendered by Sir Joshua Rowe to the colony, in which
his impartial and benevolent administration of justice has gained
universal confidence and admiration. 1

I hope that the defect in the bill produced by the limitation
of the three appointments in the higher Courts to the Jamaica
Bar will not induce your Lordship to disailow the act. It is
in other respects a very good? act, and ought not, I think, to be
thrown away. If your Lordship will confirm the act, and in-
struct me to endeavour to procure the amendment of any part
that you may deem objectionable, my best efforts shall be ex-
erted to accomplish your wishes.

P.S.-It occurs to me to notice to your Lordship that no
barrister can be admitted to the Jamaica Bar who has not been
previously called to the Bar in England.
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ADVANTAGES OF CONCILIATION.

Chly 23, 1840.]

[The following extracts from. despatches to the Colonial Office are given
i illustration of the conciliatory course of policy which Sir Charles Mèt-

calfe so wisely pursued in Jamaica, and which was productive in the end of
such beneficial results. He was of opinion that muchl harm resulted from
the disposition of the Home Government to mistrust and to interfere with
the local Legislature; and these despatches were written, partly, in respectful
deprecation of this mistrust and interference. It was obvious that at such
a time the worst consequences would ensue from a rupture with the House
of Assembly.]

[ExTRACr.]-It will be seen from the remarks herein sub-
nitted, that, of the four acts which your Lordship proposes: to.
extinguish, three form Boards by which a considerable portion
of the public business of the colony is conducted with benefit,
I conceive, to the State, and with so much comfort and satis-
faction to myself as the Governor, that I should find it difficult
to say in what manner the same duty could be more efficiently
or more carefully performed; and that the fourth act is one for
which apparently no substitute could be found.

Granting, however, the possibility of finding substitutes for
these acts, which, being more in accordance with the practice at
home, would be more agreeable to your Lordship, there remains
a most cogent reason for abstaining from disallowing them,
which is, that they could not be discontinued with the concur-
rence of the.. islandi Legislature.
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The control over the finances and the expenditure to the
extent provided by these acts, is held to be the right of the
popular branch of the Legislature, established by practice, as
nany rights are in most constitutions of long standing. It
would be no consolation to the island constituene;y for the loss
of tiis right to hear your Lordship's explanation of its origin.
They would deny that during the time of Slavery the popular
branch of the Legislature was generally, if ever, the passive and
obedient instrument of the Governor's will, and would appeal
to facts in history to show that the House of Assembly had
frequently during that period made a resolute stand against the
Executive Government, and most commonly with success. They
would argue that the possession of these powers by the popular
branch of the constitution is an indication of former strength,
and that such powers are not ordinarily conceded to weakness.
The abolition of these four acts would be regarded as a revolu-
tion, and would, I apprehend, be resisted by all the means that
the popular branch of the Legislature possesses. I cannot per-
ceive any advantage that would be gained by the abolition that
could compensate for the injurious consequences of a rupture
with the island constituency.

If your Lordship should continue to deerm it of paramount
importance that the powers possessed by these Boards should
be wrested from the legislative and transferred to the executive
power, I would still recommend that the measure should be
deferred until a sufficient number of the members of the Legis-
lature be willing to concur in it, or until other circumstances
arise to justify such an attack on the hitherto acknowledged
privileges of the island constituency. It would be doubly ill-
timed at present to rush into such a collision, when the colony
is only recovering from the wounds inflicted by the recent
contest, and when the conduct of the legislative bodies is such
as to entitle them to approbation and esteem.

There are two methods of governing Jamaica: with and by
the island constituency and its representatives, or against them.
The first, to be successful, must be consistent. A measure of
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conciliation to-day and one of irritation to-morrow, an altefna-
tion of confidence and distrust, of kindness and jealousy, will
not produce cordial, co-operation. There must be contin'ued
confidence, much patience and consideration, sincere respect
for established rights and privileges, and credit for good inten-
tions. Then I believe every amendment that can be desired,
either in laws or in administration, for which the resources of the
island are adequate. and which do not encroach on hitherto
recognised pppular powers, may be gradually accomplished.
But I cannot conceive anything more calculated to throw back
all improvement that depends on co-operation, than such an
attack on the established rights of the Legislature as would be
involved in the abolition of the four acts which form the subject
of this report.

If I had any hope of being able to carry that measure into
effect without a rupture with the House of Assembly and the
island constituency, I should beseech your Lordship to let me
know what you would propose to substitute for those enact-
ments; and if your Lordship be determined to annul them, it
will be most necessary that you should clearly explaiq what
arrangements will satisfy you as substitutes; for to apprise the.
House of Assembly that they are to be deprived of the powers
which they hold by those acts without showing to what their
concurrence will be expected, might throw them at once into a
state of exasperation and despair. But, believing as I at present
do, that those acts cannot be annulled without a rupture with
the House of Assembly and the island constituency, and not
being able to perceive any advantage in the proposed measure-
that could compensate fbr so serious an evil, I venture most
earnestly and anxiously to recommend to your Lordship that the
arrangements provided by those acts be allowed to continue,
either permanently as acknowledged parts of the Jamaica con-
stitution, or at least until the concurrence of the colonial Legis-
lature can be obtained for their abolition.

Notwithstanding the decided opinion that I now express of
the impracticability of obtaining that concurrence, I shall not

2 B
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omit to avail myself of any opportunity to endeavour to ascer-
tain, without giving publicity to your Lordship's instructions,
which would, I conceive, be injurious, whether there is any
probability of acquiescence; and if I find that I have been mis-
taken, and that concurrence is not impossible, I shall not fail to
apprise your Lordship of such a change in my expectations. I
must naturally be anxious to carry your instructions on all
occasions into effect, and nothing but a strong sense of duty
would lead me at any time to question the expegliency of the
measures that you prescribe, or to refer for reconsideration a
question on which you had expressed a decision.

I deprecate any peremptory measures destructive of the
powers hitherto exercised by the popular branch of the island
Legislature. That body, with respect to the Government, is per-
fectly independent. There is no way of influencing its pro-
ceedings except by that treatment which inspires confidence.
It will do anything that it believes to be for the good of the
island. It will do much to meet the wishes of her Majesty's
Ministers. But it will turn if trodden on. If it be treated
with epntinual distrust, and if its hitherto admitted privileges
and powers be forcibly taken away, its affections will be
alienated, and its cordial co-operation in such measures as her
Majesty's Ministers may desire, cannot be expected. What
else in that case may eventually happen, is beyond the scope of
nmy present speculation. I should hope that, with considerate
treatment, collision with the Legislature may always be avoided;
but if it be sometimes inevitable, I trust that the cause of its
occurrence may never be ascribable to aggression on the part of
the Government.

[July 29, 1840.]

[ExTRÂT.}-It May be noticed, as an instance of the readi-
ness of the local magistracy to adopt any improvements suggested
to them, that they have universally, on my recommendation ad-
dressed to the several custodes, established Courts of Reconcilia-
tion on the model of those existing in Norway and Barbadoes, in
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wfhch juries of the laborlig population settle the disputes of their
fraternity. The Goveimor of B&rbadoes, I believe, under your
Lordship's suggestion, favored me with a description of the
establishment of those Courts in that island. Their intro-
duction into Jamaica appeared to me ta be very desirable; and
ry views were cordially and zealously met by the local autho-
rities. Courts of Reconciliation are now·in operation, and will,
I hope, produce good effeets. The people seem to be pleased -
with them; and some of the upper class have alowed. their
differences with their laborers and others to be adjudicated in
these Courtsq. What the permanent result of their introduction
vill be when theý novelty shall have ceased, is yet to be seen;
but I see no reason to despair ofits being beneficial.

I am happy to be able to add that the stipendiary and the
local magistrates are generally co-operating cheerfully in all
branches of their duties, that the diferences between them are
less frequent, and that the strong feeling existing generally in
the island against the stipendiary magistrates has in a con-
siderable degree subsided. I have much reason to be satisfied
with their conduct, and have great pleasure in bearing testi-
mony to their useful and meritorious services.

In the concluding remarks of your Lordship's despatch on
the duty of affording protection to those classes of the Queen's
subjects who constitute the great majority of the population of
Jamaica, I beg leave to express my entire concurrence. No
person in the world can be more sensible of the weight of that
obligation than the Governor who, in addition to the calls of
humanity and public duty, has the further motive that his
reputation depends on the fulfilment of that purpose. The
only question is how it can best be accomplished;-whether
by riding roughshod over the island institutions, and knocking
down right and left everything that stands in one's way, or by
cordially co-operating with the island authorities, legislative
and executive, profiting by their good feelings, taking them
by the hand, and leading them gently to every desired im-
provement, respecting their just rights as well as those of other8,

2 B 2
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and, above all, by not suspecting and distrusting them. The
latter is the course which naturally presented itself to me, and
if your Lordship allows me to proceed in it, I will answer for
this decidedly, that the people shall be efficiently protected;
and if I cannot answer for everything else, I will candidly
apprise you whenever I see reason to anticipate a failure; and
I confidently trust that in the mean time no harm will have
happened from the experiment.

Applying the question to legislation, I would say that I
know no limit to the improvement in our legislation that
might be effected by gentle means. If your Lordship would
send me the most perfect code of laws in the world, securing
in the utmost degree the liberty and protection of the subject,
I could almost engage that it should be adopted as the code of
Jamaica; and I would say the same as to any amendments of
our existing laws that can be suggested, provided that they
come recommended purely as improvements; but if the im-
pression be produced, however mistaken, that our well-meant,
albeit imperfect, legislation is received with suspicion and dis-
trust, examined with a censorious spirit, rejected and hurled
back on us branded with the opprobrium of designed injustice
and oppression; that what is deemed good and just law for the
free people of England is reprobated as the reverse because it
is enacted in Jamaica; that affection and care are entertained
for only one class, and that all others are regarded with in-
jurious prejudice,-then disgust must arise, which would be
followed by disaffection and its consequences. The island could
only in that case be governed by the main force and coercion
of the mother country. The cordial co-operation of the island
Legislature and constituency would be at an end. I am in
this description only endeavouring to point out the opposite
working and effects of different systems; and by inference, the
consequences to be expected, according to the inclination which
your Lordship's measures may seem to have towards the one or
the other. I am sure that your Lordship's intentions are both

just and generous, but much, it appears to me, depends on the
way in which the most generous designs are pursued.
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CONSTITUTION OF THE LOCAL GOVERNMENT.

[February 12, 1841.]

TO THE RIGHT HONORABLE LORD JOHN RUSSELL.

My LORD,-I have the honor to submit the thoughts that
occur to me on the subject of your Lordship's despatch of the
26th November, No. 156.

I am not aware of any benefit that would be derived in the
present state of Jamaica from the formation of two Councils,
with different designations, in lieu of the one at present exist-
ing, which under one designation performs on different occa-
sions different functions; and although there does not appear
to me to be any objection to such a change, objections might
be raised on the part of the island to what might be construed
as an alteration of the constitution now established.

At present a body exists designated the Council. Without,
I believe, any distinct definition of its double character, this
Council acts as a legislative body in passing,'amending, or re-

jecting the bills sent to it by the House of Assembly, and as a
Privy Council on certain occasions in which its concurrence is
necessary to legalise acts of the Governor, and on other occa-
sions when the Governor may desire to seek its advice. As a
Legislative Council its right to originate bills is disputed by
the House of Assenbly, and as a Privy Council its duties are
generally few and unimportant, except on rare occasions, when
weighty questions nay be brought under its deliberation by
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either the law or the Governor. With those exceptions, the
executive authority is exercised by the Governor without
reference to the Council, and an opposite practice would both
retard the despatch of business and impair the power of the
Governor, which is not so extensive in this colony as to need
diminishing.

There is, therefore, no Council in Jamaica bearing the de-
signation of Executive Council, although the Council, when
acting as Privy Council, may be considered as acting in an
executive, as distinguished from its legislative, capacity.

The Council is a post of honor which many, no doubt,
would be glad to enter, but it -would be in its double capacity,
or in its legislative capacity, that it would be so considered.
A separate Executive Council, to which the mere duties of a
Privy Council were transferred, would offer little incitement to
honorable ambition, and I do not know that any addition of
duties could be made that would much increase the temptation.

The nomination of members of the House of Assembly to the
Executive Council, if they could be induced to accept tne ap-
pointment, would probably draw on them the suspioion of mot
being independent, and would diminish their influence in their
own Hlouse. This would be a reason with leading members,
who might nevertheless be well disposed towards the Govein-
ment, to decline such au appointment, and if there were any
desirous of it, they would most probably be such as could not
render much aid to the Government in the Assembly. None
possessing influence would choose to lose that and the reputation
of independence by accepting an appointment which would
neither confer power nor emolument, and could scarcely, under
the circumstances supposed, be deemed in any high degree an
honor.

I should not, therefore, expect any increase of influence to
the Government from such a course; and constituted as the
House of Assembly is, and possessing the powers which it has,
I cannot perceive any means of influencing it at the command
of the Government, except what mnay be derived from conci-
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liation and mutual cordiality and co-operation. Much of what
is desirable for the good government of the island may, I con-
ceive, be accomplished by these means; but it is not to be ex-
pected that the Assembly will be readily induced by any means
to relinquish the assumed rights and privileges, or the actual
power which it has acquired during the progressive formation
of the Jamaica constitution.

According to the form which this lhas practically assumed,
the House of Assembly asserts al the rights and privileges
which belong to the House of Commons in the Imperial Par-
liament, and much more, for it maintains the sole right of
originating bills to the exclusion of the Couneil, and although
this exclusive right is not acknowledged by the Council, the

power of stopping the supplies gives such strength to the
Assembly in any dispute, that the Council naturally and laud-
ably abstains from a contest which would cause much mischief,
and has long submitted on this point to the pretensions or
rights asserted by the Assembly.

The House of Assembly further claims the privilege, not be-
longing to the House of Commons in England, of appointing
Boards, consisting in one instance* of all the members of the
Assembly exclusively; in another,t of the members of the As-
sembly and the members of the Council nominally, in which
the former virtually exercise exclusive power; in another,‡ of
the Assembly, the Council, and the Governor nominally, witli
nearly the same effect. These Boards sit permanently, notwith-
standing the prorogation of the Assembly, and even in the case
of a dissolution until the meeting of a new Assembly. And these
Boards exercise a considerable part of the powers, and perform
a large portion of the duties, which in other countries belong
to the executive authority.

These peculiarities in the constitution of Jamaica, if it may
be so called, have been noticed and objected to by your Lord-
ship and by Lord Glenelg. As the Boards in question are

* The Board of Accounts. j Committee of Correspondence.
‡ The Board of Works.
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nominated under acts of the Legislature, either annual or
triennial, the Council and the Governor must be consenting
parties, and her Majesty's Ministers a confirming party to those
acts, in order to render them valid. The power, therefore,
exists of disallowing them; but the exercise of this power
would give extreme offence to the House of Assembly, without
perhaps producing any other additional .effect than that of de-
stroying the means which exist of carrying on the government
harmoiiously, for the power of substitution without theý concur-
rence of the Assembly would be wanting, and its ready co-ope-
ration under such circumstances could hardly be expected. I
should not, therefore, anticipate any benefit from entering into
a struggle with the House of Assembly for the abolition of
these Boards equivalent to the evils which it would excite, and
am of opinion that it will be wise to abstain from any attempt
with that view, until there be manifest reason to suppose that
the Assembly may be persuaded to co-operate.

Looking forward to changes which may already be in pro-
gress, there is a possibility, perhaps a probability, although it
cannot be regarded as a certainty, of a considerable alteration
in the constitution of the House of Assembly. 'If the number
of freeholders belonging to the laboring class increase so as to
affect thé elections, and if they be under other influence than
that of property, the Assembly may in time be composed chiefly
of members of a different class from those who now represent
the present constituency. If the new members be in a minority
opposed to the still dominant party, they may be inclined to
support measures recommended by the Government. When
they become themselves the ruling party, they will probably be
as tenacious of the power acquired as their predecessors in the
Assembly have been, and as all bodies and individuals, whether
aristocratie or democratie, generally are. The time when the
government might expect to possess the greatest influence in
the Assembly would probably be during its state of transition
fron representing the proprietary of the island to representing
the mass of the people. When the proprietary, before being
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actually reduced to a minority in the Assembly, see, neverthe-
less, that such a fate is inevitable, they may naturally become
more disposed to add strength to the Government, and to reduce
the power of the popular branch of the constitution within the
bounds beyond which it has extended itself. The Government
would then have, from the influence of circumstances over both
parties, the best chance that is likely to occur of obtaining,
with the assent of the Assembly, that degree of executive
authority which your Lordship deems to be essential for the
due administration of the Government.

For if the conjectured change in the Uouse of Assembly
should really take place, a considerable alteration might natu-
rally arise also in the feelings of the proprietary of the country.
Those who are now tenacious of their own power, and jealous
of encroachment on the part of the Government, might see evil
in the transfer of that power to a lower order, and might be in-
clined to co-operate with the Government, in order to guard
against apprehended encroachment from the popular party.
Under such circumstances, the Government would probably
strengthen the Council by a larger infusion from the proprietary
body of the island, while the latter would look to the Council
as an honorable position, and as the means of retaining a por-
tion of power. Thus the two great classes of the aristocracy
and the democracy would become severally represented in the
Council and the Assembly. This seems to be the natural course
of affairs in the case supposed.

On the other hand, if property retain its influence, if the
good feeling which appears to be growing up between the
landholders and the peasantry be confirmed, or if a new class
of voters be introduced to any extent by immigration, the
change imagined may never take place, or not, at least, for a
long time to come, and power will remain in the same hands
that now hold it.

Quitting these conjectural views of the probable future, and
looking only to the present, I am not able to suggest any mea-
sures that seem to me likely to alter the existing state of things,
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or to increase the influence of the Government in the House of
Assembly. I have already stated that I should not anticipate
such a result from the creation of a separate Executive Council,
and the placing therein of some leading members of the House
of Assembly. I shal, nevertheless, keep in constant view your
Lordship's inclination on this subject, ,and if I ever see reason
to suppose that it cau beeated on with advantage, I will not
fidl to submit my opinion to that effect.

I have the honor to concur entirely with your Lordship in
thinking it desirable that the law-officers of the Crown should
have seats in the Assembly; but this, at present, can only be
accomplished by nominating as law-officers of the Crown indi-
viduals who have the local influence necessary to secure their
election. That influence, even then, might be impaired by
their appearing in the House as the avowed partisans of the
Government; and an officer so situated would have consider-
able difficulty in reconciling hie supposed obligation to his
constituents with his duty :to the Crown, or his independent
character as a mnember of the Assembly with his other cha-
racter as a servant of the Government. The constituencies
being al independent of the Government, there are no certain
means of procuring the return of any officer of the Crown; but
I do not suppose that being an officer of the Crown would pre-
vent his election if he had personal influence, or were supposed
to be a friend to the island. I should not think it impossible
that the House of Assembly might be brought to agree to the
admission of some officers of the Government, avowedly repre-
senting the Goverument, with the privilege of speaking and
delivering their opinions, and proposing, or advocating, or
opposing measures, but without the power of voting so as to
produce a decisive effect on results. Even this, however,
might very probably be objected to as an innovation ; and
when I express an opinion that such an arrangement may not
be impracticable, I have no better foundation for the notion
than the reasonableness of the proposition that the Government
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should possess the means of ecommunicating freely with the
House.

The influence which most Govemments exercise in some
degree over communities, constituencies, and public assemblies,
by the agency of patronage, bas been thrown away as to
Jamaica, by the manner in which the patronage of theC rown
has generally been exercised. i allude more especially to
former days, when patent sinecure offices were granted to indi-
viduals in England at the expense of the colony, the duties
to be performed by ill-paid deputies, the emoluments to be
chiefly enjoyed by gentlemen residing in England. When
such was the mode of distributing patronage in the island, it
cannot be wondered at that a spirit of counteraction arose, and
that local patronage bas generally been kept out of the hands of
the Government by the House of Assembly, and granted to its
own members or to local authorities. The mode of distributing
the patronage of the Crown above aluded to has for the future
ceased, but the appointments which the Crown confers are still
made generally at home-that is, from individuals who are
strangers to Jamaica.

In order to produce the local influence which might be nc-
quired through such means, not by corruption, but legitimately
by the populaxity of such a course, the patronage of the Crown
ought to be bestowed within the island on individuals recom.
mended by the Governor as the most deserving and best
qualified. I do not mean to propose that the selection should
be exclusively with the Governor without control, or that the
Crown should not have the option of overruling his nomina-
tion-for an absolute power vested in the Governor might be
abused-but that the appointments should be made by the
Ministers of the Crown after receiving the recommendations
of the Governor, and should, be conferred on inhabitants of
Jamaica, whether natives or those who have settled here,
except when there may be paramount public reasons for a
different choice. This system might tend to create influence to
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the Government in the island, while the necessity of placing
the grounds of his recommendation on record would increase
'the carefulness of the Governor in his selections, and promote
the employment of the most efficient individuals of the com-
munity.

Another cause, perhaps, of the want of influence of the Go-
vernment over the local Legislature is the absence of nearly all
of' the wealthy proprietors of the island. Had they been resi-
dent they might have formed a sort of aristocracy more ready
to support the Government than those who locally fill their
places as their agents, and are more dependent on the consti-
tuencies which they represent. As, however, there were
resident proprietors who acted with the House of Assembly in
its violent career during the recent struggle with the'Govern-
ment, it is not certain, although it seems not improbable, that
a larger number of wealthy proprietors resident in the island
would give greater strength to the Government.

That struggle tended, at least for a tine, still more to widen
the disconnexion between the Government on the one hand,
and the Assembly and their constituents on the other.

Whatever may have been the causes, the result is that the
Assembly is an independent body, acknowledging little influ-
ence other than that of the constituency which it represents-
in other words, the supposed interests of Jamaica. Whatever
neasures are calculated to promote the interests of the consti-

tuency, without being manifestly unjust towards others, will
naturally be carried. Whatever measures are abstractedly
good without injuriously affecting those interests, are likely to
be carried; but whatever measures may be decidedly injurious
to the interests represented, or may threaten to curtail the
powers and privileges of the Assembly or the local authorities,
vll most probably be resisted; and I do not perceive any other
means in the present materials of sóciety of exercising any in-
fluence over the Assembly than what may be derived from a
good understanding, founded on careful and conciliatory con-
duct on the part of the Government, and on the good sense and
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good feeling that may prevail in the House. Any attempt to
form a Government party, as distinct from the island party,
would at present fail, and would not, I conceive, at any time be
desirable. There are now no parties in the House. There are
individual members more ready than others to advocate liberal
measures, but they do not form a distinct party; and there are
questions on which the whole House would probably be united
as one man against any encroachment on the part of the
Government. The wisest course, under such circumstances,
appears to me to be to regard the Government, the Council,
and the Assembly as forming one party, and to lead all as
much as possible to good measures. The executive adminis-
tration cannot be so efficiently conducted as it might be with
fuller powers in the hands of the Government, but until these
can be obtained with the concurrence of the Legislature, I
should think it more advisable to make the best of things as
they are, than to cause them to be worse by endeavours at alte-
rations which could only be accomplished by the forcible sub-
version of the existing constitution, and the probable destruction
of harmony and affection.
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PRISON DISCIPLINE.

TO THE RIGHT HONORABLE LORD JOHN RUSSELL.

April 10, 1841.

My Lon»,-I have the honor to submit the Reports of In-
spectors of Prisons for 1840.

These reports scarcely indicate any improvement in the pri-
sons of this island since 1839. In some instances explanations.
have been called for from local authorities, which are also for-
warded; and I have added copies of instructions and other
communications issued as occasions required.

To place all the parochial prisons in Jamaica in a state that
would provide for the most limited separation of their inmates
in classes, would require an expenditure hardly less than two
hundred thousand pounds. Ten thousand pounds per annum
has been devoted by the Legislature to this purpose, and it
inay therefore be hoped that it will gradually be accomplished.
In the mean time, it lessens the mischief attending the want of
classification, that the inmates of the parochial prisons are
generally few in number, and for short periods; all who are
under sentence for more than two months being renioved to
prisons better adapted for classification.

It is my intention to endeavour to introduce the separate
system into the Penitentiary whenever it may be completed.
which, however, will also be a work of time; and the very
commencement has been delayed, first by the difficulty of
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bringing together the appointed committee from their several
avocations, and, subsequently, by the dangerous illness of the
island engineer, on whose expected report further proceedings
depend.

Until the erection of the Penitentiary, I propose to use the
Kingston prison as the general prison for male convicts sen-
tenced to more than two months imprisonment, as it has
greater accommodation, and admits more of separation and
classification, for which I am indebted to the exertions of the
mayor, than any other prison in the island. It nevertheless
has many defects, which I must try to get remedied as well as
I can;: and I intend, as far as possible, to introduce into this
prison the rules and habits that will be eventually established
in the Penitentiary. But our progress in amendment will pro-
bably be slow.

I have assigned two separate prisons in different parts of the
island for female convicts sentenced to more than t'o months'
imprisonment, which has enabled me to separate that class: of
prisoners effectually from the males.

The three county gaols are appropriated exclusively to debtors
and prisoners committed for trial; excepting that of Cornwall,
at Montego Bay, where there is no other prison for male mis-
demeanants under short sentences, the former house of correc-
tion having been converted into a prison exclusively for females.

The greatest difficulty that I have met with in attempting
the separation of prisoners has been in the necessity which exists
for accommodating six classes of prisoners in every parochial
prison-namely, debtors male and female, untried male and
female, misdèmeanants under short sentences male and female,
without any means generally of preventing intercourse during
the day. It is not possible to surmount this without a large
pecuniary outlay beyond what can be obtained otherwise than
gradually from the island resources.

I was for a considerable time in correspondence with the
parochial authorities on this subject, and plans of new prisons,
or of alterations of those existing, for the purpose of meeting
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my views, were sent in from several parishes with apparent
desire to carry them into effect; but the care of the prisons was
transferred during the last session of the Legislature from the
parishes to the island, and the question of alterations and new
buildings is now under agitation with the Board of Works,
which has not funds at its command to do more than a very
small part of what is required.

I have, according to your Lordship's desire, prohibited the
employment of prisoners out of their prisons, whenever means
can be found for providing work within the walls.

My attention has been incessantly given to the object of
effecting improvements in every part of prison arrangements.
I cannot say that I am satisfied with the degree of amendment
that has been effected. There is a division of authority which
retards and practically impedes advancement. Something de-

pends on the Board of Accounts, something on the Board of
Works, something on local authorities. I have no reason .to
complain hitherto of intentional want of co-operation; but au-
thority that is divided cannot be wielded with the same celerity
and effect as that which is united in the same hands.

I have called to my aid in this department, as Inspector of
Prisons under the act of the last session, Mr. Daughbrey, one
of the most zealous, able, and discreet of the stipendiary ina-
gistrates, and I expect to derive great benefit from his as-
sistance.
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HEALTH OF TKE TROOPS.

[The four following brief despatches are inserted in illustration of Sir
Charles Metcalfe's constant anxiety for the welfare of the troops under bis
command. He saw that they were being sacrificed to ignorance, negligence,
and false economy; and he exerted hiiself, not without success, to establish
a new order of things, by locating on the healthy high grounds of the
island the European regiments which perished miserably on the plains. It
was characteristic of Metcalfe that he made the first movement on his own
responsibility, and offered himself to bear the expense.]

TO THE RIGHT HONORABLE LORD JOHIN RUSSELL.

January 8, 1841.

Mr LORD,-With reference to my despatch No. 152, I
have the honor to report that, in consequence of a communi-
cation from the Major-General commanding the forces inm
this island, I have sanctioned a provisional arrangement for the-
posting experimentally of one hundred inen of the European
troops at Newcastle, pending your Lordship's decision with.
regard to the proposal made for purchasing ground and erecting
a permanent barrack at that station.

The arrangement which I have sanctioned is, 1st. The renting
of two hundred acres at Newcastle, for one hundred and sixty
pounds per annum, for a term of years, with the option to the
Government of annulling the agreement and purchasing the
property for three thousand pounds when so disposed; 2nd. The
erection of a temporary barrack for one hundred men, with

2 c
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due regard to economy and to the prospective use of the build-
ings under a more permanent arrangement, should the latter
be authorised.

Having sanctioned this temporary arrangement on my own
responsibility, I shall be prepared to regard the expense as
chargeable to me personally, if the arrangement should not
have your Lordship's approbation. I have considered the
health of the troops as too important to allow me to hesitate
in incurring this risk.

TO THE RIGHT HONORABLE LORD JOHN RUSSELL.

June 17, 1841.
My LoRD,-The mortality among the European troops sta-

tioned in the low lands, on the south side of this island, has
been dreadful during the latter part of the last, and the first
portion of the present, year. It has now, I trust, subsided.

All the stations alluded to have been visited by that pesti-
lence, the yellow fever. Port Royal, which continued healthy
for some time after the other stations had suffered, latterly be-
came the most afflicted of all. New comers have been the
greatest sufferers. The artillery, recently arrived, have lost
numbers of non-commissioned officers and privates; and of the
officers who came out with them, and did not return with the
detachment relieved, all have perished; while those who were
here before and remained with the relieving comapanies, although
attacked, have generally survived.

The cause of so much fatal sickness has probably been a very
unusual season, unexampled drought having prevailed for a pro-
tracted period. This calamity has also ceased, a great quantity
of rain having recently fallen, but not before ruinous injury
had been inflicted on some parishes.

The troops stationed at Brown Town, in the high lands, have
been healthy. Among the black troops stationed in the low
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lands the mortality has, I understand, been confined to the
European officers. Everything tends to show that al the Eu-
ropean troops in this island ought to be stationed in the high
lands, and the charge of the low lands be left to black troops,
to whom the climate of the low lands is congenial. It would
be even desirable, I think, that the number of artillerymen
whom it might be necessary to retain at Port Royal should be
black, and that the fine body of Europeans belonging to the
Royal Artillery should be posted in the mountains and saved
from the pestilence of the low lands.

Of the officers who have perished during this awful visitation,
Colonel Marshall, of her Majesty's 82nd Regiment, and Captain
Slade, of the Royal Artillery, have each left a widow and
several children without adequate provision for their support.
I know not whether the regulations of her Majesty's service
admit of extraordinary bounties on such occasions, but I con-
sider it to be my duty to bring the cases to your Lordship's
notice as well worthy of consideration.

Colonel Marshall raised himself to rank and honors entirely
by his own merits. He served his country actively and without
intermission as an officer for forty-one years-was engaged in
the war in Spain, France, Canada, and elsewhere-and was
several times severely wounded in the field. He leaves a widow
and four children, two boys and two girls.

Captain Slade, of the Artillery, served in the Peninsula and
North America, and has left a widow and three children. His
neans did not enable him to bring them with him to Jamaica,
and during his short residence here he imposed many privations
on himself on their account.

A number of orphans, the children of non-commissioned
officers and privates, have been left totally desolate, their parents
having been victims to the raging fever.

2c2
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TO THE RIGHT HONORABLE LORD JOHN RUSSELL.

June 29, 1841.
My LoR,-The following are some of the distressing de-

tails of the recent mortality among the European troops sta-
tioned in the southern part of Jamaica, owing, in my opinion,
entirely to their being quartered in the low lands, or in posi-
tions not sufficiently elevated- to be above the reach of yellow
fever, the pestilence of this island.

Within the last eight months, the 82nd Regiment has lost
by malignant yellow fever five officers, nine sergeants, one
hundred and forty rank and file, thirteen women, and twenty-
two children, the number of deaths increasing with each suc-
cessive week, up to the middle of the past month; and the
epidemie visiting with almost equal virulence every station
occupied by the regiment, or to which it was removed for the
chance of relief. It has, by deaths and discharges consequent
on wasting sickness, lost one-third of the number brought into
the island little more than fifteen months ago; and one-fourth
of the regiment has been carried off by fever. Of a draft of
one hundred men which landed in the middle of January, one-
third died within four months, and two companies of artillery,
which landed in February, have shared the same fate. A bat-
talion of the 60th, landed recently, and since the pestilence
was supposed to have subsided, has, nevertheless, had nine
deaths by fever in one week.

TO THE RIGHT HONORABLE LORD JOHN RUSSELL.

August 18, 1841.

Mr LORD,-I grieve to report that the mortality in her
Majesty's 60th Regiment has continued unabated. That regi-
ment has lost by death from fever, in two months, one hundred
and thirty-eight in number, including eight woinen and six
children, amounting to one-third of the strength stationed in
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the low country. Every station where there was accommoda-
tion has been tried, and all have proved deadly. The deaths
at Stoney-hill alone, out of a garrison of eighty, were sixteen
in last week.

I lament to add that Lieutenant-Colonel the Honorable A.
F. Ellis, the commander of the regiment, son of Lord Seaford,
has been a victim to the pestilence, beyond the number above
mentioned. He exerted himself to the utmost degree in care
and kindness to all under his command, and remained in the
low lands until arrangements could be made for the removal of
the whole of the regiment to the hills. -He went up a few days
ago, but was carried off the day before yesterday by the pesti-
lential yellow fever caught in the low lands. He is mourned
for with heartfelt affliction by the officers and men of the regi-
ment, towards whom his kindness was that of a father; and is
deeply regretted by all who knew him.

A party of one hundred men has been stationed at New-
castle in the hills, of whom one has died, and two of a party of
thirty stationed for some time at another property. Al these
deaths were in consequence of disease imbibed in the low lands,
and took place immediately after arrival in the hils, as in the
case of Colonel Ellis; and now that many have gone from the
low lands with the disease in them, further deaths must be
expected in the hills, although the yellow fever never origi-
nates in the high lands.

The Major-General commanding the forces has been for
some time engaged in arrangements for the removal of the
whole of what remains of the regiment to Newcastle and its
vicinity. They will be temporarily accommodated on neigh-
bouring properties, and afterwards in cottages erected for them,
or in tents. No expense will be ineurred in erecting barracks
beyond what has already been undertaken under the authority
received from her Majesty's Government. Nevertheless, the
temporary arrangements necessary will cause some additional
expense, which will, I trust, be sanctioned. I entirely concur
in Sir William Gomm's measures. I conceive the removal of
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the regiment from the low lands to be absolutely necessary for
the safety of the survivors; and I earnestly hope that her Ma-
jesty's Government will sanction the erection of barracks at
Newcastle for the whole regiment stationed on this side of the
island, and for the European Artillery also, either there or in
some part of the hills, in order that the troops may never again
be exposed to such dreadful mortality as has been experienced
during the last year by the artillery at Port Royal, and the
82nd and 60th Regiments in the several stations of Up Park
Camps, Fort Augusta, Port Royal, and Stoney Hill.

To enable the European Artillery to be posted in the hills, I
would strongly recommend, what I have already on a former
occasion suggested, that a small party of African Artillery
should be formed for the daily routine duties of Port Royal,
which might be done either by entertaining African recruits
for the purpose, or by training a detachment of one of the
West India regiments to the gun practice.
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RESIGNATION OF THE GOVERNMENT OF JAMAICA.

TO THE RIGHT HONORABLE LORD STANLEY.

November 1, 1841.
Mr LORD,-In a recent communication I intimated that I

should take the earliest opportunity of submitting to your
Lordship the grounds on which I considered myself to be justi-
flied in soliciting permission to retire from the government of
Jamaica, and return to England at a period not far distant.

When the offer of the Governorship of this island and its
dependencies was conveyed to me, my only inducement in ac-
cepting it was the hope of rendering some service to my country
by becoming instrumental in the reconciliation of the colony
with the mother country.

That object was accomplished, soon after my arrival, by the
good sense and good feeling of the colonists, who readily and
cordially met the conciliatory disposition which it was my duty
to evince towards them.

The next subject that most attracted my attention was the
unsatisfactory feeling of the laboring population towards their
employers. This has naturally subsided into a state more con-
sistent with the relations of the parties, and there is no longer
any ground of anxiety on that account.

Other dissensions in the community, which grew out of pre-
ceding circumstances, have, either entirely or in a great degree,
ceased, and order and harmony, with exceptions which will
occasionally occur in every state of society, may be said to

prevail.
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The reform of the judicial establishment was considered by
her Majesty's Government as an object of essential importance,
and was likewise desired by the local Legislature. That mea-
sure has been carried into operation, with every assurance of
success, at a considerable cost to the island.

The improvement of the prisons was another object much
desired by her Majesty's Government. The local Legislature
has co-operated zealously and liberally towards it. Means have
been provided for its attainment to the utmost extent at present
practicable. The reform of all the prisons is a work of too
great expense to be performed at once, but it is in progress, and
the realisation of all that is desirable in the details of this inte-
resting question is in a course of gradual accomplishment.

Many laws have been passed with a view to meet the change
that has occurred in the social relations of the inhabitants of
the colony, and to approximate the statutes of this country to
those of England. Although the business of legislation must
ever be one of incessant advancement, I am not aware of any,
peculiar matter, immediately pressing, that requires to be un-
dertaken.

Of agricultural prosperity I cannot speak with any certainty,
because it depends on prices at home, and on circumstances
which are not under local control; but the prospect as to the
crop now on the ground, and the expected produce of the great
staples for exportation, is more promising than that of any season
for many years past. New sources of wealth, in the production of
silk and cotton and the extraction of copper, have been called
into action, but have not reached a state of certainty, and cannot,
therefore, be regarded as securely established. The articles which
yield most profit will naturally be those most cultivated; whicl
is the reason, combined with the scantiness of population, why
the exports of Jamaica are so few. Commercial interests have
suffered, partly from over-trading on excessive credits suddenly
withdrawn, and partly from the disturbed state of affairs in the
South American State of New Granada; but it is supposed
that the worst has 'passed, and that trade is likely to reive.



WORK TO BE DONE.

These are matters which the Executive Government can hardly
influence.

With respect to the laboring population, formerly slaves, but
now perfectly free, and more independent than the same class
in other free countries, I venture to say, that in no country in
the world can the laboring population be more abundantly pro-
vided with the necessaries and comforts of life, more at their
ease, or more secure from oppression, than in Jamaica; and I
may add, that ministers of the Gospel for their religious in-
struction, and schools for the education of their children, are
established in all parts of the island, with a tendency to con-
stant increase, although the present reduction of the Mico
schools is a temporary drawback.

Under all these circumstances, as the peculiar state of Jamaica
at the time was my only inducement for coming here, and as
I have never wished to remain longer than inight seem to be
necessary for the accomplishment of the important objects
which presented themselves, I trust that the expression of my
wish to be relieved will not be deemed inconsistent with the
sense of duty that brought me to this post.

It is far from my intention to represent that there is not
ample and noble employment left for my successors. There is
a great field for continual improvement. The country has
vast resources yet undeveloped. A larger population of Afri-
cans for labor in the low lands is requisite; and the establish-
ment of a population of Europeans in the high lands is highly
desirable. Capital, which in despair of adequate profit has
been withdrawn, will require increasing enterprise and success
to tempt it to resort hither. To secure and maintain the
affection of the colony towards the mother country; to promote
the welfare and prosperity of the island, and the happiness of its
inhabitants, will form a task of higli interest and importance,
the progress of which cannot fail to be attended with heartfelt
gratification; but its perfect fulfilment can only be the work of
tirne.

Hoping that my retirement will have your Lordship's sanc-
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tion, I take the liberty of adding, that I should be glad to be
relieved about the middle of April, as the voyage across the
Atlantic is likely to be favorable at that season, and my arrival
in England would probably take place at a time of the year
better suited than the winter months to those who come
from a tropical climate. Should there be any obstacle to the
arrival of my successor at that period, and your Lordship would
permit me to make over the government at such time as I
might find most convenient to the Lieutenant-Governor, you
may be assured, from Sir William Gomm's character, ability,
judgment, and local knowledge, that no detriment to the public
service could arise from that arrangement. In proposing with
so much freedom these particular details for my personal con-
venience, I rely on your Lordship's indulgence, and beg leave,
at the same time, to assure you that I shal cheerfully conform,
as in duty bound, to any other that you may deem more expe-
dient for the public service.

Anticipating your Lordship's assent to the main purpose of
this communication, I beg permission to request that you will,
at such time as you may judge to be proper, lay at the foot of
the throne my humble and dutiful resignation of the office
with which her Majesty was graciously pleased to honor me in
the administration of this government.
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ANSWERS TO JAMAICA ADDRESSES.

[It must be borne in mind that these Answers to Addresses are but a
very few selected from a large number. A complete collection of the
different addresses presented to Sir Charles Metcalfe in India, Jamaica, and
Canada, with their answers, would occupy as large a volume as the present
one; but it was considered expedient to give in this place a few charac-
teristie specimens of the replies.]

To the Magistrates, Freeholders, and other Inhabitants of the
Parisk of St. Catherine.

I wish, gentlemen, that it were in my power to express how
deeply I feel the kindness which you have inanifested, not on
the present occasion alone, but throughout the 'period of my
residence among you, to an unbounded extent, and in every
possible way. Words, however, would convey a feeble notion
of the thankfulness with which I shall ever dwell on the recol-
lection of the friendly conduct that I have experienced in every
part of this island.

I shall part from you with great regret. The only cause for
ny retirement is that craving for home which seems to be im-
planted in the hearts of all, and which nothing but necessity,
or a strong sense of duty, can overcome. Having persuaded
myself that I may return to England without any dereliction
of duty, I have yielded to the desire which I cannot eradicate,
and hope to pass the remainder of my days in that country,
from -which I have been separated by occupation in the public
service for more than forty years. If I could have regarded
any land but England as my home, I know not where I could
have been more happy than in Jamaica, in the discharge of
duties rendered easy by general support and co-operation, in
cordial intercourse with warm and generous hearts, enjoying,
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in your beautiful mountains a delightful climate not to be sur-
passed in healthfulness, mildness, and equability by any in the
world, and contemplating the interesting progress of a happy
population, -who, in full possession of liberty, independence, and
comfort, are efficiently protected in all the rights of freedom by
the impartial administration of equitable laws.

I appreciate, as the highest honor that a man can receive,
the esteem of those who are competent to judge his conduct;
and although I am sensible that in my case your praise must
be ascribed to your kindness, I shall not the less cherish with
pride, as long as I live, the remembrance of your affectionate
address.

Accept, gentlemen, my heartfelt wishes for your welfare and
happiness; and my anxious hope that Jamaica may soon add
the return of wealth and prosperity to the other blessings which
she now enjoys.

To the Magistrates, Vestrymen, and other Inhabitants of the
Parish of St. Ann.

The regret, gentlemen, which you express at my approaching
retirement from the government, and the assurances of esteem
and affection which accompany it, are exceedingly gratifying
to me, and confer a high honor, the recollection of which I
shall ever cherish with pride and thankfulness.

I came to this island led by the hope of being instrumental
in the reconciliation of one of her most valuable colonies with
the mother country. That object was accomplished soon after
my arrival by the wisdom of the Legislature and the good
feeling of the community.

There nevertheless remained other causes of anxiety. There
were internal dissensions and party feelings, which engendered
strife and obstructed harmony. The relations also between the
landholders and the laboring classes were in an unsatisfactory
state. Those difficulties have been removed, and it is not too
nuch to say, as all seem to believe, that in those respects affairs
are much ameliorated.
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The part that I have performed in this improvement bas
been to endeavour to do equal justice to all parties, and to dis.
courage whatever had a tendency to impede the restoration of
fellow feeling and brotherly love; but the change is mainly
owing to the wisdom of the Legislature, and the good sense of
the island.

While, therefore, the praise bestowed on me in this hour of
parting, when all connexion between us, except that of our hearts,
is about to be severed, cannot be otherwise than most pleasing,
it produces the additional feeling of gratitude for that warm
and generous kindness which has taken the will for the deed,
and appreciates my humble services at a price far beyond their
intrinsie merits.

I shall often be reminded, gentlemen, of your parish of St.
Ann, in moving about England; for it is the only part of this
island that hias put me much in mind of the scenery of the
mother country. That the most beautiful part of an island,
which does not yield in beauty to any perhaps ia the whole
world, should resemble English scenery, is a high honor, I con-
ceive, to the latter; and, on the other hand, there are few
things in which a resemblance to England would be a cause of
regret. But there are two. You may congratulate yourselves
on having your delightful climate free from the too frequent
chilliness and perpetual uncertainty of that of England. You
may also be proud of the great comfort enjoyed by your labor-
ing population, instead of the distress which falls so heavily on
the same class in the mother country.

God grant that these advantages may always conduce to your
health and happiness.

I have further to congratulate you on the successful intro-
duction into your parish of the culture of silk, from which
there is reason to hope an article will be produced that may
rival and surpass the silk of Italy, and be a new source of wealth
to this country.

.Accept, gentlemen, my heartfelt thanks for all your good-
ness, and my wishes that every blessing may attend you.
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To the Inhabitants of the Parish of St. Thomas in the East.

I am most sensible, gentlemen, of the generous kindness
which has dictated your affectionate address.

Whether I have, in any degree, merited your praises, or
whether they are soiely to be ascribed to your friendly par-
tiality, I cannot be otherwise than highly gratified and de-
lighted by such a manifestation of warm feeling. I must ever
regard, as the happiest event of my life, that I came to Jamaica.
One minute before I accepted the totally unexpected offer of
the government of this island and its dependencies, if the idea
of my going to the West Indies had suggested itself to any of
my friends, I should have laughed at it as something so utterly
improbable as to be next to an impossibility. The offer reached
me when I was living in retirement, with no other plan before
me but that of making my retirement more complete. I had
no desire for official employment of any kind. I had no pre-
tensions to any claim on the Ministry. I had no connexion
with any party in the State. I had no local influence that'
could place me in Parliament, the only sphere of public duty
for whicli I had any inclination. No individual could have
been found more totally unconnected with public men and
public life than I was at that time-none more studiously re-
tired from general society and intercourse with the gay or busy
world. I had returned from India scarcely a year before, after
thirty-eight years' uninterrupted absence from home in the
service of my country, with the intention and hope of passing
the remainder of my4days in England. Excepting as to my
own family and friends, and near neighbours in the country, I
was, in fact, a recluse. It is due to her Majesty's Ministers of
that time, and especially to the Secretary of State for the
Colonies, one of your former Governors, the Marquis of Nor-
manby, who made the offer to me, and whom I had never
seen, to remark, that whether their selection was good or bad,
their sole motive must have been the advancement of the public
service.
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When I received this offer, a moment's consideration satisfied
me that my duty to my country required that I should accept
it. Had Jamaica been in a perfectly satisfactory and happy
state, I should have declined the honor, having, as I have said,
no wish for official employment; but under the circumstances
which then existed, there was something of importance to be
done, and I considered myself, by the offer made, as called on
to do it. I did not, therefore, hesitate. I undertook the trust,
encouraged by the hope of success, .human nature being the
same in all parts of the world. I thought that you were wrong,
but I also thought it probable that you might be induced to
put yourselves right, and that the mother country and the
colony might be reconciled. I conceived that, coming among
vou as a stranger who had never been engaged in any strife
regarding the colonies, I should derive some facilities from that
circumstance. After my arrival, I was at first rather appalled
by the violence of party spirit which seemed to prevail. But
the first proceedings of the House of Assembly assured me that
all would in time be well. My task since has been an easy one.
The good sense of the colony bas done all. The plain and
obvious course that I have pursued has been animated by
general support and co-operation. Had the advantages which
have been gained been accomplished by any injustice or injury
to the population recently emancipated from a state of slavery,
ny feelings, in retiring from the government, and your own

too, I am sure, would have been widely different froin what

they are now, and the reverse of gratifying. But, whatever

may be the state of the island with regard to the prosperity of
the higher classes-whatever may be the depression of the

present time, and the fears for the future, considering the in-

terests of proprietors of land, and merchants, and traders, and
the general body of the medical faculty, ail of which classes are

now suffering, no one can deny that the lower orders, especially
the great mass of the emancipated laborers, enjoy a greater

degree of prosperity, independence, and comfort, in every
respect, than falls to the lot of the laboring class in any other
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country that we know of. So that I shal depart, assured that
their interests are effectually provided for. The chief appre-
hension and anxiety remaining are produced by the uncertainty
which seems to attend the continuation of the profitable culti-
vation of your staple products, on which the interests of com.
merce, as well as agriculture, greatly depend. God grant that
al fears on that ground may be speedily removed, and that
your favored parish, which eau justly boast of containing the
garden of Jamaica, may always continue to be one of the most
prosperous in the island.

Accept, gentlemen, my grateful thanks for the honor that
you have conferred on me. It will be among the most pleasing
recollections that will cheer my future life. In saying farewell,
it is the uppermost wish of my heart that every blessing may
attend you.

To the Members of the JTamaica Missionary Presbytery in the
Parish of St. Mary, in conjunction with their respective Con-
gregations.

I thank you, gentlemen, most cordially, for the goodness
which has induced you to come from the parish of St. Mary
on this deputation, to do me honor by the presentation of your
affectionate address.

Your praises, although I am conscious that they far exceed
my humble deserts, are sweet and soothing, as the offspring of
kind hearts that are disposed to put a high appreciation on good
intentions.

For your prayers I shall ever be grateful. The prayers of
the pious are heard at the Throne of Mercy, and plead for the
sinner, in whose behalf they ascend.

I have observed with great satisfaction, during my residence
in Jamaica, the readiness of the mass of the people to embrace
the benefits of education, their eagerness for religious instrue-
tion, and their general attendance at the -worship of the AI-
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mighty. For these- conspicuous virtues in their character,
which are blessings to themselves and the whole community,
we are indebted, in the greatest degree, to the ministers of re-
ligion, who have devoted themselves to the interest of their
flocks. While the imperial and local Legislatures concurred
in the righteous measure of releasing the people from bondage,
the ministers of the Gospel were strenuously employed in eman-
cipating their minds from the chains of ignorance, and their
souls from the powers of darkness. Thence arose a connexion
between the pastors and their congregations, the most interest-
ing and delightful that can be conceived. The former, imi-
tating the Divine Shepherd of the whole Christian flock,
brought the wandering sheep into His fold. Their followers,
sensible of the benefits conferred, looked up to their benefactors
with reverence and attachment. These ties were cemented by
taking a powerful interest in all their affairs-by aid in the
hour of distress-by the balm of consolation poured on the bed
of sickness-by condolence and sympathy with the afflicted-
and by administering the means of grace and. the hope of glory.
Thus many of the ministers of religion in this island have ac-
quired a hold on the hearts of their congregation not surpassed
in any part of the world. It is a power gained by devotion to
their sacred duties. May it be always exercised for the general
good, and for the spread of that neighbourly love and Christian
charity which we have the highest authority for believing is,.
next to the love of God, the best of human virtues.

Such, reverend gentlemen, I am persuaded, is your conduct,
towards your flocks-such the attachment of your congrega-
tions towards you-such the exercise of your influence over
them. May the Father of All bless and sanctify the holy union,
and grant you, here and hereafter, the fruits beyond price of
the faithful discharge of duty to God and man.

To the President, Vice-President, and Members of the St. George's
Agricultural and Immigration Society.

I thank you, gentlemen, cordially, for the kind sentiments
2 D
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which you entertain towards me. I shall ever remember with
pleasure my connexion with your society, the formation of
which was calculated to render, and is, I trust, rendering, and
will continue to render, great benefit.

I sympathise in the feelings which you express, arising from
the want of certain and continuous labor. It is manifest that
in many parts of the island this disheartening evil weighs
heavily on. the agricultural proprietor, and the more so, because
the only perceptible remedy may be slow in coming, and cannot
be thoroughly realised with the requisite speed. European im-
migration bas been tried, and, as a general or immediate relief,
has proved a failure. The mode has not been discovered with-
out sacrifices on the part of their employers, which few cai
afford to encounter, of reconciling Europeans generally to a re-
sidence in those parts of the island best suited to the European
constitution. They become dissatisfied, and flock to the towns
in the low lands, where many die. I hope that the day may
come when they may be located in numerous villages in proper
positions in the interior, where, I am sure, they would add
much to their own comfort and happiness, and to the welfare
and prosperity of Jamaica; but it is difficult to anticipate whence
the means will be derived for a plan which will necessarily, in
the first instance, be expensive.

Endeavours have been made to procure laborers from Sierra
Leone, the Bahama Islands, and the continent of America, with
partial and hitherto inadequate success; but I trust that the
object will be persevered in, and ultimately accomplished.
There is abundance of space in Jamaica for any nurnber of new
laborers that can be obtained within the bounds of probability,
without the slightest injury to those who at present compose
the laboring class in this island. A great increase is obviously
necessary to supply the places of those who withdraw, and to
procure a sufficient number, bound by their wants or their
habits, to labor continuously for their employers; without which
it is impossible that the latter can cultivate their estates on the
present system without frequent disappointments, and consequent
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heavy losses. It is most true that, owing to this general want,
the resources of Jamaica cannot at present be developed. The
saine want is happily not universal, for there are some localities
in which all the labor required is said to be sufficiently supplied,
and such would be everywhere the natural effect of an abundant
population.

As this is not likely to be produced by any contrivance, other-
wise than gradually, it behoves the possessors of land to consider
whether any means can be devised that may enable them to
dispense with any portion of the labor at present requisite, and
thus to render the existing supply practically more sufficient.
The general use of the plough, and the increased employment
of nachinery, offer some resources in this respect. Another
mode of proceeding, which has been suggested and elsewhere
put in practice with declared success, is to alter the connexion
witli the laborer, and convert him into a tenant, or at least
give him an interest in the produce, by making him the pro-
ducer and a sharer in the profit. The manifest effects of such
an arrangement would be to reduce the great outlay of money
wages, which is now a continual burden on the landowner, to
cause the produce to be reared at the cost and trouble of the
tenant or cultivator, to receive, free of expense in advance, a
due portion, as belonging to the owner of the soil, and to entice
a greater degree of active and zealous labor on the part of the
cultivator, he sharing the advantage of it. Whether in other
respects, or on the whole, this plan would be beneficial to the
proprietor, and preferable to the present system of labor and
money wages, it is for him to consider and determine, as he
must be the best judge in what regards his own interests.

The only fear that I see reason to entertain in quitting
Jamaica, is with regard to the difficulty of cultivating the land
with adequate profit; and I shall look anxiously to the result.
God grant that it may be such as will benefit all parties; for
the laborer, as well as the proprietor, is interested in the success-
ful cultivation of the land, and the prosperity of its owners.

21)2
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Qanaoa.

STATE OF PARTIES.

TO THE RIGHT HONORABLE LORD STANLEY.

April 25, 1843.

My Lon,-In my confidential despatch No. 1,* I alluded
to the State of Parties in this country as the subject on which
I should next address you.

The violence of party spirit forces itself on one's notice in-
mediately on arrival in the colony, and threatens to be the
source of difficulties which are likely to impede the successful
administration of the Government for the welfare and happiness
of the country.

The parties into which the community is divided are the
French-Canadian party, the Reform party, and the Conservative
party. I use the names by which the parties designate then-
selves. The Reform party are by their opponents branded as
Republicans and Rebels, and the Conservatives by theirs as
Tories and Orangemen.

* The despatch here referred to hensive view of the same subject, I
relates to the system of Government bave given it in preference to the
as established in Canada; but as a earlier one, after the present paper,
later despatch, under date August 5, in due chronological order.
contains a more mature and compre-
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The French party is the strongest, from being thoroughly
united and acting together almost as one man. Unless any
question were to arise which would unite the discordant English
parties in a common feeling, the French party, from its com-
pactness, could influence the votes of the Assembly more than
any other. This party is much gratified by its recent accession
to power; by the appointment of two of its leading members
to the Executive Council and to responsible offices, together
with the appointment of others on the recommendation of their
leader; and by the natural consequences, in patronage and
otherwise, 'of such an arrangement. This change has created a
strong feeling of gratitude throughout Lower Cànada towards
Sir Charles Bagot. It is much to be regretted that no means
could be devised for introducing this party into power at an
earlier period. Their exclusion was injustice, and would have
been a perpetual cause of disaffection. Their admission, al-
though the manner of it, and some of the circumstances attend-
ing it, may be regretted, has apparently produced very beneficial
effects. Lower Canada is tranquil, and does not present any
apparent ground of apprehension; and as I consider it to be my
duty to regard French and English alike, to acknowledge no
difference between them, and to treat all as loyal subjects, en-
titled to equal protection and equal rights and privileges, I
think that I can answer for their having no cause for reason-
able dissatisfaction; although I cannot answer for the conse-
quences of unreasonable expectations, if such exist. The views
of this party are directed to the maintenance and extension of
their own power as a French-Canadian party, and to the in-
terests of their fellow-countrymen of French extraction. They
may act with other parties on the principle of reciprocity, sup-
port for support, but their own views are purely French-Ca-
nadian, including in their objects the preservation of their own
laws and language. They strongly resent every attempt that
has been made to anglify them.

The Reform party designates that portion of the English
community in Upper Canada which was opposed to the Go-
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vernment before the rebellion. It includes in its ranks somc
who actually went into rebellion, some:who stood aloof on that
occasion without taking any active part in defence of the
Government, and some who, although acting with the Reform
party before the rebellion, performed their duty as loyal subjects
when that çccasion arose. The two latter classes axe represented
in the Executive Council by individuals who respectively pur-
sued the courses described; and it is an accusation against the,
Council that they have appointed to office men who were
actually engaged in rebellion. The Reform party, therefore,
includes those who were formerly dissatisfied'with the Govern-
ment of Upper Canada, those who at that time were supposed
to desire separation from the mother country, those of the com-
munity who have the greatest inclination for democratie insti-
tutions, and consequently, as would at present appear, the
largest portion of the electoral constituencies, or that class
which considers itself to be most interested in possessing insti-
tutions of that description, which the example and near neigh-
bourhood of the United American States have rendered familiai
to men's minds in this country. It is this feeling, I conceive,
which gives to the Reform party their majority in the Repre-
sentative Assembly, presuming that they have, as they say, a
majority over the Conservatives independent of the French
party. This, however, is disputed by the Conservatives; and
as popular feelings and elections are liable to change, I do not
mean at present to speak positively on that point. In attempting
to describe the composition of the Reform party, I have no in-
tention to convey any doubt of their present loyalty. They
seem to be perfectly satisfied with the existing order of things.

The Conservative party in Upper Canada embraces the
greater portion of what may be relatively termed the aristo-
cracy of the country-that is, the men of wealth and education,
and by birth and connexion of the class of gentry, together
with a considerable number of the middle and lower orders.
It includes those who formerly were considered as exercising
great influence in the Government under the reproachful title
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of the Family Compact, and whose exclusive appropriation of
power, place, and profit, is often alleged as an excuse for those
who went into rebellion, and sought to separate Canada from
the mother country. The Conservative party includes those
to whom the country is deeply indebted for putting down that
rebellion in Upper Canada. It includes the Orange Societies,
whose proceedings are mischievous; and the Constitutional Asso-
ciation, tlie effeet of whose institution is not yet developed. In
Lower Canada the Conservative party consists of those who
would formerly have been termed the English party, in contra-
distinction to the French, and consequently includes those who
were loyal and true to the mother country when the French-
Canadians were in rebellion, or disaffected.' It therefore em-
braces in both Canadas those who were formerly most con-
spicuous in their devotion to connexion with the British Empire
and loyal subjection to the Crown.

The French and Reform parties having coalesced, have ob-
tained a decided majority in the Representative Assembly and
the Executive Council. The parties therefore which contain all
those who were formerly disaffected have acquired the ascen-
dancy, to the exclusion of those who proved themselves to he
well affected. The dissatisfaction felt by the former on ac-
count of their exclusion is now transferred to the latter on the
same ground; and those who now hint at the probability of
separation are among the Conservatives; but I trust that their
professed loyalty is better founded than to be driven out of
them by the success of their opponents; and I am still per-
suaded that the firmest adherents to British connexion are the
main body of the Conservative party.

Under these circumstances, and with much more sympathy
in my own breast towards those who have been loyal than to-/
wards those who have been disposed to throw off the dominion
of the mother country, I find myself condemned as it were to
carry on the Government to the utter exclusion of those on
whom the mothei country might confidently rely in the hour
of need. This exclusion is contrary to my inclination, and
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much, in my opinion, to be deprecated; but it was forced on
my predecessor by the triumph of their opponents, and I do
not at present see a probability of its being remedied without
setting at defiance the operation of Responsible Administration
which has been introduced into this colony to an extent un-
known, I believe, in any other.

The strife of parties is more conspicuous in Upper than in
Lower Canada, for in the latter the majority of the French
party is so decisive, that no popular commotion could be ex-
cited in favor of their opponents; but in Upper Canada, the
power of the Reform and Conservative parties being more
nearly balanced, there is more contest, and a disturbance is oc-
casionally threatelied and sometimes committed. It is in such
cases that the Orange Societies are most mischievous. Formed
originally, I believe, more as political than religious associa-
tions, their tendency, nevertheless, is to foment religious dif-
ferences.' If a violent Conservative wishes to overawe a public
meeting or to carry an election, he collects a party of Orange-
men; or Irish Protestants, armed with bludgeons. The Re:
formers, when they have notice of this, endeavour to bring a
large party of Roman Catholics armed in like manner; or the
Reformers may commence, and the Conservatives follow in this
c6urse, the Orangemen being always on the side of the Conser-
vatives, although many Conservatives are not Orangemen.
Sometinies an affray ensues; sometimes prudence prevails, and
the weaker party quits the field without a contest. In this way
Protestants and Romanists are pitted against each other for

political purposes, and religious hostility is excited or aggra-
vated. Recently at this place a cross having been erected to
indicate that a Roman Catholic place of worship was about to
be built, the çross was cut down during the night, and a pla-
card'substituted, intimating that no Roman Catholie place of
worship should be erected there. I need not, I trust, say that
my anxious endeavours will be directed to allay religious as well
as political animosities, and to promote peace and harmony.
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It is customary, on the arrival of a Governor, to present ad-
dresses of, congratulation and compliment. It is so much a
practice, that it would be a mistake to regard it as a personal
affair. I have received several properly confined to these pur-
poses; but in other instances party spirit has introduced com-
ments on political questions, or reproaches against adversaries.
In some instances I have been called on to sustain Responsible
Government, and follow the footsteps of my predecessor; in
others, to uphold the prerogative of the Crown and the au-
thority of her Majesty's Government, and to abolish the rule of
the Executive Council. On all such occasions my answers have
been such as prudence seemed to me to dictate; and I have
endeavoured to dissuade from party dissension, and to inculcate
good-will to all men; but most probably in vain.

The course which I intend to pursue with regard to all parties
is to treat all alike, and to make no distinctions, as far as de-
pends on my personal conduct, unless I discover, which I do
not at present, that principles and motives are concerned which
render a different course proper. I may here remark that the
necessity of bringing the French into the Council is universally
acknowledged, and that the Conservative party were disposed
to form a junction with them before the change which brought
them into the Council in alliance with the Reform party. The
hostility of the Conservative party is chiefly directed against
the Reform party in the Council; although there is also occa-
sionally an inveteracy that the Government bas been surren-
dered to the. French.

If I had a fair open field I should endeavour to conciliate
and bring together the good men of all parties, and to win the
confidence and co-operation of the legislative bodies by measures
calculated to promote the general welfare in accordance with
public feeling; but fettered as I am by the necessity of acting
with a Council brought into place by a coalition of parties, and
at present in possession of a decided majority in the Represen-
tative Assembly, I must, in some degree, forego my own in-
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clinations in these respects, although I may still strive as a me-
diator to allay the bitterness of party spirit. Even the hope of
this nmay be short lived, for any nmeasure that can beconstrued
as indicating the adoption of the supposed policy of the party
in the Council will excite the animosity of the excluded party
against me personally, Bo as to destroy such usefulness on my
part even in that little degree.

It is, however, an advantage of the present system that op-
position to the Council need not be regarded as opposition to
the Governor, as long as the Council is virtually nominated by
the Representative Assembly-; and that opposition to the local
Administration, even when the Governor is an object of attack,
need not be considered as opposition to her Majesty's Govern-
ment.



THE SYSTEM OF GOVERNMENT.

THE SYSTEM OF GOVERNMENT.

TO THE RIGHT HONORABLE LORD STANLEY.

August 5, 1843.

My Lon,-Regarding Lord Sydenham as the fabricator of
the frame of government now existing in this province, I have
read his despatches to her Majesty's Secretary of State with
attention, in search of some explanation of the precise view
with which he gave to the local executive administration its pre-
sent form; or of any clear understanding which he authorised
the colony to entertain on the -mooted question of Responsible
Government.
' ffind that in the early portion of his despatches, whenever

the notion of Responsible Government is alluded to, in the
sense in which it is here understood, he scouts it. There are
some remarkable passages in his letters from Halifax, or about
the time of his mission to Nova Scotia, which indicate deci-
sively his view of that question. In speaking of a vote of
want of confidence passed in the Legislative Assembly of that

province, with regard to a member or members of the Execu-
tive Council, he reprobates such a vote as unconstitutional.
He does not entertain the same opinion of a petition from the
House to her Majesty for the removal of the Governor. This
proceeding he regards as the constitutional mode by which a
colony may express its disapprobation of the administration of
the government, and seek redress against the measures of the
Governor. Nothing could more clearly define his view of the
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responsibility of a colonial Government, which evidently was,
that the Governor is the responsible Government ; that his
subordinate executive officers are responsible to him, not to the
Legislative Assembly ; and that he is responsible to the
Ministers of the Crown, and liable to appeals from the colony
against his proceedings; it being, at the same time, incumbent
on him to consult local feelings, and not to persist in employ-
ing individuals justly obnoxious to the community.

Regarding this as the view taken of the question by Lord
Sydenham, it is beyond measure surprising that he adopted
the very form. of administration that was most assuredly
calculated to clefeat that purpose, and to produce or confirm
the notion of Responsible Government which he had before
reprobated; that is, the responsibility of the executive officers
of the Government to the popular Legislative Assembly. In
composing his Council of the principal executive officers under
his authority, in requiring that they should all be members of
the Legislature, and chiefly of the popular branch, and in
making their tenure of office dependent on their commanding
a majority in the body representing the people, he seems to me
to have ensured, with the certainty of cause and effect, that the
Council of the Governor should regard themselves as respon-
sible, not so much to the Governor as to the House of
Assenbly. In adopting the very form and practice of the
Home Government, by which the principal Ministers of the
Crown form a Cabinet, acknowledged by the nation as the exe-
cutive administration, and themselves acknowledging responsi-
bility to Parliament, he rendered it inevitable that the Council
here should obtain and ascribe to themselves, in at least some
degree, the character of a Cabinet of Ministers. If Lord
Sydenham did not intend this, he was more mistaken than
from his known ability one would suppose to be possible; and
if le did intend it, he, with his eyes open, carried into practice
that very theory of Responsible Colonial Government which he
had pronounced his opinion decidedly against.

I cannot presume to account for this apparent inconsistency
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otherwise than by supposing either that he had altered his
opinion when he formed his Council after the union of the two
provinces, or that he yielded against his own conviction to
some necessity which he felt himself unable to resist. His
despatches do not furnish any explanation as to which of these
influences he acted under; at least, I have not discovered in his
latter despatches any opinion on the subject on which he had
previously declared his decision against the theory, which he
practically carried into effect, by avowedly making the tenure
of office dependent on the support of a majority in the popular
brach of the Legislature.

/ It is understood that he was little accustomed to consult his
Council, and that he conducted his administration according to
his own judgment. His reputation for ability stands very high
in this country; but it is believed that he could not have
carried on his Government much longer without being forced to
yield to the pressure of the Legisilative Assembly on his Execu-
tive Council. efore the commencement of the first session of the
Parliament of Canada, the only session of the united province
that he lived, or ever intended, to go through, he was threatened
with a vote of want of confidence against a part of his Counil-
the very vote which he had pronounced to be unconstitu-
tional. This was averted during that session by a division in
the Reform party, but the session, I am infbrmed, was scranbled
through with difficulty, the majorities reckoned on in support
of.the Government on some questions not exceeding one voice,
and there not being in every instance even that. The first
week of the session was occupied in extorting from the mem-
bers of the Council an avowal of their responsibility to the
majority, according to the popular construction of Responsible
Government. The vote of want of confidence was averted in
that session only to be brought forward in the next, when, as
is known, the dread of it operated with decisive effect.

I dwell on Lord Sydenham's administration because it has
had most important influence, which is likely to be permanent,
on the subsequent government of this province. He esta-
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blished, among the last acts of his administration, what is here
called Responsible Government, and left the problem of the
success of that systerm in Colonial Government to be solved. by
futurity. It may have been that to carry the measures which
he had immediately at heart he could not avoid what he
adopted.

The term Responsible Government, now in general use in
this colony, was derived, I am told, from the marginal notes of
Lord Durham's report. Previously to the publication of that
document, the Democratie party in Upper Canada had been
struggling for a greater share than they possessed in the ad-
ministration of the government of the country; but they had
no precise name for the object of their desires, and coulic not
exactly define their views. Lord Durham's report gave them
the definition, and the words Irresponsible Government, Re-
sponsibility of the Government, Responsibility of the Officers
of the Government, occurring repeatedly in the marginal notes,
it is said furnished the name. From that time, " Responsible
Government" became the war-cry of the party. Lord Syden-
ham, on his arrival in Upper Canada, had to encounter or
submit to this demand. One of his objects was to win the Reform
party, the name assumed by the party in question, and they
could only be won by the belief on their part that Responsible
Government was to be conceded. In fact, Lord Sydenham,
whether intending it or not, did concede it practically by the
arrangements which he adopted, although the full extent of
the concession was not so glaringly manifested during his ad-
ministration as in that of his successor.

There appears to me to have been a great difference between
the sort of Responsible Government intended by Lord Durhan
and that carried into effect by Lord Sydenham. On examining
Lord Durham's report in search of what may be supposed to
have been his plan, I find that he proposes that all officers of
the Government except the Governor and his secretary should
be responsible to the United Legialature; and that the Governor
should carry on his government by heads of departments, in
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whom the United Legislature repose confidence. Al this might
be done without impairing the powers of usefulness of the Go-
vernor. If the secretary who issued the Governor's orders were
not responsible to the Legislature, there would be a great dif-
ference from the present arrangement under which the pro-
vincial administration generally is carried on through secre-
taries professedly so responsible. The general responsibility of
heads of departments, acting under the orders of the Governor,
each distinctly in his own department, might exist without the
destruction of the former authority of her Majesty's Govern-
ment. In this scheme there is no mention of the combination
of these officers in a Council, to act bodily with the character of
a Cabinet, so as manifestly to impair the powers of the respon-
sible head of the Government, Lord Durham's general con-
ception does not seem to have been formed into a distinct plan,
and when he says that the responsibility to the Legislature of
" ail officers of the Government except the Governor and his
secretary should be secured by every means known to the
British constitution," he does not explain by what means this
should be done; and it is by the means of doing it that the plan
must be most materially affected.

Lord Sydenham realised the conception. in the way most
calculated to weaken the authority of the Governor, and render
the responsibility of the officers of the Government to the popular
branch of the Legislature complete, by transacting the business
of the province througlh the provincial secretaries, and making
them and all the heads of departments a Council responsible
to the Legislature, and holding their seats by the voice of the
majority. As far as Lord Sydenham's despatches show, this
was an optional and spontaneous arrangement on his part, al-
though clearly opposed in its natural consequences to the senti-
inents which he had previously expressed.

Lord Syd.enham's policy in Upper Canada was to win the
party calling themselves Reformers, to crush the party called
the Family Compact, and to form a Council of the moderate
men of the Reform and Conservative parties. In the two
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former of these objects he succeeded. In the latter he must be
said to have failed, for, although the Council so formed struggled
througlh one short session of the Legislature, it could not meet,
or was afraid to meet, the threatened storm in the next, and
was broken up, the Conservative portion retiring to make way
for the French party, and what was considered the extreme
Democratie, or Reform party.

Lord Sydenham's policy in Lower Canada had been to sub-
due the Frencli party. In this he failed. They remained
compact and exceedingly embittered against Lord Sydenham.
They united themselves with the extreme Democratic party;
these were strangely joined by the extreme Conservative party;
and this combination overthrew Lord Sydenham's Council,
which had been previously recruited by Sir Charles Bagot,
with accessions from both the Conservative and the Reform
parties.

By these manoeuvres the Frenich and Reform parties became
united, the Conservatives were thrown into a minority, and
the ultra-Conservatives, who had aided in bringing about this
change, were dropped by their recent allies, in accordance with
the terms of their alliance, which was only for offensive war
against the Council.

The resuilt of this struggle naturally increased the conviction
that Responsible Government was effectually established. New
councillors were forced on the Governor-General, to at least one
of whom he had a decided antipathy. The Council was no
longer selected by the Governor. It was thruist on him by the
Assembly of the people. Some of the new members of the
Council had entered it with extreme notions of the supremacy
of the Council over the Governor-that is, of the necessity of
his conforming to their adviee on all matters, great or small;
and the illness of Sir Charles Bagot after this change threw
the current business of administration almost entirely into their
hands, which tended much to confirm these notions. Subse-
quent experience has, I hope, modified these impressions, and
produced a more correct estimate of the relative position of the
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Governor and the Council; but it is obvious that the existence
of a Council, in reality appointed and maintained by a majority
in the popular branch of the Legislature, must tend to impair
the power and influence of the Governor. Whether this, in
the end, will operate advantageously for the colony and the
mother country, time alone can positively show. I arn disposed
to think that its immediate effects are injurious, presuming, as
I do, that whatever good it may seem to effect might have been
p.oduced in another way...,

One evil of this kind of Responsible Government is, that it
tends to produce the government of a party. The Governor
may oppose himself to this, but will hardly be able to do so
effectually. The Council will be apt to think more of securing
their own position than of cordially co-operating in the accom-
plishment of his wishes. Their recommendations in matters of
patronage, which in tie~relations existing between them and
the Governor are likely to be often attended to, even without
admitting their claim to a monopoly, will be almost always in
favour of partisans. Their supporters look to them for the ex-
clusive bestowal of places and emoluments, and threaten openly
to withdraw their support from them if they do not favor their
views. To maintain the majority by which they hold office
will be with them a primary concern; such, at least, is the ten-
dency of the circumstances of their position, without supposing·
the total absence of higher and better motives.

Without a Council so circumstanced, a Governor, acknow-
ledging the propriety and necessity of conducting his govern-
ment according to the interests and wishes of the people, and
of conciliating and winning the Legislature-and this might
have been made a rule for the guidance of Governors never to
be departed from-might render his administration of the go-
vernment satisfactory to all parties, and obtain an influence
conducive to the preservation of affectionate relations between
the mother country and the colony, and to the welfare and
interests of both. Under the existing system, the Governor, it
appears to me, is not likely to obtain influence. -If lie and his

2 E
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Council are cordially united, he becomes, either in reality or to
appearance, a partisan, without any reason for his being so.
The credit of all the good that he may do will be assumed by
them, or ascribed to them, by their party. Ail that may be con-
sidered evil by the other party he will have the discredit of allow-
ing. If he evinces any disposition to conciliate the other party,
he becomes an object of distrust to his Council and their party.
Their interests and bis, and with bis those of her Majesty's
Government, are always distinct; for they have their interests
as a party to guard, which. must be distinct from those of her
Majesty's Government, as well as from any which the Governor
may personally feel with respect to the credit of his adminis-
trationJ

I will endeavour to describe my own position. I am not
perfectly satisfied with my Council, 'chiefly because they are
under the influence of party views, and would, if they could,
drag me on with them in the same course. The only effectual
remedy would be to dismiss them, or such of them as are most
in the extreme on this point, and form another Council. But
the consequence to be expected would be, that a cry wouid
be raised accusing me of hostility to Responsible Government.
The new Council would not be able to stand against a majority
in the popular branch of the Legislature, and I should either
be obliged to take back those whom I had dismissed, with a
sort of disgrace to myself injurious to the efficiency of my go-
vernment, or be in a continual warfare with a majority in the
House of Assembly that would render my presence here of no
benefit to her Majesty's service. Such a contest I would neither
shrink from nor yield to, if it became my duty to encounter it;
but it is so desirable to avoid it, that it would require strong
grounds to justify its being wilfully incurred.

My objects are to govern the country for its own welfare,
and to engage its attachment to the parent State. For these
purposes it is my wish to conciliate all parties; and althougli
this might be difficult, I do not perceive that it would be in-
practicable, if the Governor were free to act thoroughly in that
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spirit; but the accomplishment of that wish seems almost im-
possible when the Governor is trammelled with a Council
deeming it necessary for their existence that their own party
alone should be considered. Sooner than abandon myself as a
partisan to such a course, I would dismiss the Council and take
the consequences ; but it is scarcely possible to avoid the in-
fluence of party spirit in an administration in which every ad-
viser ana every executive officer is guided by it; and the
chief difficulty of my position, I conceive, is to act according
to my own sense of what is right, and in opposition to this
party spirit,, without thereby breaking with the Council and
the majority that at present support them. The form of ad-
ministration adopted by Lord Sydenham appears to me to
have put heavy shackles on any Governor who means to act
with prudence, and would not recklessly incur the consequences
of a rupture with the majority in the popular Assembly. The
meeting of the Legislature will probably enable me to see my
position more clearly. It is at present far from certain that a
change of councillors would produce any beneficial alteration
in respect to the difficulty noticed, for any Council appointed
on the principle of Canada Responsible Government would
most probably have similar party views, and the same pressure
on them from their partisans.

It becomes a question whether Party Government can be
avoided. The experiment of Responsible Government in this
colony hitherto would indicate· that it cannot.. It seems to
be inevitable in free and independent States where Responsible
Government exists; and the same causes are likely to produce
similar effects everywhere; but there is a wide difference
between an independent State and a colony. In an indepen-
dent Stqteall parties must generally desire the welfare of the
State./ In a colony subordinate to an Imperial Government, it
nay happen that the predominant party is hostile in its feel-

ings to the mother country, or has ulterior views inconsistent
with her interests. In such a case, to be obliged to co-operate
with that party, and to permit party government to crush

2 E 2
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those who are best affected, would be a strange position for the
mother country to be placed in, and a strange part for her to
act. This ought to have been well considered before the
particular system which has obtained the name of Responsible
Government was established. It is now, perhaps, too late to
remedy the evil.\ I have supposed an extreme and possible
case without intending to apply the description to the state of
parties in this colony. I trust that it is in a great degree in-
applicable. It is nevertheless so far applicable, that the party
always known as the British Party in this province is now in
the minority. It will be my study to make all parties con-
tented and happy; but that part of my task, I fear, is hopeless.
It will also be my study to promote loyalty to our gracious
Sovereign, and attachment to the British Empire. These feel-
ings will be most successfully confirmed by an administration
of the government satisfactory to the people, and by a con-
viction on their minds that their interests are promoted by
British connexion. The acts of her Majesty's Government
in guaranteeing the loan for public works, and in facilitating
the importation of Canada wheat and flour into the United
Kingdom, ought to have in this respect a very beneficial ten-
dency, as evincing a fostering care for the colony which can
hardly fail to be highly appreciated.

I have to apologise for some repetition in this despatch of
sentiments nearly the same as those expressed on former occa-
sions on which I have noticed the same subject. It is one
which has unavoidably occupied much of my attention, and
is brought before me continually by daily occurrences. ' I
feel that the little power of usefulness that I might have had
under different circumstances is obstructed by the plan of ad-
ministration introduced into this colony; but that any attempt
to remove the impediment would most probably be still more
injurious.- I have therefore dilated on the peculiarity of my
position more frequently than may seem necessary; and I trust
that I shall not again trouble your Lordship on this topic.
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[The anticipations shadowed forth in the preceding despatch were soon
fulfilled. Sir Charles Metcalfe said truly that " the chief difficulty of his
position was to act according to bis sense of what was right without
breaking with bis Council." In a preceding despatch he had spoken of the
requirements of bis Council, and the impossibility of submitting to thei
consistently with the duty that he owed to the Imperial Government. "I
am required," he said, "l to give myself up entirely to the Counci; to sub-
mit absolutely to their dictation; to have no judgment of my own; to
bestow the patronage of the Government exclusively on their partisans;
to proscribe their opponents; and to make some publie and unequivocal
declaration of my adhesion to these conditions, including the complete
nullification of her Majesty's Government." But he was not disposed to
purchase peace on such terms as these. As the autumn ad.vanced, the
prospect of a rupture with the Executive Council seemed more and more
imminent: " At the end of November the crisis came. The question
which precipitated it at last was a question of patronage. Metcalfe, had
appointed to bis personal Staff a French-Canadian officer who was distasteful
to Mr. Lafontaine. The appointment was intended to conciliate the French-
Canadian community, but it offended their chief. The leaders of both
parties in the Council then waited on the Governor-General, intent on ad-
vancing the pretensions of the Executive. They demanded that the Go-
vernor-General should make no appointment without the sanction of bis
Ministers. During two long sittings, on the 24th and 25th of November,
Baldwin and Lafontaine pressed their demands with energy and resolution;
but Metcalfe, in bis own placid' way, was equally energetic and resolute.
. . . . . On the 26th of November, all the members of the Council,
with the exception of Mr. Daly, finding that they could not shake the firm-
ness of the Governor-General, resigned their offices, and prepared to justify
their conduct to Parliament and the colony at large." The following letter
contains Sir Charles Metcalfe's explanation of the circuimstances in which
this important event had originated, and the results which were likely to
attend it.]
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RESIGNATION OF THE EXECUTIVE COUNCI L.

TO THE RIGHT HONORABLE LOUD STANLEY.

Dec. '26, 1843.
MY LORD,-The resignation of the late Counil was so sur-

prising, considering the power which they derived from the
support of a large majority in the Assembly, that various con-
jectures have been formed as to the cause -of that proceeding.

It is said that they were beginning to totter in Parliament.
Some clauses in the judicature bills for Lower Canada, brought
in by Mr. Lafontaine, had been thrown out, owing to Mr.Viger's
opposition on principle to the arrangement therein proposed of
judges sitting as a part of aCourt of Appeal on the hearing of ap-
peals from their own judgments. Mr. Baldwin's King's College
University Bill was threatened with certain failure, and would
probably have been lost on the day after their resignation, if
the latter had not furnished a pretext for withdrawing it with-
out assigning the prospect of defeat as the cause. Their as-
sessment bill likewise gave general dissatisfaction in Upper
Canada, and they had been compelled to modify it considerably.
These and some other occasional symptoms of defection, al-
though not affecting their general majority in the House, were
regarded as omens of approaching weakness, and it is supposed
that, in order to recover waning popularity and power, they
sought a rupture with the Governor, determined to make use
of it for the purpose of raising a popular cry in their own favor,
through which they might either return to power with increased
force, and the complete prostration of the Government to their
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will, or throw the Governor into a state of collision with the
Assembly, and head a popular and overwhelming opposition
against him and any Council that he might form. This ex-
planation has obtained some currency; but I cannot say that
I give full credence to it as sufficiently accounting for their
conduct, although the circumstances stated may have had a
share of influence.

A more obvious motive may be found in other circumstances.
1-There were several bills before the Parliament which, if passed

into laws, would have created several new appointments with
considerable salaries. Some of these, it was rumoured, they had
promised away in the purchase of support, especially of votes
on the Seat of Government question. To secure the distribution
of this patronage for their own party purposes was, I conceive,
the immediate object of their demand, or one for the surrender
of the patronage into their bands. If the demand had suc-
ceeded, they would have accomplished that purpose, would
have prostrated the Government at their feet, and would have
gone some way to perpetuate their retention of power, If they
failed in that demand, they could adopt the course which in
the conjecture adverted to in the preceding paragraph they are
supposed to have sought premeditatedly the means of following.
When the rupture had occurred, they took care that the pa-
tronage in the distribution of which they had reckoned should
not be created. The bills were either quashed, or the patronage
clauses excluded.

As soon as they had made up their mind to resign, they
rmanifestly determined to raise the cry of Responsible Govern-
ment in their favor, and to pretend that this favorite system
was in danger at the hands of a Governor who was trying to
restore the old days of the Family Compact, and so forth. They
suppressed entirely the facts on which their resignation took
place, and when that suppression was exposed, they pretended
that all that they required was that their advice should be taken
respecting all appointments, not that it should be followed,-a
representation of their views too absurd to ment lengthened
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refutation; for there is not a word that can be said against
making appointments -without asking their advice, that might
not with less dispute be urged against making them contrary
thëreto. They suppressed all mention of the demand that they
had made, to the purport that no appointment should be made
injurious to their party influence. It is perfectly clear that
their object was to extort a surrender of the patronage into
their hands; and one word from me agreeing to the most
liminted of their demands, would, have shackled the Governor,
and dragged him at their chariot-wheels for ever.

Their conduct is nevertheless surprising. They might safely
have reckoned, from my past practice, on a large share of pa-
tronage. Their pretence to the Parliament and the public was,
that they onIy wanted to know of appointments before they were
made. The facts of the case on that point are, that I scarcely
ever heard of a vacancy except by a nomination from them for
the succession; that I rarely made an appointment otherwise
than on their recommendation; and that I do not recollect a
single instance in which I made an appointment without being
previously made acquainted with their sentiments regarding it.
I certainly did not consider myself absolutely bound to, consult
them regarding every appointment, nor to surrender my judg-
ment to their party views-and when a demand was made that
I should so fetter her Majesty's Government, I decidedly re-
fused-but practically they had more than they pretended to
desire; and not only had the means of expressing their opinion
on any appointment about to be made, but had actually most
appointments given away on their recommendation. Were I
now endeavouring to account to your Lordship for any exercise
of patronage, I should be much more fearful of being found
guilty of too much consideration for the Council, than of too
rigid a maintenance of the prerogative of the Crown.

When they set up the cry ýof Responsible Government, their
success was. at first wonderful, especially in the Assembly.
Nearly all of the party called Reformers, moderate as well as
extreme, probably from fear of their constituencies, thought it
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necessary to join them. Misrepresentations had also some effect
in the country, which, however, seems to be diminishing in
both Lower and Upper Canada. Nevertheless, the discussions
that have arisen in consequence of the resignation of the Coun-
cil have shown that the opinion of the party, which may be
called the Responsible-Government party, goes the full length of
the pretensions of the Council, and that it is really understood
that Responsible Government means the entiré submission of
the Governor to the advice of the Council, and consequently the
entire supremacy of the Council, excepting only when by an
appeal to the Parliament or the people the Govenor can obtain
a majority for a new Council in any difference with the one
from which he may part. Responsible Government carried to
this extreme appears to me to be impracticable in a colony
with any preservation of the authority of the mother countiy,
for time after time fresh encroachments on that authority will
be made by the spirit of democracy. This has already advanced
so far, that it is now impracticable to carry on the governinent
withr any chance of support from the parties at present com-
posing the majority in the House of Assembly without acknow-
ledging Responsible Government as the rule, although so unde-
fined a theory may still admit of different constructions. Be-
tween these two impracticabilities the prospect as to the future
government of this colony is very uncertain. he tirne cannot
be far distant when it will be necessary either to submit to the
extreme view taken .of that principle in this colony, which
would complete the subversion of all government on the part
of her Majesty, and the substitution of that of the dominant
party, or to resist the popular frenzy with the risk of separation,

I do not mean to say that the rage for Responsible Govern-
ment is universal. The addresses which I have received and
submitted to your Lordship show that there is a considerable
party willing to support the Government against republican en-
croachments; an if Upper Canada were alone, I could at this
moment, by an appeal to the people, obtain a majority in the
Assembly composed of the British or Loyal party. It may
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some day become necessary to lean entirely on that party, and
then the question will be tried whether the government can be
carried, on with their aid alone. If reduced to that neeessity,
I should not despair. It presents almost the only chance of
the colony's remaining a British colony in more than name;
and the measures of the Government might be as liberal with
that party as with any other, so as to preclude any reasonable
cause of complaint. But reason has'little influence in party
strife; and there would be a risk in resting solely on that party,
which I would not encounter without a necessity.
tSI^have, therefore, since it became necessary to form a new
Council, tried to compose it of the French party, the British
party, and the Reforn party) The latter party, in the first
instance, evinced reluctance to coalesce with the British party,
aid sought to obtain an assurance from the dominant leaders
of the majority that they would support, or at least not oppose,
a Council formed exclusively from the Reform and French
parties. This, however, did not suit the views of these domi-
nant leaders, and I was spared the embarrassment of determiniig
whether to take such a Council, for the sake of an immediate
imajority, to the exclusion of the British party, who had come
forward ardently and generously to support her Majesty's Go-
vernment in the time of need, or whether to adhere to the
Loyalists, with the sacrifice of a majority in the Assembly. I
still entertain hope of being able to form a Council composed
of the three parties before mentioned, -who are already in some
degree represented in the Provisional Council at present nomi-
nated,-Mr. Viger representing the French party, and both
Mr. Daly and Mr. Draper representing in some degree as to

,each both the British and moderate Reform parties. Mr.,Yiger
requires time. No influential person of the French party has
hitherto joined him; but he expects a change in the opinions
of that party, and is not without hopes of eventual support.
In the mean time he is very valuable to me as a link connecting
the Government with the French-Canadian interests, and as
showing my own disposition towards that race. His conduct
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lhas been admirable. He has evinced energy, firmness, disin-
terestedness, and patriotism; and his principles, as well as those
of Mr. Daly and Mr., Draper, are entirely satisfactory. The
other arrangements for the completion of the Council and the
nomination to vacant offices are suspended until Mr. Viger's
plans for the junction of gentlemen of Lower Canada bring aid
from that quarter, and until the Upper Canada Reform party
conclude their arrangements for a junction which is pending.
These delays and cautions, which in a different state of affairs
would be unnecessary, are prescribed by the urgent expediency
of securing, if possible, a majority in .Parliament, which -an
only be effected by satisfying the three parties before designated,
or sufficient portions of them.

After the completion of the requisite arrangements, I shall
meet the present Parliament, whenever that may be requisite,
either with or without a majority in support of the Govern-
ment. If there be a majority, I trust that our measures will
be such as may confirm it. Should the Government be in a
minority, and proceedings be factiously obstructed by the ina-
jority, I must then dissolve the Parliament. After the election,
if a majority should be retarned in favor of the Government, I
may expect that publie business will proceed. In the contrary
case, if factious measures be adopted to embarrass the Govern-
ment and force back on me the objectionable gentlemen who
have resigned, all that I can at present foresee is, that I will not
yield to factious opposition, nor submit to have men forced
back on me in whom I cannot place confidence. I shall then,
in the case supposed, be in a state of collision with the House
of Assembly, without the hope of advantage from a further
dissolution. The feeling of the majority will by that time have
become acrimonious against me personally, and either I must
be recalled for the sake of peace in the colony, or Responsible
Government will be practically exploded.

I have hitherto written on this subject under a conviction
that I was right in resisting the demands of the late Council,
and that I could not have prevented their resignation without
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a degrad.ing submission that would have virtually surrendered
the commission that I hold from her Majesty into their hands.
Whatever may happen, I shall not regret the retirement .of
gentlemen who, from anti-British feelings, are unfit to be the
advisers of the Governor of a British colony; and if a majority
in Parliament be determined *to force them back on me in that
capacity, I shall despair of the probàbility of Canada's long re-
maining a British colonv.' Your Lordship may possibly take a
different view of the case, and be of opinion that the present
crisis has been produced by some mismanagement or defect of
judgment on my part. In that case, a different remedy may
suggest itself from any that I propose; and whenever the time
may come when your Lordship may consider, wvhether now or
at any later period, that my removal will be beneficial to the
public interests, I earnestly entreat that no personal delicacy or
indulgence towards me m'ay have a moment's influence in re-
tarding such a measure. I do not mean by this request to
imply the slightest desire to retreat from the contest that may
await me, as long as my presence can be of any service. While
I retain your Lordship's confidence, I shall have greater satis-
faction in endeavouring to maintain this as a British colony, than
I ever could have had in co-operation with gentlemen whose
constant objects seemed to bé to reduce the authority of her
Majesty's Government to'a nullity, and to rule with unbridled
power according to the most illiberal dictates of the most anti-
British party spirit; according to which, every man who had
been a rebel was deemed deserving of reward, and every one
who had loyally and bravely defended his Queen and country
was to be proscribed or neglected.

From the time of their resignation, forgetful of the maxims
of Responsible Government by vhich they profess to be guided,
and which ought to have taught them respect for the represen-
tative of their Sovereiga, they have practised, by themselves
and their partisans, and the portion of the Press under their
influence, every endeavour to raise' a cry against me as an
alleged opponent of Résponsible Government ; and having no
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facts on which such an accusation could be founded, have
invented, without shame, groundless falsehoods, to give a color
to the assertion. One absurd one is, that I had removed from
the printed copy of my reply to their explanation of their
resignation, sent down to the legislative bodies, the paragraph
containing my declaration of adhesion to Responsible Govern-
ment; as if, independ.ently of the unworthiness of such a pro-
ceeding, I could designedly remove the paragraph the best
calculated to refute the injurious part of their explanation;
and as if, after placing one copy of my answer in their hands,
and having had another' copy read in the Assembly, both
including that paragraph, I could have subsequently taken it
out with any hope of any benefit that might be supposed
possible from suppressing it. Another false statement, almost
traceable to one of themselves, is that their dismissal had been
long premeditated, that it took place under your Lordship's
orders, and was' settled. before I embarked from England.
Any statement of this kind that can excite a ferment in their
favor and against me is resorted to without scruple, and no
doubt produces effect.

tXÂio Responsible Government, I venture to say that never
has this favorite system been so carried into practice by any
former Governor as by me, excepting during the period of my
predecessor's incapacity from sickness, when the powers of the
Government were entirely assumed by the Council. One of
my first duties was to resume the authority of the Governor
with respect to the ordinary transaction of business, conducting
the administration of the government through the secretaries,
without reference to the Council, except in cases in which the
law required that I should have their consent, or in which I
was desirous to avail myself of their advice. It is remarkably
characteristic of their exclusive views, which were almost lite-
rally confined to the possession of patronage for party purposes,
that in all their attacks on me since their resignation in support
of their accusation of opposition to Responsible Government, not
one word has been said of the numerous daily, and often im-
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portant, oiders issued by me without reference to them; while
on the subject of patronage, the sole object of their cupidity, I
cannot, as before remarked, remember a single instance in
which I made any appointment without being previously
aware of their sentiments regarding it, or without receiving
their recommendation of a successor, which most frequently
announced the vacancy to be supplied. I speak of the ordinary
practice, for I never relinquished the right of exercising the
prerogative of the Crown at my discretion ; and this is the
point on which I have been in collision with the majority of the
Assembly supporting the late Executive Council.

The object of the party since their resignation seems to
have been to force themselves back on nme by the weight of
their majority; or, failing in that, to embarrass me as nuch as
possible, by obstructing the progress of beneficial measures,
and by opposing any Council that might be formed. The first
object I regard as quite unattainable. It is impossible that I
can receive them back. The second they may effect; but such
an opposition will be wholly factious, and must have a tendency
to destroy their favorite object of the supremacy of the Council,
as I conclude that her Majesty's Government will deem it unwise
to submit to such dictation from the " Civium ardor prava
jubentium," which, if successful, can only end in the annihila-
tion of the power of the Crown, and in eventual separation or
civil war; although it is likewise possible that resistance may
lead to the same result.

I have hitherto omitted to notice that the resignation of the
members of the Council was on the part of most of them reluc-
tant. It was brought about by Messrs. Baldwin and Lafon-
taine, and chiefly by the former, who, perhaps, not liking his
position as second to Mr. Lafontaine, and having lost popu-
larity in Upper Canada, may have desired to place himself at
the head of the whole Responsible Government party by raising
the cry that their favorite scheme was in jeopardy. Seven
others followed the two leaders in their resignation, although it
was evident that several of them did not relish the.proceeding.
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They went, however, either from conceiving adherence to their
leaders to be their proper course, or from expecting to return
along with them to power. I let them go without any effort
to detain them, for there was only one among them, Mr. Morin,
whom I could have any desire to retain, or whose continuance
would have been of any service to the Government. It seemed
to be generally expected, for some time after the resignation,
that I should be forced to call them back; and this impression
may have influenced some of the votes given in the Assembly
in their favor. Several members of the House came to me in
successive deputations as mediators, professing to desire re-
conciliation; but I received no overtures directly from the
resigners; and any attempt at reconciliation on my part would
have been an acknowledgment of defeat, and would have been
attended with the prostration of the Government before a domi-
neering faction.

Her Majesty's decision in favor of Montreal on the Seat of
Government question, received by this packet, may irritate the
parties hitherto since the rupture most disposed to support me
in Upper Canada, and make them lukewarm or even adverse;
but if that consequence should take place it cannot be helped.
The decision, if I may presume to say so, is right; and after
the reference to the Legislature, could not have been otherwise.
Recent events have not altered the opinion which I before ex-
pressed on that subject; that is, that the fittest place in the
united province ought to be chosen, without regard to sectional
claims or feelings, which could only embarrass the decision.
The effect, however, in Upper Canada is doubtful, and there
are predictions of agitation for a repeal of the union; for which
retrogression neither division of the province is much indisposed.
It is not necessary at present to trouble your Lordship with my
notions on that question.
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EFFECT OF IRISH AGITATION ON THE TRANQUILLITY OF
CANADA.

TO THE RIGHT HONORABLE LORD STANLEY.

July 8, 1843.*

MY LORD,-I find among leading men of all parties in
local politics in this province a considerable alarm prevailing
lest the hostile attempt in progress in Ireland to dismember the
British Empire, under the pretence of seeking a repeal of the
legislative union of that country with Great Britain, should
affect the security of Canada.

It is supposed that if any collision were to occur in Ireland
between. the Government and the disaffected, it would be fol-
lowed by the pouring in of myriads of Roman Catholie Irish
into Canada from the United States, assisted by the inimical
portion of the American population, and that they would be
joined by the great body of Roman Catholic emigrants now
settled in this province. So strongly has this alarm prevailed,
that a gentleman of information and ability, and a member of
the House of Assembly, recently brought to my private secre-
tary a letter received from New York, written by an individual
on whose veracity the gentleman relied, stating that French
officers were actively engaged at that place in drilling the Irish
with whom it abounds, with a view to the invasion of Canada
immediately on the occurrence of any outbreak in Ireland. I
cannot say that I gave credit to this intelligence; and I trust
that the alarm so generally entertained is an exaggerated one;

The expediency of placing one paper out of its proper elironological
after another the three preceding de- sequence; but it sufficiently tells its
spatches has thrown the present own story in this place.
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but as it exists, it is right that your Lordship should be apprised
of it. It arises solely fron apprehensions of an outbreak in
Ireland, and when these shall be dissipated, as I devoutly
hope they will be, by the success of the endeavours of her Ma-
jesty's Government to maintain tranquillity unimpaired in that
country, the alarin will cease and be forgotten here.

From their being in some degree connected with this subject,
I enclose two placards which lately appeared in Kingston, the
one summoning an Irish repeal meeting, and the other calling
a counter-meeting at the same spot, for the avowed purpose of
obstructing the former, as the placard says, "peaceably if
we can, forcibly if we must." It was evident that if the
parties came together there would be collision, and anxiety
was naturally caused by the prospect. Two of the principal
magistrates called on me, and very properly represented the
danger. They seemed to expect that I should authorise mea-
sures to prevent the repeal meeting; but although I deprecated
such a meeting as much as any one, and cordially detest its
object, it appeared to me that it could not be deemed illegal if it
were peaceably conducted, and that those would be to blame who
might attempt forcibly to obstruct it. I therefore recommended
the magistrates first to try whether they could not dissuade the
leaders of the repeal movement from holding their projected meet-
ing, and if that effort failed, then to exert their influence with
the other party to prevent any obstruction to the meeting, and,
at all events, -to take measures to keep the peace. The matter
ended in those who had called the repeal meeting being dis-
suaded froin persevering in their purpose. Although disturb-
ance was thereby prevented in this instance, it is evident that the.
Irish emigrants have brought their combustible character along:
with them to this province, and that collision is not unlikely to
occur, as opportunities arise, between those of the Church of Eng-
land and those of the Church of Rome. Orange Lodges have
long existed in Upper Canada, but originally they were more
connected with political than with religious differences. Lat-
terly, however, Hibernian societies have been formed, in which

2 P
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the Roman Irish congregate, and the several societies carry the
colors and insignia which belong to the corresponding parties in
Ireland. The 12th of July'is approaching, on which day the
Orange Lodges are apt to make demonstrations which the Irish
Roman Catholics deem offensive. I have hacd personal com-
munication with both the Grand Master of the Orangemen and
the Roman Catholic Vicar-Apostolic-the Roman Catholic
Bishop being confined to his house by sickness-on this subject.
They have both promised their assistance in persuading their re-
spective parties to keep the peace. No Orange processions are,
I understand, to take place at Kingston and other places where
there are lodges, but they will, I am informed, in some places;
and I can only hope that where they do they may pass without
disturbance.

The differences between the opponent societies are still, I be-
lieve, more of a political than of a religious character, but those
of the latter description are likewise excited. The Orange Lodges
side with the Conservatives, or, as they seem now most disposed
to call themselves, the Constitutionalists, and the Hibernian
societies with those who call themselves Reformers. The
danger of collision and disturbance from these societies is at
present confined to Upper Canada. My attention will natu-
rally be fixed on this subject, as it is most desirable, that such
causes of mischief should on both sides cease to exist.
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DIFFICULTIES OF THE GOVERNORGENERAL'S POSITION.

TO THE RIGHT HONORABLE LORD STANLEY.

October 9, 1843.
[ExTP.RCT.]-My post is far from a pleasant one. While

I wish to devote my mind exclusively to the welfa'e and hap-
piness of the country that I have been sent to govern, I find
myself almost paralysed as to any good purpose, and engaged
in a continual struggle to maintain the due authority of my
office against the assaults of the very men whose professed duty
it is to assist me. The struggle as to ultimate results is, I fear,
fruitless, whatever temporary and limited effect it may have
in warding off their completion. It must be always difficult to
withdraw power once granted to the leaders of a representative
body chosen by the multitude, and scarcely less so to ith-
stand their encroachments. Lord Sydenham attempted an im-
possibility, in composing an Executive Council as he did, and
expecting that the power of the Governor would remain unim-
paired, or could be exercised as freely as before, if such were
really his anticipations. I see no prospect of any cessation of
this almost unavailing struggle until the principle for which the
present Executive Council and the House of Assembly are
practically contending-namely, democratic and party govern-
ment-be fully admitted; and then the prospect of being a tool
in the hands of a party would be anything but enviable-and
even now it is difficult to be otherwise-for whatever personal
influence the Governor's character or conduct may exercise,
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must strengthen the hands of his ostensible advisers. Were
the power of the majority in the hands of a party thoroughly
attached to British interests and connexions, there would be a
ground of mutual cordiality and confidence which would render
real co-operation more probable, concession more easy, and
even submission more tolerable. The difference between me
and my Council in views and feelings in these essential points
is so great, that I should certainly part with them if I could see
any sufficient prospect of carrying on the government suc-
cessfully by a change. But there is no such prospect The
party in office have the strength of the majority, a seem
likely to retain it; and I can see nothing but embarrassment
and convulsion as the probable consequences of their dismissal.

Ïtherefore think it necessary to bear with them, to co-
operate with them in any good measure that may present
itself, and to resist anything that appears to me to be wrong;
in doing which a rupture may some day arise, which, when un-
avoidable, I must wade through as well as I can. In the
mean while I must make the best in my power of a state of
affairs which, to my apprehension, is the reverse of satisfactory.
Fortunately there are some measures in which we agree, and
which I hope may operate to the benefit of the community.*

* This paper should rightly have extract to indicate the unwillingness
preceded the one on the Resignation of Sir Charles Metcalfe to precipitate
of the Council, to which I gave pre- a rupture, though. he felt it to be
cedence for reasons stated in a pre- inevitable.
ceding note. I append the present
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RESULT OF THE GENERAL ELECTION.

[After the resignation of Lord Sydenham's Council, Sir Charles Metcalfe,
seeing little probability of his new Ministers obtaining a majority in the
House of Assembly, dissolved Parliament and appealed to the constituencies.
The following despatch relates to the result of this appeal.]

TO THE RIGHT HONORABLE LORD STANLEY.

November 23, 1844.
My LORD,-The returns of the recent general election of

members of the House of Assembly in this province exhibit
the following results:

Upper Canada-Avowed supporters of the Government, 30.
Avowed adversaries, 7.
Undeclared and uncertain, 5.
Lower Canada-Avowed supporters of the Governient, 16.
Avowed adversaries, 21.
Undeclared and uncertain, 4.

Total of both sections of the Provinces:
Avowed supporters of the Government, 46.
Avowed adversaries, 28.
Undeclared or uncertain, 9.
These resuits show that loyalty and British feeling prevail in

Uipper Canada and in the eastern townships of Lower Canada;
and that disaffection is predominant ainong the French-Cana-
dian constituencies. By disaffection I mean an anti-British
feeling, by whatever name it ought to be called, or whatever
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be its foundation, which induces habitually a readiness to op-
pose her Majesty's Government. In some instances in Lower
Canada, the candidates avowedly opposed to the Government
have been rejected by the constituencies which they before re-
presented. It is, however, remarkable that Mr. Viger, Mr. Neil-
son, and Mr. Cuvillier, our late Speaker, the three popular indi-
viduals formerly nominated as a deputation to England to re-

present the alleged grievances of Lower Canada, have lost their
elections, because the two former are avowed supporters of her

Majesty's Government, and the latter was suspected of being so,
without any avowal or demonstration on his part to that effect.
Mîr. Noel likewise, the only French-Canadian member besides
Mr. Viger who supported her Majesty's Government in the last
Parliament after the resignation of the late Council, has now
been thrown out. The same has happened to Mr. Barthe, the
editor of the Aurore, the only French-Canadian member who,
since the prorogation, bas taken an active part in support of Mr.

Viger; but with respect to Mr. Barthe, it is right to state that
the loss of his election is attributed to there having been another
candidate in the saie county also avowing support of the Go-

vernment, by which the votes of the Government supporters,
forming an aggregate imajority, were divided between two can-

didates, while those of the adverse party were given to one, who
thereby obtained a majority over each of the others. If this

be a correct explanation of the result of the Yamaska election,
the division of the votes in support of the Government was

very unfortunate, for the exclusion of Mr. Barthe, who since

the prorogation has been very prominent in support of Mr.

Viger, is a triumph to the other party, and a source of regret to

the Government. Mr. Viger attributes his own defeat in Riche-

lieu to the previous result of Mr. Barthe's contest. Mr. Viger's
successful antagonist was Dr. Wolfried Nielson, a leader of the

rebels in 1837, who owes his impunity to his not having been
brought to trial, and to the summary judgment of Lord Durham,

subsequently deemed illegal.
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I have stated in a former communication that the strength of
the opponents of her Majesty's Government in this province
rests on disaffection or an anti-British feeling. In Lower
Canada it appears to be the latter, without any definite object.
The French-Canadians are described by most of those who live
among them as a quiet, orderly, amiable race, who, if left to them-
selves, would be peaceable and good subjects. But it is observable
that they are more easily led against than for the British Go-
vernment; and that although this may be the effect of misre-
presentation, no misrepresentation and falsehood is too gross for
their credence if directed against her Majesty's Government or
its supporters, That any one of their own race who is stigma-
tised as a supporter of her Majesty's Government, however po-
pular he may have been, loses all his influence and becomes
odious. This spirit is worked on and inflamed by the malig-
nancy of the French-Canadian party, consisting of young
lawyers, notaries, and other influential members of rural commu-
nities. This spirit of disaffection in Lower Canada, I have above
remarked, has no definite object. I ought rather perhaps to
say that it does not manifestly aim at immediate separation from
the British Empire, or union with the United States of America,
or the formation of an independent Republic. If it has any de-
finite object, it is the ascendancy of the French-Canadian na-
tionality. Its tendency, nevertheless, is to adopt any scheme
hostile to the British Government. The circumstances which
brought Messrs. Lafontaine and Morin into the Council, ac-
complished in a great degree the ascendancy of the French-
Canadians, and that state of affàirs was naturally popular among
them. The union of that race with the late Executive Council
was not in support of her Majesty's Government, but for its
subjugation; and it was in the baffled attempt to effect the latter
purpose that the Council resigned, and have since been strug-
gling to force themselves back into power.

In Upper Canada the spirit of disaffection is various. The
party -which has assumed the unsuitable name of Reformers
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includes all shades of the disaffected, and some who may not
properly come under that designation. Some of the disaffected
are for a junction with the United States; others for an inde-
pendent Republic. Others are content to let British connexion
nominally remain on the footing of the British nation, bearing
all the expense of- the protection of Canada, while the anti-
British party should rule the province without regard to the
supremacy of the mother country, and practically excluding,
depressing, and proscribing all those most attached in prin-
ciple and in feeling to British connexion. Ail of the several
classes described are supporters of the late Council, reckoning
on the latter as either sympathising with them fully, or as ap-
proaching nearer those views than any other leaders that could
have any chance of being admitted to a share in the govern-
ment of the colony. Among the supporters of that party,
however, are probably some who, without any disloyal views,
adhere to it because it is the party to which they had pre-
viously ateached themselves, and whose superiority they deem
necessary for the establishment of Responsible Government,
without clearly cormprehending what is meant or ought to be
understood by that fascinating and indefinite term, which, al-
though descriptive of an excellent principle, is liable to inter-
pretations tending to establish absolute democracy or anarchy.
A new elenent of disaffection has been introduced into both
sections of the province by the influx of late years of Irish
Roman Catholics from Ireland and the American States,
strongly imbued with feelings adverse to the British Govern-
ment. These feelings have been diabolically worked on for
their own purposes by the party opposed to her Majesty's Go-
vernment, representing the Protestant supporters of the Go-
vernment as Orangemen, and thus adding religious animosity
to other evils of dissension, the object being to gain over the
Roman Catholic population bodily to their side. Mr. Hincks,
one of the late Council, has been particularly conspicuous in
this abominable incendiarism, which, from the character of those
worked on, has generally produced the effect intended.
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The carrying of the Montreal election in favor of the Go-
vernment was hardly expected. The Opposition candidates,
the former members-Dr. Beaulieu, a French-Canadian, and
Mr. Drummond, a Roman Catholic, of Irish descent-were the
first in the field, and it was for some days doubtful whether
any others would appear. Mr. Moffat, however, the highly-
respected member for Montreal in the last Parliament, who
resigned his seat because he could not conscientiously vote for
the transfer of the seat of government to Montreal, was pre-
vailed on by the British party to stand, and with him they
joined Mr. De Bleury, a French-Canadian gentleman, who has
been renarkable as a supporter of her Majesty's Government,
and therefore scouted by his disaffected fellow-countrymen.
He brought no additional strength to the contest, but it was
deemed right that one of the candidates in support'of the Go-
vernment should be a French-Canadian gentleman. These
candidates being selected, the British party seemed determined
to win the election, or at least nof to have their suffrages taken
from themr by the violence practised at Mr. Drummond's election
in April. The same violence was designed by that gentleman
and his party on this occasion; but the British party were re-
solved to oppose force by force, and organised themselves for
defence. Owing to the spirit and firmness with which they
resisted the attacks of the Roman Catholic mobs of canal la-
borers hired by Mr. Drummond's party-to the admirable
arrangement of the returning-officer, which secured uninter-
rupted and equal polling for both sides at all the polling places
throughout the election-and to the ready attendance of the
military when necessary to preserve the- peace-the violence
attempted entirely failed, and the British party triumphed.
As it is supposed that if all the electors could have voted there
would have been a majority in favor of the Opposition candi-
dates, owing to the ¯great bulk of French-Canadian and Irish
Roman Catholic voters being on their side, the peculiar cir-
cumstances which gave success to the British party require
explanation. The existing election law, confining the polling
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to two days, does not allow time for receiving al the votes of
so large a constituency. The polling, therefore, being carried
on equally in those wards in which neither party's votes were
exhausted, there would be little or no superiority on either
side, and what there might be would be accidental. Such was
the case in the large wards; but in the small wards, where the
votes on both sides were fully taken and exhausted, there was

a majority in favor of the candidates supporting her Majesty's
Government, which secured their success without ascertaining
on which side the majority of the aggregate body of electors
actually was, as the whole could not, for want of time, be brought
to the poll. In the April election, the polls having been seized
by the hired ruffians of Mr. Drummond, and the British party
being unable to resist from want of organisation, the returning-
officers also being either partial or devoid of energy and firm-
ness, the British party had then no chance. On the present
occasion the numbers were-for Mr. Moffat, 1079; for Mr. De
Bleury, 1075; for Mr. Drummond, 953; and for Dr. Beau-
lieu, 962.

At Quebec, and in that neighbourhood, the British party
appear to have been paralysed, and made no effort to dispute
the elections. Two Opposition inembers were returned for the
city of Quebec without a contest. Mr. Black, one of the
former members, did not stand. He might have been returned,
but as he would have owed his seat to the %upport or sufferance
of the Opposition party, he did not choose to come into Par-
liament fettered by such an obligation, although he did not
declare his opinions either for or against them. Mr. Neilson,
formerly highly popular with the French party, allowed him-
self to be put in nomination for the county of Quebec, but was
rejected by a k mge majority in favor of a young Frencli-Ca-
nadian lawyer, because Mr. Neilson, although perfectly inde-
pendent in character and conduct, had shown hinself, during
my administration, as a supporter of her Majesty's Government.
Whenever inquiry is made as to the listlessness evinced by the
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British party in any part of the province, the reply is that they
cannot rely on her Majesty's Government, that they have been
repeatedly abandoned and sacrificed to their enemies, and that
of late years the most .successful course in this colony has been
in rebellion and hostility to British connexion.

In Upper Canada our success in the elections has exceeded
expectation, and is owing to the loyal spirit of the majority of
the people. It has often been said that the people of Upper
Canada would not be appealed to in vain when the connexion
of the province with the mother country might be in jeopardy,
and the present crisis bas been viewed as one of that character.
The majority of the upper classes of British Canada are de-
cidedly loyal, and the yeomanry have Lhe same honest feeling.
Both classes have exerted themselves zealously and spontaneously
on the present occasion; and there never was an election in any
country more free fron interference on the part of the Govern-
ment than that of which I am reporting the result. It is highly
gratifying to be assured that in Upper -Canada a loyal feeling
is predominant.

The same spirit has been conspicuous in the Eastern town-
ships of Lower Canada. The three members who voted for
the Government on the question raised by the late Council
after their resignation have been again returned; and the three
who voted for the Council have çeased to represent their re-
spective counties, two retiring witlout an effort from an antici-
pation of failure, and one sustaining defeat from a decided ma-
jority ir favor of his opponent. The eastern townships, there-
fore, v' hich may be regarded as the British portion of Lower
Canada, have all returned members pledged to support lier
Majesty's Government.

Mr. Hincks has been rejected in the county which he re-
presented in Upper Canada; Mr. Boulton likewise, formerly
Attorney-General in Upper Canada, and subsequently Chief
Justice of Newfoundland, but dismissed.from both offices, and
now a discontented man, who has chosen to take part against
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her Majesty's Government, although he is not held in much
estimation by the revolutionary party which he has joined.
Mr. Durand, one of Mr. Baldwin's most devoted followers, has
also been rejected; and Mr. Baldwin and his supporters, Messrs.
Price and Small, were hard pushed in the ridings which they
represent,-the seat of rebellion in 1837. There was an en-
couraging prospect of defeating Mr. Lafontaine in Terrebonne,
one of the Papineaus having come forward with much prospect
of success to oppose him; but notwithstanding a general belief
that Mr. Papineau would be successful, he unaccountably with-
drew without demanding a poll, the show of hands at the
nomination being in favor of Mr. Lafontaine, owing to the
more skilful management of the latter. Mr. Papineau has in
consequence incensed those who were ready to support him,
and disappointed a very general expectation that Mr. Lafontaine
would be defeated in his own county-in which expectation his
own party participated, for means were devised to procure his
return elsewhere, in the event of failure in Terrebonne-but
instead of failing there, he has been returned without a contést.
The Mr. Papineau alluded to is not the one who is a member
of the Executive Council. The latter has been returned for
the county which he before represented without opposition.

Presuming that a majority has been returned to the present
Parliament disposed to support her Majesty's Government, it
must be admitted that this majority has been elected by the
loyalty of the majority of the people of IUpper Canada and of
those of the eastern townships in Lower Canada; in other
words, by the party calling themselves Conservative or Con-
stitutional, and by their adversaries denounced as Tories-a
designation which, on this continent, seems to me to have the
same meaning which it bore during the rebellion of the thirteen
united colonies, when it was applied to all the supporters of the
British Government. The majority being so composed-those
heretofore regarding themselves as belonging to the Reform
party, but nevertheless willing now to support her Majesty's
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Government-are somewhat squeamaish as to co-operation with
their new allies; and this feeling, which exists even in the
Executive Council, is already, and will continue to be, the
cause of some embarrassment. My own views are to cherish
and encourage the spirit of loyalty and attachment to British
connexion which the result of the election proves to be pre-
dominant in those of British descent, and at the same time to
act with equal justice towards all races, creeds, and parties; to
reward merit wherever it is to be found to the extent of my
neans; and to abolish exclusion: thus endeavouring to amal-
gamate all parties, and to mitigate, if I cannot extinguish, that
feeling of disaffection which, from whatever cause it may arise,
is the bane of this colony.
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ON THE DIFFICULTY OF FORMING AN ADMINISTRATION.

[April 4, 1845.]

[ExTRACT.]-The systen of government established in this
province during Lord Sydenham's administration has created
great difficulty in providing for the discharge of the duties of
the highest offices in the colony, which are those held by
members of the Executive Council, with a virtual dependence
on the pleasure of the representatives of the people. fMre
fitness in the individual for the office-nay, the most perfect
fitness-is not sufficient, and niust yield to other considerations.
He must be of the same politica opinions with his colleagues in
the Executive Council; he must be a member of one or the other
of the Legislative Houses; and he must be one of a party that
can command a majority in the Legislative Assembly. t The ob-
stacles fbrmed by these conditions are not easily surmounted;
and, added to these, is the reluctance to accept office, of which
the precarious tenure renders professional and private pursuits
more profitable, and offices of inferior rank and emolument not
exposed to the same precariousness more desired. During nine
months of the last year I was laboring in vain to complete ny
Council, and I have now again to fish in troubled waters for an
Inspector-General, and for a Lower Canada Solicitor-General.
The former must be a member of the Legislative Assembly, as
he is in that body a professed imitation of the Chancellor of
the Exchequer in the House of Commons; he must also belong
to the party supporting the Government, and be able to coalesce
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with his colleagues in the Council; he ought, further, to be an
Upper Canada member, as at present the representatives of
Lower Canada in the Executive Council are as two to one of
those from Upper Canada. If at present a member of the
House, he must go to his constituents for a re-election, which
will infallibly be contested; if not at present a member, he
must persuade some member to resign in his favor, and will
then have to undergo a contest for his election. Who will be
found to fulfil all these conditions, and be at the same time
willing tO undertake the office, with its attendant annoyances
and uncertainties? neither do I know, nor has any one hitherto
occurred either tome or to any of my Council. With respect
to the Solicitor-Generalship for Lower Canada, your Lordship
is aware that I have been desirous of appointing a French-
Canadian to that office, but this officer also is expected to be a
member of the Legislative Assembly; and it is scarcely possible
to find a French-Canadian capable of filling the office who
could venture to separate himself from the French Compact,
and whose return by a Lower Canada constituency could in
that case be secured. The office, consequently, has not been
filled since the resignation of the last Council. Although I
might relinquish my hitherto unsuccessful desire to appoint a
French-Canadian to that office, and might substitute a barrister
of British extraction, there would still be uncertainty as to his
election to the Legislative Assembly. This kind of difficulty
in filling up offices, and consequently in carrying on the go-
vernment with efficiency, originated, I believe, in the modi-
fication of the Executive Council arranged during Lord Syden-
ham's administration. Whether it was wisely substituted for
difficulties more perilous, or spontaneously created without suf-
ficient reason, is a wide question on which I will not now
enter, and which it is the less useful to discuss, as I do not see
the possibility of abrogating the practical supremacy conferred
on the representative body by that arrangement, or of removing
the impediments to good administration resulting therefrom.
In giving effect to the system thereby introduced, provincial
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politicians have adopted its defects as if they were its virtues,
and in rendering themselves slaves to exaggerated notions and
questionable consequences, lose sight of the essentials of Respon-
sible Government.

Had it been in my power to report that the Executive
Council was stable, and sure to command a majority in the
Legislature in future sessions, I should probably at this time
have solicited permission to withdraw from the cares of office;
because, although my general health seems unimpaired, the
continual discomfort which I suifer from a complaint in my
face that has baffled nedical skill, and having destroyed the
sight of one eye, still menaces further ravages, would render
retirement and rest very acceptable; but I should never be
satisfied with myself if I bequeathed this government in a state
of embarrassment to my successor, as long as there is any hope
that, by remaining at my post, I can render any service to her
Majesty, or promote the good order and welfare of this colony.
I do not, therefore, entertain any intention of resigning my
charge while your Lordship is of opinion that I can be useful
here. The time, however, may come when, owing to the state
of parties, and the personal feelings regarding myself by which
some of them are instigated, the formation of an administration
supported by a najority in the Legislature might rather be
facilitated than impeded by my departure. ~If that case should
occur, I shall not hesitate to report its existence to yourhord-
ship; and, although I should grieve to transfer my truft to
a successor under such unsatisfactory circurnstances, I should de-
rive some consolation from the reflection that I had not aban-
doned my station as long as I could retain it with any good
effect. Under what circumstances such a case is likely to arise
I will endeavour to explain in another communication, in which
I shall attempt to describe the state of parties in the province,
and the personal feelings towards myself which exist among
them.
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STATE OF PARTIES IN 1845.

TO THE RIGHT HONORABLE LORD STANLEY.

May 13, 1845.

My LoRD,-I propose in this despatch to submit to your
Lordship the opinions which I entertain regarding the several
political parties existing in this province, according to the best
judgment that I am able to form.

The first that I shall notice is what may be termed the
French-Canadian party, consisting in the Legislature of most
of the members of that race, and out of the Legislature of the
mass of the French-Canadian people. This party, regarding
union as strength, is banded together in a compact body for the
purpose of acquiringpower. Its chief, if not its sole object, is
the predominance of the French race in Lower Canada. Any-
individual of that race who acts independently, and separates-
hirnself from the party, is in a great degree regarded as an,
outcast. So many have suffered from this cause, that few now
dare to try the experiment, and the party is kept together by a
system of terror as well as by inclination. Many suppose that
its success among the mass of French-Canadians is owing to
misrepresentation; but the inisrepresentations which produce
so great an effect must, I fear, be strongly aided by a previous
disposition. This party has most frequently been opposed to
her Majesty's Government, and is so at the present time,
although circumstances have occurred in the last two or three
years which would naturally have produced a different result if

2 G
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there had been friendly feelings to work upon. In this interval
the French-Canadians have seen their countrymen forming a
part of the Executive Council, and holding office and emolument
on an equal footing with any other portion of her Majesty's
subjects in this colony. They have seen the capital removed
from Upper Canada and fixed in their own section of the pro-
vince. They have seen all those of their countrymen who were
transported to the penal colony for treason and rebellion, par-
doned and restored to their country. But all these acts of con-
sideration and justice, grace and mercy, have apparently had
no effect; and if they have imperceptibly mitigated malignity
and disafection, and thereby promoted order and tranquillity,
they cannot be said to have produced attachment or removed
ill-will. This party is under the guidance of Mr. Lafontaine,
and next to him Mr. Morin is the most active and conspicuous
of its members.

As those two gentlemen were members of the Executive
Council in. 1842 and 1843, and were among those who resigned
their offices in November of the latter year, their opposition
and that of the party at their command is in a considerable
degree personal against the Governor, whom they first sought
to reduce to the condition of a party tool, and, failing in that,
attempted to bully into submission by the vote of a majority
in the Legislative Assembly; and, failing in that attempt also,
used unsparing and reckless endeavours to misrepresent and
calumniate. They accordingly rest their expectation of a
return to power on the prospect of my retirement from the
Government; and from the time of their quitting office their
partisans have been actively employed in circulating reports of
the approximation of that event. So much importance is
attached by the party to a general belief among their followers
of the certainty of this occurrence, that in the French paper,
the Minerve, the organ of that party, those passages of my
speech at the close of the session which contained the words
"our next meeting" and " until we meet again," are translated
so as to convert those words into "your next session" and
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"until your return." Another French paper, the Aurore,
noticed the mistranslation, and exposed its design, but the
Aurore is excommunicated, and the Minerve is the only paper
read to the mass of the French-Canadians.

If there were just grounds for this personal feeling, and if
the removal of its object would be attended by a cordial amal-
gamation of the French party with their fellow-subjects of
British extractioin, the remedy would be easy and obvious; but
the result, I fear, would be far from that desirable effect. The
change would be regarded as a vietory, and the expectation of
a triumphant return to power would be encouraged; but there
would be no amelioration of feeling towards either her Majesty's
Government or their fellow-subjects; the predominance of the
French party would still be the main object of contest, and any
success in such a contest would increase the difficulty of amal-
gamation, and knit the French phalanx more tightly together.

The motto of this party at present is " Tout ou rien." They
are aware that there is no exclusion of their countrymen from
the highest offices under the Government, and they cannot
pretend that any measures injurious to their race are adopted
or contemplated; nevertheless they are ranged in a close com-
pact against her Majesty's Government, and adhere to their
opposition for the sole purpose of obtaining a triumph and
establishing a French predominance. Such a course, with such
views, reference being also had to past events, 1 cannot, it
appears to me, sanction by submitting to it as long as I have
any power to resist it. It is my belief that by a consistent con-
duct, steadily pursued for a series of years, this hostile phalanx
might be successfully combated and dispersed. The course
which I would recommend would be to leave the French race
no pretext for complaint ; to treat all as if they were well
affected; to give office, emolument, and privileges equally to
the French or British race, equal fitness being presumed; and
to avoid any exclusion even of those ranged in opposto
whenever the occasion might justify a selection from among
them, but to be careful to distinguish and reward those of the

2 G 2
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French race who show a loyal disposition and a desire to sup.
port her Majesty's Government. I entertain a strong convic-
tion that this course would, in a short time, lead the French-
Canadian politicians to perceive that a pertinaclous opposition
to her Majesty's Government would not tend to promote their
own interests. In order, however, to pursue this course suc-
cessfully, it is necessary that the Government should be able to
proceed without being compelled to submit to this faction; in
other words, that the Government should have a majority in
the Legislature notwithstanding the opposition of the French
party. On this account any rupture in the existing majority,
which, by reducing it to a minority, would exalt the import-
ance of the French compact, is greatly to be deprecated.

The French party, notwithstanding the spirit which binds
them together, do not like their present position in a minority,
and will like it less and less the longer it continues. Disap-
pointed in their expectation of always commanding a majority
in the United Legislature by their union with the disaffected
party in Upper Canada, they begin to doubt the policy of that
connexion, and some of them are understood to have expressed
the opinion that a union with the Conservative party of
Upper Canada would be more natural. On the other hand,
both sections of the Conservative party, anticipating a rupture
between themselves, have a vague notion of the expediency of
a union with the French party. I do not anticipate that these
speculations will lead to any satisfactory result; but if I saw a
probability that such a combination could be formed on right
principles, so as to establish a strong Government, free from
anti-British malignity, I should be disposed to encourage the
design.

In adverting to the feelings and conduct of the French-Cana-
dians, I ought not to omit to notice those of their priesthood,
the Roman Catholic clergy of French extraction. As these
enjoy without restraint every right and privilege that can be
conferred on an ecclesiastical body under the protection of the
British Empire, it would not be unreasonable to suppose that
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their influence would be exercised in support of her Majesty's
Government ; and as the influence of the Roman Catholic
priesthood over their flocks is generally understood to be great,
it might be inferred that it would produce salutary effects. I
have been an attentive and anxious observer of their conduct.
I have heard in some instances of their affording support to her
Majesty's Government; in other instances, of the contrary; but
more generally I have understood that they have abstained
from taking any open part in the recent political contest.
From all that I have learned, I am led to believe that the
influence of the clergy is not predominant among the French-
Canadian people, and that the avocat, the notary, and the
doctor, generally disposed to be political demagogues, and most
of them hostile to the British Government, are the parties who
exercise the greatest influence. Whatever power the clergy
might have, acting along with these demagogues, it would, I
fear, be slight when exercised in opposition to them. There is
also reason to apprehend that the mass of the clergy are
imbued with the same spirit as the people, and that, at the
best, although they nust be aware of the improbability of their
benefiting by any change which would remove the protection
of her Majesty's Government, their loyalty is not of that ardent
character which would produce great exertion under circum-
stances that did not menace their own particular interests. I
cannot say, therefore, that I expect much benefit from the in-
fluence of the Roman Catholic clergy, although I have met
with several highly respectable individuals of that body on
whose loyalty and good feeling towards the Government I would
confidently rely.

Before I take leave of the French party, I think it right to
add, that I continually hear reports of a reaction in the opinions
of the French-Canadians, as if they were becoming sensible -of
the unreasonableness of their groundless opposition to the Go-
vernment, and tired of the leaders who persist in dragging
them on in this course. To such reports, however, I cannot
attach any credit until I see some demonstration of their cor-
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rectness. It rests on better foundation, and is a source of
cheering hope for the future, that in some of those rural dis-
tricts in which the French-Canadians and the inhabitants of
British extraction are most intermixed, there is an increasing
tendency towards good-fellowship, accompanied by a better feel-
ing towards the British Government on the part of the French-
Canadians, than exists in those districts in which the popula-
tion, consisting entirely of this race, are exclusively subject to
the misrepresentations of those demagogues who inculcate hatred
against the British Government and the British race.

There are among the representatives of Lower Canada in.the
Legislative Assembly three or four members of British extrac-
tion who are returned by French-Canadian constituencies, and
act entirely with the French party. I am not able to discover
auy motive for their conduct other than a regard for what they
consider to be their own personal interest.

The Opposition party in Upper Canada in the Legislative
Assembly consists of a few members, who acknowledge Mr.
Baldwin as their leader. This party, though now small in
number in the Legislature, has supporters in almost every con-
stituency in Upper Canada; and although at the last general
election they were most frequently in a minority, they often
made the contest an anxious one to the successful candidate.
There are men of various descriptions in this party, and many
probably are loyal and honest, but it is certain that all the
disaffected in the province belong to it. The feelings of most
of this party are bitter against the Governor.

A few of the representatives of Upper Canada having here-
tofore belonged to the party calling themselves Reformers,
conceive that they cannot thoroughly join with the Conserva-
tive party, forming the majority in the Legislative Assembly,
without incurring the imputation of desertion from their own
party, and damaging their influence with a considerable portion
of their constituents. They cannot, therefore, be reckoned on
as sure supporters of the Government, but they do not yield
a slavish obedience to Mr. Baldwin, and may be found occa-
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sionally on either side of the House. The sentiments of these
rnembers, as far as I eau judge, are not personally unfriendly
towards the Governor.

The supporters of the Government forming a majority in the
Legislative Assembly consist of t he Conservative party of
Upper Canada and the British party of Lower Canada, and
two or three French-Canadian members. This party is strong
enough, with the occasional aid of other independent menbere,
to maintain a working najority in the House, if it would keep
that object steadily in view and avoid. inadequate causes of
dissension; but I am apprehensive, from what bas already
passed, that this degree of wisdom cannot be relied on, and
that the seeds of division and weakness have been sown partly
by the difference which occurred on the University question,
partly by individual discontent, and partly by the want of
popularity of the members of the Executive Council. It is
remarkable that none of the Executive Council, although all
are estimable and respectable, exercise any great influence over
the party which supports the Government. Mr. Draper is
universally admitted to be the most talented man in -either
House-of the Legislature, and his presence in the Legislative
Assembly was deemed to be so essential, that he resigned his
seat in the Upper flouse, sacrificing his own opinions in order
that he might take the lead in the Assembly; nevertheless, he
is not popular with the party that supports the Government,
nor with any other, and I do not know that, strictly speaking,
he can be said to have a single follower. The same may be
remarked of every other member of the Executive Couneil;
and aithough I have much reason to be satisfied with them, and
have no expectation of finding others who would serve her
Majesty better, still I do not perceive that any of them indi-
vidually have brought much support to the Government. The
supporters of the Government are composed of those members
who are most desirous of upholding her Majesty's Government
in this province, and are consequently opposed to those who
most strive to reduce it to a nullity, as well as to all those who
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entertain anti-British feelings. When, therefore, the rupture
took place between the Governor and the · late Executive
Council, the Conservative party rallied round the Governor,
inspirited both by loyalty to her Majesty and by adverse
feelings towards the opposite party; and during the general
election which followed, the rival candidates stood respectively
on 'what is termed the " ticket " of the Governor, or that in
colonial language of the " ex-Ministers." Many members of
the majority accordingly profess adherence to her Majesty's
Government without acknowledging implicit confidence in any
of the members of the Executive Council. A considerable
section of the majority was not represented in the Executive
Council until the appointment of Mr. Robinson to be a mem-
ber of that body; and since his resignation the same incon-
venience has been renewed, and hitherto cannot be overcome,
owing to the difficulty of finding a successor in that section, in
consequence, partly, of the difference which has been excited by
the University question, and partly by the other causes arising
out of what is termed Responsible Government, which ·mate-
rially obstruct the selection of officers for the highest posts in
the colony.

The prospect of division in the next Legislative Session
among the supporters who carried the Government safely and
creditably through the last, naturally produces considerable
anxiety, which suggests different projects to different minds.

My own opinion is, that every effort should be made, consist-
ently with right principle, to keep together the majority which
exists, and so to satisfy the opponents of the Government that a
mere factious opposition, without regard to measures, for the sole
purpose of overthrowing the Government, will not succeed; and
if this conviction can be established, I have little doubt that the
compact union of the French party which at present exists will
eventually be dissolved. On the other hand, some of my Council,
distrustful of the support in the next session of some of those
who formed the majority in the last, look to assistance from
the present Opposition, and especially from the French party,-
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a scheme which I believe to be impracticable to any extent
that would avail in securing a majority. The French party
profess.to admit that Upper Canada should be ruled by the ma-

jority in Upper Canada, but claim for themselves that they
should have exclusive rule in Lower Canada, by which the
British party in Lower Canada would be completely swamped,
and the predominance of the French party, which is their great
object, established. On these terms the French party, I believe,
would readily join the Conservative party of Upper Canada;
but such terms are, I conceive, inadmissible, and the junction,
therefore, unattainable. Individual members of the French-
party might possibly be induced to join the administration,
but they would bring no further aid to it than they themselves
could personally afford; nevertheless, even such conversions
are desirable, as tending to break up a compact of which the
views and motives are alike objectionable.

In speaking of parties in this province I ought not to omit
the Irish Roman Catholie body, which is annually increasing
in number by immigration, and is generally arrayed on the
same side with the disaffected parties of other descriptions.
Formerly the British party in Lower Canada had the Irish
along with them, and were in consequence more successful in
elections than they are now likely to be. At present the Irish
Roman Catholics in Lower Canada are leagued with the French-
Canadians, and it was by the violence of the former that the
election of a member for the Legislative Assembly, in April,
1844, at Montreal, was carried in favor of the Opposition. In
the influx of emigrants from the United Kingdom the number
of Irish Roman Catholics preponderates; and therefore, ac-
cording to present appearances, there will be a continual in-
crease to the disaffected portion of the community greater than
that to the loyal portion, and this may eventually be attended
with disastrous effects. If, therefore, her Majesty's Govern-
ment exercise any interference as to the description of emi-

grants transferred to the several colonies, I would earnestly re-
commend that emigrants to Canada should be chiefly English
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or Protestant Irish, and that Irish Roman Catholics should pre-
ferably be sent to other colonies that are free from, disaffected
parties ready to seize on the new comers and enlist them in
their ranks. I do not know that the Irish Roman Catholies
have a single representative returned exclusively by themselves
in the Legislative Assembly; neither does the strength of this
party, viewing it as a disaffected one, lie in the upper classes;
these, as far as I know, are well affected. One of the members
of the Executive Council, and another staunch, zealous, and
conspicuous supporter of the Government, are Irish Roman
Catholics, but few of their countrymen of the same denomina-
tion in the lower classes go along with them. Of the Irish
Roman Catholic priesthood I should say much the same as I
have before said of the French-Canadian clergy. Some are re-
presented as well disposed, but when that is the case their in-
fluence over their flock appears to be insignificant. I ought
perhaps to add a word regarding the Scotch portion of the in,
habitants of this province. They appear to be more divided
than any other, and are to be found on either side in politics.
One of the largest and most disaffected constituencies in Upper
Canada is for the most part Scotch; and viewing the question
of an increase of population with reference to British con.,
nexion and steady adherence to her Majesty's Government, I
should say that the Scotch are not so generally to be de-
pended on, and consequently not so desirable for immigration,
as the English or Protestant Irish; but I would except frorn
this remark the upper classes of the Scotch, who are, for the
most part, loyal and staunch.

As this despatch touches so much on parties, I ought not to
omit to mention that the whole colony must at times be re-
garded as a party opposed to her Majesty's Government. If
any question arises, such as that, for instance, of the Civil List,
in which the interests of the mother country and those of the
colony may appear to be different, the great mass of the people
of the colony will be enlisted against the former. There is, in
consequence, great zeal in promoting interests exclusively colo-
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nial, and much want of it on subjects in which the colony, al-
though vitally concerned, is involved as a portion of the British
Empire. The general prevalence of this spirit is shown in the
obstacles which have prevented the introduction of a proper
militia bill into the Legislature; in the throwing out the ex-
emption from duty of supplies for her Majesty's forces; in the
delays which have occurred in the payment of the debts due to
her Majesty's Government on account of pecuniary advances for
the service of the colony; and in repeated endeavours to cast on
the Imperial Treasury charges which the province is unwill-
ing to admit as a burden on itself. This spirit is manifest on
every occasion which has a tendency to call it forth, and is not
confined to any particular party. It is aggravated by the
establishment of that form of government which renders the
executive servants of the Crown practically more dependent on
the Legislative Assembly than on the authority by which they
are appointed; and it will require unceasing vigilance on the
part of her Majesty's representative to secure in any degree the
just rights of the Crown, for due attention to which he will
never be able to rely wholly on the ungoaded alacrity of any
provincial functionary, with the exception of the civil secre-
tary. The inducement to take high office being slight, owing
to the precariousness of its retention, the hold of her Majesty's
Government on the officers employed is far from strong; and
as any material change in the system of administration may now
be regarded as impracticable, the only mode that occurs to me
of counteracting the exclusive subserviency to the Legislative
Assembly which prevails, is in creating a new source of ambi-
tion, by the grant of personal honors to those who deserve well
of her Majesty's Government; and even this remedy, although
it would probably be beneficial, I would not undertake to war-
rant as certain to be effectual.

The system of administration called Responsible Government
having been struggled for by one party, and coupled with its
own introduction into power, was for some time opposed by the
party which was thereby displaced; but having been adopted
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and acted on by the local representatives of her Majesty, and
sanctioned or permitted by her Majesty's Government, it is
now universally received, and the several parties vie with each
other in putting on it their own extreme constructions, all
tending to establish the supremacy of the Legislative Assembly.
While the majority in that body consists of members on whose
loyalty and affection reliance can be-placed, there will be cor-
diality, and in many respects sympathy, between the head of
the Government and the officers assisting him in the local
administration; but whenever it may happen, as no doubt it
sometimes will, that the majority in that Assembly follow leaders
whose principles, or want of principle, are unworthy of con-
fidence, the dilemma will arise of either admitting such men
into confidential offices in her Majesty's service, or of falling
into collision with the Legislative Assembly. If the differences
between parties regarded only local affairs in which the mother
country might have no peculiar interest, the easiest method of
administering the Government under existing circumstances
would be for the Governor to keep aloof from all connexion
with any party, and to receive into his Council the leaders of
the majority by whatever party, or combination of parties, it
might be formed; but this indifference is -scarcely possible to a
Governor having any spark of British feeling, when almost all
who have British feelings are arrayed on one side, and all who
have anti-British feelings on the other. This difference must
constitute a permanent difficulty in administering tIe Govern-
ment according to that system, which practically confers the
choice of the executive officers on a majority in the Legislative
Assembly.

It will be seen, from the description of parties which I have
submitted, that the two parties in Lower and Upper Canada
which I regard as disaffected, have a bitter animosity against
me; and if it should ever become necessary to admit these
parties again into power, in preference to standing a collision
with the Legislative Assembly, a case would arise in which my
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presence here might be rather prejudicial than beneficial, as it
would be impossible for me to place the slightest confidence in
the leaders of those parties. If any such necessity should occur
in my time, it would cause an embarrassment much more serious
to me than any difficulty that I have hitherto had to encounter.
Whatever my duty might dictate, I trust I should be ready to
perform, but I cannot contemplate the possibility of co-operating,
with any satisfaction to myself, with men of whom I entertain
the opinions that I hold with regard to the leaders of those
parties. Such an embarrassment will not be impossible, if any
portion of the present majority fall off or become insensible of
the necessity of adhering together. It is with a view to avert
such a calamity that I consider my continuance at my post to
be important at the present period, as a change in the head of
the Government might easily lead to the result which I de-
precate, and which it will be my study to prevent as long as I
see any prospect of success.

It is greatly to be lamented-and this reflection must have
often been brought to your Lordship's mind by the contents of
many of my despatches-that the attention of the Governor
should be so much occupied in considering, not how the Go-
vernment may be best administered for the benefit of the colony,
but how it can possibly be carried on without a collision with
the Legislature, which could not fail to be attended with evil
consequences. This misapplication of the attention of the Go-
vernment is, however, an unavoidable consequence of the system
of administration which has here been adopted, and which can
hardly be altered unless its bad working should eventually
convince the province of the impracticability of its continuance.
Had the executive branch of the Government been maintained
independent of the legislative, all the essential principles of
Responsible Government might have been secured by the con-
stant exercise of a due regard to the rights and feelings of the
people and the Representative Assembly, without creating those
embarrassments which arise exclusively from the assuned de-
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pendence of the executive officers on that body-a system of
government which, however suitable it may be in an inde-
pendent State, or in a country where it is qualified by the
presence of a Sovereign and a powerful aristocracy, and by
many circumstances in correspondence with which it has grown
up and been gradually formed, does not appear to be well
adapted for a colony or for a country in which those qualifying
circumstances do not exist, and in which there has not been
that gradual progress which tends to smooth away the diffi-
culties otherwise sure to follow the confounding of the legislative
and executive powers, and the inconsistency of the practice
with the theory of the constitution.
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RESIGNATION OF THE GOVERNOR-GENERAL.

[The fears expressed in the penultimate despateh that the health of the
Governor-General would not much longer sufer him to remain in charge of
his office, were unfortunately realised. The summer and autumn witnessed
the fearful progress of the malady with which he was afflicted; and in Oc-
tober Sir Charles Metcalfe addressed the following letters to the Colonial
Secretary, who exhorted him to return at once to England.]

TO THE RIGHT HONORABLE LORD STANLEY.

Montreal, October 13, 1845.
Mr LORD,-My disorder has recently made a serious ad-

vance, affecting my articulation and all the functions of the
mouth; there is a hole through the cheek into the interior of
the mouth. My doctors warn me that it may soon be physi-
cally impossible for me to perform the duties of my office. If
the season were not so far advanced towards the winter, I should
feel myself under the necessity of requesting your Lordship to
relieve me; but as such an arrangement might require time and
deliberation, I propose to struggle on as well as I can, and will
address your Lordship again. on this subject according to any
further changes that may occur in my condition; in the mean
while, I have considered it to be my duty to apprise your Lord-
ship of the probable impossibility of rry performing my official
functions, in order that you may be prepared to make such an
arrangement as may seem to be most expedient for the public
service.
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October 29, 1845.
Mr LORD,-I continue in the same bodily state that I

described by the last mail. I am unable to entertain company
or to receive visitors, and my official business with public
functionaries is transacted at my residence in the country
instead of the apartment assigned for that purpose in the public
buildings in town. I am consequently conscious that I am
inadequately performing the duties of my office, and if there
were time 'to admit of my being relieved before the setting in
of the winter, I should think that the period had arrived when
I m'ight, perfectly in consistence with public duty, solicit to be
relieved; but, as the doctors say that I cannot be removed with
safety from this place during the winter, and as that season is
fast approaching, it becomes a question whether I can best per-
form my duty to my country by working on at the head of the
Government to the best of my ability until the spring, or by
delivering over charge to other hands, and remaining here as a
private individual until the season may admit of my returu to
Europe with safety. In this dilemma I have hitherto abstained
from submitting my formal resignation of my office; and shall
continue to report by each successive mail as to my condition
and capability of carrying on the duties of my post.*

* These two letters have been al- to give completeness to this section
ready published in the "' Life of Lord of the Colonial Despatches.
Metcalfe," but they are repeated here
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ANSWERS TO ADDRESSES.

[A few of the Answers to Addresses presented to Sir Charles Metcalfe
in Canada are here subjoined, in illustration of his opinions on the subjects
to which they refer but, as in the case of the Jamaica Addresses, they are
necessarily but a very scanty selection from a very large number.]

go the Town of Niagara.

[December, 1843.]

I receive, gentlemen, the sentiments which you have ad-
dressed to me with the respect due to every expression of public
feeling. No government can be successfully conducted wîthout
the confidence and support of the people, and I have never
thought of pursuing any course that could justly deprive me of
those essential aids.

It is gratifying to me to learn that you approve the stand
which it was recently my duty to take in defence of the pre-
rogative of the Crown, and that you recognise to the fullest
extent the propriety of the Governor's judging and acting ac-
cording to his discretion on all occasions, and in all matters
calling for the exercise of the royal prerogative. This being
admitted, no difficulty would arise on the question of consulting
the Executive Council; for although it is physically impossible,
consistently with the despatch of public business, that every act
of the Governor in this colony could be made the subject of a
formal reference for the advice of the Council, there can be no
doubt that it will be the inclination as well as the duty of the
Governor to consult the Council on all occasions of adequate

211
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importance. But when a systematic and overbearing attempt
is made to render the Governor a mere tool in the hands of a
party, then resistance in defence of the royal prerogative be-
comes indispensable; because it is impossible that her Majesty's
Government can ever permit the Governor of one of her Ma-

jesty's colonies to reduce himself to that condition. The par-
ticular mode of carrying out Responsible Government esta-
blished in this province is new in a colony, and to be worked
successfully must be worked carefully; with honesty of purpose
for the good of the province, without party animosity and ex-
clusiveness, and with good sense, good feeling, and moderation
on the part of those engaged in the undertaking. My part of
it shall be faithfully performed with an anxious desire to render
the system conducive to the prosperity and happiness of Ca-
nada, in allegiance to the British Crown, and under the pro-
tection of the united strength of the British Empire.

To the Township of Scarborough.

[January, 1844.]

Ihave received, gentlemen, with great satisfaction, your loyal
address.

It is highly gratifying to me to be assured of your approval
of my conduct.

With you I deeply deplore the existence of any political dis-
agreement that may tend to disturb the harmony which it was
the most anxious wish of my heart to see established. Not only
was I reluctant to come to a rupture with ny late Council, but
I forbore much in order to avoid it.

Your complaint of the distribution of the patronage of the
Crown for party purposes, during the time when the gentlemen
of the late Executive Council were in office, bears testimony to
the extreme attention which, whether I was right or wrong in
So doing, I paid to their recommendations; and yet, strange to
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say, while I have been accused of subserviency to their party
exclusiveness, the alleged ground of their resignation was, that
I presumed to exercise my own discretion in the exercise of
that branch of the royal prerogative; and on that pretence alone
they and their partisans have since endeavoured to excite the
people to personal hostility against me, by unfounded assertions
of my denial of that system of Responsible Government to
which I have repeatedly declared my adherence.

While, however, the people of Canada entertain, as I trust
they generally do, -the loyal and patriotic feelings which you
cherish, I cannot suppose that they will allow her Majesty's
Govefnment to be obstructed, and the good of the country to
be sacrificed, by the influence of such gross and palpable mis-
representations.

I rejoice to learn that you advocate the extension of the royal
mercy to those unfortunate men who were formerly engaged in
rebellion against the Crown. It has always been my anxious
desire that the recollection of past offences sliould be obliterated;
and I have been incessantly engaged since ry arrival in Ca-
nada in promoting that good work, either by my own act,
when it was within my competency to pardon, or by forwarding
applications to her Majesty's Government when the case was be-
yond my own reach. Her Majesty delights in the twice blessed
exercise of mercy. Every petition hitherto submitted has been
successful; and I have no doubt that in a short time all the ad-
vantages that could have been obtained fron a general amnesty
will be realised in both sections of the province, by the indivi-
dual pardons granted to those who were transported to the
penal colonies, and by their happy return to their families and
homes.

While I earnestly exert myself to bury in oblivion the recol-
lection of offences, I see no rational ground for forgetting the
loyalty of those who stood forth in defence of their Queen and
country in the hour of need, and I shall ever regard such ser-
vices as entitled to gratitude and honorable reward.

Accept, gentlemen, my cordial thanks for the assurance of
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your support, and my sincere admiration of your devotion to
British connexion, and of your unalterable attachment to the
land of your fathers.

To the Freeholders and other Inhabitants of the County ofRussell,
Ottawa District.

I thank you, gentlemen, cordially, for your loyal, patriotie,
and constitutional address.

At a time when an insidious attempt is made to prostrate her
Majesty's Government in Canada to an unexampled condition
of subserviency, which would be tantamount to its overthrow,
it is highly satisfactory to observe the public spirit and generous
zeal with which those who rightly appreciate the connexion
subsisting between this colony and the British Empire, cone
forward in support of her Majesty's representative, in his en-
deavours to maintain this province in true allegiance to our
gracious Sovereign, and to render it prosperous and happy•as
an integral portion of her Majesty's dominions.

The objects of the party who are bent on obstructing the
Government, and who are actively engaged in exciting disaffec-
tion against me by the most unscrupulous misrepresentations,
are now disclosed beyond the probability of misconception. It
is manifest that they aim at the following state of things: Tliat
the authority of lier Majesty in this province should be a
nullity; that the Governor should be a subservient tool in the
hands of the Executive Council; that the Legislative Council
should be elected by the Executive Council; that the Executive
Council should be in reality nominated by the House of
Assembly.

The authority of the Crown and of the Legislative Council
being thus annihilated, and every balance in the constitution
destroyed, the whole power of the State would be usurped by
either the Executive Council exercising undue interference
over the House of Assembly, or by the House of Assembly
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exercising unlimited interference in the Executive Administra-
tion. It would be either a despotic and exclusive oligarchy, or
au absolute, unqualified democracy. This, they pretend, is the
Responsible Government granted to Canada by her Majesty's
Ministers. It is neither the one nor the other. The British
constitution is a limited monarchy, or a balance of the monar-
chical, aristocratie, and democratic powers, without the exclusive
ascendancy of either; the work of ages, progressively formed to
suit the gradual changes in the social relations of the com-
inunity; and the *constitution granted to Canada is the same,
as far as the same can be practically carried into operation in a
colony.

The constitution, as established by the arrangements of Lord
Sydenham and by the resolution of September, 1841, I am
using, and shall continue to use, my anxious endeavours to
work, through responsible heads of departments, for the benefit
and contentment of the people of Canada, with the advice and
co-operation of an Executive Council which will, I trust, obtain
the confidence of the provincial Parliament; and if this cannot
be done successfully, the blame will be justly due to those who,
in the pursuit of unbridled power, have souglit to destroy the
constitution which they pretend to uphold, and are doing their
utinost to obstruct the formation of any Responsible Govern-
ment, while their unfounded outcry is, that it is intentionally
avoided.

Many probably give their support to this party under an
honest belief that there is reluctance on ny part to consult the
Executive Council. This is entirely an error. With any
Council that seeks the good of the country, and does not strive
to degrade the office of Governor to the condition of a mere
party tool, it is my inclination, as well as my duty and my
practice, to consult on all subjects. No Governor could dream
of administering the Government of this province without con-
stant consultation with his Council.

Every Governor must be sensible of the advantage that he
would derive fron the aid, advice, and information of coun-
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cillors and heads of departments in whom he can place confi-
dence. But that is not the- question at issue. If it were, or if
it had been, the country would not have been troubled with
the present dispute. The demand of the party now obstructing
her Majesty's Government is, that the Governor, who is respon-
sible to his Sovereign and the British nation for the welfare of
Canada, is with respect to the Government of this country to
be a nonentity; or in other words, to be the subservient tool of
any party that may acquire a temporary ascendancy. To this
I could not and never can submit. This was the meaning of
the stipulations demanded of me, and which my duty to the
Crown rendered compliance with impossible.

I shall ever retain, gentlemen, a grateful sense of your
staunch support and kind wishes, and it will be the greatest
happiness that I can enjoy during the remainder of my mortal
life, if your prayer for my success in promoting concord and
prosperity in this important province, be heard with favor at
the throne of Heaven.

To the Freeholders and Inhabitants of the District of Brock, in
Canada West.

I beg you, gentlemen, to accept my cordial thanks, for the
assurance of concurrence and support conveyed in your address.

I feel most deeply your concluding prayer, that I may succeed
in crushing every attempt, however disguised, to separate this
noble colony from the parent state. It is by the loyalty and
good sense of the people, that such attempts, whenever made,
will be crushed, as they heretofore have been, by the same
means. The design of separation is not now avowed, and I
should be loth to impute it to any one who denies it. The
secret intentions of men's hearts are known only to the AI-
mighty Seer of hidden things. The objects at present mani-
festly aimed at, by the party who are exciting obstruction to
her Majesty's Government, are, that the authority of the Crown
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shall be a nullity, that the Governor shall be a tool in their
hands, and that all the powers of every branch of the constitu-
tion shall be usurped and monopolised by an oligarchy, who by
any misrepresentation or misconception can obtain the support
of a majority in the House of Assembly; so that there shall not
be a vestige of the royal prerogative, or of any balance of
power in the Government. It is against these extravagant and
monstrous pretensions that I am now contending; and I am
unable to express the wonder with which I regard the incon-
ceivable blindness of those persons, who, really desirous of pre-
serving our connexion with the British Empire, do not perceive
that the success of such extreme views is incompatible with the
relations of a colony with fte mother country, and must tend
to separation. I confidently rely on the good feeling and dis-
cernment of a vast majority of the people for the detection and
defeat of schemes, which are either wicked or absurd according
to the animus with which they are respectively prosecuted by
their several advocates.

I do not mean in the slightest degree to depart from the
system of Responsible Government established by the arrange-
ments of Lord Sydenham, and the resolutions of September,
1841. I regard these jointly as forming the acknowledged
constitution according to which the Government of Canada is
to be conducted. The real enemies of this system are the men
vho would render its successful operation impossible, by assert-

ing the untenable and inadmissible pretensions above described;
and who, by misrepresentation of my resistance to their intended
usurpation, strive to excite disaffection and to poison the minds
of the people against me. In the prosecution of these views,
they pretend that the unavoidable delay which has taken place
in the completion of the Executive Council, and in the nomi-
nation of the several heads of departments, is a sign of my desire
to set aside Responsible Government. It is, in truth, a proof of
the very reverse. That delay, which no one can lament as
muci as I do, for no one can be in every respect so interested
in its cessation as I am, has been caused, in a great measure, by
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their avowed and fixed determination to oppose any Council not
of their selection; and for the rest, by my own anxiety to form
such an administration as is likely to obtain the confidence of
both branches of the Legislature, without which the successful
working of Responsible Government is impracticable.

Allow me, gentlemen, once more to thank you for youir
public-spirited support in what I believe to be the cause of
liberty, order, and good government, and therefore indispu-
tably the cause of the people.



A PJP E NiD IX.

[The annexed Address, which I find in Lord Metcalfe's handwriting, and
which was written for newspaper publication, embodies in a few sentences
bis views on some of the vexed questions of English politics. I do not know
whether it appeared in print. But the same opinions were expressed, at
greater length, in a pamphlet written by Metcalfe, under the title of "l Advice
to Conservatives."]

FRIENDLY ADVICE TO THE WORKING CLASSES.

FRIENDS AND FELLOW-COUNTRYMEN,-I entreat your at-
tention to some friendly advice from one who has your welfare
at heart, and regards no interest in comparison with the interest
of the country of which you form so large a portion.

You seek to better your condition-a natural and laudable
object. With that view you claim rights which you have not
hitherto possessed. This, also, is perfectly natural and unob-
jectionable, and in time your desire will be realised. But you
listen to men, and adopt them as your leaders, who incite you
to violence and rebellion against the laws-a course which,
whatever might be the immediate result, would inevitably mar
your prospects, and destroy all chance of success.

The effect of violent resistance to the laws must be one of
the following results: Either you would be easily subdued,
which would cast ridicule on your proceedings and stifle your
pretensions, or you would be subdued with difficulty, and after
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much bloodshed and all the horrors of civil war, which would
crush all your hopes for a long period. Or you would succeed
and overthrow the Government, the consequences of which
would be, first, anarchy, and next, despotism, by which, in-
stead of gaining your object, you would be reduced to dis-
graceful slavery.

Violence on your part, or the appearance of an. intention of
violence, must rouse against you all the feelings, good and bad,
of those classes in whose privileges you seek participation.
That they are tenacious of those privileges is no matter for
wonder. It is as natural as that you should desire to participate
in them. There is, therefore, a predisposition to question your
assumed right; and if you attempt violence you will be sure to
find resistance. The same blood runs in their veins as in yours,
and the more you display a disposition to violence, the more
you will rouse opposition.

Another point for your consideration is, -whether those
things which you professedly seek are worth committing vio-
lence for; that is, whether their natural consequences are such
as in the end, supposing them to be attainable, would justify
violence as the means, if violence could* anyhow be justified.
As I am fearful of encroaching too much on the space that can
be afforded in the columns of a newspaper, I defer for another
letter what I would say as to the probable consequences of the
measures which you desire to establish; but, before I conclude,
I must advert to one circunstance, which, in whatever view it
may be taken, shows the utter unfitness of some of those whom
you have accepted as your leaders to guide you in a right path
to the attainment of your wishes.

More than one of them are described as endeavouring to
excite your passions by pretending, or representing, that the Go-
vernment has in contemplation, or is likely to patronise, a plan
for putting to death all the children born henceforth of poor
persons beyond two or three in a family. If these persons
really believed that such a plan could possibly le conceived or
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supported by any Government that could be established in our
country, they must be credulous in such a degree as to render
them totally incapable, from want of judgment, of giving you
good advice. If they used such a method of exciting you to
rage and outrage 'without believing that such a monstrous design
was probable, no -words can be sufficiently severe to characterise
the wickedness of such conduct. They must, in this case, be
totally unworthy of your attention, from their diabolical ma-
lignity.

You aim, I presume, at a modification of the Poor Laws, and
there is no reason to despair of the accomplishment of that
purpose. The perfection of Poor Laws would be to give the
most effectual relief without unnecessary hardship to the desti-
tute, and to afford at the same time the greatest encouragement
to industry and exertion, and no encouragement to idleness.
To make any human institution perfect is difficult and scarcely
possible. Whatever there may be of unnecessary hardship in
the Poor Laws will, you may be sure, he amended; but this may
be prevented by violence on your part, which will strengthen
those who are opposed to any alteration.

You desire, no doubt, the abolition of the Corn Laws; and
those laws, which are contrary to all right principle, niust, be
speedily abolished, without any violence.

You call for the Ballot. This also, being calculated to pro-
mote the independence of voters, is right and reasonable, and
must soon come. Violence will only retard it.

You long for Universal Suffrage. This also is a right which
must be acknowledged; whenever it can be exercised with
benefit to the national interests. It is in a fair train of accon-
plishment, notwithstanding the opposition not only of those
who are falsely called Conservatives, but of many also who on
-other questions have been Reformers.

I reserve what I have further to say on these and other
subjects for another opportunity. In the mean time, let me
exhort you to proceed with temper and moderation. I do not
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ask you to desist from any of your projects; but pursue them
without violence. Let your motto be, "Patience and perse-
verance; order and obedience to the laws." In this mannèr
you are likely to obtain all that you desire, without anarchy
and its consequence, despotism; without revolution, without
bloodshed. The only certain result of violence is, that what-
ever may be the issue, you must fail of obtaining the objects
for which you are exerting yourselves.



GLOSSARY OF INDIAN TERMS.

[The technical Eastern terms, often used so frequently in Indian official
papers, are but sparingly scattered over Lord Metcalfe's writings; and the
few which he has employed are for the most part explained; but the fol-
lowing defmitions, for which I am chiefly indebted to Professor Wilson's
excellent Vocabulary, may be of use to the European reader.]

Batek-Division of the crops between the cultivator and the landlord,
or Government.

Bajra-A description of grain resembling the millet.
Desrnooks-Hereditary officers under the NativeAdministrations, exercising

chief police and revenue authority over a district, responsible for the pay-
ment of the latter ; holding certain rent-free lands, and receiving certain fees
as the remuneration of the office.

Despandeeas-Hereditary revenue accountants, paid by certain grants of
land.

Dustukaa-Tees paid to the officer who issues a writ or serves a warrant.
aidee (Jaidad)-.-The system of assigning the revenues of certain lands

for the payment of troops, &c.
.alik8-Landed proprietors, or cultivators having an hereditary riglit in

the land.
KokudJlums-IHead men of the village corporations.
1oonszfs-The lowest grade of Native Judges.
N2zzurana-Tees or fines paid on assignments of revenue or succession.

to lands or offices.
Patels-Head men of native villages.
.Putwarrees-Coparceners, or shareholders in village estates.

.PeisJkus-Tribute money; quit-rent in lieu of fixed revenue.

Talukana-Tees paid to revenue agents.
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Edition,.18s. cloth. Vol. II. Third Edition, os.6d. cloth.

"Mr. Ruskin's work will send the painter more than ever to the study of nature ;
will train men who have always been delighted spectators of nature, to be also atten-
tive observers. Our critics will learn to admire, and mere admirers will learn how to
criticise: thus a public will be educated."-Blacwood's Magazine.

" A very extraordinary and delightful book, full of truth and goodness, of power and
beauty."'-North Britisb Review.

" One of the most remarkable works on art which has appeared in our time."-
Edinburgb Review.

%* The Third- Volume is in preparation.

vi.
THE SEVEN LAMPS OF ARCHITECTURE. With

Fourteen Etchings by the Author. Imp. 8vo, il. is. cloth.
"By the 'Seven Lamps of Architecture,' we understand Mr. Ruskin to mean

the seven fundamental and cardinal laws, the observance of and obedience to which
a-e indispensable to the architect who would deserve the name. The politician, the
moralist, the divine, will find in it ample store of instructive matter, as well as the
artist."-Examiner.

VII.

THE OPENING OF THE CRYSTAL PALACE:
Considered in some of its relations to the Prospects of
Art. 8vo. Price irs. sewed.

" An earnest and eloquent appeal for the preservation of the ancient monuments of
Gothic architecture."-English Churciman.

VIII.

PRE-RAPHAELITISM. 8vo., 2S. sewed.
" We wish that this pamphlet might be largely read by our art-patrons, and

studied by our art-critics.' There is much to be collected from it which is very import-
ant to remember."'-Guardian.

x,

THE KING OF THE GOLDEN RIVER; OR, THE
BLACK BROTHERS; With 22 Illustrations by RICHARD
DoYLE. 2s. 6d.

" This little fairy tale is by a master hand. The story has a charming moral, and
the writing is so excellent, that it would be hard to say which ir will give most plea-
sure to, the very wise man or the very simple child."-Examiner.

X.

NOTES ON THE CONSTRUCTION OF SHEEP-
FOLDS. 8vo., is.
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M odso of t. ba ea.
I.

THE ROSE AND THE RING; Or, the History of Prince
Giglio and Prince Bulbo. By Mr. M. A. TITMA1siH.
With 58 Cuts drawn by the Author. 3rd Edit. Price 5s.

Il Let all seekers after the wittiest and most wonderful extravagance-all lovers of
uncompromising holiday fun, rejoice over the Christmas book furnished this year by
Mr. Thackeray. It is a most humorous and pleasant little book, and illustrated by
the author with a profusion of comical pictures, which nobody could have done so
well."-Examiner.

( We have not met with so good a Fairy Tale since Mr. Ruskin's; that was
seriously, this is cornically, poetical, with no lack of quiet satire. It is a most sensible
piece of nonsense-a thoroughlylight-hearted and lively Christmas book for boys and
girls, old and young."--Athenaum.

"A book of broad fun, with here and there sly strokes of satire. The wisdom that
breathes from its pages is the wisdom that sounds in a hearty laugh."-Spectator.

II.
LECTURES ON THE ENGLISH HUMOURISTS OF

THE I8TH CENTURY. By W. M. THACKERAY,
Esq., Author of " Vanity Fair,"" The Newcomes," &c.
Second Edition. Crown 8vo, price ios. 6d., cloth.

" To those who attended the lectures, the book will be a pleasant reminiscence, to
others'an exciting novelty. The style-clear, idiomatic, forcible, familiar, but never
slovenly ; the searching strokes of sarcasm or irony ; the occasional flashes of generous
scorn ; the touches of pathos, pity, and tenderness ; the morality tempered but never
weakened by experience and sympathy; the felicitous phrases, the striking anecdotes,
the passages of wise, practical reflection; all these lôse much less than we could have
expected from the absence of the voice, manner, and look of the lecturer."- Spectator.

" What fine things the lectures contain! What eloquent and. subtle sayings, what
wise and earnest writing! How delightful are their turns of humour; with what a
touching effect, in the graver passages, the genuine feeling of the man comes out ; and
how vividly the thoughts are painted, as it were, in graphic and characteristic words."
-Examiner I1i.
ESMOND. By W. M. THACKERAY, Esq. Second Edition,

3 Vols., crown 8vo, reduced to 15s. cloth,
" Mr. Thackeray has selected for his hero a very noble type of the cavalier soften.

ing into the man of the eighteenth century, and for his heroine one of the sweetest
women that ever breathed from canvas or from book, since Raffaelle painted and
Shakepeare wrote. The style is manly, clear, terse, and vigorous, reflecting every
mood-pathetic, grave, or sarcastic-of the writer."-Spectator.

5 In quiet richness, ' Esmond' mainly resembles the old writers ; as it does also in
weight of thought, sincerity of purpose, and poetry of the heart and brain."-Fraser's

Magazine. IV.
THE KICKLEBURYS ON THE RHINE. By Mr.

M. A. TITMARSH. With 15 Cuts. Third- Edition.
Price 5s. plain, and 7s. 6d. coloured.

A PORTRAIT OF W. M. THACKERAY, Esq.
Engraved by Francis Holl, from a Drawing by Samuel
Laurence. India Proofs, 21. 2s. ; Prints, il. s.
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Em oths of Juxtrer Edl.
.I.

VILLETTE. By CURRER BELL, Author of " Jane
Eyre," "Shirley,"&c. In Three Volumes, post 8vo,
reduced to I5s. cloth.

" This book would have made Currer Bell famous had she not been already. It
retrieves all the ground she lost in ' Shirley,' and it will engage a wider circle of readers
than ' Jane Eyre,' for it has all the,best qualities of that remarkable book. There is
throughout a charm of freshness which is infinitely delightful: freshness in observa-
tion, freshness in feeling, freshness in expression."--Literary Gazette.,

"This novel amply sustains the fame of the author of 'Jane'Eyre' and 'Shirley'
as an original and powerful writer. 'Villette' is a most admirably written novel,
everywhere original, everywhere shrewd, and at heart everywhere kindly."-Examiner.

'' The tale is one of the affections, and remarkable as a picture of manners. A
burning heart glows throughout it, and one brilliantly distinct character keeps it
alive."-A thenæ.um.

SHIRLEY; a Tale. By CURRER BELL. A new Edition.
Crown 8vo, 6s. cloth.

"The peculiar power which was so greatly admired in 'Jane Eyre' is not absent
fron this book. , It possesses deep interest, and an irresistible grasp of reality. There
is a vividness and distinctness of conception in it quite marvellous. The power of
graphic delineation and expression is intense. There are scenes which, for strength
and delicacy of emotion, are not transcended in the range of English fiction."-Examiner.

"' Shirley' is an admirable book; genuine English in the independence and up-
rightness of the tone of thought, in the, purity of heart and feeling which pervade it,
in the masculine vigour of its conception of character."'-Morning Chronicle.

"' Shirley' is very clever. The faculty of graphic description, strong imagination,
fervid and masculine diction, analytic skill, all are4visible. Gems of rare thought and
glorious passion shine here and there throughout the volumes." - Times.

II.

JANE EYRE : an Autobiography. By CURRER BELL.
Fourth Edition. Crown 8vo, 6s. cloth.

"' Jane Eyre ' is a remarkable production. Freshness and originality, truth and
passion, singular felicity in the description of natural scenery, and in the analyzation
of human thôught, enable this tale to stand boldly out from the mass, and to assume
its own place in the bright field of romantic literature. We could 'not'but be'struck
with the raciness and ability of the work, by the independent sway of a thoroughly
original and unworn pen, by the masculine current of noble thoughts, and the un-
flinching disse-tion of the dark yet truthful character."- Times.

IV.
WUTHERING HEIGHTS and AGNES GREY. By

ELLIS and ACTON BELL. With a Selection of their Literary Re-
mains, and a Biographical Notice of both Authors, by CURRER BELL.
Crown Svo, 6s. cloth. -

v.
By CURRER, ELLIS, and ACTON BELL. 4S. cloth.POEMS.
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lur. lfpnne's fictfons.
. .

NANETTE AND HER LOVERS. By TALBOT
GWYNNE, Author of " The School for Fathers," " Silas
Barnstarke," &c. One Vol. crown 8vo, reduced to
5s. cloth.

"< We do not remember to have met with so perfect a work of literary art as
' Nanette' for many a long day ; or one in which every character is so thoroughly
worked out in so short a space, and the interest concentrated with so much effect and
truthfulness.'-Britannia.

" It would be difficult to suppose a more pleasing sketch, or a more interesting
heroine than Nanette."-Sun.

" In Nanette's simple faith, affectionate nature, and honest, earnest conduct, there
is a very striking and pleasing delineation of character."-Literary Gazette.

II.
THE LIFE AND DEATH OF SILAS BARNSTARKE.

By TALBOT GwYNNE. One Volume, crown 8vo.,
reduced to 5s. cloth.

« The gradual growth of the sin of covetousness, its temporary disturbance by the
admixture of a softer passion, and the pangs of remorse, are portrayed M ith high
dramatic effect, resembling in some scenes the gigantic majesty ofancient Tragedy." -
John Bull.

11 A story possessing an interest so tenacious that no one who 'commences it will
easily leave the perusal unfinished." -Standard.

" A book of high aim and unquestionable power."-Examiner.

III.

THE SCH OOL FOR FATHERS; An Old English Story.
By T. GWYNNE. Crown 8vo. Reduced to 5s. cloth.

« The pleasantest tale we have read for many a day. It is a story of the Tatler
and Spectator days, and is very fitly associated with that time of good English literature
by its manly feeling, direct, unaffected manner of writing, and nicely managed, well-
turned narrative. The descriptions are excellent ; some of the country painting
is as fresh as a landscape by Constable, or an idyl by Alfred Tennyson."-Examiner.

"' The School for Fathers' is at once highly a-musing and deeply interesting-full
of that genuine humour which is half pathos-and written with a freshness of feel-
ing and raciness of style which entitle it to be called a tale in the Vicar of Wakefeld
school."-Britannia.

IV.
THE SCHOOL FOR DREAMERS. By T. GWYNNE.

Crown 8vo. Reduced to 5s. cloth.
" The master-limner of the follies of mankind, the author of ' The School for

Fathers,' has produced another tale abounding with traits of exquisite humour and
sallies ofsparkling wit."-obn Bull.

" A story which inculcates a sound and sensible moral in a manner equally delight-
ful and effective."-Mornng Post.

" A powerfully and skilfully written book, intended to show the mischief and
danger of following imagination instead of judgment in the practical business of life."
-Literary Gazette.
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Netu §íct(ons.
I.

COUNTERPARTS; oR,' THE CROSS OF LOVE.
BY THE AUTHOR OF 14 CHARLES AUCHESTER." Three
Volumes, post 8vo. Reduced to I5s. cloth.
l ' Two forms that differ, in order to correspond;' this is the true sense of the

word ' Counterpart.' This text of Coleridge introduces us to the work, -foretelling its
depth of purpose and grandeur of design. The feelings of the heart, the acknow-
ledged subject of romance, are he;e analysed as well as chronicled." -Sun.

" There are, in this novel, animated and clever conversations, sparkling descrip-
tions, and a general appreciation of the beautiful in nature and art-especially the sea
and music."-Globe..

" We can promise the reader an abundantly pleasing and intellectual repast. The
incidents of the story are numerous and remarkable, and some of them are distin.
guished by a rare originality."-Morning Advertiser.

Il 'Counterparts' is superior to 'Charles Auchester' in style and matter."-
Literary Gazette.

II.
MAUDE TALBOT. By HOLME LEE. Three Volumes,

post 8vo. Reduced to 15s. cloth.
"'A well-wrought and really admirable work of fiction, of a solid and very thought-

ful kind. Great skill is shown in the development of character ; the persons of-
the tale are very distinct and real."--Examiner.

' Maude Talbot' must take rank as a superior novel ; and it will excite and reward
attention."'-Athenæum.

AMBROSE: THE SCULPTOR. An Autobiography of
Artist-Life. By Mrs. ROBERT CARTWRIGHT, Author of
" Christabelle," &c. Two Vols., Post 8vo.

'C This novel is 'written in a very earnest spirit, and its matter is interesting."'-
Examiner.

"There are well-conceived characters and striking incidents in Mrs. Cartwright's
tale." -Literary Gazette.

" An impassioned novel."-dtbeneum.
11.

THE HEIR OF VALLIS. By WILLIAM MATHEWS,
Esq. Three Volumes, post 8vo.

«I The ' Heir of Vallis' must win for itself an exalted niche among the novels of
the year. The writing is clear and forcible, the characters are worked out with
power and distinctness, and the plot is elaborated without detracting from its effect."
-Britannia.

v.
AVILLION, AND OTHER TALES. By the Author of

" Olive," " The Head of the Family," &c. Three
Volumes, post 8vo.

"' Avillion' is a beautiful and fanciful story ; and the rest make agreeable reading.
There is not one of them unquickened by true feeling, exquisite taste, and a pure and
vivid imagination."-Examiner.

" These volumes formn altogether as pleasant and fanciful a miscellany as has often
been given to the public in these latter days."-Atheneum.

_MZý
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THE AUTOBIOGRAPHY OF LEIGH HUNT: with
Reminiscences of Friends and Contemporaries. 3 vols.
post 8vo, 15S. cloth.

" These volumes contain a personal recollection of the literature and politics, as
well as some of the most remarkable literary men and politicians, of the last fifty
years."-Spectator.

II.
MEN, WOMEN, AND BOOKS. 2 vols. post 8vo, with

Portrait, rcs. cloth.
" A book for a parlour-window, for a summer's eve, for a warm fireside, for a half-

hour's leisure, for a whole day's luxury; in any and every possible shape a charming
companion. "-Westminster Review.

111.
IMAGINATION AND FANCY. 5s. cloth.

" The very essence of the sunniest qualities of the English poets."-Atlas.

-' lv.

WIT AND HUMOUR. 5s. cloth.
"A book at once exhilarating and suggestive."-Atheneum.

v.
A JAR OF HONEY FROM MOUNT HYBLA. 5$.

VI.
TABLE TALK. 3s. 6d. cloth.

" Precisely the book we would take asa companion on the green lane walk."-Gobe.

Sts 3BabunagI' ff§maIe slîograpijíes.
I.

WOMEN OF CHRISTIANITY, EXEMPLARY FOR
PIETY AND CHARITY. By JULIA KAVANAGH.

Post 8vo, with Portraits. Price 12S. in embossed cloth,
gilt edges.

" A more noble and dignified tribute to the virtues of her sex we can scarcely
imagine than this work, to which the gifted authoress has brought talents of no
ordinary range, and, more than all, a spirit of éminent piety."-Curch of England
Quartery Review.

WOMAN IN FRANCE DURING THE 18TH CEN-
TURY. By JULIA KAVANAGH. 2 voIS. poSt 8vo,
with Eight Portraits. 12S. in embossed cloth.

" Miss Kavanagh has undertaken a delicate task, and she has performed it on the
whole with discretion and judgment. Her volumes may lie on any drawing-room
table without scandal, and may be read by al] but her youngest countrywomen without

-risk.".-uarterly Review.

12
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®Oiental,
I.

BOYD'S TURKISH INTERPRETER: a Grammar of
the Turkish Language. 8vo. Price 12s.

II.

CRAWFURD'S GRAMMAR AND DICTIONARY
OF THE MALAY LANGUAGE. 2 vols. 8vo,
36s. cloth.

III.

BAILLIE'3 LAND TAX OF INDIA, According to the
Moohummudan Law. 8vo, price 6s. cloth.

IV.

IRVING'S THEORY AND PRACTICE OF CASTE.
Post 8vo, price 5s. cloth.

v.
DR. ROYLE ON THE CULTURE AND COM-

MERCE OF COTTON IN INDIA. 8vo, 18s.

cloth.
VI.

KELAART'S PRODROMUS FAUN]E ZEYLANICÆR.
8vo. Price os. 6d. cloth.

VII.

GINGELL'S CEREMONIAL USAGES OF THE
CHINESE. Imperial 8vo, price ios..6d. cloth.

VIII.

SMYTH'S HISTORY OF THE REIGNING FAMILY
OF LAHORE. With Portraits. 8vo. Price 12,.

Ix.

BOMBAY GOVERNMENT RECORDS.
No. ir.-ON THE SUPPLY OF WATER TO BOMBAY.

With Maps and Plans. Price 95.
No. z.-REPORT OF THE SOUTHERN DISTRICT OF

THE SURAT COLLECTORATE. Price 6d.
No. 3.- ON THE SETTLEMENT OF FORAS LANDS IN

BOMBAY. With Maps. Price 4s.
No. 4 .- REPORT ON THE COLLECTORATE OF SHOLA-

PORE, and Statistical Report of Cambay. Price xs.
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DOUBLEDAY'S TRUE LAW OF POPULATION.
Third Edition, 8vo, ios. cloth.

11.

SWAINSON'S ACCOUNT OF AUCKLAND, NEW
ZEALAND. Post 8vo, with a View and Coloured Map,
6s. cloth.

III.

McCANN'S TWO THOUSAND MILES' RIDE
THROUGH THE ARGENTINE PROVINCES,
&C. - 2 vols. post 8vo, with Illustrations. Price 24S. cloth.

IV.

LAURIE'S SECOND BURMESE WAR. A NARRA-
TIVE OF THE OPERATIONS AT RANGOON.. Post Svo,
with Map, Plans, and Views. Price ros. 6d. cloth.

V.

LAURIE'S PEGU: A Narrative of the Concluding Opera-
tions of the Second Burmese War. One thick Volume,
post. 8vo, with numerous Plans and Views. Price 14s.
cloth.

VI.

TRAITS OF- AMERICAN INDIAN LIFE. By a
FuR TRADER. Post 8vo, price 7s. cloth.

Vil.

ROWCROFT'S TALES OF THE COLONIES; OR,
THE ADVENTURES OF AN EMIGRANT. Fifth Edition.
6s. cloth.

VIII.

DALLAS'S POETICS: AN ESSAY ON POETRY.
Crown 8vo. Price 9s. cloth.

Ix.

GOETHE'S CONVERSATIONS WITH ECKER-
MANN. Translated by JOHN OXENFORD. ,2 Vols.
post 8vo, los. cloth.
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3edígícus; anx 3BhutationaI.

STEINMETZ'S NOVITIATE; OR, THE JESUIT IN

TRAINING: being -a Year among the English Jesuits.
Tbird Edition, post 8vo, 5s. cloth.

" This is a remarkable book. It describes with a welcome minuteness, the daily
nightly, hourly occupations of the Jesuit Novitiates of Stonyhurst, their religious
exercises and manners, in private and together; and depicts with considerable acute.
ness and power, the conflicts of an intelligent, susceptible, honest-purposed spirit, while
passing through such a process."-British Ruarterly Review.

A CONVERTED ATHEIS
THE TRUTH OF CH
Edition, fcap. 8vo, 3s. cloth.

r'S TESTIMONY
RISTIANITY.

"A very interesting account of the experience of an intelligent and sincere mind
on the subject of religion. We can honestly recommend the book to the notice of
our readers.'-.Ecectic Review.

EVANS' (REV. R. W.) RECTORY OF VALEHEAD.
Fourteenth Edition, 3s. cloth.

MORISON'S RELIGIOUS HISTORY
Scond Edition. Fcap. 3s. cloth.

OF MAN.

ELEMENTARY WORKS on SOCIAL ECONOMY.
Uniform in fcap. 8vo, half-bound.

I.-OUTLINES OF SOCIAL ECONOMY. 1s. 6d.
I.-PROGRESSIVE LESSONS IN SOCIAL SCIENCE. 1s. 6d.

11.-INTRODUCTION TO THE SOCIAL SCIENCES. as.
IV.-QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS ON THE ARRANGEMENTS AND RELATIONS OF

SocIrA LIr. 2s. 6d.
V.-OUTLINES OF THE UNDERSTANDING. 2s.

VI.-WHAT AM I? WHERE AM I? WHAT OUGHT I TO DO? &c.
is. sewed.

" The author of these varlous manuals of the social sciences has the
clearly the abstruse points of political economy and metaphysics, and.
level to every understanding."-Economist.

art of stating
making them

PARENTS' CABINET OF AMUSEMENT AND INSTRUC-
TION. In volumes, each complete in itself, 2s. 6d.

LITTLE STORIES FROM THE PARLOUR PRINTING PRESS.
By the Author of the " Parents' Cabinet." 2s. cloth.

TO
Fourth
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EMorks of practfcal Information.

I.

LEVI'S COMMERCIAL LAW OF THE WORLD.
2 Vols. Royal 4to.' Price 6/. cloth.

THE BRITISH OFFICER; HIS POSITION, DUTIES, EMO-
LUMENTS, AND PRIVILEGES. By J. H. STOCQUELER.
8vo, I5s. cloth extra.

III.

HUGHES'S DUTIES OF JUDGE ADVOCATES.
Post 8vO, 7s., cloth.

IV.

SIR JOHN HERSCHEL'S ASTRONOMICAL OBSER-
VATIONS MADE AT THE CAPE. OF GOOD
HOPE. 4to. with Plates. Price 41. 4s., cloth.

DARWIN'S GEOLOGICAI, OBSERVATIONS ON
CORAL REEFS, VOLCANIC ISLANDS, AND ON SOUTH
AMERICA. 8vo, with Maps, Plates, and Woodcuts,
ios. 6d. cloth.

VI.

PIDDINGTON'S SAILOR'S HORN-BOOK OF
STORMS.. Second Edition, 8vo, los. 6d., with Charts
and Storm-Cards.

VII.

PIDDINGTON'S CONVERSATIONS ABOUT HUR-
RICANES, FOR THE. USE OF PLAIN
SAILORS. 8vo, 7s. With'Storm-Cards.

VIII

GREEN'S BRITISH MERCHANTS' ASSISTANT.
CONTAINING:-

PART .- TABLES OF SIMPLE INTEREST -at 3, 31, 4, 44, and 5 per cent.r
PART IL--TABLES, OF INTEREST ON EXCHEQOUER BILLS, at fromi råd.,

to 3id. pei- cent. per diem.
PART III. TABLES OF ENGLISH AND FOREIGN STOCK, BROKERAGE,

COMMISSION, FREIGHT, INSURANCE, &c.

Roy. 8vo, il. Is. 6d., cloth. (Each part may be.had separately).

LONDON: PRINTED BY STEWART AND MURRAY, OLD BAILEY.


